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"There is nothing in which deduction is so necessary as in religion. It can be built up as an exact
science by the reasoner. Our highest assurance of the goodness of Providence seems to me to rest
in the flowers. All other things, our powers, our desires, our food, are all really necessary for our
existence in the first instance. But this rose is an extra. Its smell and its color are an
embellishment of life, not a condition of it. It is only goodness which gives extras, and so I say
again that we have much to hope from the flowers.”
Sherlock Holmes, The Adventure of the Naval Treaty
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“A commonsense interpretation of the facts suggests that a superintellect has monkeyed with
physics, as well as chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind forces worth speaking
about in nature.”
Sir Fred Hoyle, “The Universe: Past and Present Reflections,” Annual Review of Astronomy and
Astrophysics 20 (1982)
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“Biology is the study of complicated things that give the appearance of having been designed for
a purpose.”
Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker
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“For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power and divine
nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that men are
without excuse.”
Romans 1:20
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Chapter 1
Professor Emeritus Roger Limine, esteemed guest lecturer at Compass University’s 8:00
a.m. Introductory Biology class, transitioned to the conclusion, and his favorite part, of his
annual observance on the principles of evolution. The handful of attentive students among the
other several hundred heavy-lidded attendees—most of whose major preoccupation, other than
staying awake, was struggling unsuccessfully to find a comfortable lie in the auditorium’s
molded plastic seats—sensed an even greater stiffening of Professor Limine’s perennially rigid
posture and the excited tension in his arms and legs as he launched into what he considered his
screed’s epiphanous revelation. Here, he thought (as he habitually noted each time he reached
this spot), is where these young minds, stuffed with sentiment and mythology, meet the truth. Let
the pleasant fictions fall!
Although zealous to impart his lesson, Professor Limine took no pleasure in any
bewildered displacement that his audience might feel as a result of the demolition of innocence
he imagined himself poised to deliver. To the contrary, his brain’s sympathy reflex was keenly
stimulated by his expectation that the students would suffer a rude psychological eviction from
their cozy mental constructs, but he deemed such disquiet to be the necessary price for their
clear-thinking—something he had once romanticized to a colleague as the “birth pangs of
enlightenment.” Only from the ground zero of broken illusions could one begin to build an
authentic world view, much like bulldozing a ramshackle shanty of quaint, historic interest to
raise a modern, streamlined structure.
“In the beginning, class, we saw how the laws of natural selection and survival of the
fittest, operating along with mutation and variation over long periods of time, led to the evolution
of all life, from the simplest to the most complex. Your ancestors swung in trees; their ancestors
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swam in seas; and everything ultimately calls father to random, chance pairings of lifeless amino
acids floating haphazard in a primordial soup. All this you no doubt know, but I wonder whether
you fully appreciate all the implications.
“Most people mistakenly conclude that evolution has what one might call the admirable
goal of improving everything, of making living things better and better, so that eventually, a
million years hence, humanity will have become a more advanced and perfected race, with
enhanced intelligence and perhaps even additional fantasized abilities, such as augmented insight
or telepathy. Bunk and nonsense! Evolution is a blind, purposeless, undirected activity. It has
no goal. Its sole effect is to maximize the next generation’s ability to survive in the environment
in which the prior generation reproduced—nothing more. Whether that’s achieved with slime
mold or supermen is irrelevant to evolution. Neither is preferable or superior, except to the
extent that one may be better suited to reproduce. So please, disabuse yourself of any faulty
notion that we humans are the pinnacle, the favored child, the ultimate aim of evolution. Far, far
from it.
“Instead”—his voice rising as he leaned forward on the lectern—“each of you, and
everything you think of as making up the quintessential you, are nothing more than an external
shell, a husk as it were, for the protection, propagation and perpetuation of the DNA residing in
your cells. All of life, all of its apparent diversity, exists for this sole reason—because, under the
insensible influence of natural selection, evolution of living organisms promoted the survival, not
so much of the organisms themselves, but of the organisms’ DNA. At its core, evolution is
propelled by nothing more and nothing less than the reproduction of the molecule we call DNA.
“So why do the so-called higher animals even exist? Indeed, why is there any form of
life more complex than a single strand of DNA? For one and only one reason—the brute force
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of natural selection favored the creation of such animals because, by securing itself within them,
DNA’s chances of survival and reproduction were increased.
“Every aspect of human development, existence and behavior is the simple story of DNA
surrounding itself with living shells that enhance its likelihood of survival. To illustrate just one
of the far-reaching ramifications: why did what we call ‘morality’ evolve? Well, for DNA to
survive, its human host must survive, and a human has a better chance of surviving in a
community, and to get along in communities, humans need to have inbred rules of conduct, from
which evolved what we have named ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ or ‘good’ and ‘evil’—all just
coincidences or conveniences of adaptation. Thus the edicts we call the Ten Commandments
codified behavioral conventions that were favored through natural selection because they aided
the survival of the communities that observed them. But if it would have enhanced the survival
of the species, and therefore of its DNA, conduct that we would today condemn as uttermost
evil, at least when viewed through our presently configured moral lens, could just as easily have
evolved into the highest form of nobility. Everything,” Professor Limine proclaimed with
reverent awe, “everything serves only one master—natural selection, before which all things are
relative and to which the only canon is the reproduction of DNA. I say to you, as shocking as it
sounds, that if torturing infants for sport had given the human species—and therefore its instilled
DNA—a greater chance of survival, then we might just as easily count such conduct a virtue!”
He paused to signal a transition to an even more ferocious swing of the wrecking ball.
“It is elementary that nature gave us eyes because sightless creatures were less likely to
survive long enough to breed. We have ears because deaf creatures would be similarly
challenged. All that’s a given. I’d like to talk now about something one step beyond, about
evolution’s dominion over more than just flesh and blood. I’d like to talk now about evolution’s
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sovereignty over the personal self that seems to reside in your head, over the so-called ‘real
you’—not just your kidneys or your lungs or your liver, but your sensation of existing as a selfaware mental entity with a uniquely individual consciousness, identity, outlook, personality and
all the other psychic underpinnings that constitute the person, the ‘you,’ that you think you are.
I’m talking about what might, in earlier days, have been called your ‘soul.’”
A smatter of derisive hoots issued from the audience’s aspiring sophisticates.
“We assume this ‘real you’ is the prize that evolution protects and that the body is just a
house to contain it,” and here he confidentially bent closer towards them as if sharing a stunning
secret, “but we are wrong. At best, your inner self serves, not sits on, the throne occupied by
DNA, and the reason for its existence is no different from a spleen’s: because such an
arrangement favored the survival, not of the being you consider to be the ‘real you,’ but of the
DNA for which natural selection sculpted you, body and soul, to function as a home, a host, if
you will, thereby raising DNA’s prospects of reproduction.
“Why and how did this happen? Why and how did natural selection create this complex
collection of brain processes that give rise to what you perceive as the inner, the real you?
Nothing more than survival of the fittest. Compared to other animals, a human’s body is weak.
Chimps are stronger; lions are faster; reptiles are tougher. Even disregarding the risk posed by
predators, a naked human’s prospect for survival in a jungle wilderness is iffy at best. The DNA
embedded in those ancient, pre-human hosts needed something to offset those physical
deficiencies. To that end, the mind took center stage. Those members of the troupe who were
better at drawing conclusions from sensory input could fare better in the demanding environment
for which their relatively frail bodies were unfit. Perhaps they were slightly more adept at
deducing the presence of dangerous animals from telltale signs. Perhaps they could more readily
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determine where to find edible plants. Perhaps they were more creative at sheltering themselves
or using natural materials for protection from harsh conditions. Those individuals with better
cognition were more likely to survive and pass their slightly superior mental genes to the next
generation, where the process was repeated, again and again, enhancing and refining the species’
intelligence. In essence, we’re talking about the evolution of self-directed learning, of the ability
to take sensory input—what the creature could see, hear taste, smell and feel—and subject it to
progressively more complex analysis in order to draw progressively more helpful, survivalenhancing conclusions. It is theorized that eventually, as this growing intellect expanded, it
achieved a critical mass of brain activity. At that stage, an observation would trigger so many
disparate ongoing cerebral functions, things like recollection, contemplation, association,
foresight, planning, instinct, et cetera, that the creature needed an overseer, an operating system,
if you will, to administer all these mental inputs and, by coordinating them, select a single course
of action. That!” he exclaimed with a raised finger, “that is when and how this human inner self,
this individual consciousness, came to be. The species’ intellect had reached the point where a
brain monitor would further its survival, and so natural selection gave us the supervisory
mentality that we presumptuously call our real selves. What you sense as the ‘real you’ is simply
an emergent property, a secondary phenomenon, of the brain’s biochemical activity for
processing diverse neurological inputs. In short, because the flesh was weak, natural selection
compensated by giving you a willing spirit.
“It may be helpful to think of this in computer terms. This ‘self’ of yours can be likened
to the browser that pops up each time you click on a link in an email. You need the browser to
navigate the internet just as your brain needs this coordinating ‘self’ to navigate the input your
senses gather from the world. And since the brain is gathering and processing input every
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moment that you’re awake, it calls upon this ‘self,’ this browser, to be up and running constantly,
giving one the illusion that it exists autonomously, as if it were independent of the sensory and
mental stimulation that summoned into being. But when it’s not needed, when you’re asleep, for
example, it dissolves into the same state of non-existence your browser enters when you close it.
“But you may argue that this ‘real self’ of yours includes more than just a raw
consciousness. You’ve got your own unique identity, character, disposition, tendencies,
temperament, strengths, abilities, emotional tuning and all the other badges of personhood that
make up the ‘real you.’ Why, you ask, would natural selection give us those refinements if all it
needed was a coordinating mental overseer? The presence of those other attributes that give
color and shape and depth to your consciousness, that make the ‘real you’ the truly special, oneof-a-kind person you are, that differentiate you from every other human on this planet—well, the
presence of those other attributes must mean that the explanation for the origin of this ‘real you’
can’t simply be to coordinate disparate mental inputs, because you wouldn’t need those other
attributes for that, right?”
He sighed sympathetically.
“Wrong. That’s an argument our ancestors might have embraced, but not one that we can
accept today. Nature, we have found, is a frugal master, making the utmost use of all resources.
Having created human consciousness, nature could then piggy-back all sorts of ancillary
qualities onto it. Variety is one of the engines that drives natural selection, and a robust and full
consciousness presented additional opportunities for DNA to enhance its probability of
surviving. One configuration of genetic chemicals happened to impart a charismatic trait, which
helped the host survive and therefore was passed along; another configuration led to an
introspective creativity, which was useful in other ways. And so on, on and on, through all the
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other molecular formulas for all the other personality and character nuances you can think of,
until natural selection had a full palate of ‘real you’ colors to work from. And of course, the
determining factor for the particular mix of ‘real you’ attributes you ended up with is the same
one that picked the color of your eyes and the shape of your earlobes and everything else about
you—nothing more than random genetic chance.
“Yesss!” he thrilled. “Truly I tell you that those things you think of as comprising your
essence are only incidental by-products of the survival mechanism that natural selection
unwittingly created for human DNA. Your consciousness, your thoughts, what you
euphemistically call your true ‘self’ or ‘identity,’ are merely the unintended, quirky
consequences of adaptations in brain chemistry to increase the reproductive potential of the DNA
you carry, as ironic as a ventriloquist dummy who, through some bizarre fluke, happened to
become self-aware, only to find that the maestro pulling its strings was nothing more than an
empty vessel.
“Nevertheless, while the origin of human consciousness is clear, the reason for its
existence still remains a bit of a puzzle. We have computer programs capable of monitoring
numerous sub-routines without themselves being conscious. Wouldn’t it equally insure the
survival of DNA to be entombed in an insensitive, robot organism? Why should that upstart
organism suddenly come awake and then, falsely presuming that the mental faculties it
administers were assembled for its benefit, begin to claim as a birthright all sorts of hubristic
privileges and imagined qualities as if they were things to which this accidental spirit, this ghost
in the machine, was inherently entitled—things like life, liberty, happiness, freedom, goodness,
fulfillment, justice, mercy? Why indeed. A challenge for you, the next generation of
researchers, to solve. But I will tell you, even though we haven’t yet identified the specific
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biological mechanisms, we can be certain that the sole reason for all these developments is that
they somehow enhanced the opportunity for DNA’s survival through natural selection, the
ultimate driver of every living thing. And thus, in like fashion, we believe that natural selection
provides the answer to all of life’s so-called mysteries.
“Contemplate the wonder of it!” Professor Limine exhorted in a voice now audibly
cracking with rapture. “Your DNA is just a string of atoms—long and intricate, to be sure, but
essentially mindless beads on a microscopic thread governed by unyielding quantum mechanical
processes. Natural selection is a force of nature, as blind and indiscriminate as gravity. Yet the
combination of these two unconscious dynamics evolved a creature of amazing complexity,
capable of apprehending its own existence, investigating its curious place in the universe and
discovering along the way that it is nothing more than a strangely self-perceptive host fashioned
to serve the survival needs of the insensate collection of molecules we call DNA, all brought
about through the work of natural selection, which, despite having ordained these consequences,
is utterly unaware of any of them!”
He took a fortifying breath as he wound down to the denouement of his tract, feeling, as
always, quite spent after conducting this annual service. “Thus,” he piously summarized, “in the
end, we see that nothing is truly real or absolute except the inexorable laws of nature to which
we are all in obedient servitude.” Then he added in a more businesslike but earnestly
encouraging tone, “If any of you would like to discuss these things further, please come down,
come forward to meet with me or one of the science advisors one-on-one, and we can guide you
through any questions you might have.”
He gave them one last, somber look. “Good luck to you all,” he concluded.
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His somewhat abrupt ending caught the students by surprise, which delayed the polite but
restrained applause traditionally given any guest speaker. As the dutiful, belated clapping
reached his ears and he gazed on the predominately slack, stuporous faces, Professor Limine
congratulated himself on having no misimpression that most or even many of them had followed
his address or had actively grasped the significance of his comments. But, statistically speaking,
there were likely to be a few kernels of wheat among this bleary-eyed chaff, one or two of which
might find root in the nutrient of his lecture. By force of clinical habit, his mind visualized the
nascent seeds within each student as discrete points mapped on a graph, budding over time.
Once ripened to maturity, they would be arrayed across a wide range of social and intellectual
strata. Some, a select minority, might become leaders in various types of human endeavor—
business, science, art, etc. And a few luminaries of that group—he privately labeled them the
“Braintrust” of their age—would establish their era’s cutting-edge philosophical and intellectual
mores, which would then, by lesser acolytes, be offered up through the media, government and
other communal mechanisms to the rest of their generation for consumption by the culture at
large. These would be finespun, imbedded messages that implicitly reflected a world view
without preaching one, portraying it rather as an indubitable fact that the rest of society would
unquestioningly accept.
He took great pride in how he and his recent predecessors had helped in the changing of
the 2,000-year old, prior Braintrust guard, replacing its organizing principles of religion and the
soul with a framework of natural law and reason—epistemological victories won at the most elite
and rarified heights of human thinking, victories whose blow-by-blow details were
incomprehensible to the rank and file, but whose essential, albeit simplified battle-cries filtered
down. And so, when the vanquishing Braintrust had foreclosed resort to God and Bible as
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civilizational touchstones, exchanging them instead for humanism and naturalism, members of
the broader population saw the repercussions subtly but unmistakably reflected everywhere
around them—in their government, in their schools, in their newspapers, in their art, in their
entertainment, in their icons, even in the advertisements that bombarded them in ever-increasing
volume and number, all of which proclaimed the new truths of pragmatic ethics, relaxed
morality, the celebration of self, the legitimacy of impulse, the virtue of license, the arrogance of
judgment, the absolution of weakness and the dignity of flaws.
For the few of those standouts in this crowd who might eventually join the next
Braintrust, Professor Limine hoped his message had resonated at least on a subliminal level. If
he had helped clear from their heads any lingering cobwebs of the ousted, outdated Braintrust,
then his presentation had shed cleansing light. The rest of the students, most of whom, in his
mental graph, merged indistinguishably in a projected median clump, would dance to these
trendsetters’ tune. The remaining minority of negative outliers he foresaw from this group (who,
he supposed, would occupy the down-dragging but inevitable social rungs of misfits, defectives,
underachievers, criminals and wards of the state) did not matter to the culture’s world view; to
the extent they participated at all, they would be hauled along whatever road the majority
traveled.
He did wince with the recognition that the new Braintrust’s liberation from the
metaphysical shackles of the past had worked to de-stigmatize such things as vulgarity,
sensationalism, disrespect, incivility, immodesty, complacency, indulgence, unaccountability,
conceit, self-gratification, licentiousness, and crude and puerile humor, among others. And
although he acknowledged that increases in divorce, violence, addiction, teen pregnancy,
scholastic backsliding, depression, psychosis and suicide might be linked to the transition,
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despite his rationality he was, oxymoronically enough, something of an idealist, finding the
messy aftermath of truth preferable to the coddling comfort of delusions.
Not that any of these thoughts of his was remotely discernable by Professor Limine’s
audience, but, even if his unspoken observations had somehow been broadcast through a
bullhorn, they would never have registered on Fred Flunt as anything other than discordant,
torturous noise. A sixth-year senior currently majoring in the history of jazz (after migrating,
with consistently dismal results, through psychology, sociology, theater, English as a second
language, interdisciplinary studies and folklore), Fred had enrolled in Introductory Biology
because he lacked the science credits necessary for a degree—not that Fred could have a
reasonable expectation of attaining a degree any time soon, or, realistically speaking, any time at
all. Still, he knew his father was close to losing patience with his 25-year-old undergraduate son,
and, when patience left, support would soon follow, thereby catapulting Fred into a headlong
collision with the hard realities of daily rising, dressing, working, earning and paying, for which
he felt singularly ill-prepared and unready. To that end, any progress, however slight, towards
the blue chip of a diploma would help pump his father’s continuing investment in the
intrinsically worthless stock of Fred’s education.
Throughout Professor Limine’s effort to baptize these young minds into the stark and
earthbound outlook of the ruling Braintrust, there was only one word pounding in Fred’s head—
that is, during those relatively few lucid intervals in which his throbbing wits could even form a
word:
Tequila.
Ugghhh. The mere mental intonation of the name conjured up the wretchedly nauseating
smell of the stuff, which made his throat tighten in the onset of a regurgitative gag. Although
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there was nothing much left in his stomach—its contents having been strewn in decoratively
random patterns over his bathroom floor in the finest Jackson Pollack tradition—even this
preliminary reenactment of last night’s artistic expression made his chest muscles, sorely
overtaxed from his earlier creativity, ache in complaint.
Tequila. Ugghhh. He would never, never, never, never again come within whiffing
distance of that devil’s drink. The first shot had been bracing; the second smoother; the fourth
was like water, and the rest was a blur, punctuated with a few snapshot fragments that he
couldn’t explain or connect. Where last night’s consciousness had ebbed he could not recall, but
it had returned with daggers at 7:30 a.m. when Derrick Fielder, his freshman roommate, bravely
encouraged its reappearance by emptying a glassful of cold water on Fred’s face. This rousing
intervention was a genuinely courageous act because, although the night before Fred had made
Derrick promise to wake him in time for morning class (and, during the darker side of
inebriation, had threatened to remove a prized appendage of Derrick’s if he failed), Derrick knew
from prior occasions that Fred often had maker’s remorse about such appointments, if not
outright amnesia, and, as the older, bigger, and considerably stronger of the two, Fred probably
had the power to take, or at least painfully impair, any of Derrick’s appendages on which he
might happen to set his hung-over sights. Still, Derrick realized, as had Fred even in the highly
compromised state in which he’d extracted the pledge, that with another missed class Fred would
automatically fail biology, which, combined with his predictably lackluster performance in his
remaining subjects, would likely result in his expulsion, thereby thrusting him onto the dreaded
hamster-wheel of daily rising, dressing, working, earning and paying.
Strong inspirations have empowered humans to do epic deeds, overcome impossible odds
and outperform the sum of their physical abilities, as if they had tapped into a secret storehouse
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of supernatural energy that lifted them beyond the limitations of the flesh. Thanks to such things
as love of country and kin or service to God and goodness, impassible walls have been climbed,
immovable weights have been raised and unthinkable sacrifices have been made. On a smaller
scale, an athlete’s sheer will and determination to win have brought victory over more skilled
opponents. In many contexts, some noble and some not, visionary motivations have elevated
humans over otherwise insurmountable obstacles. This morning’s terrifying image of the
hamster wheel as the force behind Fred’s ability to drag himself to class despite the queasy swirl
whirling around and inside him, while owing its success to this rule, was one of the decidedly
less heroic applications of it.
In any event, it was achievement enough for Fred to have made his classroom
appearance, which by itself was sufficient to avoid an unexcused absence; in Fred’s condition,
actually comprehending the presentation would have rivaled the greatest superhuman feat ever
accomplished under even the most honorable of impetuses. Besides, it didn’t matter. He only
had to be there in body. That his mind was fully preoccupied fighting the dry heaves was
irrelevant. This was one of those times when you did get credit just for showing up.
In contrast, Professor Limine’s remarks had made a disturbing impression on Derrick,
who, after the exhausting adventure of ferrying, carrying, exhorting and imploring his
disoriented roommate to class, was hardly prepared to have his basic conceptions assaulted. In
many respects, Derrick was Fred’s inverse, a white moth to Fred’s black, which made their
pairing as roommates that much odder. At 25 years of age, Fred was old for a senior; Derrick,
barely 18, was young for a freshman. Fred was wanton and raucous; Derrick was refined and
subdued. Fred was carnal and experienced, while Derrick was cerebral and naive. Fred was a
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disaster as a student, whereas Derrick was both bright and dedicated. Fred was hairy. Derrick
was not.
Although he wouldn’t have described himself as such, Derrick was a crusader riding
straight out of very old-school stables. His passions were literature and ideas, but, because he
aspired to well-roundedness in the best Renaissance man tradition, he also pursued and valued
the sciences. Born and raised in a sheltered Catholic tradition and educated by nuns and Jesuit
priests until his arrival at the university, he had an ingrained puritanical ethic; a robust sense of
shame; an innate distrust of his reflexes, urges and appetites; a strong call of duty to do good and
to be good, and a core belief that the real purpose of his earthly journey was either a spiritual
quest or a spiritual test, or perhaps both. His general, largely amorphous plan was that, by
absorbing knowledge, he would somehow grow in wisdom and understanding until, at an
undefined future date, he would be able to organize the disparate incidents and features of
existence into an overall whole. He wanted to read the world the same way that a scholar
studying a novel can identify the unifying reasons for its various parts and appreciate how they
integrate harmoniously into a single, cohesive expression. Undeterred by the fact that he had
never found a satisfactory central concept that had fully connected all the words of any book, he
nevertheless had faith that the infinitely more complex manifestations of reality could be
synthesized into such a reduction. In short, he wanted to discover the software of life.
The challenge was not really as daunting as it seemed, however, because deep down he
believed in certain broad strokes that defined the basic outline of the big picture—things like
God’s preeminence, ultimate justice, reward for good, mercy for penitence, punishment for
evil—so that it was more a process of fitting the pieces of life’s experiences into pre-existing
puzzle-holes rather than inventing a new world view. So, for him, the disaccommodating impact
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of Professor Limine’s remarks was to tear away at those broad strokes, which momentarily left
him, in his own way, as disoriented as Fred.
He had no problem with the theory of evolution. Like all his generation, he had been
indoctrinated with it from an early age. He unquestioningly accepted that all life, including
humanity, had developed over time from simpler organisms, which themselves had somehow
sprung from an organic sludge that covered the planet in its early days. Even his high school
biology teacher, Father O’Rourke, had confirmed those truths and, in the next breath, had
theologically conformed them by explaining that God had used evolution as his means of
creating the Earth’s inhabitants. (The challenge of squaring this fusion with the Biblical account
never seemed to trouble Catholics, who, still chastened to this day with bad press over the illadvised Galileo debacle, were quick to read the Old Testament as a figurative rather than literal
text.)
But Professor Limine had struck a heavier blow. Not only was there no direction to this
process of evolution, but Derrick’s own self and consciousness—the essential parts Father
O’Rourke had banked on being God’s miraculous handiwork, that spark of Divinity within him,
his very soul—were explainable as the unintended, serendipitous consequences of arbitrary,
capricious conditions. He was nothing more than a vehicle for some insensible chemicals that
didn’t, indeed couldn’t, even know he was alive—a purely accidental, bastard child of nature,
whose awareness and individuality were no less freakish or more profound than a two-headed
snake. It all seemed so contrary, not only to his convictions but also to his instincts. But then, he
always held his instincts suspect, and because Professor Limine spoke with the voice of science,
his remarks must represent the best beliefs and conclusions of the finest modern minds.
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Derrick was not one to drift through life without some manner of mental compass, and
one side-effect of a youth squandered watching half-hour television shows was the expectation
that loose ends should ravel up quickly, if possible into a plausible package but, if not, at least
into a superficially neat one. He wanted a quick way to tidy this jumble in his head, regardless
whether it amounted to the psychological equivalent of sweeping dirt under a rug. On the one
hand, he believed that what Professor Limine had said must be factually correct. Professor
Limine veritably dripped with academic gravitas and had plainly been ordained with inner-circle
privileges to publicly minister esoteric scientific truths. On the other hand, what Professor
Limine said had assailed Derrick’s fundamental assumptions and, if correct, left little dignifiable
reason for anyone to try to do anything uplifting or worthwhile.
Derrick needed a concept to coat this discontinuity, something to catch and contain its
jagged edges. It must be, he postulated, that there is a way to fit Professor Limine’s observations
into a still bigger explanation that preserved the broad strokes Derrick ascribed to—God, justice,
etc.—just as Father O’Rourke’s orthodoxy had absorbed Darwin. The only problem was that he
couldn’t identify such an explanation just then, but he resolved to believe and be confident that
one day it could and would be found, just as he supposed that he would one day become wise
and crack life’s code. The glue of this belief would allow him to co-exist in the intellectually hip
and brave new world Professor Limine had sketched yet would simultaneously permit him to
retain the old strokes of his upbringing—all right on cue with the class’s dismissal, just like on
TV.
It is a curious fact that a person’s abstract belief about life, although an essential thing to
possess, often has very little impact on the day-to-day kind of life that person leads. Humans
find comfort in having a creed embodying their particular theory of the universe, a creed with the
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elastic capacity to subjugate and explain the sometimes jarring circumstances its holders
encounter along their way. Strangely, however, once adopted—often with a shocking lack of
rigor—the creed is relegated to a rarely-revisited cabinet in the brain’s back office, while its
devotee, vaguely encouraged by the dim awareness that the creed lurks supreme somewhere in a
mental recess, takes most steps based on more spontaneous drivers such as emotion, personality,
whim, reaction, expedience, desire and need. This odd schizophrenia makes people remarkable
collections of contradictions, all of which are laxly ruled by the presumably paramount (but
rarely tested and, in practice, often unexercised) power of the creed. Accordingly, one man’s
religion smooths for him the ripples of anxiety through which all must navigate—“Oh Lord,
please don’t let (fill in the blank) happen”—yet is completely overridden in his decision to curse
rudely at a telephone solicitor. Another man’s philosophy lets him explain the universe in purely
mechanistic, material terms, yet fetters neither his bliss at falling in love nor his satisfaction in a
selfless act. And the bigger the event and the closer to home it hits, the more pliable and roomy
and accommodating the creed becomes, but only to a degree. For example, the predictable but
saddening death of an aged parent is explicable as part of Divine will or nature’s way, but a
cataclysmic blow, such as the untimely loss of a loved one, can, depending on the ultimate
strength of the specific creed, stretch it beyond the breaking point, forcing its owner to reassess.
Not so here, however. Although Derrick’s reconciliation of the broad strokes of his own
creed with Professor Limine’s remarks was important to his ability to carry on the daily grind, it
was an easy accommodation to reach and, once done, allowed him to concentrate without
distraction on the prospect of eating something really good for lunch.
As he rose to leave the auditorium, he became aware of a commotion a few seats down,
with students groaning and moving quickly away, as if to avoid something unpleasant. At the
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epicenter of their retreating waves was Fred. Surprisingly, there had still been enough in his
stomach for one last work of art.
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Chapter 2
Thunk! Ira Cripes’s hand-pick chewed into the soft limestone wall with wholly improper
force and reckless, almost random aim. Thunk! Thunk! Thunk! Each successive stroke stronger
and even less directed than its predecessor. Thunk-swoosh! The sound of rock being violated,
followed by the pattering shower of fragments on his boots. Thunk-swoosh! Exposing buried
layers of deposits to the sun for the first time in ages, with no respect or reverence for the
unveiling. Thunk-thud-“YEOW”! Ira hopped and sputtered curses as a boulder roughly the size
of a deluxe microwave oven somehow managed to dislodge and fall directly atop the nail of his
big toe.
Ira Cripes was a truly miserable human being. As a boy, he had merely been somewhat
glum; by adolescence he had blossomed into gloomy, and, once an adult, he fully bloomed into
grim, disgruntled, sour and self-absorbed, with splotches of cranky and petulant beginning to
appear.
Ira Cripes had always been gallingly caught in the nether region just below one of the
world’s most elite categories of people. He was a lot smarter than average—smart enough to
know that he was smart, which made him think that he didn’t belong with the general throng—
but not quite smart enough to be considered or acclaimed as brilliant. He regularly achieved just
enough success to permit a modicum of self-puffery, but his tracks were always eclipsed by the
shadow of someone bigger who happened to be walking the same road. And although more than
ambitious enough to crave a following, he always found himself, when it counted, either
subordinate to another’s leadership or chairing a committee of one. In sum, he lived in the
inhospitable boundary between the everymen and the superstars, disdaining to embrace what he
perceived to be the easily-achieved low expectations of the former but foreclosed from hitting
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the high notes of the latter, permanently trapped in a niche that doomed him to dissatisfaction
and distress.
On a day which, in a microcosm, mirrored the broader second-echelon pattern of his life,
the bloodied toe seemed perversely apt. Just when he thought that the shame of being assigned
to this pathetic, so-called “dig” had filled his quotidian prescription for humiliation, the wryly
sadistic, ever inventive universe had found an unanticipated way to administer an overdose with
this surprising, mean spirited, last laugh on him. And so, as he sat in a glorified hole surrounded
by an asphalt parking lot, hemorrhaging at an unknown rate into his boot, he began wondering
what else could go wrong.
“Fuckin’a,” he muttered, and then, as if it would reclaim some measure of his dignity
from any smirking powers-that-be, he repeated it louder, defiantly drawing out each syllable:
“Fuuuuckiiiiiin’aaaa.” Shit, he mentally lamented in a meeker, private wallow of self-pity. He
was Ira Cripes, Ph.D., for crying out loud, with a doctorate from the University of Chicago in the
abstruse, hybrid field of paleobiology, where his dissertation on the fossil record of intermediate
evolutionary forms (“missing links” as his wife had colloquially called them) had given him a
teasing hope of a bright future—a hope that subsequent events had heavy-handedly erased when
he found that, during the years it had taken him to complete his graduate studies, his area of
specialization had fallen out of scientific vogue. Instead of a premier placement at a first rate
school, he’d only been able to land a job as an adjunct professor at the definitely second-tier
Compass University, making birdseed for pay and sharing an office—sharing a fucking office—
with another professor’s teaching assistant. Bad went to worse: his research projects fizzled; his
journal submissions were rejected; his grant applications were denied, and he enviously and
bitterly watched as his contemporaries, promoted over him, were assigned to teach the choice
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classes while he was relegated to the educational dregs of a general biology survey course for
non-science undergrads. Him! Ira Cripes! With a Ph.D. in paleobiology—not mere biology,
mind you—from the University of Chicago! Reduced to spoon-feeding the scholastic pablum of
Biology 101 to a bunch of muddle-headed English majors and music students!
Strangely enough, academia, although romantically envisioned as a bastion of intellectual
freedom and undefiled honesty that impartially judges people by the objective value of their
ideas, is actually one of the most provincial, narrow-minded and petty environments imaginable.
Among other things, it can be a place where reputations are branded on initiates in questionably
judgmental fashion and, once imprinted, often mark them for the rest of their professional lives.
His slow start confirmed to Ira that he was damaged goods—a forgotten, second-rate player
relegated forever to ride the bench. From now until retirement, all his work would be viewed
with skepticism and disinterest, not so much based on an analytical assessment of its relative
merit but simply from the automatic application of his colleagues’ negative preconceptions.
The surprising fact is that, except in the truly “hard” sciences like physics and chemistry,
where things have to add up and be verifiable, or the “practical” sciences like engineering, where
buildings have to stand straight and airplanes have to fly, success in many of the other sciences,
at least at the academic level, can turn largely on luck, social skills and intellectual faddism. If
you were fortunate enough to ride the wave of a trend that caught on, you could be swept up with
it to success, and the trend, once institutionalized, would likely survive long enough to allow you
to exploit it for a lengthy and distinguished career, until the next trend, catching and carrying the
favored members of the following generation of young scientists, gently nudged you into a
placid retirement.
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Ira knew that he had missed his time’s scholarly tide. He had short-sightedly chosen to
continue the Darwinian search of the fossil record for proof of the evolutionary transition from
one species to another—the missing links about which his wife used to tease him, but which now
only tormented him. At the time, it seemed like a good bet, until the stylish thinkers, desperate
to explain what was turning out to be an embarrassing lack of paleontological missing links,
formulated a more cutting edge, instantly de rigueur theory that rendered Ira’s labors obsolete.
These next wave trendsetters had suddenly decreed that the major evolutionary changes
transforming one species into another must have occurred with such rapidity, over such a short
period of time, that infinitesimally few, if any, intermediate forms would have been preserved in
the first place. And so Ira became a living anachronism, irreversibly set on a dead-end career
path to find what the currently-ruling intelligentsia of his profession said didn’t exist. Indeed, if
anything, the “paleo” portion of his background fueled an undercurrent of subtle hostility from
the pure biologists, who, deep down, bristled that the fossil-hunters had not only failed to
validate classical Darwinism as gospel but had actually placed it in the indelicate position of
being empirically disproven by the virtual absence of the intermediaries that were originally
predicted to be as numerous as gnats. And since the biologists were the ones calling the shots, it
was natural enough that someone like Ira, the half-breed infidel of a potentially heretical
discipline, would become the department’s second-class citizen.
Yep, he was doomed, damaged goods. Only one thing could commute the lifetime of
inconsequence to which he’d been sentenced: a long-shot, gargantuan, earth-shaking discovery,
one whose revolutionary proof would rattle not only the complaisant corners of his colleagues’
comfortable offices but would as well command the common man’s attention and awe. He
needed to find a new Lucy, or a dinosaur with half a wing, or a fish with feet, or a sea snail with
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the beginnings of a backbone—something, anything that would serve as a missing link and tear
down the smug superiority of the chic savants who taught the futility of such searches.
Africa! Africa offered him the best chance, however slight, of making an immortalizing
discovery. At least in Africa he had the possibility of unearthing fossil evidence of a transitional
pre-human, of a missing link completing the lineage between monkeys and men. A
breakthrough like that would catapult him to overnight fame, not only in the cloistered halls of
academia but in the broader laity as well. He’d bridge both worlds, becoming that rare scientist
for the ages who is also a celebrity in the popular consciousness. He’d grace the cover of both
Nature and People magazines, a guest of both Rose and Leno. And from atop those lofty heights
of stardom, he’d sneer with condescending superiority at the faceless tenured professors—
professors who had dismissively written him off as they lapped his progress early on—who now
toiled in drab anonymity, hoping to stumble upon something that would merit a moment of
fleeting recognition. He reveled in how they’d clamor his name at seminars and try to shoulder
aside their swarming fellow underachievers simply to shake his hand. “Professor Cripes,
remember me? We were in grad school together.” And he’d arch back his neck to observe them
from a greater distance, squinting his eyes as if straining to peer down from his personal
Olympus and penetrate the clouds of obscurity and unimportance that shrouded these lesser
specimens. “Well certainly, a pleasure to see you again,” he’d say, with a self-evident
magnanimity calculated to imply that he had no clue whatsoever who these fawning gawkers
were but was too gracious to embarrass them with that awkward fact.
But crap. Although the chances of such a find, even in the ideal hunting ground of
Africa, were miniscule, stuck as he was in the States, they were non-existent. And, true to his
luck, every grant application he’d made for an expedition to Africa had failed, and each of his
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requests to accompany more celebrated colleagues on their African digs had been politely but
promptly rebuffed in favor of the academically in-crowd professors.
He had (wrongly) felt his ignominy was complete when, earlier in the week, Professor
Roger Limine, one of the department’s heavy-hitters, had brightened Ira’s dreary office with a
visit. At the outset, Ira had felt a sanguine spark begin to kindle, but it was quickly extinguished
when Professor Limine explained, with a forced enthusiasm designed to disguise the crushingly
awful depth to which the request indicated Ira’s standing had sunk, that there had been a recent
development needing his “special skills.”
“Ira, you rascal you, how ya been?” Roger began, adopting a bombastically friendly tone
to cover his extreme regret and unease at having been tapped by Parker “Piggy” Herod, the
department’s chairman, to deliver what would certainly be unwelcome, demoralizing news.
“Seems like ages since I’ve been down to your office.” (In fact, Roger’s foot had never crossed
Ira’s doorstep.) “Listen, we’ve run into a situation that Piggy thinks calls for someone with your
special skills.”
“Really Roger? Always glad to help. Sounds interesting.” At this point, Ira, though
wary from years of being doled out mezzanine leftovers, was still optimistic.
“Yes, yes, exactly what I said myself! Here’s the deal. Seems they’re constructing an
office building on the perimeter of downtown, up against the edge of the river, on some ground
where, for as long as anyone can remember, there’s been an old asphalt parking lot. This
morning they started bulldozing out a hole for the foundation, and when they got down about ten
feet, the backhoe turned up some bones.”
Ira’s spirits started to sink. A careful observer would have noticed his entire body
slightly shrink, deflated by the hastening departure of hope.
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“Well, you know the protocol, Ira. Whenever that happens, city ordinance requires that
construction cease pending an investigation. First they called the police, who decided that the
find was definitely ancient. Then they called the anthropologists, who determined that the bones
weren’t human. Now they’ve called for a paleontologist to figure out what the heck were
dealing with!” He gave undue, cheery emphasis to the last phrase, wanting to generate an
energetic mood of adventure, however artificial, onto which Ira could willfully blind himself to
latch and thereby soften the impact of what they both painfully knew was an abasing assignment.
But by now, hope was exiting Ira at such an accelerated rate that he had condensed into a
withered and drawn little pucker of a person. Holy hell, he despaired, has it come to this? Had
he slaved for years to earn his Ph.D. in paleobiology, motivated by dreams of leading an African
expedition of grand discovery, unearthing mankind’s ancestral link to its primate forefathers and,
in the process, becoming a household name, only to be relegated to overseeing some accidentally
disinterred animal bones in the middle of a downtown parking lot—something more suited to a
retired taxidermist? In grad school, they used to laugh at the disfavored professors who drew
black, meaningless beans like this one, and the department’s chairman would not have had the
nerve to foist this on anyone but the least respected staff member.
“Well, of course, you, ah, with your credentials, were the first person Piggy thought of,
being, ah, uniquely qualified, as you are, to solve this one,” Roger exclaimed with more
confected joviality to front what Ira knew was a sugar coated lie; a garden-variety paleontologist
was more than competent to pass judgment on what were probably nothing more than
unremarkable fossils, these days a dime a dozen, of some Late Pleistocene creature, maybe a
mammoth or mastodon, or, worse still, a nineteenth-century cow or horse. In any event, even if
they were dinosaur remains, they would undoubtedly be run-of-the-mill bones of no particular
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interest, indistinguishable from similar finds gathering dust in the back-room drawers of every
natural science museum—hardly the stuff on which reputations are made. No, quite the
contrary; his assignment to this dead-end, perfunctory “project” certified that his place at the
rock bottom of the faculty’s pecking order was secure. He was Ira Cripes, the university’s zeddog.
“So, Ira,” Roger encouraged, “I assume we can count on you to turn your expert eye on
these mysteries, eh? Probably be some local press coverage—you know, the typical
‘Construction Workers Unearth Ancient Bones’ type thing, with, I’m sure, a quote from the
eminent Professor Doctor Ira Cripes of Compass University identifying them by name. Sounds
like good stuff, I’d say!” he rhapsodized, channeling the same conjured excitement a parent with
a resistant child would muster to extol the joys of haircuts and baths.
For an instant, Ira thought Roger was actively mocking him, but then he realized that this
contrived exuberance was simply Roger’s way of diffusing a situation that was, in different
respects, difficult for both of them. And so Roger, who knew full well what the assignment
implied about Ira’s station in life, was play-acting that the job was something other than the
crowning jewel of Ira’s professional mortification, and Ira, by similar pretense, could save face
by appearing to buy into Roger’s script.
Still, only an actor of the first order could have fully masked, in his response, the
despondence flowing from this confirmation of disgrace. Ira tried unsuccessfully to mimic
Roger’s feigned exhilaration, saying the right words but intoning them with such a fallen voice
and with eyes so far downcast that his body language was much more suited to a gravesite
service than a dinosaur dig. “You bet, you bet, Roger. I’ll get to the bottom of it.”
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“Great! Knew we could count on you. Ah, and, by the way, you’ll certainly have plenty
of help in the brawn department!” Here Roger pushed his fabricated eagerness to an even higher
peak to buffer what he knew would be an unexpected, final blast of salt to these newly-deepened
wounds in Ira’s self-image. “Piggy assigned you two crackerjack, sturdy backs—and none of
those anemic grad students, either! Two undergrads, one a freshman volunteer who couldn’t be
more thrilled to participate and then other, well, a remedial sixth year senior who admittedly
needs the extra credit to offset an incomplete that led to a failing GPA, but still, a strapping big
fellow who should be strong as an ox.”
At this point, Ira would have preferred that Roger simply drive a pick axe through his
forehead rather than engaging, however sensitively, in this serialized death-by-degrees-ofdegradation. Even the lowliest, rookie professor on the most minor, menial dig merited a team
of graduate students to do the spadework. That was the minimum cosmetic bone routinely
thrown to anyone saddled with a demeaning task like this, to avoid sending the overtly
disparaging message that the drudgery was fit only for the undiplomaed. But instead of even that
token gesture, the fragments of his already shattered esteem were being further ground to grit as
the universe, not content with merely tromping his dignity, compounded the insult by twisting its
heal. So now he’d become such an inconsequential, disrespected non-entity that, in place of the
usual compliment of trained graduates pursuing their doctorates, they gave him a freshman nerd
and a fucking nitwit. A freshman nerd and a fucking nitwit! For him, Ira Cripes, Ph.D.!
And so he sat, with pity, grief, shame and rage all in simultaneous full flower, holding his
sputtering toe in a hole surrounded by an asphalt parking lot on the outskirts of downtown,
awaiting the arrival of his assigned nerd and nitwit, wondering what creative debasement life
would deal him next.
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Chapter 3
As incongruous as it might sound in light of his tenet that emotion and awareness were
the arbitrary, accidental by-products of blind evolutionary forces, Roger Limine unreservedly
loved his wife Claire, and knew that he loved his wife Claire, with a quiet yet extraordinary
intensity that ran to his core. To him, she was a priceless, ineffable treasure wrapped inside a
person. Despite his metaphysical austerity, part of him viewed her as a unique and special entity,
so pure and good and wise that she seemed only partly human, as if the rest of her haled from an
uncorrupted spiritual realm his mentality told him did not exist. She was his hybrid angelwoman, his mediator to the idea of what the Divine might be, if there were such a thing.
So vividly engrained was his recollection of their first meeting as college undergraduates
that, nearly thirty years later, he could still relive that life-changing event with such an acute
visual, aural and tactile clarity that it seemed more an ongoing experience than a memory: where
she stood, what she wore, the hustle and rumble and din of the background sounds in the
university co-op, and how she had presciently raised her head to glance away from the student
with whom she was conversing and turn her gaze on the gawky sophomore approaching her with
a scrap of paper on which was written the name “Claire Regard.” At the moment her eyes fell on
him, he felt rocked by a powerful, smashing blow, as if, in that instant, something locked deep
within his unconscious that could only be loosed by a single key had suddenly been set free.
Through some inscrutable means, he immediately and instinctively felt that he was bonded to her
from beyond, from eternity—an especially strange persuasion in that, even back then, he didn’t
believe in eternity, except in the way that scientists talk about infinity. But over time this
phenomenon became commonplace, as everything about his experience of her mocked his
carefully reasoned convictions and lapped antithetically against the dispassionate, clinical
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sandcastles his mind was trained to occupy. And although he devoutly maintained those
sandcastles with every ounce of his faculties, another part of him sensed what seemed to be a
genuinely transcendent connection, as if he and she really were sparks from the same unworldly
flame or the paired halves of a pre-ordained, platonic sublimity that, in falling earthward, had
slivered in two.
“Are, are you Claire Regard?” this young man clutching the paper scrap, still feeling the
full, reeling effect from that first look, had somehow managed to mutter. She was so sweetly
beautiful, he thought, as she looked at him through very lightly pink-tinted, absurdly large but
fashionable sunglasses and gave him a wide, open-mouthed smile that flashed lustrous, gleaming
teeth.
“Are you Roger? Hi. I’m Claire.” And then, turning to the student she was standing
with, she explained, “Roger and I were assigned to be partners on the science project for biology
class.” Then looking back to Roger—“Roger, you poor guy, have you always been this unlucky?
I mean, drawing me as your partner! What are the odds?” (At that point, Roger counted himself
the most fortunate person alive, and he later sometimes fancied that the odds of them meeting
had been 100 percent). “Roger, I have to warn you, this yucky life-science stuff just isn’t my
thing. And I’m not double-pithing any frogs, either, so if you were planning on something like
that for a project, forget it!”
“N-No, no,” he managed to stammer, “don’t worry. I’m sure you’ll be great” (wait, his
mind rebuked him, that sounds suggestive), “I mean, you’ll be a great partner,” (geez, his mind
complained more loudly, that sounds worse) “ah, science partner. And, uh, and, and, oh, uh,
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yeah, uh, sure, I, I have an idea for a project we can do that doesn’t involve us
pissing anything . . . pithing anything, pithing, I mean, pithing.” (Shit, you idiot, his mind
screamed at him, could you do a better job of screwing this up?)
At this verbal train wreck, Claire’s original companion—a cool-looking guy with long
hair and enough facial growth to pass as a bit of an actual beard—could not suppress the belly
laugh that exploded up his lungs, briefly ballooned his cheeks and then expelled through either
end of his vented, compressed lips in a cascade of hissing bursts, each of which, in receding
volume, sounded to Roger’s mortified ears like “geek, geek, geek.”
“Pithing,” he repeated lamely.
During her companion’s paroxysm, Claire carefully studied this painfully awkward
young man, sensing him withering inside while he battled to keep an outward face that refused to
acknowledge his current status as an object of ridicule. Even if she weren’t mesmerized by
something about him that she could not yet identify, the ample compassion she innately
possessed would have motivated her to rescue him, and so she gently leaned forward,
reassuringly touched his forearm and quietly said, “That’s all right. I’m sure everything will turn
out wonderfully for us.” Then she caught herself. She hadn’t meant to say that last part, and it
was an odd thing to say, after all, but still, it somehow sounded right to her.
A week later, she wrote to her mother that she thought she had met the person she would
marry. Two years later, as Roger began his graduate studies, they wed.
In the early days of their marriage, Claire supported them by teaching elementary school.
That move had drawn the indignant protest of all her professors, who were unanimously
sickened and appalled when she chose not to pursue an advanced degree. They clamored this
universal howl because, notwithstanding her squeamishness about biology, Claire had been
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perhaps the most brilliant mathematics student the university had ever seen, capable of
formulating exotic proofs that often eluded the faculty’s keenest thinkers. And despite his
inability to shut the idolizing eyes through which he saw her, Roger nevertheless knew with a
great measure of objectivity that, although in his lifetime he had met hundreds of immensely
intelligent people, Claire was, quite simply, smarter than all of them, with deductive abilities so
refined that at times they seemed to border on spooky divination. Feeling guilty enough even
without the considerable brunt of thinly-veiled criticism he received for supposedly permitting
this perceived waste of genius, he had stridently encouraged her not to squander her gift by
“teaching fractions to fifth-graders.” But she had been adamant in her choice, insisting that she
had no desire for further studies and, as time passed, had never betrayed any discontent with her
decision, fully occupying herself in recent years with various personal pursuits, community
activities and abundant charity work.
Despite extensive efforts, they were never blessed with offspring, which, in its own way,
may have been for the best. So all encompassing was Roger’s unflagging compulsion to cherish
and adore this creature he’d captured that it was doubtful whether he could have freed up the
necessary emotional and psychological space to accommodate a child.
Other than that one disappointment, their life together had seemed too good to be true.
Unlike most men, Roger never got used to being in love with his wife; it never became
commonplace or regular or something that he took for granted. It was obvious to everyone that
he worshipped her, which made Claire the envy of her friends and made him a bit of a pariah
among her friends’ husbands. She was, at some level, always in his thoughts, and her mere
presence made him come more fully alive.
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Considering the depth of his devotion, it was natural enough, in times of weakness, for
him to brood on how cruel it was that now, at 49 years of age, she lay dying of a disease that
science could identify but not cure. But when inclined to such a lapse, he would re-gather his
resolve, admonishing himself that describing the universe as “cruel” implied its possession of a
consciousness in which he did not believe, upbraiding himself that Claire’s illness was only a
random, statistically possible but unlikely event—one he was willing, at most, to describe as bad
luck. Still, his thesis that subjective perceptions were nothing more than unintended, intrinsically
empty adaptations for the survival of DNA did not make his soul-wrenching grief any less real to
him.
Only once after Claire’s diagnosis had Roger consumed alcohol. Alone, and to great
excess, he had swallowed tumblers of whiskey, each gulp progressively collapsing the scaffold
of reason and logic on which he’d hung his psyche until it fell so flat that the raw things
squirming in the dark, low places of his mind began to show through. Alternating between selfpity, profound sadness and forsaken rage, he had eventually delivered a drunken monologue to
God, at times demanding answers, at times bartering, at times calling out curses, and eventually
begging abjectly, doubled-over in a puddle of sobs. He awoke hours later, sick and ashamed,
feeling foolish and fallen, and had abstained from liquor since. Now, whenever he was enticed
to cry foul or brand things as unfair, the stigma of that defiling night steeled him from indulging
those temptations, and, when sober, the idea of talking to God was as inconceivable to him as it
would be to commune with Zeus.
After learning of Claire’s condition, he immediately resigned the chair he occupied at the
college and negotiated an emeritus position. In that role, he was required only to perform limited
administrative functions and give a few visiting lectures each term—duties he enjoyed, since
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they temporarily distracted him from the tragedy playing out in his life. This arrangement
allowed him to spend most of his time caring for Claire yet still preserved his university benefits
that paid her medical costs, other than those for her participation in the clinical trial of an
experimental therapy that he had convinced himself would save her, which fortunately was
largely free.
At this moment, he was coming home after performing one of his academic chores, so
anxious to rejoin Claire that, after clumsily wrestling with the seatbelt and door handle to win his
liberty, he all but sprang from the car. Rushing up the walk, he fished his house key from his
crowded pocket and then struggled, as always, to turn the lock.
“Claire, I’m back,” he shouted as he hustled toward the sun porch they had converted into
her day room. Although he did not admit it to himself, he always hurried when he returned home
because part of him feared that she might not be there to greet him. He quietly sighed in relief
when he found her sitting up in bed and reading, ringed by the afternoon light streaming through
the window behind her. “That’s all right, thank you, Mrs. Nelson,” he said to the nurse who sat
with Claire when he needed to be away. “I can take over from here. Claire, let me walk Mrs.
Nelson to her car, and I’ll be right back.”
As they stepped outside, he turned abruptly to face Mrs. Nelson. “How was she today?”
he asked.
“She was good, Professor. Physically she seems about the same, but her spirits are much
higher than when I saw her last week. She seems very positive and kind of happy.”
“What did she do while I was gone? Did she get up at all?”
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“No, she spent most of the day reading. A couple of times she just stared off for a while
like she was thinking about something, but it looked like it was making her happy, whatever it
was. Once she was moving her lips, like she was talking to someone.”
This last comment troubled Roger. “What? You mean like she was hallucinating that
someone was there?” Claire’s mind had never been affected by her illness, but Roger worried
that the many medications she was taking might have unanticipated side effects.
“N-no, no, nothing like that,” Mrs. Nelson somewhat nervously replied and then
continued in the clipped, quick cadence of someone who, with tongue-biting regret for unwisely
raising an issue, wants to close the door on it: “No. No. It’s nothing. Maybe she was talking to
herself, or reading out loud or something, I don’t know. It’s nothing.”
In truth, Mrs. Nelson suspected what Claire had been doing, but she sensed that
vocalizing it would unsettle Professor Limine. She recalled a previous December when she had
observed him opening Christmas cards and reading them to Claire. A Ph.D. candidate he was
mentoring had sent one that said, “May God fill you with joy and peace as you trust in Him.”
“It astonishes me,” Professor Limine had distractedly remarked to Claire, “that Jim
Turner, who seems to be one of the brighter young biologists I’ve worked with, really believes in
all this antediluvian superstition and mumbo-jumbo, and, what’s even more shocking, that he
unhesitatingly broadcasts his arcane views to others in the profession.” There was no rancor or
hostility in Roger’s voice as he said this, but only bewilderment and a shiver of embarrassment
for his student. He greatly liked Jim, who, but for this baffling quirk, appeared to have a very
strong and capable brain. “I suppose it’s fine for him to share his strange, eh, eccentricity with
me—I don’t have a problem looking the other way—but others in the department aren’t so
tolerant.”
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Remembering this event, Mrs. Nelson chose to withhold her impression that Claire had
been praying.
(Roger’s trepidations over Jim Turner’s status had proven prophetic. A few weeks later
Turner had been pressured out of the Ph.D. program by a coterie of influential professors who
were concerned that he or others would ultimately use his research—calculating whether
random, undirected chemical interactions could actually generate self-propagating DNA and
thereby account for the original appearance of life on Earth—to support a creationist agenda.
Department head Piggy Herod had been particularly critical of Turner’s preliminary submissions.
“Look,” he had confided when he privately gave Roger advance warning of Turner’s unfitness,
“we simply can’t allow this. You know that this candidate is unabashed about his peculiar, ah,
shall we say, orientation, which appears to be corrupting his work. Based on the direction his
early results are leading, they’ll be picked up by those empty-headed Bible thumpers—you
know, the twangy, big hair, inbred, neanderthal dimwits who won’t be happy until we all take a
giant leap into the dark ages, trade science for scripture and teach creation in seven days!
Imagine the disrepute to us and our colleagues if a graduate of our institution defected to that
troop of idiots. Good God—pardon my French—we’d be a laughing stock! I simply won’t have
it. Not on my watch! In this war for the hearts and minds of the vast impressionables, neither I
nor this college can or will give aid and comfort to the enemy! No, I’m afraid your student will
have to go.”)
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Chapter 4
“Dude, this blows big time, man,” Fred bellyached to Derrick as they drove to meet
Professor Cripes at the downtown excavation. “I mean like, fuck it all, dude, what are we, like
the hired help? Shit, my old man didn’t send me to college for six years so I could dig ditches.”
Derrick’s hands tightened on the wheel as he fought to keep his composure. Being
gridlocked in traffic on an unseasonably warm day in a hand-me-down car whose heater was
stuck on high was challenge enough, but the never-ending ostinato of Fred’s unrelenting whine,
reprised virtually verbatim every thirty seconds, had ratcheted the situation close to the realm of
unendurable. It was only because he was a little afraid of Fred that he managed to hold his
tongue and summon a shred of remaining patience to re-explain, for the umpteenth time, Fred’s
situation.
“Ah, look, Fred, as I said, you missed the final exam in bio. I mean, it’s not like you took
the test and blew it, but you just never even showed up.”
“Fuckin’ right, man. I mean, shit dude, I was just too wasted, bro. I mean, I might not
have the best GPA in school” (in fact, his was the worst of any current student), “but give me a
little credit, man. I got enough snap to know not to take a final when you’re buzzed.” Fred said
this with a measure of pride, as if he at least deserved high consolation marks in collegiate
citizenship for his conscientiousness in handing over the academic keys rather than engaging in
the irresponsible act of testing-while-intoxicated.
“Well, anyway, you were lucky they gave you an incomplete instead of an F and . . .”
“Fuck luck, man,” Fred interrupted. “It was that doctor’s note that I had contagious
Russian pneumonia.”
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This was not only the first variation in Fred’s otherwise monotonous, grousing refrain
since the beginning of the ride, but it was the first time Derrick had heard this aspect of what he
had considered Fred’s unfathomable avoidance of an F. “Huh?” he asked. “What note?
Where’d you get a note like that?”
“Ah, don’t you worry about that, buddy boy,” Fred replied with smug smile of secret
satisfaction. “Let’s just say, with computers and printers and all shit like that, there are people
out there that can get you whatever note you want. If you ever need one, let me know, and
maybe I’ll hook you up,” he loftily allowed.
“What’s ‘contagious Russian pneumonia’ anyway?”
“Who cares, dude? Sounded good to me, and if something gets printed up on a fancy
looking piece of paper with all the colors and slogans and shit, that’s it, man, people just believe
it.”
“Well, ok,” Derrick accepted, preferring a return to the earlier, well-beaten
conversational path over any further exploration down this new trail to what was most likely an
ethically seedy destination, “anyway, as I’ve explained, the grades you got in your other classes
give you a failing GPA. But if you can replace the incomplete you got in biology with anything
better than an F, you’ll pull your average up just enough to get by. To replace the incomplete,
you need to do some kind of make-up work. So, when I got the call about the volunteer list I’d
signed and they asked if I knew someone else who’d also like to help, well, they agreed that
you’d get a pass in bio if you’d do it.”
“Yeah, I’m still a little cheesed at you, man. You know, there are lots easier ways of
making up an incomplete. I mean, worst thing, dude, I can just get a transcript printed for my
old man that has a decent grade. People believe what they read, bro. Anyhow,” he reiterated as
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he pulled a joint from his pocket, smoothed it straight, put it between his lips and lit it, “like I
said, I’m still a little cheesed at you, . . . hissssssssssssss . . . so,” he croaked from his throat, “. . .
fewwwwwwwwwwwww. . . you’re doing most of the grunt work on this deal, dude.”
“Geez, Fred, geez man, come on, put that away, I mean geez, come on, there are cars all
over, people are looking at us, there may be cops around here, and in a minute we’ll have to talk
with Professor Cripes.” Derrick’s plea was shrill with fear. Fred’s ability to commit most of the
misdemeanors in the book with casual, carefree calm had always amazed Derrick—first, because
Fred never stopped to worry about getting caught, and second, because he generally never did
get caught. In contrast, Derrick was unable to enjoy being even the slightest bit civilly wicked.
When it came to paranoia, his creativity was unmatched, imaginatively convincing him, each of
the few times he had strayed into lawlessness, that he was about to walk into a major FBI sting,
that the story of his arrest would be front page news if not the focus of a much-ballyhooed
television expose, and that his jailors would terrorize him with ambiguous, foreboding references
to “what he was in for” just before introducing him to his frothing, muscle-bound, tattooed,
mohawked, off-his-meds, sheep-molester cellmate.
“It’s cool dude. Don’t worry, I got it covered,” rebuffed Fred, bringing the tip of his
cigarette to an all-consuming glow as he took a last, stupefying hit and then absently brushed the
sparks that had dropped in his lap onto the carpet of Derrick’s floorboard, where they smoldered
little burn holes. “See, the evidence is up in smoke, dude,” he coughed. “I’d have offered you
some, but didn’t think the altar boy would want any.”
“Yeah, thanks, no, geez, just keep it together. Here we are.”
“No problemo, amigo,” said a now mellow Fred as he stepped out of the car.
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“Fred, let me do the talking, please,” begged Derrick, who knew from past experience
that, when high, Fred became enchanted with what he perceived to be the musicality of his voice
and the richness of his insight, each of which he felt obliged to share generously with everyone
in earshot.
“I’m on it, man,” Fred disjointedly pledged, walking toward the hole at the far edge of
the parking lot but feeling the curious sensation, as he moved his legs, that he was only
maintaining the same point in space while the world rotated under his feet. Cool, he thought.
The two of them approached the excavation and peered down over its edge. It was a
rough square about one-hundred feet wide and ten feet deep, with fairly straight walls and an
uneven floor on which, here and there, were irregularly spaced piles of rubble. Backlit by the
mid-afternoon sun, they and the rubble piles cast lengthened shadows over the hole’s rough
interior. A straight ladder down to the bottom leaned against the edge nearest them.
“Hello?” Derrick called out.
A head popped up from the shadow side of one of the rubble piles.
“What?” yelled back Professor Cripes.
“We’re the volunteers from the university. They sent us to help you dig.”
“To help me dig, “ Ira muttered to himself as his arm made a single, disinterested gesture
that loosely instructed them to join him, while he pivoted around to plop once again with his
back against the shady side of his rubble pile. His nerd and nitwit were more or less on schedule.
Derrick scampered down the ladder and then looked up to see Fred hesitating at the top.
“Fred, come on,” he urged.
“Uh, how we going to get out, man?”
“The ladder, Fred. The ladder will get us out of the hole,” Derrick enduringly explained.
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“What ladder, dude?”
“Ah, the one you’re looking at.”
“I don’t think they work both ways.”
“Fred, it’s not like an escalator. Come on down here.”
“You’ll see man. We’ll need a different way to get out. Maybe it’ll be a ladder, and
maybe it won’t, but it’s a different way getting out than in.”
“Whatever,” Derrick breathed with tired exasperation while Fred descended unsteadily.
“Listen,” Derrick renewed as they approached Professor Cripes’s rubble pile, “let me do the
talking.”
“Dude, one thing I know how to do is brownnose The Man. Watch and learn,
grasshopper, watch and learn.”
Oh geez, Derrick moaned internally as they rounded the pile to see Professor Cripes. He
sat part way up the debris mound, leaning back on his elbow, his shoeless right leg outstretched,
his left bent upward at the knee, on which his left forearm casually rested, with his hand and
fingers lifelessly dangling downward. His hat lay beside him, but the clean line across his brow,
below which his face was powdered with dust, marked where he’d worn it.
As he looked upon the students standing beneath him, he suddenly felt majestic, like a
self-made monarch surveying his empire, until his still-throbbing toe helped remind him that his
kingdom was hole in a parking lot and his subjects consisted of a nerd and a nitwit. Still, despite
that dampening splash of reality, it occurred to him that these two undergraduates must be
somewhat in awe of him. This was probably the closest the freshman nerd had ever been to a
real professor, and the remedial nit-wit would, no doubt, be easily buffaloed. Yes, they were far
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less then he deserved, but at least they would be an obeisant audience over which he could hold
haughty court.
As he was about to complete their regal first impression of him with a condescending but
stately welcome, the nitwit unexpectedly spoke first. “Buenos dias, Professor Creeps.”
Ira’s head fell, and the breath rushed out his nose and over his involuntarily pressed lips
at this unexpected punch in the gut of his blossoming pomp. Still looking down, he said in low,
measured tones through clenched teeth, “Cripes. My name is Professor Cripes.”
“Whew, ok, sorry man, but”—and here Fred, in his free-wheeling state, took a reckless
gamble that humorous exploitation of his gaffe would diffuse the moment—“guess you heard
enough of that growing up, huh!”
Incensed even further by the nitwit’s presumptuous familiarity, Ira decided that by
prolonging the discomfort of the situation he could perhaps cut this upstart down to size and, in
the process, regain a modicum of self-esteem. “No, this is actually the first time that my name
has been mangled in just that fashion,” he responded with slow, surgical asperity, now
caustically peering down his nose at Fred.
“Uh, well then, good going, man,” mumbled Fred, who, at this point, had forgotten what
had triggered this excruciating exchange and was vaguely looking to either side for something he
might stand behind to shelter himself from the Professor’s buzzkilling glare.
“And I can’t wait to learn your name, young man,” Ira resumed in a quiet, snipping voice,
intensifying his squint as if he were notching up the dial on the vaporizing laser beams that his
eyes seemed to be projecting into Fred’s skull. “I’m sure I will remember it even long after I
turn in your grade for this project.”
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Whoa, thought Fred, that didn’t sound good. As the image of a giant hamster wheel
flitted through his mind, he shot Derrick a malevolent, sideways look that, translated from body
language into English, said, “What the fuck did you get me into here, dude?” Then, still
delirious that he could salvage a palatable détente from the Professor’s onslaught, he collected
himself as best he could and petitioned, with averted eyes and submissive disposition, “Well,
yes, Professor, sir, but I was told it would be pass-fail.”
“How convenient,” Ira derided. “That means I’ll only have two options to agonize
between. However will I decide, I wonder.”
By now Fred felt like a man who, sinking deeper into progressively more murky waters,
can muster the strength for only one, last, feeble kick upwards towards light and life. “Uh, well,
Professor, you know, I really need to get a pass on this. So I’ll be, like, willing to do extra
credit.”
“How generous of you!” mocked Ira. “But you see, this already is extra credit. You
can’t do more extra credit to change your mark on something that started off as extra credit to
begin with. You have to sink or swim solely on this undertaking, and, my my, you already seem
to be in a bit over your head, and without a paddle,” serenely taunted Ira, who, thoroughly
enjoying this sport, was reassessing whether the afternoon might not offer some redeeming
features after all. Perhaps there were compensations that accompanied the slight of being
assigned an undergraduate crew. Certainly he could never have such fun with a doctoral
candidate.
Although Fred’s muddled brain hadn’t followed the logic of Ira’s last volley, he sensed
that his desperate kick had brought him neither closer to safety nor farther from the hamster
wheel. Realizing that a full, abject, complete and sniveling surrender was his slim but only
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hope, and after throwing a second, Medusa-worthy dagger at Derrick, he meekly replied, “Yes
sir, Professor, sir, I’ll do my best. You can count on that.”
“How very fortunate for me,” Ira sarcastically gloated and then shifted to observe
Derrick, who, whether from Fred’s last petrifying look or the general horror of what he’d just
witnessed, seemed frozen. He thawed quickly enough, however, under the influence of the
Professor’s withering gaze, which, combined with a single raised eyebrow, wordlessly
commanded, “And you, tell me, what do you have to say for yourself?”
“I’m, I’m Derrick Fielder, Professor Cripes, and I’m really glad to be able to help dig up
these fossils. I get a real sense of awe when I think of finding these clues to the past, buried for
millions of years, and . . . ”
Ah, our freshman nerd is a full-fledged, do-gooding goober, Ira mentally adjudged, while
tuning out the rest of Derrick’s salutations. Ira found Derrick’s naïve zeal irritating. It made him
think of a time, long gone, full of promise, when he too was ardent, believing that the next strike
of his hammer might unearth treasures that would make his name.
“Ah, Professor, did you hurt yourself?” he heard Derrick ask.
“Huh?” Ira reacted, taken off guard.
“Did you get hurt, Professor?” Derrick repeated, eyeing Ira’s crimson sock and the
bloody rags scattered around him.
“No, no, certainly not,” Ira forcefully declared, chagrined at the prospect of having to
admit that he’d made a novice mistake in excavating the hole’s rock wall. To buttress his denial,
he grabbed his boot and shoved his foot back into it with unnecessary roughness, his eyes
bulging as he labored to suppress any outward display of the screaming protest his vanity
provoked from his less-pretentious, painfully outspoken toe. “No, no,” he grimaced through a
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gritted jaw, “merely a nosebleed I occasionally get this time of year as a result of allergies to
certain air-borne tree pollens.”
Professor Cripes’s intimidating presence, coupled with the credibility he automatically
merited as a scientist, prevented Derrick from recognizing the obvious implausibility of a sinus
condition causing a bloody sock.
“Listen,” Ira said as he rose unsteadily to his feet, “I’m going to walk over to the, uh,
store to pick up some additional supplies. I want the two of you to get started while I’m gone.”
“Sure, Professor,” Derrick yapped with excited anticipation. “They told us at school that
you’d teach us how to do the digging. Do you want to do that first?”
Shoot me now, Ira thought. It was as bad as it could be. The nerd and nitwit knew
absolutely nothing, and he was utterly disinclined to educate them. Besides, he’d already
examined the bones whose discovery had condemned him to this hell-hole of humiliation. As he
had expected, they were completely uninteresting, consisting of poor-quality fragments from the
hind quarters of a Pleistocene sloth, very common in this locale and unworthy of the exertion
required to retrieve them—in paleontologic slang, a “leaverite” fossil, as in something so base
and banal that you would “leaverite” where you found her. He’d submit a perfunctory report; the
construction would resume, and that would be the end of it, except, of course, for the new layer
of tarnish on his already lusterless professional standing at being assigned this scut-job in the
first place. Under these circumstances, and feeling decidedly unmotivated to instruct the nerd
and nitwit on proper technique, he opted to give them a meaningless, make-work project that
would keep them occupied while he limped to an icehouse he’d spotted a block away and
medicated himself with beer.
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“No. Look,” he instructed as he hobbled gingerly down the rubble pile on the heel of his
injured foot. “I’d, eh, I’d like to see what’s below the exposed stratum we’re standing on. So
you two should just dig a hole about, oh, three feet deep and five feet square. There are shovels
and picks over there.”
“Will do, Professor. Where should we dig?” asked Derrick enthusiastically.
“Doesn’t matter,” Ira blurted without thinking. “I mean,” he corrected, “I mean, ah, that
no matter where you dig will be useful. How about there,” he said, gesturing to a spot a few
yards from one of the hole’s walls.
“Sure thing, Professor,” Derrick chirped, with an eagerness that made Ira cringe. “But,
uh, Professor,” Derrick inquired, “aren’t we supposed to dig real carefully, just an inch or so at a
time, you know, brushing off the dust, with a grid system that will show where everything came
from, and all that?”
A pox on you, public television,” Ira groaned to himself. Shit. Most of his students had
no concept of grammar, read at an elementary level and lacked even basic math skills, but show
this kid some educational TV about anthropological excavation and suddenly he’s an expert on
fossil extraction. “No, no,” he shouted over his shoulder as he departed. “We only need a hole.
Just be sure to make the walls straight. I’ll be back later to grade your progress.”
Derrick and Fred stood silently, shielding their eyes to watch Professor Cripes’s peglegged silhouette gimp towards the afternoon sun and the waiting ladder. As he tried to climb it,
however, the ladder’s feet combatively insisted on slipping backward in the loose gravel. After
two attempts, Professor Cripes, sighing resignedly to himself that this was definitely not his day,
reconfigured the ladder, bending it at a middle swivel to make an A-frame that could stand on
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both ends. With this fortified base, the ladder supported his ascent, and he was able to hoist
himself up the remaining few feet to the surface.
“Hey Fred,” Derrick lauded, hoping that praise would diffuse the verbal assault he
expected Fred to mount once Professor Cripes vanished, “Wow, you were right. It did take a
different ladder to get out of this hole. Good going, man.” Both the volume and pitch of his
delivery rose emphatically to underscore this last compliment, which he physically capped with a
sly, knowing elbow to Fred’s side in an effort to engender some winking camaraderie.
“Don’t try to change the subject,” growled Fred as he spun around to address Derrick,
narrowing his eyes and barking words from his stomach in a razor sharp, menacing voice.
“Well, Fred, I didn’t think there was a subject . . . ” began Derrick, trying to dodge the
bull’s-eye clairvoyance of Fred’s opening salvo.
“Listen, shithead,” Fred seethed, his fingers writhing as if rapacious for a throat to tear
into, “it was your cosmic fuck-up that got me into this crack. Who in asshole hell asked you to
sign me up for this butt-kicking? I’m telling you man, if I flunk out from this, I’m not going
down alone, dude. I’m taking you down with me. That’s right, buddy boy. You’ll be out on the
street like me. Your plump little rear is in the ringer here too, bro, so you better figure out some
way to fuckin’ fix this.”
Several potential comebacks occurred to Derrick. Part of him was curious to ask exactly
how Fred thought he could effect Derrick’s expulsion, but another part realized that, although
Fred was powerless to knock Derrick out of school, the same could not be said for the threat he
posed to the pleasantly familiar attachment between Derrick’s teeth and gums, especially given
Fred’s current, agitated state. Another option was to point out that he’d warned Fred not to
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speak and had tried to stop him from taking the tokes that had most likely caused his fatal faux
pas, but again, there was that teeth thing to consider.
Fortunately, he was spared from choosing a dentally-sensible response when Fred’s mood
suddenly shifted inward, from blame to pity. “Man, I’m fucked,” he dejectedly whimpered, his
face dropping down and his shoulders drooping laxly forward. “Ok, so I got his name wrong.
Dude, it was an accident, man. I swear I didn’t do it on purpose. But shit, now he’s going to
bust me with an F no matter what I do. You just can’t win with j-holes like that. Once they get
something in their heads, they never change, no matter what.”
Sensing that a reassuring, comforting gesture might remove him from the line of Fred’s
next potential fire, and also because, for unaccountable reasons, he truly liked Fred, Derrick
soothingly consoled, “Hey, Fred, don’t worry. This is going to be fine. You’re making too
much out of it.”
“Ya think?” asked Fred with a tincture of hope, his eyebrows rising slightly.
“Yeah, sure, sure,” Derrick encouraged. “Yeah, Professor Cripes was ticked that you got
his name wrong, so, yeah, he was jerking you around. I mean, but how, you know, how small a
person would he have to be to fail you just for that?”
Recognizing that Derrick’s optimism depended on the theoretical bigness of Professor
Cripes’s humanity, Fred’s eyebrows lowered back to their fully glum position. “He looks plenty
puny to me.”
“Na, no,” Derrick persisted, “he can’t be like that. I mean, he’s a scientist.”
“So? Dude, so was Doctor Octopus, and look what he did to Peter Parker.”
“Ah, Fred, Doctor Octopus isn’t real. Professor Cripes is. I mean, he’s a scientist, so
he’s got to be, you know, logical and not let his personal feelings or emotions take over.”
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“Oh, you mean like that Spock guy?”
“Well, ok, yeah, like Mr. Spock,” Derrick acquiesced, reluctantly adopting, for the sake
of communicating his message, the medium of pop iconic reference points that were the
mainstays of what served as Fred’s cultural, moral and behavioral ideologies. “I mean, Spock
wouldn’t dump on someone just because they dissed him.”
“Well, I saw a time when Spock was about to rearrange that Mr. Scotch dude’s face
’cause he called him a freak, and . . . ,” Fred began seriously, as if the details of that episode
could shed parable-like light on his current predicament.
“Forget about Spock,” Derrick uncharacteristically snapped. “Cripes is a scientist, ok, so
he has to be, you know, objective and truthful. He won’t flunk you just because you gooned on
his name, especially if we ace this digging.”
“Na, I’m screwed, man,” Fred lamented, running the Star Trek orthodoxy to ground in a
way that caused him to slip back into gloom. “Spock always went off all, you know, basketcase, and that Captain Kurt dude always had to, like, pull some really big shit to reel him in, like
one time he pretended to be dead when Spock was giving him a beat-down, or once when he
trash-talked Spock’s mama, and all like that. Same thing here, bro,” lectured Fred with growing
conviction. “I need something really big to get Cripes off my ass.”
“Look,” pleaded Derrick, “let’s just dig the hole like he wanted. If we do a good job,
everything will be fine.”
“No, dude, you go ahead, but I can see that I need a big score,” Fred resolutely said. “A
really big score,” he confirmed as he turned to the tool pile, selected a large pick-ax and strode
determinedly to the rock wall perpendicular to the one against which the ladder had rested.
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“Fred, wait,” Derrick begged, following behind him. “You can’t just go smashing
around. You could break something, and then we’ll both be hosed.”
“I think there’s a huge fuckin’ dinosaur hiding somewhere in there, bro, and I’m gonna’
get him. So, Godzilla dude,” Fred proclaimed, now directly addressing his quarry as he reached
the wall and raised the pick-ax to his shoulder, “you’ve got to ask yourself one question. ‘Do I
feel lucky?’ Well, do ya, zillapunk? I don’t think so,” he concluded, specially punctuating the
word “think” with a sweeping, downward stroke into the wall using all the strength he could
summon.
“Fred, stop, stop, you’ll mess it up,” cried Derrick as chunks of rock and a shower of
debris rained down from the wound Fred had gashed in the wall’s surface.
“No dude, it’s clobberin’ time,” Fred replied and launched into a series of wild, flailing
strikes, not stopping until he was ankle deep in shards and too winded to continue. Panting, halfbent with his hands on his knees, he looked up to survey his work. “Shit,” he wheezed, “nothing
there.”
“Fred, you don’t even know what you’re looking for,” Derrick implored, horrified at
Fred’s onslaught against the fragile treasures that he imagined might surround them. “You’re
ruining any fossils that’re there, and you’re going to screw up your grade for sure. Will you
please stop?”
“If at first you don’t exceed, dude,” countered Fred, drawing a deep breath and heading
toward the adjacent wall opposite the ladder.
“Fred, please, please stop,” screamed Derrick in a frantic panic. “You’re going to get us
in huge trouble!”
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“Hey, looks like someone already took a swipe here,” said Fred, studying a fresh
indentation and a bloody rag nearby, while ignoring Derrick entirely. “Ok, Barney boy,
herrrrrrrrre’s Johnny,” he announced as he launched a smashing, roundhouse, pick-ax blow.
*

*

*

Depending on your perspective, the phrase “lightning strikes” is a curious one. People
use it to describe an event so highly improbable that it borders on the miraculous. Yet from
lightning’s point of view, there is nothing at all remarkable about a lightning strike; lightning
does it all the time, in the ordinary course of its business, and thus, to lightening, such an
occurrence is wholly unexceptional. In this sense, there is nothing particularly unusual about a
miracle taking place. The real challenge is recognizing one when it does and avoiding the
mistake of letting something that is transformative upon fresh perception become, through
repeated exposure, so dull and mundane that it hides in plain sight.
*

*

*

As Fred’s pick hit the wall, lightening struck.
A massive expanse of rock calved along a fissure, pivoted outward as if on a hinge,
seemed to hesitate momentarily and then fell intact, punching into the ground with a deep,
sonorous thunk. Fortunately for Fred, the break occurred to the right of his impact, so that the
potentially life-threatening slab landed safely to his side.
“Fred,” screamed Derrick in near hysteria. “Stop, you moron! You almost killed
yourself, and you’ve trashed this place so bad that Cripes is going to . . . ”
His voice trailed away in his suddenly dry throat, and his eyes stretched wide as if
struggling to admit the image streaming from the rock wall’s newly exposed surface.
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“Ho-ly she-it,” Fred chanted contentedly after a long silence. “Looks like I’m gettin’ an
A.”
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Chapter 5
Had he been more sensitive to all the facets of his experience, Roger Limine would have
known that there was more to the universe than its observable physical manifestations, but his
tunnel-vision fixation on the arbitrarily circumscribing principles of materialism had blinded him
to an elementary, indisputable fact that proved, on a small scale at least, the existence of a
metaphysical dimension—a fact that, ironically, even the dimmest of dark-age minds would have
instantly glimpsed: Roger was perpetually bedeviled by an unseen, monomaniacally
mischievous sprite.
Indeed, that reality involves more than the undirected interaction of matter and energy
would be easily ascertainable by all modern humans if not for the befuddlement brought on,
strangely enough, by the over-abundance of clues, which blurs their individual significance, and
which is exacerbated in this current age by the subjective, limiting doctrine of naturalism
tattooed on brains from birth as the only credible means for drawing conclusions from the
environment. To a clean-slate, unprogrammed observer, unconscious, random chance cannot be
running the show. Life is simply too annoying in multiple, picayune ways for that to be the case.
In fact, each day brings a disproportionate number of trifling but highly unlikely
irritations that, if the universe were ruled by probabilities rather than design, would be rarer than
blue moons, but most people, beleaguered with an avalanche of nettling evidence, have grown
glassy to this recognition, and those few who vaguely sense the long odds they routinely beat by
the frequency of their minor frustrations usually squander their opportunity for weighty
deduction by making wry, cursory quips to the effect that, if they tried again a million times, they
couldn’t convince their coffee to re-drip on that identical, particularly awkward spot of their
dress-clothes; they couldn’t re-toss their keys with that same, precise arc to land them,
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unrecoverable, behind a cupboard or beneath a vent; they couldn’t re-cross that doorway in just
the fashion necessary to catch their belt loop on the jamb—to say nothing of the perverse alarm
clock that chooses to misbehave on the single morning of the month when its owner can’t afford
to be late; the last, essential, irreplaceable screw dropped by the do-it-yourself warrior that
maddeningly lodges in the one place unreachable without dismantling the entire assembly; the
computer that chooses to crash at the apex of inconvenience; the neighbor’s dog that barks only
at night; the flashlight that fails whenever the power does; the finicky cell phone that confines its
cut-off calls to the most urgent ones; the white-knuckle medical tests that insist on straddling the
weekend before yielding their benign results; the eyeglasses that hide best when they’re needed
most; the traffic signal whose preference for malfunctioning at rush hour is overridden only
when unique circumstances make timely travel even more important at an off-peak moment; the
homework that delays disappearing until too close to its deadline to be redone; the recipe that
delights in failing only for company; the cracking falsetto that makes its lone appearance on the
isolated occasions requiring public speech; and, of course, the postal poltergeist who faithfully
squires every piece of junk mail to the right box while managing to misdirect the single
important letter to a stranger downstate.
An occasional encounter with one or two of these passing exasperations would be
statistically expected, but their, and their cousins’, regular, repeat appearances so
overwhelmingly defy the laws of chance that clearer evidence of sentient direction would be hard
to imagine. In short, mankind should instinctively know that the universe remains closely
administered if for no other reason, and based on no other proof, than its otherwise inexplicable
capacity for petty vexation, but instead of grasping the broader message behind the
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inconsequential goads they consistently kick against, people assume it is natural to be surrounded
by them, despite the telling improbabilities.
It was therefore doubly ironic, in light of the enhanced powers of scientific observation
he thought he had cultivated, that Roger failed to recognize any manifestations of the tiny cosmic
joke with which he was persistently teased: without exception, Roger was harassed and
obstructed every time he tried to open anything. It didn’t matter what kind of opening it was;
regardless, the opening took special pleasure in fighting him. Consider, for instance, the
individual yogurt cup with its sealed foil-paper lid, from which Roger often lunched. A hundred
diners could pull the tabs on a hundred such lids, and each would smoothly detach from the
container in a single piece. By contrast, of the last hundred yogurts Roger had eaten, not one had
peacefully surrendered. Invariably, as he tugged, the lid would rip, relinquishing only a ragged
fragment while leaving the large remainder still firmly affixed. When, in his follow-up effort, he
pinched the stubborn edge between his fingers, some secondary aggravation would surface; he’d
somehow manage to drag a thumb through the contents, or as he pulled off the remnant, droplets
of congealed yogurt adhering to its underside would launch like gooey projectiles, which
typically landed on his clothes or work papers but sometimes traveled sufficiently far to bag any
companions unfortunate enough to be within range.
Roger once flew on a plane carrying over one-hundred passengers. Yogurt was served to
each, and each but Roger (and his unlucky seatmate) had a clean encounter. The capper on the
metaphysical prank was that, when the stewardess presented the refuse bag for Roger to deposit
his trash, it was filled with scores of intact, pristinely removed foil yogurt tops. As usual,
however, the joke was lost on Roger. Oblivious to the evidence before him that bespoke
(admittedly, in this instance, in a small voice) of a supernatural consciousness that had once
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again rigged the game and defied the odds, he had uncomprehendingly discarded, without a
second thought, both his ripped lid and the soiled napkin used to tidy Roger’s hand and his
neighbor’s suit. So accustomed was he to being victimized in this piddling way that the event’s
coincidental implausibility escaped him.
The yogurt cup disasters are only a single feat of this puckish shade that followed Roger
everywhere. Jars of all types, from pickles to paint—jars that would doff their tops at the limpest
twist from the frailest fingers—found the strength to resist Roger, requiring him to execute the
classic, two-handed, jaw-gritting, chest-clutching muscle-move before they would suddenly turn
out their treasures, usually on Roger’s shirt, but sometimes, again, on a hapless bystander’s.
And envelopes! If he employed the Karnak edge-ripping maneuver, he tore the letter
every time. If he used a bladed opener, he invariably caught a fold of the enclosed
correspondence and sliced it in half. If he slipped his finger under the flap—paper cut.
There was no end to the irksome appearances of this junior misery. Drawers jammed.
Cupboards stuck. When he inserted a key in a lock, although the laws of chance dictated that
half the time he would haphazardly stumble upon the right orientation on the first attempt, he
always got it upside down. When he pulled into his driveway, the garage door would either
ignore his initial punches on the remote control, or would halt halfway up, or, when the impish
powers were feeling excessively frolicsome, would descend back upon his car before he’d
cleared the passage. Holes through which, during dressing, buttons had virtually leapt with
eagerness seemed somehow to shrink by sunset so that removing his shirt at night became a
fingertip-numbing tussle leaving casualties of ripped cloth and severed thread. Simply put, he
was forever the target of this modest mystical trickster’s countless inventive iterations. Of
course, all of this spectral jesting was in innocent fun and caused no real harm—indeed, on
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occasion it had served Roger well by enlivening a humdrum situation with good-natured humor.
The only tragedy (and this was a potentially big one) was that Roger hadn’t recognized what this
impossibly unlikely confluence of thematically selective bad luck should have told him about the
many things in heaven and earth undreamt by his philosophy.
And so it should come as no surprise that, when he tried to re-enter his house after
escorting Mrs. Nelson to her car, he found himself locked out.
*

*

*

“Roger, is that you?” Claire called from the day room, trying to direct her voice to the
rummaging noises coming from the kitchen.
“Yes, Claire, be right there,” he responded, this time amidst what seemed to be clattering
sounds.
“Mmm, Roger, what’s going on in there?” she inquired, sitting up straighter in bed.
“Nothing, nothing at all,” he assured her with a cheerful smile, drying his hands on a dish
rag as he rounded from the hallway into the room.
“What’s with the towel?” she asked.
“Oh, I was locked out, and when I tried to get into the back yard, the gate wouldn’t
open—we need to get a handyman to fix it . . . ”
“Roger, you just have to jiggle the latch.”
“Well, anyway, when I climbed over the fence I slipped on the other side and came down
hand-first in some mud, so I was just washing up.”
“Umm, what was all that clamor in the kitchen?”
“Oh, I was looking for a towel, and the drawer got wedged shut—need to get that fixed
too . . . ”
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“I’ve never had a problem with it.”
“Well, anyway, when I yanked on it a second time, the whole thing came out and spilled
everything on the floor, towels and a bunch of weird cooking gizmos whose purposes I can’t
begin to imagine, but, not to worry,” he grinned as he sat down on the bed, “all is as it should be,
back in its place, my hands are squeaky clean, and,” adopting a progressively lowering,
comically naughty voice, “my lips are ready for action, good to go, and at your service” he
finished, as he swooped in to give her a quick, soft kiss.
“Well, then,” she laughed, “maybe you’ll use them to talk to me a little. Mrs. Nelson
may be quite professional, but she’s not the most stimulating conversationalist.”
“Your wish, as they say, . . . hey, what’s this?” he asked as, leaning back, his hand
brushed against the edge of something beneath the sheets.
This opportune comment opened an inroad to a subject she was tremulously bursting to
broach, but, after making a quick, surreptitious study of his face, she found no courage to do so.
“Oh, a book,” she replied after a brief pause, a touch too dismissively, and then immediately
changed course by launching into an animated, head-bobbing monologue—the kind she knew it
reassured him to hear now that she’d fallen so ill. “All I can remember about Mrs. Nelson’s
small talk for today was a reference she made to what sounded like her ‘nephew’s transmission.’
I didn’t know what to make of it. Her ‘nephew’s transmission.’ What was she trying to say?
Was he going to send someone an important message? Was he contagious with some disease?
Or was it a slip of the tongue, and she really meant that he was moving to another city to take a
new job? Or that he’d graduated from some school? Or joined the army and was shipping out?
Or was it some sort of, ugh!, medical sample he had to submit for testing? I had no idea what to
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do, whether to offer congratulations or ask about his health! I—What?” she asked with pouting,
mock irritation in reaction to Roger’s subdued chuckle.
“It never occurred to you that she was talking about his car?”
“Well, yes, thank you. I did manage to identify that possibility too, but unlike you, I don’t
see things so one-dimensionally,” she teased.
“Oh, one dimension suits me fine, especially since, as here, it leads me to the selfevidently correct explanation,” he retorted playfully. “I’d rather be dimensionally challenged
than overlook the right answer.”
“I didn’t ‘overlook’ it,” she returned. “I simply took it as one of the many different
theories that had to be considered in reaching a conclusion. I can’t apologize for seeing more
possibilities than your limited view allows.”
He let this last volley win the point unanswered, delighting in the distraction of the
moment’s trivial, sophomoric normalcy.
After a short silence, he asked, with forced nonchalance and an undercover, sideways
glance, “How do you feel today?”
She hesitated, wondering whether this was the time to start the conversation from which
she’d just shied away—a conversation she’d been successively planning and then postponing,
whose prospects both frightened and excited her.
“I was ok for today,” she started slowly. “No real pain to speak of, so I took no pills for
that. But. . . ”
He dropped his gaze, sensing the imminence of unwelcome words.
“Roger,” she said pointedly, tilting her head downward while she took his hand and
peered at him through the tops of her eyes, “Roger, look at me. Roger, there are things I must
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talk to you about. Maybe, probably, not all of them today. But for starters”—she took a
steadying breath, but her appetite for what she worried might become a wrenching confrontation
again failed her, and she chose instead to nibble around the edges—“well, I’ve been thinking
how, from the beginning, there were always just a certain number of days that we would have
together. We didn’t know what that number was—no one does—and we didn’t ever really think
about it, but if we had, we would have known that someday that number would be up. There will
come a last day when we’ve used up all the ones we have. I think about that a lot lately, not in a
sad way but more in a curious way, wondering whether that last day will be unusual or special,
or just another day like the rest, different only because it’s the last one. But you know, Roger,”
she digressed, veering off the harder path to make an easy, poignant tribute, “it doesn’t matter,
because the truth is that all the days have been special. All my days with you, Roger, have been
so special.”
She said it with a calm, peaceful tenderness that, like solvent, etched at his thin coating of
composure. Struggling to withhold tears, he could only ask, “Claire, what, what are you
saying?” all the while not wanting to know.
“Roger,” she continued with quiet urgency, wrapping both her hands around his, “Roger,
our last day is approaching. I know you put great faith in my treatments and the experimental
study I’m in, telling yourself that they will extend things indefinitely, but Roger . . . Roger look
at me”—now reaching over to lift up his chin with her curled forefinger so that his welling eyes
met hers—“Roger, I know that there are not that many days left. I know that,” she insisted
firmly, eyebrows raised for emphasis, in response to his shaking head. “And Roger, I want
something very important to happen in the time that remains, something very important but very
difficult, and one of my fears is, well, I don’t want you, I don’t want either of us, really—I’m
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talking as much to myself as you—to miss that chance because we fool ourselves into believing
that there will be plenty of time for it later.”
“No, no, no,” Roger denied through adamantly locked teeth. “This is not right. The
treatments will work. They are working. You know that just yesterday I spoke with Dr.
Mondial, and he told me, he told me Claire, that your lab tests for the first time showed an
improvement. They showed an improvement, Claire. Don’t you see what that means? You’re
going to get better. You are getting better. You talk about the last day as if it were written in
stone. The medical treatments can change all that. They will change all that. Don’t accept
defeat, please Claire, don’t give up, please Claire”—his eroding control was pierced by a throatstifled sob—“please Claire, don’t be so willing to leave me, please.”
She reached out and drew him to her, folding her arms around him and holding him to her
chest, stroking his hair and comforting him like a child, all the while feeling his suppressed,
convulsive weeping. “Roger, Roger, Roger,” she incanted. “Don’t you know that leaving you is
the last thing I want. It’s the last thing I want. But Roger,” she persisted, pushing him back to
arms’ length so she could see him, “Roger, listen. I have some time, but I know it’s not a lot.
And I—both of us—have something important to try to do in the time that’s left.”
“Claire, what are you talking about? What are you saying?” he cried. “This is crazy. I
don’t understand it at all. The treatments are working, Claire. That’s what we know. That’s the
only thing we know. Dr. Mondial told me that. It’s a fact Claire, a scientific fact, and I believe it
Claire, I believe it with all my heart, and I want you to believe it too.” His voice lowered to a
desperate, exhorting tone. “Never stop trying, Claire, please, please promise me that you’ll
never stop trying.”
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She saw that neither of them was ripe for the talk she’d rehearsed. He’s not prepared
either to ask or hear, she thought, and I’m not ready to tell. And too, as long as she remained
the be-all-and-end-all of Roger’s existence, she questioned whether what she needed to say could
take root. So she smiled gently, her fingers softly wiping away the tracks from Roger’s cheeks.
“Of course, Roger,” she soothed. “I’ll never, ever stop trying. I promise you. All right. Enough
about all that. Lie down and hold me. Tell me a story. Tell me the story of when we met.”
As he pawed the covers for the opening in the bed linen, she reached over and pulled
back the top sheet. While sliding in beside her, his eyes saw the book whose outline he had
earlier felt, but because his mind was so intent on entering this haven of relief after the grief of
their exchange, it did not register in his consciousness that it was a Bible.
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Chapter 6
Fortified and somewhat numbed, physically and emotionally, with beer, Ira Cripes
limped back to the hole in the parking lot. He had drunk the perfect amount: just enough both to
entertain bold new solutions to his problems and to blunt his recognition of those solutions’ fatal
flaws. This combination gave him at least temporary escape from the otherwise persistent,
oppressive perception, pounded into him even more forcefully by his current assignment to this
demeaning dig, that he was the Rodney Dangerfield of the academic world. Any more beer and
he wouldn’t have the clarity to formulate a strategy, however unworkable, for recasting himself
in a more dignified role; any less and he’d be able to see the strategy’s shortcomings.
The impossible fantasy he indulged during his lurch back to the lot featured him dealing a
devastatingly humbling come-uppance to his high-and-mighty colleagues. He suddenly fancied
himself becoming a renegade; a veritable pirate among professors; an enemy of the established
academic order; foe to the smug and smarmy, comfortably ensconced, institutionally installed,
scientific ruling class. They had dared to mock and marginalize him for pursuing the missing
links of intermediate evolutionary forms in the fossil record, decreeing, after-the-fact, that such
adaptations had occurred too rapidly to be recorded in rocks. Then let them die on their own
sword! He would boldly proclaim the heresy that would curl their hair, taking his case to the
common man and lending his credentials (which, on paper, were still impressive) to his
blasphemous theme: there were no fossils of intermediate evolutionary forms because the
Darwinian theory of evolution as the mechanism for the origin of new species was false! Darwin
was wrong! Wrong! Yes, there, he’d said it, and he’d scream it from the treetops. The bones
weren’t there because the creatures never existed! His decision to specialize in paleobiology was
vindicated! Far from choosing a dead end, he had selected the one discipline that could unmask
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the great fraud of evolution! After all, hadn’t Darwin himself conceded that the fossil record
failed to support him? And, in the face of that failing, hadn’t Darwin bought time by criticizing
the paleontological tracings of his day as imperfect and incomplete? And hadn’t early
Darwinians hitched their hopes on anticipated future finds that would document the gradual
transition of one species into another? And hadn’t the professionals now universally admitted, at
least behind the scenes, that after one-hundred and fifty years of digging, there was no broad
scale, convincing geological proof of inter-species transformation and that, if anything, the
evidence refuted it?
He would bring the story to the people, becoming the scientific whistleblower, the
masses’ mediator of academic wisdom, the popularizer of Darwin’s destruction, toppling the
usurper from his undeserved throne. He would write the definitive tell-all book for laymen
debunking Darwin’s teachings! It would be an instant success with conservative Christians! He
could tour the religious cable TV circuit, appearing as the special, learned guest to pull the rug
out from under the Darwinian altar. From there, he’d transition to mainstream, secular media,
culminating in a report on 60 Minutes, a cover story on Newsweek and a spot on Oprah. He’d be
famous! Let his colleagues labor to write technical journal articles read by few, understood by
fewer and valued by none; at an Ira Cripes book signing, regular folk would stand in line for
hours! The more he marinated in his beer-based fiction, the sweeter his illusory triumph tasted.
Of course, the clarifying rays of sobriety, which even now were beginning to shoot
exposing holes through the ephemeral fog of his pipe dream, would soon put his reverie to rest.
While, like many people, he could opportunistically band-wagon a cause he disfavored if it
might profit him personally, this particular drunken vision’s route to notorious recognition would
require that he humiliate himself before the very peer-group audience of scientists whose
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admiration and envy he so desperately desired. He’d be lumped in with the crackpots, ridiculed
by the reigning intellectuals as an ignorant, Bible-belting, troglodytic idiot—or a “Biblidiot,” as
one of his early professors, off the record, was fond of describing Judeo-Christian believers.
And in more recent memory, just the bare suspicion of fomenting a potential Darwinian schism
had been enough to oust one of the department’s graduate students. In fact, it was impossible to
conceive of any other assault he could make on the status quo that would subject him to greater
professional contempt or render him more universally castigated in academia as an absolute
lunatic. Absent the audacity of alcohol, he was presently too timid even to envision facing that
derision, let alone actually withstanding it. No, for all fashionably enlightened people, this was
an uncrossable line, which made imagining doing so all the more outrageous and therefore all the
more attractive as a vehicle for one-upmanship, but only when liquor loosed his brain.
As he approached the hole—his shadow, elongated by the setting sun, arriving well
before him—he noticed that the eastern horizon was rapidly disappearing behind ominous
thunderclouds pregnant with frighteningly momentous weather. Ok, he thought, let’s get this
wrapped and packed before the deluge. Where are the nerd and nitwit, he wondered as he
squinted into the hole in the failing light. The ground was hard, and he’d given them a pretty big
assignment, so he expected to find them still shoveling away. He’d even magnanimously
decided on the walk back to excuse them from finishing their meaningless task and order them
instead to load the tools in the truck. Uncertain whether he’d ever heard their names, and, in any
event, unable to recall them if he had, he stood at the lip of the dig and generically cried out,
“Hey you, students, where are you?”
More time passed than a deferential response should have allowed, but eventually he
heard the voice of the nitwit drift upwards from the behind a large pile near the far wall where
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he’d hurt his toe. “Buenas noches, Professor, ahh, . . . ” and here the nitwit paused
provocatively, causing Ira to wonder if he was about to stage a repeat, this time intentional
performance of his earlier verbal slip. “. . . Cripes,” the nitwit eventually finished, following up
with a folksy, “come on down.”
Noting the speed with which the monstrous clouds were gathering, Ira chose to disregard
the nitwit’s flippancy in favor of a hasty, rain-beating retreat. Still, he could not resist exploring
whether his instructions had been followed. “What’s going on?” he yelled back. “Did you finish
the hole I told you to dig?”
“Nope,” came the nitwit’s lazy, laconic reply.
Ira’s budding anger evoked images of the students’ muddied, miserable, sweat-streaked
bodies digging deep into the night as punishment for their disobedience.
“Found something better to work on,” the nitwit added.
His exasperation level spiking, Ira quickly sat at the edge of the hole, leaned his legs
outward, shifted his weight to the top of the ladder and then clambered awkwardly down the
rungs, his injured toe, awakened by this exertion from its beer-bought slumber, commencing a
Morse code of painful throbs that further fed Ira’s frenzy. “Impudent blockheaded cretin,” he
seethed as he hobbled determinedly towards the nitwit’s pile. After the degradations of the day,
the irreverent attitude of this undergraduate baboon, the lowliest of the low, was simply too
much to bear. Vengefully foretasting the retribution he’d impose, his mind searched for the most
savory way to serve it. The mere failing mark he now planned to give them would be too lax and
lame a recompense. To augment it, he would stretch their agony, making them suffer and strive
for their F. And because intimidation had worked earlier, he decided to start with more of the
same.
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“Well,” he began sarcastically as he rounded the pile to face the nitwit, “how fortunate
for me that, in this fading light, I managed to avoid falling into the grade-saving hole you were
assigned to dig.”
He immediately saw, however, that the psychological balance of power had shifted. The
nitwit lay flat on his back in the loose gravel, with his head, bent at the neck and pillowed atop a
water jug, cradled casually from behind in his interlocked fingers. From this posture he viewed
Ira without rising, and his sustained, and to Ira’s way of thinking, disrespectfully prone position
signaled a cheeky gall that Ira thought his earlier browbeating would have routed.
“No, dude, not to worry,” the supine nitwit casually assured. He then let forth a
contented sigh, tilting his head slightly back to reposition his gaze away from Ira and toward the
sky as he wriggled his body even more comfortably into its form-fitting pebble bed.

“Didn’t

need to dig that hole after all,” he apathetically observed, “so you’re cool.”
At this, Ira’s outrage ballooned beyond the size that it could ever have previously hoped
to attain even with the emotional equivalent of major league mega-steroids. Struggling to master
his fury, he finally asked, in a low, controlled and lock-jawed voice, “Where is your companion?
I have some thoughts to share with both of you.”
“Ahhhh, oh, I came down with a case of the munchies, so I sent him out for pizza,” the
nitwit distractedly answered.
“Sent-him-out-for-pizza,” echoed Ira in a rising tone that, by combining equal parts of
choler and incredulity, resulted in him specially emphasizing each word. “Sent-him-out-forpizza,” he repeated in a higher register, this time sputtering at “pizza” as his eye-bulging
indignation swelled dangerously close to the limit of his capability for containment.
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“Yeah, dude,” confirmed Fred, misconstruing completely the reason for the heavy edge
that even he could perceive in Ira’s voice, “but don’t be hacked off ’cause you missed the grub
run. I think we can scrounge up somethin’ for ya,” he continued, adding, with what he thought
was a beneficent flourish, “hey, you like crusts?”
This last, seemingly insolent prick popped the seal on Ira’s corrosive wrath.
“Stand up this instant, you bumptious sack of shit!” he screamed, as the cords of his neck
strained to capacity and the veins in his forehead pulsed to bursting. “Stand up you arrogant
crock of crap! Stand up! Stand up!”
Fred, whose democratic treatment of Ira had not stemmed from a conscious desire to
belittle him but was instead simply the outgrowth of his feeling of snug, impenetrable security,
was startled but not frightened by this sudden flood of rancor. “Ok, dude, ok, time out, chill
man,” he said as he sat up straight, leaning forward and circling his arms around his now
indrawn knees. “Back her down a notch, will ya?”
At this point, feeling like a deposed dictator after a populist revolution, Ira realized that
he would not be able single-handedly to reestablish dominion over the nitwit, and so, tempering
his demeanor with a measure of regained composure, he changed his approach to rain down the
collective weight of the institution on the nitwit’s head. “Listen, you little buttwipe,” he assailed,
speaking with a quieter, narrow-eyed, harnessed contempt, “you’re through. Oh, not just with
this dig. You’re through, period. You can kiss goodbye any hopes you had of graduating.
Disrespect, disobedience, insubordination, defiance”—the thumb of his upraised hand ticking off
the individual transgressions against each finger in succession—“all violations of the honor code.
But we probably won’t even need to go there, because after I report your failing grade in this
project, your miserably failing grade, you’ll be academically dismissed. I understood you were
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already hanging by a thread. Either way, I’m personally seeing to it that you be expelled. You
can count on that, dipshit fuckhead.” He belligerently accentuated the last two words, hoping
that he might provoke the nitwit to make a further condemning display or perhaps even to take a
swing at him. Yes! Assault charges on top of expulsion! The nitwit would pay the maximum
price for failing to give Professor Ira Cripes his due!
But Ira’s dream of escalating hostilities would go unrealized. Although his harangue had
slightly penetrated Fred’s insulating cloak of confidence and triggered a twitch or two of
irritation, nothing could perturb Fred greatly, so untouchable he felt in his situation. Still,
listening to the Professor’s rant was hardly pleasant, so the sooner he could be diffused, the
better.
“Ah, look, Professor,” Fred offered in a conciliatory tone as he slowly rose to his feet,
“sorry if I made you mad. But geez, man, mild out. Maybe, like, cut back on the Starbucks, you
know what I’m sayin’? Plus, is that any way to talk to the guy who found the mother load? I
mean the discovery that’s gonna put this place on the map? Yeah, that’s right,” he maintained,
nodding exaggeratedly in response to the look of scorn and disbelief that had crossed Ira’s face,
“I found it. Awesome buried dino-treasure-saurus, dude.”
“What are you talking about, you moron?”
“Man, there you go again, harshing me out. Whatever. Anyway, don’t know what it
was you were hoping to find down here, but I found something better. Pure gold, dude. Cubic Z
to the extreme. There’s probably gonna be some museum named after me.”
There was just enough intriguing ambiguity behind what Ira was otherwise tempted to
dismiss as incoherent rambling to prompt his further probing. “I repeat,” he said, but this time
without the epithet and with noticeably less enmity, “what are you talking about? You found
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gold? What?” Although unlikely, it was remotely possible the nitwit may have stumbled on an
artifact from the city’s earlier days—perhaps a piece of pottery or even a few coins.
“Na, better than that, dude. Bone treasure, man, yep, pure awesome dino-licious bone
treasure. Take yourself a look,” Fred invited, talking over his shoulder as strode slowly towards
the rock wall where Ira had earlier injured himself, “and dude, prepare to be, like, blown away.”
Ira followed, somewhat reluctantly, embarrassed to be giving the nitwit any credence at
all, but more miffed by the sense that the opportunity to bully him with disciplinary and
academic threats was waning. As they arrived, the nitwit gestured grandly just to the right of
where Ira had been digging. “Like they say, ‘viola,’” the nitwit proclaimed, mispronouncing the
expression so that it sounded like the name of the musical instrument. Still, despite his butchered
delivery, at that precise instant, as if scripted, one of the last, lingering beams of the setting sun
somehow broke through the ever-thickening clouds to illuminate the rock wall.
There are some sights so startling and unexpected that the human mind refuses at first to
process or recognize them. All of Ira’s optical hardware was working perfectly; the pictureferrying light rays streaming onto his retina were generating an unimaginably intricate series of
bio-chemical reactions that translated the images into electrical signals, which were then, through
equally complicated means, transmitted to his brain for mental interpretation, but there the
system collapsed. When the mind receives the impulses of a vision for which it has no reference
frame, or which it knows cannot be what it appears, it searches for the next closest, plausible fit,
temporarily leaving its owner in a limbo of disorientation. Such was Ira’s initial state.
Eventually, however, the pieces began to coalesce, and he saw in his brain what his mind denied.
Surely it can’t be what it seems, he desperately thought. It stood on its ear everything he
believed to be true. It was utterly, absolutely, unthinkably impossible. The geological formation
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was wrong, the rocks were wrong, the location was wrong, and the thing itself was so incredibly,
amazingly, inconceivably, hideously wrong that words could not describe it. Yet each of the
individual parts seemed genuine enough. His experience told him that he was seeing the
fossilized remains of the upper half of a young T. rex, from head to belly, presented in profile
from the left side. There was the characteristically huge jaw, frozen in an open position; the
outline of one of the almost comically frail forelegs, and a lateral view of the massive ribcage,
bowing outward like the timbers of a ship’s hull. And then—and this was the beginning of what
his mind most rebelled against—there were the bony obstructions beginning near what would
have been the throat and extending into the region of the upper chest, giving the unmistakable
impression that, in gorging itself on its final meal, the creature had choked to death, only to be
fossilized in its terminal moment of gluttony. The remnants of its prey visible in the lower
mouth and neck appeared too mangled and crushed to identify. But in the torso, peeping out
between two ribs like a prisoner behind jail bars, was the object that his mind still could not
accept.
It was the well-preserved skull of the dinosaur’s last supper.
And it looked human.
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Chapter 7
Karl Klemp, Regional Director of the American Civil Liberties Union, was, at heart, a
killjoy.
In trying to explain why someone turns out a certain way, especially when that way is
disagreeable, one is often caught up in the tug-of-war pitting determinism against free will.
Evaluators predisposed to a sympathetic view (a perspective more frequently possessed by those
fortunates rarely having to interact with the person) are prone to blame the failing on
exonerating, uncontrollable factors—a deprived environment, a faulty upbringing, a traumatic
childhood, even a genetic predisposition. Less charitable critics (whose ranks usually include a
disproportionate number of those regularly needing to deal with the miscreant) tend to point
fingers at the individual himself for choosing to indulge the detestable trait.
In the case of Karl Klemp, killjoy, some truth lay in both camps. No doubt, the
circumstances of his youth provided fertile ground for growing a killjoy character. Psychiatrists
might attribute the problem to his being the first-born child in what a succession of siblings
turned into a large family. Early on, as his parents’ only offspring, he served as their sole focus,
which, by activating an egomaniacal streak, created an expectation, from which he would never
fully escape, that, if not the entire world, at least the part of the world that he occupied, would
and should always revolve around him. Then an uninvited brother arrived, and Karl’s hunger for
an adoring entourage—the craving cultivated by his elders’ earlier exclusive doting—suddenly
went largely unsatisfied. The follow-up intrusions of sisters and more brothers continued to
downsize by degrees what had originally been a mighty Mississippi of undivided parental
interest, first into a tributary, then a stream, then a creek, a brook, a rivulet, until it finally
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dwindled to a trickle. And so he was left with an underlying paranoia that he would be forever
denied the prime-time spotlight he’d been conditioned to covet.
Other experiences of his pre-teen and adolescent years reinforced the lesson that he
would never regain his prior station at the center of rapt communal attention. His high
intelligence distinguished him among his fellow students, which, for a very brief period in the
early years of his schooling, was a currency that would buy the admiring eyes of his classmates,
but not for long. Beginning in about the fifth grade, as the maturing children began to mint their
own media of social wealth, academic achievement was devalued; things like good looks, a
fashion sense, athletic ability and an indefinable kind of psychological swagger were the tell-tale
markers of the in-crowd, none of which was his strong suit. These influences helped solidify
him as a perpetual outsider—a particularly uncomfortable position for someone who, like him,
thirsted not merely to occupy a place in the mainstream but to be its fountainhead.
So far, one might think that Karl’s killjoy character was the inevitable byproduct of his
surroundings, for which he shares no responsibility. Yet people facing humbling forces can react
in several different ways. Some, recognizing that the shameless desire to be the polestar of their
universe is infantile and narcissistic, affirmatively adopt new, more selfless and generous
aspirations. Many of these become full, rounded, caring, accomplished, giving people. Others,
stuck in arrested development, simply retarget their egocentricity on more gullible groups. Many
of these run for office.
Still others take Karl’s route. Unappreciated by his intended audience, his pride not
permitting him an existence of enviously peering, nose-pressed, through a closed window
separating him from the ranks of the idolized, and either unable or unwilling (depending on
where one comes out on the tug-of-war between free will and determinism) to recast his childish
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conceit, he went in another direction: if he couldn’t be the hub of their fun, then he would spoil
their fun. He would take his ball and go home. He would be Karl Killjoy Klemp.
Of course, for Karl, all of this functioned subconsciously, and he would have reacted with
disbelief and denial if ever confronted with a forensic dissection of the motives that shaped his
behavior. Thus, although he felt profound gratification whenever his killjoy itch was scratched,
he remained unaware of his deep-seated need to ruin things for everyone else. Having been
crippled for so long, in such a fundamental region of his psyche, he was oblivious even to the
fact that he had an infirmity and was therefore doubly insensible of his disability’s source.
And because this killjoy dynamic operated covertly, on an underground cerebral level, no
one who knew him could diagnose either his condition or its cause. To most, Karl seemed an ok
guy, somewhat dour, largely a loner, who intermittently exhibited mercurial personality shifts—
in one minute quiet and withdrawn and in the next intensely, even courageously passionate over
certain issues or peeves; sometimes sullen and dull but instantly able to display an outgoing,
personable disposition as circumstances required. In the best flimflam tradition, he could
conform his temperament to whatever would best accomplish his goals, adopting the role most
likely to spur his mark-of-the-moment in the desired direction, so that, with equally convincing
aplomb, he could play the part of gregarious stranger, supportive friend, menacing aggressor or
heavy-handed intimidator, but all of these were nothing more than manipulative poses. Sadly, in
part because few are willing to weather the vaguely inclement atmosphere of unease that
surrounds and follows people who, like Karl, are nourished by negativity, he had acquaintances
and relationships, but never any real friends or loves.
As he grew, the killjoy factor most often manifested itself in contrarian conduct,
eventually, by the time he entered college, coloring almost every aspect of his actions.
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Whenever the group would collectively yin, he would confrontationally yang. That his causes
were unpopular and his triumphs made others miserable not only gave him no pause; it was an
essential part of his pleasure. And so whenever teachers forgot to give an assignment, he would
remind them. At mixers, he would alert the fire marshal if the number of happy dancers
exceeded the facility’s occupancy limit. In the dormitory, he sought to enforce forgotten rules
from bygone times that prohibited the consumption of liquor and prevented female students from
visiting after hours. Each time contraband appeared at a really good party, he’d narc. If a coin
operated video game malfunctioned so that it would work without money, he promptly informed
management. When a beautiful woman took a topless swim in a public pool, he called the
police. On freeways, he always navigated into the far left lane and then perversely observed the
minimum permissible speed limit, savoring each sour look cast by the faster motorists
inconvenienced by having to maneuver around him. He also immensely enjoyed silently passing
gas in closely crowded elevators.
After graduating from law school, he immediately went to work for the ACLU.
His new position and law license allowed him to flex his killjoy muscles on a more
substantial stage. Ignorant of his actual impetus, he told himself that his noble goal was to stand
up for the minority, when in truth his real urge was to thumb his nose at the majority. Unlike
most of his fellow ACLU workers, some of whom were well-intentioned utopians, he felt no call
to serve any specific humanitarian cause for the sake of the cause; instead, he merely wanted an
expedient vehicle to pursue his froward agenda, and, to that end, the bigger the cultural slap in
the face he could deliver, the better. It was for that reason that he ultimately gravitated to First
Amendment freedom of religion lawsuits. Initially, he had handled criminal matters, but the
exploitation of a legal technicality to liberate a single confessed molester here or an isolated
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murderer there, although packing a huge punch for the victims or their families, simply operated
on too small a scale to satisfy him. He sought a bigger nest to soil, and the religious cases, with
their capacity to spawn grand policy changes that broadly affected public institutions, afforded
him an ideal dumping ground.
Thus he found his specialty: the enforcement of the First Amendment’s promise that
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.” Paradoxically, however, in his hands these provisions of the First Amendment
became a weapon to assault rather than a shield to safeguard pious rights, at least when the
doctrines under attack were traditional, mainstream beliefs that resonated with the country’s
history and heritage. Such targets offered maximum killjoy potential because of the large
numbers of people who would be impacted and offended. He learned this lesson early on, from
the satisfying coup achieved in one of the first cases on which he worked (in a very junior,
behind-the-scenes capacity), when his team procured a court order that, in ministering to
soldiers, no Christian army chaplains could mention Jesus. Since Jesus is, after all, the central
figure in Christianity, this was an extraordinary victory made all the sweeter by its unabashed
affront to common sense, as ludicrous as asking someone to chronicle the racial integration of
baseball without naming Jackie Robinson, or to retell the story of Exodus without bringing up
Moses, or to serve an apple pie without using any apples. Karl’s official spin was that he had
preserved the constitutional rights of non-Christian troops by preventing any possible perception
of a state-sponsored theology—an explanation he so whole-heartedly accepted that, in a moment
of unappreciated irony, he altruistically described himself as “doing the Lord’s work.” But his
secret, primal drives reveled in how this win had so absurdly, so comically hamstrung the
practice of the nation’s predominant religion. It was thrilling to think that, thanks in part to him,
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soldiers would now be forced to settle for a lowest-common-denominator deity: a fuzzy mushgod who, by coexisting with all creeds, satisfied none.
He was willing, however, to advocate the rights of a particular sect as long as it
represented a splinter view, and, in that regard, the more bizarre the view, with the greater
potential to antagonize, the better. So spurred, he had successfully lobbied the military, not only
to recognize Satanism and Wicca as bona fide religions, but to exercise tolerance and
understanding so that any of those “denominations’” enlisted practitioners would receive special
dispensations to participate in otherwise unattendable ceremonies, such as the occasional afterhours black mass or various post-curfew, spell-casting rituals, notwithstanding the incongruity of
a constitutional interpretation that would protect Walpurgisnacht but not Christmas.
Ever precocious, he quickly ascended the ladder of professional boldness in his chosen
field. He scaled the next rung by obtaining an order that prohibited morning prayer in a local
kindergarten. He climbed higher still by winning a lawsuit that compelled an entire school
district to suspend its dress code so that female students raised in a certain offshoot-Muslim
tradition could wear dogmatically mandated face-scarves. His notching of that case, combined
with his simultaneous defense of another district’s prohibition against the students’ visible
display of crucifixes or mezuzah pendants, favorably turned many heads in his local ACLU
chapter, where he was now recognized as a rising star. He rose to an even loftier profile when he
sued to efface quotations from the Ten Commandments that, seventy years before, had been
carved in the facade of a nearby courthouse.
To be sure, he had suffered various failures along the way. Not long ago he had
collaborated with other attorneys in taking the most aggressive step yet, focusing his First
Amendment sights on the nation’s currency, seeking, in vain, to remove all its references to
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trusting in God. Still, although the courts had rebuffed him, they had permitted those “In God
We Trust” inscriptions only under the theory that they were merely antique slogans, no different
from “Remember the Alamo,” and therefore didn’t really embody either an affirmation that the
country did trust God or a recommendation that it should; otherwise, if the words were
something other than an empty secular motto, the courts would apparently have required a
wholesale redaction of the offending phrase from all the republic’s money. In that respect, even
in defeat he could claim a measure of success for helping to render constitutionally toxic any
sovereign pronouncement of a religious value or principle, however generic.
This setback, however, had dissuaded him from launching the pet project he had quietly
entertained for years—a favorite of his because it would constitute the most audacious campaign
ever mounted in the crusade for governmental exorcism of the Divine. Numerous historical
proclamations routinely distributed and taught in civics classes across America not only
expressly mention God but contain blatant avouchments of His existence and undisguised
entreaties for His help and deliverance. Such things could not possibly co-exist with the spiritual
sterility that, over the years, Karl and his colleagues had managed to convince the courts was
imposed by the First Amendment’s promise of religious freedoms. Karl’s specific objective was
nothing less than The Declaration of Independence itself, which makes four direct invocations
either of God or the Creator and actually goes so far as to identify the Deity as the source and
instiller of the inherent human rights that the document celebrates. Under the judicial
interpretations won by Karl and his cohorts, such theistic appeals, which unquestionably
endorsed religious belief, were pure, unadulterated, constitutional abominations—the kind that
no existing government agency could ever even whisper, let alone declare, in these modern,
enlightened times.
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Accordingly, Karl’s wish-list dream case was a lawsuit to expunge all references to God
from the copies of the Declaration of Independence used for public school instruction. Although
the complete text could possibly be disclosed to advanced or college students examining it for
purposes of exposing its ideological biases, rank-and-file young minds could not constitutionally
be subjected to what amounted to governmental ratification of God’s existence. Among other
things, the insensitive status quo placed the offspring of atheistic parents in a very awkward spot
by suggesting that the child’s ecclesiastical beliefs, or lack thereof, were anti-American, thereby
exposing the pupil to the very ridicule and social ostracism the First Amendment’s religious
protections were designed to prevent.
Or so the argument would have gone. Sometimes when, in boredom, he engaged in
flights of fancy, he pictured the impassioned closing courtroom statement he would have given.
Recognizing the massive cultural inertia against his request, he would start by acknowledging
that the court’s knee jerk response would be negative, which he would accompany with effusive
praise for the value of religion and its important role in the country’s spiritual enrichment. This
beginning, he reasoned, would capture the court’s attention and win him a foothold of credibility.
He would then use his plaudits of religion as the argument’s segue, coupling his compliments
with a reminder that, based on well-established principles of constitutional interpretation, as
venerated as religion was, it had its proper place—in the home, in private, and certainly not in
government-run arenas such as schoolrooms. Once the court had followed him onto that ground,
he would then assemble quotes from prior cases whose logical outgrowth would lead to the
removal from the Declaration of the four references to the Creator, at least in the versions of it
printed in civics textbooks.
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A shrewd realist, Karl knew that the odds of prevailing in such a lawsuit—one involving
the censorship of a revered artifact and the attendant social, if not theological sacrilege—were
extremely remote, at least in the current climate. He had humored the hope, however, that, by a
series of carefully forethought, successive extensions of court rulings, each of which he had
already meticulously blueprinted, he could coax the courts to build, piece by piece, a judicial
catwalk that, through the cumulative addition of modest legal modifications over time, would
ultimately reach that promised libertine land. At a minimum, he hoped he might so outmaneuver any unconvinced court that the recalcitrant judge could deny his petition only by
applying transparently result-oriented, legally fallow and dishonest reasoning, which, if nothing
else, would constitute a moral conquest and win him the respect of his colleagues.
But the loss of the money motto case—an essential link in his anticipated caselaw
chain—had, for the foreseeable future, derailed his plans. Plus, even if he managed to grease the
secularizing skids with slippery legal precedent, it was possible that the ACLU’s senior
administrators would decline participation for fear of pushing the envelope too far, too fast, and,
in the process, of being perceived by the populace as radical extremists rather than mere
conscientious progressives.
Still, resigning his post seemed a minor price to pay when he rollicked at the blow such a
suit would strike. Imagine the cacophonous reaction across the continent to the stunning news of
a judge’s ruling that the Declaration of Independence had to be edited to prevent students from
reading its references to God! The backlash roar would be deafening! And he would be the
center of the storm! Journalists would trace his career, uncovering how each of his cases had
incrementally broadened the law while a disinterested citizenry slumbered, only to be awakened
by this civil equivalent of being smacked in the face with a fish. Time Magazine would update
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its famous cover, asking not “Is God Dead?” but instead, “Is This The Man Who Killed God?”
superimposed over a picture of himself.
Contemplating the scope of the changes that his victory would trigger made him quake
with pulse-pounding exhilaration. The wholesale redrafting of all civics books! The suddenly
vocal, impassioned outcry from previously torpid pulpits! He might even be personally decried
by the Pope himself! And the hate mail—he’d need around-the-clock protection! And consider
the political reaction! Thrilling to the sweet stench of widespread, communal discontent in the
social winds, senators would swarm to the spoils, buzzing impassioned speeches and flitting
from microphone to microphone, each scurrying to out-umbrage the other and score the most
delectable sound bites. Their dutiful homage at the altar of newly aroused public concern would
probably even require proposing a constitutional amendment to undo the ruling! Think of it!
Karl Klemp—the man who threw such a shadow on the Constitution that it needed to be
rewritten!
And of course, he would be the civil libertarians’ equivalent of a Mafioso “made man”—
the hyper-exalted envy and idol of every edge-pushing reformer. He could feast for the rest of
his life on the scrumptious renown from this triumph. His books and speaking engagements
would find an immediate, broad audience—the overwhelming majority hostile, albeit tempered
with a sparse sprinkling of worshipful admirers, but everyone would be altogether and entirely
riveted on him. He would be immortally famous, recognized as the defining giant of his age who
left an indelible mark that changed the course—that bloodied the nose if not broke the back—of
the culture! Karl Klemp, man of the millennium!
The rapture of such musings transported him to a potential paradise so tantalizingly
palpable that his heart jumped in his chest and his fingers trembled with giddy excitement. It
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was too galling to think that this intoxicating vision was an unattainable illusion. No! It was not
just a fantasy! It could have been! It still could be!
But his defeat in the money-motto case had left unlaid an essential plank in the
jurisprudential bridge he had devised to reach this nirvana, which had stymied his further direct
progress. He knew that if deistic references on coins remained protected, then the more sacred
historical cows like the Declaration of Independence were doubly secure. Often he chided
himself that he had perhaps been too impatient, that taking on the currency had involved too big
a judicial leap, that he should have led the courts in a more gradual fashion, by tinier, less
perceptibly foundation-shaking degrees.
Still, although in his mind’s eye he had mapped an efficient route with a logical series of
forward movements leading to his empyreal ruling, the evolution of judicial law rarely follows
such clean lines. Instead of being navigated from start to finish under a carefully charted course,
the legal voyage through a sea of court opinions can haphazardly drift from one ad hoc ruling to
another, meandering around the markers of many different judges—some smart, some not; some
dedicated, some lazy; some misreading the law or ignoring inconvenient contrary precedent;
others trying faithfully, yet with alarming inconsistency one to the next, to apply dusty old
doctrines to circumstances unforeseen when those doctrines were bright and shiny. As a result,
on most polarizing, complicated question such as constitutional interpretations, there are so many
authoritative and quasi-authoritative bits of prior cases’ flotsam and jetsam bobbing in the
judicial soup that a judge can often high-step to whatever destination he or she desires, on a
purely personal level, to reach. Karl therefore realized that, despite the courts’ rejection of his
original tack, by traveling a different, more circuitous passage, they might still be brought to his
hoped-for port.
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Thus inspired, today, as on all other days, he combed the electronic headlines and
scanned his inbox for watchdog e-mails, always alert for a suitable controversy to help him
advance closer to his goal, even if only slightly.
A short, back-page article in the website for the local paper of a nearby town caught his
eye:
Father’s Biology Class Protest Fails
Mark Lamb, the father of a Midvale High sophomore,
unsuccessfully complained to the school board that his son’s biology
class was receiving anti-Darwin, creationist instruction from teacher
Jim Turner. In an e-mail to the board read at Wednesday’s meeting
(Lamb declined to appear in person), he charged that Turner “has
been telling those kids that Darwin might be wrong and that the
earliest living creatures might have been intentionally designed”
(instead of evolving by a combination of random chance and natural
forces). “As a parent,” he wrote, “I feel that I should be the one
talking to my son about religious ideas. This teacher should stick to
the textbook.”
Turner, who was present at the meeting, defended his lesson
plan, insisting that he had not given theological information but
instead had identified scientific evidence that raised questions
whether undirected natural processes could explain or account for the
initial origin of life. “I reported on current scientific research
indicating how extraordinarily improbable it was that the earliest,
simplest living creatures could have arisen from lifeless chemicals
interacting through purely random chance,” Turner maintained.
“These are subjects that Darwin himself never addressed. At no point
did I even discuss, let alone criticize, whether Darwinian evolution
was the agent for biological change once life had somehow managed
to appear.”
After a brief closed door discussion, the board rejected
Lamb’s protest by a vote of 3 to 2, with Pastor Caleb Woodson,
school board chairman, explaining the majority’s conclusion that
Turner had taught scientific, not religious principles. According to an
inside source speaking only on assurance of anonymity, dissenting
board members expressed frustration that, as in the past, the vote had
again split on ideological lines “between the three evangelicals and
the two independents.”
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“Holy shit,” Karl exclaimed, suddenly sitting rigidly upright. This situation had
possibilities. Although he had no basis to judge whether the teacher’s comments had actually
trespassed from biology into religion, his experience told him that the board’s three openly
evangelical Christians would make very attractive and vulnerable targets. He could probably
portray them as typical, thickheaded, dimwitted, uneducated, Jeea-zus freakin’ creationists, who,
despite having traded their brains (what little they had to begin with) for their beliefs, somehow
felt uniquely qualified to divine the truth for everyone, and who were now, once again, abusing
their elected offices to promote a thinly disguised religious agenda. Regardless of the true facts
or their actual thought process, and try as the three might to draw bright lines between their faith
and their vote, with the right judge, this negative characterization alone could plant irremovable
suspicion and doubt about their real motives, which Karl might be able to parlay into a ruling
that would further closet the permissible range of religion in the classroom. A court was more
apt to stake out new legal territory when a case’s underlying facts were rankling enough to
present an intuitively correct outcome that needed to be reached by any facially justifiable
means. And this situation—a small town with a school board dominated by Christian zealots
who were force feeding their extremist, backwater views to helpless, captive minds—had the
potential to stick pretty deep in some judges’ craws.
Quickening with interest like a dog on a scent, he turned back to his computer and began
googling Mark Lamb.
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Chapter 8
The rain poured so fiercely on Roger Limine’s car that the nanosecond of periodic
visibility cleared from the otherwise water-obscured windshield by his wipers’ overmatched
oscillations made it seem as if he were driving under a giant strobe. With his face perched atop
the steering wheel between white-knuckled hands, he strained his eyes to extract every morsel of
meaning from each momentary, cyclic snapshot of the road ahead—enough, he hoped, to guide
him through what seemed like the eternity of aquatic blindness between glimpses.
It was by many orders of magnitude the hardest rain he had ever known, and he was
certifiably insane to be driving in it. But rather than pondering what had possessed him to
venture out, he kept wondering what had possessed Ira Cripes to insist—actually, gibber and bay
were better descriptions—that Roger immediately meet him at the dig. And although Roger’s
soggy excursion bore all the earmarks of full-fledged lunacy, it was the height of lucid prudence
compared to Ira’s largely incomprehensible ravings.
Looking back, Roger intensely regretted that he had answered the phone. After a very
troubling conversation in which Claire had seemed to express—he hesitated even to form the
words in his head—portents of her death, he had finally brought her around, he believed, to
right-minded thinking, and they had bedded in for a relaxed, nostalgic evening, their coziness
and sense of cocooned security enhanced by the background, rooftop drumming of unseen rain
heavily pounding down. When the call came, they let it roll for screening to the answering
machine, from which Roger heard a voice so transformed with delirium that he would never have
identified it as Ira Cripes’s.
“Roger, Roger, are you there?” came the deranged shout, which then increased in pitch
and volume: “Roger! It’s Ira Cripes! For mercy’s sake, pick up! Roger! Roger!” And then
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after a long pause, the voice became strangely, quietly, frighteningly giggly. “Roger, Roger, I
found it. Yes, Roger, I found it. They said it didn’t exist, all of them—you included, I’m sure,
but I don’t hold it against you personally, Roger, no, I don’t, Roger, you were just falling in with
conventional wisdom, just following the current trend of thought, believe me, Roger, I know how
that goes, oh, I know how that goes, believe me—but Roger, they were wrong! You were all
wrong! Wrong! I found it Roger, the truth, the find of a lifetime . . . .”
At this point, Roger, concerned that Ira was in the midst of either a binge or a breakdown,
grabbed the phone. “Ira, it’s me. What in the world is going on?”
“Roger,” Ira barked back, abandoning his unsettling, spooky calm in favor of his earlier
manic tone, “Roger, you’ve got to get out here now! Now Roger! You won’t believe this!”
“Now?” Roger replied with a mixture of puzzlement and annoyance. “Now? You’ve got
to be kidding. Ira,” he continued, speaking with an exasperated wine, “it’s late, and it’s pouring
rain. Where are you? What’s going on?”
“Where am I?” Ira repeated, reverting back to his soft, unnerving chuckle. “Where am I?
Why, I’m right where you sent me, Roger, right here at the dig. You remember the crap dig you
dropped on me? The job that was too insulting to give to anyone else in the department? That’s
where I am Roger. Right where you sent me. Only it’s not a crap dig, Roger. Don’t you
see?”—and here, Ira’s muted cackling became downright demented—“That’s the funny part,
Roger. You and the rest of them, you were all too good for it because you thought it was a crap
dig. But it’s not Roger”—Ira was babbling now—“no, it’s a treasure, Roger. It’s the grandest
prize of all. It’s a pearl of great price”—and at this, Ira’s voice broke and he spoke haltingly, as
if he were fighting back tears of righteous vindication after enduring an ordeal of long, unjust
suffering—“the kind that a man would go out and sell all he owns to possess, the kind . . . .”
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“Ira,” Roger angrily interrupted, “what are you talking about? Listen, man, get a grip.
You sound like someone who’s lost it. I don’t know whether to call the police or the asylum.
So, one last time, tell me what’s going on, or this conversation is over.”
Jolted a bit closer to composure by this ultimatum, and fearing that he’d lose the chance
to rub Roger’s nose in his transcendent triumph—the upturned nose of the esteemed Professor
Emeritus Roger Limine, a man who occupied the penthouse level of a professional hierarchy that
had disdainfully consigned him to a basement hovel—Ira gathered himself, his speech turning
flat, cold and business-crisp.
“Very well, Roger. Please try to follow me, because I’m only going to say this once. I’m
at the dig. I’ve found something. Something that will shake the world. Something for the ages.
Something that will make me a virtual god among academics. Anyone trailing on my coattails
will bask in my reflected glow, share a little slice of my glory, maybe rate a reference or two in
the books to be written about me. I’m giving you that chance Roger, partly because, of all the
sickening, stuck-up jackasses in the department, you’re the least offensive. But mostly, Roger,
considering your informal role as our disgusting little clan’s elder statesman, I want to watch
your face as you acknowledge my long-overdue validation and victory. I’m going to enjoy that,
Roger. I won’t lie to you—I’m going to enjoy that a lot. But”—now becoming curt and
dismissive—“if you’re not interested, fine. I’ll call Piggy Herod and make him famous. So what
are you going to do?”
Roger paused and shrugged at Claire, who, having heard the entire conversation through
the answering machine speaker, had screwed her face into a combined look of aggravation and
confusion. Roger sighed into the phone. “Ok Ira,” he said listlessly. “I’ll be there as soon as I
can. Uh, but can you at least tell me what it is I’m getting waterlogged to see?”
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Ira answered with an understated air, “Oh, just a little thing my wife likes to call the
missing link,” and then abruptly hung up.
*

*

*

By human standards, the river had been there a long, long time. It had been born on a
flat, featureless landscape, nothing more than a slight concentration in the runoff from seasonal
rains. But it had persevered, gouging, with each cloudburst, an imperceptibly deeper cleft in the
soft rock until it had become a shallow trough where small animals would come to drink. Over
the ages it had persistently dug itself farther and farther into the limestone plane, slowly and
patiently widening and expanding, carving out gullies and culverts and pools that eventually
broadened into a wide and coursing waterway, filled with fish and fed from tributaries, the tiniest
of which were first starting their fluvial careers, just as the river itself had so many years ago.
But not all of its development was incalculably slow. Over its life, it had experienced
sudden and catastrophic events—earthquakes, hurricanes, avalanches, sinkholes and floods of
Biblical proportion—that had recast it overnight, causing it to commandeer new land for its river
bottom and leave abandoned channels that dried into forgotten valleys.
In its reign, it had seen a thousand faunas flourish and fail, had seen the changing of the
guard, one to the next. It had both nurtured them and, on occasion, dispatched them. It had
sported vegetation of all sorts, from blossoming flowers that faded by day’s-end to gargantuan
trees shooting huge roots beneath its bed, lofting along its bank sometimes for many hundreds of
years, yet merely a drop in time compared to the river’s age.
Until relatively recently, it had known no people and therefore had gone without a name,
but since their arrival, it had worn many titles. Its shores had provided a stage for great human
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dramas, from marriages to massacres, and, both through apparent mishap and sometimes by the
designing hand of man, its depths had become the final resting place for many.
Lately, a gleaming metropolis had sprung up around it, but for all the city’s grandeur, its
skyscrapers would be lucky to tower as long as some of the venerable trees that had once grown
along the river’s side, and its urban inhabitants seemed only slightly less ephemeral than the
summer wildflowers that bloomed for a morning and then scorched in the afternoon sun.
By some means subtle and others not so subtle, the river had exerted a profound,
sculpting influence over all its creatures, including the people who now crowded into
condominiums along its shore. Merely by existing, the river had drawn them together in a oneof-a-kind way that would not otherwise have happened, and its periodically violent forays
beyond its borders had caused some to perish who would otherwise have thrived. Its great
insensate heart had helped write human history and would actively script its future. Without this
river, the world would be different. Parents whose offspring grew up to cure disease or to start
wars or simply to become the ancestors of today would never have crossed paths. Instead, other
lives would have arisen and played out elsewhere, pushing reality into a variant shape. The river
was continually affecting the lay of countless living dominos, perpetually directing the flow of
humanity.
Which means: if there is a plan, then the mindless, unconscious river—along with all the
other inanimate forces in the universe—must somehow be in on it.
*

*

*

As he drove farther into the storm, the warning to turn back that Roger’s brain at first had
only sporadically blasted soon bled into a constantly blaring mental alarm. The radio was
reporting widespread flooding and street closures. Often he had to circumvent impassible roads
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dotted with the largely-submerged hulks of stalled vehicles that had unwisely pressed on, their
stranded drivers sometimes perched on the island-like refuge of the car-tops that barely peeked
the surface above their sunken, shipwrecked autos. Several times he encountered thrill seekers
and rescue workers paddling canoes through neighborhoods or even piloting powerboats down
the middle of thoroughfares. In a matter of hours, the city had been transformed into a series of
shallow lakes separated by patches of high ground as the volume of rain overwhelmed the land’s
capacity to drain it.
He had never experienced anything remotely like this apocalyptic opening of the skies.
Early into his trip, he grew hardened to the panicked impulse to turn back, since he knew that, by
now, his return route had surely been blocked. Because retreat was no longer an option, and
because his unfamiliarity with these extreme conditions made him underestimate the substantial
risk they posed of injury (or worse), he continued his journey, eventually winding a zigzag path
to an unobstructed freeway entrance. Though the elevated highway presented no ponding
problem, it offered fresh terrors of its own as 18-wheelers, whose greater weight provided more
stability and traction, took full advantage of this rare opportunity to outdo the cars, their
immense wheels spewing huge cascades of blinding spray on the neighboring vehicles as they
cruised past.
Still, he reasoned that there was a good chance he’d make it to the dig. The land lay on a
small hillock overlooking the river; after he crossed the bridge, an exit would deposit him on just
the other side of the tract, and the short road leading to it should be traversable. Once he got
there, however, he had no idea what he would do. The deluge was beating downward, not as
drops, but with the force of a waterfall, against which he doubted that the cheap umbrella he’d
brought would stand up for long. Even if it did, the rain’s momentum was so great that the
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rebound and splash factor alone would quickly soak him from below. And he knew that getting
home would be impossible until the gale stopped and the waters receded.
When he passed over the bridge, he was sickened and stunned by the sight the bright
freeway lights illuminated beneath him. The river, whose placid meanderings had always
exuded tranquility, was grotesquely swollen beyond recognition, mutated into a detestable
monstrosity of itself that, for some reason, reminded him of giant, gangrenous limb, bloated by
infection into something shudderingly vile. The gentle, banking curves to which his eye was
accustomed had been erased by a huge, dark, inflamed expanse that obliterated all the familiar
landmarks. The river now looked more like an ugly lake of rancid black, except that the center
of this lake was racing downstream with amazing speed, as clocked by the floating debris
whipping below him.
Struggling to orient himself to this altered panorama, he was able to identify the lot on
which the dig lay and was rewarded for his efforts with a redoubled dose of horror. The river’s
encroaching edge appeared to have reached within a foot of the slight bluff on which the land
perched, and the rain showed no sign of relenting. If the level climbed above the ridge, the flat
beyond would offer no barrier to the surging floodwaters as they spilled over the top and filled
the excavation.
A second later, the river was behind him, and he slowly descended the off-ramp, alert for
telltale signs of high water. As he expected, however, this area was raised enough to be drivable,
at least for the present. Still, if not made sufficiently challenging by the weather itself,
navigating to the site was further complicated by a power outage on the surface roads, which had
extinguished the streetlights and rendered traffic signals inoperative, although he encountered no
other moving cars.
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Finally, spent with tension, he was able to pull into the parking lot that held the dig.
Turning off the engine, he lost both sight and sound; the sheets of water streaming down his
windshield, now uninterrupted by the sweep of his wipers, shrouded him behind an impenetrable
blindfold, and silencing the motor and static-cackling radio only seemed to magnify the
downpour’s deafening roar as it ricocheted against his car with the unending staccato of a
thousand tommy guns.
As he mulled uncertainly what to do next, his body suddenly exploded upward in an
involuntary, convulsive bounce when a brisk rapping unexpectedly popped from the driver’s
window. Calming himself with a deep breath, he fumbled with the buttons, first choosing the
wrong one, but eventually managing to lower the glass a few inches, which allowed him to see
the noise’s source despite the drench that instantly began streaming in.
It was Ira Cripes, hands at his side, standing hatless in the cataclysm like a diabolical
water zombie.
*

*

*

In life, some things are absolutes. They either exist or they don’t; they are either
universally right or wholly wrong; they are either entirely true or completely false. Unlike such
properties as cold and warmth, these absolute issues have no sliding scale or relative spectrum of
gradual intensification; for them, the are no degrees or shades of gray, but only black and white.
To illustrate with a simple example that no one would likely contest: death. Although someone
might hyperbolically assert that he or she were half dead, in truth, a person is either dead or not,
and once dead, there is no deepening, no comparative or superlative, of that state.
While it’s easy to find other equally elementary, indisputable applications of the general
proposition that some things are absolutes, people vehemently disagree over what to put in the
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“absolute” category when it comes to the more contemplative questions, and their decisions in
that regard play a large part in determining their, and their culture’s, essential character. The
modern trend is to dodge these controversies by saying that only mundane, objectively verifiable
things can be placed in the “absolute” class—uninteresting things like how many horns a
rhinoceros has or whether the mail has arrived. Sadly, this simplistic limitation automatically
excludes, without substantive analysis, any pronouncement that involves judgment, meaning
that, of necessity, nothing subjectively assessed can be either decreed true in an absolute sense or
even seriously considered for that possibility. And so, swoosh, with this single, arbitrary
definitional swipe, all aspects of theology and its moral consequences—the very matters whose
absolute truth is the most important to determine—are erroneously flushed into the cesspool of
relativism, unexamined for their absolutist potential, relegated to the ranks of personal taste,
caprice, whim, fad and fancy, circulating ill-fittingly with such topics as the merits of jazz as an
art form and whether broccoli tastes good.
These notions were implicated only in the most attenuated, tangential way by Roger
Limine’s initial thoughts upon seeing Ira Cripes.
*

*

*

One of the entry-level absolutes with which few would quarrel is the property of wetness.
Something is either wet or it’s not, and, once it is, it can’t become any more so; a man lounging
in a hot tub for hours is no wetter than the one who has just jumped in. Yet, contrary to this
inescapable wisdom, Roger’s immediate reaction was that he had never seen another human
being as wet as Ira Cripes. Everything about him had taken on the quality of water. With his
feet disappearing into the small puddle in which he stood, Ira looked as if he had sprung from the
water itself, as if he represented water’s effort to impersonate a man. His clothes were so
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saturated from the inside out that their seams were streaming their own personal storm, like a
perforated milk carton, leaving the unsettling impression that the water spurting from them was
originating somewhere within Ira himself. And perhaps it was just a trick of the light, but both
Ira and his clothing appeared to have been bleached into a uniform, ghostly whitish-gray, as if
both pigment and fabric had been power washed to the same neutral shade. Certainly the eyes
floating in his head seemed diluted of all their color.
The scene’s apparitional aspect lifted when Ira finally spoke. “What took you so long?”
he prosaically asked, shouting to be heard above the bedlam.
Roger was temporarily taken aback by this incongruously pedestrian question being
posed in the midst of what appeared to be a full-blown natural disaster. Recovering himself, he
retorted with amazement and anger, “What took me so long? Have you noticed we’re in the
middle of monsoon? I’m damn lucky to have made it here at all. You better have a powerfully
good reason for dragging me out in this.”
“Oh, I’ve got plenty of reason. Don’t you worry about that,” Ira snapped with
undisguised contempt. “Come on. I’ll show you.”
At that moment, Roger was hardly a picture of comfort, holed up in his car with the rain
crashing down around him, already partially sopping with the runoff that spilled through the
half-cracked window, but he occupied a bubble of sybaritic luxury compared to the maelstrom
Ira was inviting him to enter. “Ah, geez, Ira,” he groused, “do I really have to get out? Can’t
you show me whatever it is you wanted me to see, or just tell me?”
“Look, Roger,” Ira replied with gruff indifference, “I said on the phone that one of the
reasons I wanted to give you this chance was because, of all the odious prigs in the department,
you’ve been the most decent. So I’m offering you this opportunity to be one of the first people
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to see what’s about to be on the cover of every newspaper and magazine in the world and maybe
share a tiny bit of my success. But if you’re going to let a little rain get in the way of that, well,
suit yourself,” Ira concluded with an apathetic shrug as he turned to walk away.
“Oh crap,” murmured Roger, reaching for his umbrella. “Hold on,” he yelled. “I’m
coming.”
He struggled to release his seat belt and then grappled with the door, forgetting that it was
locked. Eventually, he managed to push it just enough ajar to poke his umbrella above his car,
hoping to deploy it and then step out in a coordinated maneuver that would give him some cover.
But the umbrella’s spring-loaded opening mechanism initially refused to activate and,
unfortunately for Roger, when it finally did, the unfurling happened to coincide exactly with a
powerful gust coming out of nowhere that ripped it from his hand and spirited it off into the
darkness.
“Geez,” he griped. “What were the chances of that?” And then he repeated, “Oh crap,”
this time more glumly, looking downward and shaking his head. “What the hell am I doing?”
He sighed resignedly. “Ah well, it’s only good old aqua, and last time I checked I was more or
less waterproof, so how bad could it be?” he asked himself as he fully extended the door, swung
out his legs and stepped into the tempest.
This was one of those rare occasions on which a rhetorical question was immediately
answered: it could be, and was, many times worse than he thought.
Despite the baseball cap he had fortuitously snatched on his way out of the house, the
hammering on his head felt more like rocks than rain, so much so that he briefly wondered
whether hail was falling. The height of the drops’ recoil upon striking the ground was certainly
more consistent with a solid projectile, but the bounce-back splashes that doused him from below
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confirmed that the precipitation was entirely liquid. In an instant, every part of him, exposed and
unexposed, was steeped in wet, as if he were the center of attention at a roundtable meeting of
industrial strength fire hoses.
Because it was unseasonably warm, he suffered nothing from cold. Instead, the
predominant discomfort was the ubiquitous din that rumbled from both within and without,
echoing inside his head as the torrent pummeled his skull and simultaneously emanating from
everywhere around him, as if the ground itself had become a colossal drum reverberating the
impact of what sounded like the Niagara of all storms. If not for the brim of his cap, which
cleared a small shelter for his eyes, he doubted that he would be able to see anything, and he
wondered how Ira had managed without a hat.
Ira! Damn! Where was he? In trying to adjust to this sodden environment, Roger had
lost sight of him. Spinning around, he spotted Ira’s figure about fifteen yards away, in the
direction of the river. Ira’s hands were raised, megaphone-fashion, to his lips, in a hopeless
effort to amplify an unheard message that he accentuated with energetic bendings at the waist.
Roger hustled over to him, noting that the excavation, on whose brink Ira stood, had
already filled up enough to obscure its bottom, with the feet of the ladder legs resting in it
vanishing into a strangely beautiful, lacey spray sprouted by the pelting water from the inky
surface.
Roger grabbed Ira by the shoulders, turning him to shout into his ear. “Ira!” he screamed.
“This is insane! We’ve got to get out of here!”
“No!” Ira defiantly refused, eyes wide with insistence, his underlying desire for a learned
observer to verify and venerate the discovery overcoming the disinterest he had earlier feigned to
entice Roger out of his car. “You’ve got to see it,” he continued, this time with desperation,
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gesturing at the excavation’s far wall. “It’s life-changing. It’s everything I’ve been looking for.”
Ira’s tone approached hysteria. “You have to see it! I’m not going anywhere until you see it!”
Roger studied the excavation reluctantly. He now began to grasp the true difficulty of his
situation. Given Ira’s agitated, apparently unstable state, Roger could hardly leave him in the
middle of this other-worldly inundation, standing next to a burgeoning reservoir. On the other
hand, he sensed that reasoning Ira into the car would be impossible.
“How deep is the water down there?” Roger demanded.
“Barely a puddle—not even up to your ankles,” Ira scoffed with a belittling backhand
flip.
Roger decided to take one last run at talking Ira out of what he considered, at best, to be a
fool’s errand. “Look Ira,” he pleaded, “this is stupid and dangerous. There’s no reason to go
wading around down there. Plus, the river is close to topping the bank. If it does, it will spill
into this hole, with us in it. We can come back tomorrow. Let’s . . . ”
It would have been less painful for Ira to receive a harpoon through the heart than the
news that the river might flood the excavation. “Noooooo,” he wailed to no one in particular,
dropping on one knee, arms straight downward at his sides, hands clenched. “Noooooooo,” he
bellowed, jumping rebelliously erect, raising his fists to the sky in protest. “It’s mine!” With
that, he spun around, sat for an instant at the lip of the pit and then launched himself into it,
touching down feet-first but losing his balance and sprawling forward on his hands, momentarily
looking as if he’d morphed into a gigantic, loathsome frog somehow sprung from the muddy
filth. Then he transmuted back, scrambling upright, sloshing bowlegged and barrel-armed
through the water toward the wall abutting the river.
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Oh crap, Roger lamented for the third time that evening. But wait! What was wrong
with him! He had a cell phone! As long as the rain hadn’t ruined it, he could call for help! He
thrust his hand into his jeans’ front pocket, removing the phone as he simultaneously hunched
forward to shield it. Holding it to his chest, he labored to flick open the lid, his fingers at first
slipping in the omnipresent wet but eventually catching the corner. Yes!! It was lighting up! It
must still be working! He roughly punched in 911 and pressed the phone to his ear, wrapping it
with his hands and tilting his head sideways to screen it from the storm. C’mon, c’mon he
silently chanted, stomping his foot as if to hasten an answer. Suddenly his stomach seized into a
lump as he heard an all-too-familiar sound—a sound to which his conditioned response of minor
irritation was, under these circumstances, replaced with a chill of helpless despair as he felt his
lifeline slip. He whipped the phone around, holding it under the brim of his hat. “Call failed,”
the display read. “No, no, no, no,” Roger moaned, the pitch of his voice ascending with each
denial as he savagely hit redial, only to reach the same desolating result. After several equally
unavailing attempts from various other locations on the lot, he slowly closed and repocketed the
phone, his searching eyes discerning no sign of Ira in the black panorama before him.
Resolutely groaning, knowing that he could not abandon Ira to the mercy of the elements
and what seemed to be personal demons, he sat at the edge of the excavation, feet dangling
downward. “Ah well,” he again asked himself as he looked at the top of the ladder a yard below
him, “it’s just one small step. How bad could it be?”
This time, his rhetorical optimism was validated; although a bit hair-raising, it was better
than he thought. Leaning back on his hands, he shimmied outward, legs extended, increasingly
arching his back as he slid farther forward, finally feeling one toe make contact with the ladder’s
platform, which allowed him, by degrees, to lower his weight entirely onto it and climb down.
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But his short-lived elation at successfully descending ended when he stepped off the last visible
rung to find himself standing calf-deep in the murky basin. “Ankles my ass,” he grumbled as he
dragged his feet through the water in the direction Ira had disappeared, torquing his body from
side to side.
From his subterranean vantage, the downpour’s backsplash over the ponding surface
looked like a bed of tall jungle grass shimmering in the wind, and, even in the midst of his
misgivings, he could not help but appreciate the unique beauty of this evanescent garden. Seeing
a dab of light in the distance, he hurried toward it, the glow growing with each step, until its
sphere of brightness expanded enough to reveal Ira, standing next to the wall that fronted the
river, holding a powerful, apparently waterproof flashlight.
“Ira,” Roger breathlessly exclaimed, “for the last time, you have to come with me.
We’ve got to get out of here.”
Roger studied Ira carefully. In contrast to his earlier crazed state, he now seemed
disquietingly composed, emanating an unbefitting calm amid the surrounding, violent howl.
Rather than responding to Roger, he motioned towards the rock wall with his left hand, intoning
something Roger could not hear, but the movement of his lips and the formality of his manor
made Roger think that Ira had said the word “Behold.”
Despite the urgency Roger felt, after having come this far and braved the various perils
along the way, he could not resist a quick look at what had triggered Ira’s meltdown. He took a
couple of slogging steps closer to the wall, but he could make out nothing until Ira turned and lit
it with his flashlight. Even then, Roger could only see that someone had hung a large tarp over
the front of the wall, suspended from above by two pitons driven into the soft rock. Recognizing
that Ira was motioning for him take one of the tarp’s ends, he fished out its lower, unattached
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flap bobbing in the rising waters as Ira did the same on his side, each of them then pulling the
covering up and over himself. With the tops of their heads acting as impromptu tent poles
buffeting the tarp outward, the effect was to carve a rainless sanctuary from the raging drench.
But even with this window of visibility, it was too dark to make out any details of the
excavation. When he turned to his left, he found that Ira was staring at him with a peculiar
solemnity, his face alabaster white in the glare of his upward-pointing flashlight. Roger broke
that stillness with an exasperated lifting of his brows coupled with a slight outward rotation of
his hands, wordlessly asking, “Well?” Ira silently replied by shifting his eyes and slightly
inclining his head toward the wall.
As the two righted themselves to face the wall, Ira trained the beam on the upper left
corner. At this distance, and under these conditions, it cast an effective circle of illumination of
no more than two feet in diameter, which Ira slowly floated down and diagonally across. At first
Roger saw nothing other than what appeared to be the everyday limestone common to this area.
But then, as the leading edge of Ira’s steadily descending light caught a bony structure, and
despite the distraction of the deluge, the scientist in Roger could not help but make the first in a
series of successively more startling mental observations that grew in magnitude the farther the
light fell: hmmm, those look like teeth . . . geez, that looks like . . . yes, it is! . . . the cranium of a
T. rex, and a nice specimen at that . . . apparently a juvenile . . . but wait! There shouldn’t be
any T. rex in this rock! This is a Pleistocene formation, laid down sixty-five million years after
T. rex became extinct. There can’t be any dinosaur fossils at all in this rock, and yet, and yet,
well, there it is. Hmmm . . . what are those other objects in the jaw and, yes, descending into the
lower throat that seem mixed in with the neck vertebrae? It looks like . . . geez, it is! The beast
was in the act of eating something. Wow! This is a find! A fossilized snapshot of one animal
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actually devouring another! Unheard of for creatures this size! Wow! Hey, look at that! We’ve
also got some of the victim’s remains all the way down into the upper chest! Yep! There’s the
first rib, the second rib, the . . . HOLY GOD IN HEAVEN!
Once the luminous splotch reached the imprisoned skull, Roger’s brain stopped working,
like a computer that locks up after suffering some incompatible, overloading internet encounter.
He stood frozen, mouth slightly open, eyes unblinking, the sight still streaming into a mind that
was completely unable to articulate any thoughts, and he would have remained indefinitely
entranced but for a rude shock that jolted him back to the world of water and mud. As the two of
them stood transfixed, the incessant rain, having found the slightest slack in the part of the tarp
stretched between their heads and the rock wall, began to puddle there. Once established, that
tiny pool rapidly grew; the tarp distended further, which attracted more moisture, which
distended it further, etc., until this quick escalation gathered a critical mass sufficiently heavy to
pull the middle of the tarp downward, dragging the loose end across their heads and snapping it
back in place over the image, as if, after tantalizing Roger by flashing a provocative peep, an
unseen hawker had teasingly dropped a curtain on the show.
His features puckered with bewildered astonishment, Roger turned to Ira, who
impassively stared down at him stone-faced, sphinx-like and, in that instant, supremely satisfied.
Roger opened his mouth as if to speak but, when no words emerged, closed it and swiveled back
toward the now re-draped phenomenon. Suddenly drawn to look downward, he noticed the
surprisingly straight line of a much larger backsplash, parallel to the wall before him, that cut
through the shorter thicket of random, jungle grass rebounds to which he had grown accustomed.
“What the,” he muttered, and then, glancing up, he was shot through with electric fear when he
saw a major cascade spilling from above into the hole. The storm-swollen, glutting river had
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topped the crest and had begun actively emptying into the dig, which was filling with alarming
quickness, with the level inching towards his knees. Attracted next by a peripheral flickering, he
dropped his gaze a few feet down and noticed that one of the pitons holding the tarp was
sparkling curiously. Momentarily perplexed, he was assailed by the simultaneous punches of
awareness and terror when he realized that the piton was being forced out of the wall from the
other side by a finger of invading water. The entire rock wall separating them from the enraged,
broiling river was degrading!
Roused to frantic action, he turned and seized Cripes by the collar. “Ira!” he hollered.
“This wall could fall any second! Run, man, run!”
This exhortation drew nothing from Ira but a blank look.
“Ira!” Roger yelled, roughly pulling Cripes’s face down to him so that their foreheads
abutted, and then screamed with a voice-ripping volume: “RUUUUUN!”
With that, Roger turned, his back to the river, holding Ira’s left elbow to force him into a
reciprocal pivot, and started a frenzied, splattering retreat to the ladder, lugging along, as best he
could, his sluggish companion. But once he’d taken a few steps, a sense not yet understood by
modern science caused the back of his neck to bristle with anticipation of something imminent,
something hackle-raising and huge. He instinctively twisted around, only to see the wall begin
to crumble. It happened, or at least he perceived it to happen, as if in slow motion.
Knowing that flight was futile, Roger halted, paralyzed with macabre fascination as he
dispassionately watched the unfolding spectacle, the magnitude and odd majesty of which
somehow numbed him to the threat he knew it posed. He surmised that, as the flood was rising
up the ridge, the swift current had also been gradually eating away at its side, burrowing ever
closer to the excavation and narrowing the buttress of earth that separated the surge from this
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new emptiness to fill. Now eroded to a fatal, egg-shell thinness, the rock wall shattered before
his eyes, the top collapsing in large v-shaped crevasses, the middle fragmenting inward, so that,
in an instant, a ten-foot-tall watery onslaught began tumbling into what had been the dig but
would soon simply be the acquisitive river’s latest annex.
As a student, Roger had read that the fall of an ancient land dike bordering the Atlantic
had allowed the ocean to stream inward and, over the course of several years, fill what became
the Mediterranean. The contrasting rapidity with which the excavation surrendered gave him a
new respect for the size of that European sea, for in a single tick the incoming gush swallowed
him, pouncing upon him like a tidal wave, gnashing him against the rock floor. He was a
helpless, inconsequential speck, buffeted by the irresistible force of the pounding water, unable
to ascertain up or down, incapable of exerting any control over his direction and too disoriented
to do so even if he could. When the assault hit him, Ira was ripped from his grip, as he felt
himself spinning and bouncing like a bowling pin, careening off the ground and walls, tangling
up with vegetation and other debris torn loose and carried along by the rampage, his head
wrapped in weeds, moss and muck. His physical universe consisted entirely of black and
bubbles and churning froth; his mind was filled with awareness that, any second, rolling boulders
could smash him pancake-flat, or the heave could hurl him face-first into a broken branch or
other impaling object—even a jagged leg of the ladder he knew must be cartwheeling nearby.
And then, another awareness sparked within him, growing in intensity until it eclipsed all
other concerns: he needed to breathe. His throat convulsed with ineffectual swallows, as if that
reflex would placate or at least forestall his lungs’ screaming demand to expand, but those
measures were, of course, useless. Although initially incredulous that such a thing could happen
to him in a downtown asphalt parking lot surrounded by concrete and skyscrapers, he came to
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the realization that he was drowning. Never having considered what such a demise would be
like, he was surprised to learn that it hurt, a lot, but in an oddly non-corporeal way. As the
water’s crush engulfed him, his primary feeling was of a terrible claustrophobia, of being
mortally compressed and surrounded on all sides by an impenetrable, suffocating wetness that
was squeezing him into a dark oblivion, where his brain began to shut down.
In the midst of this misery, he entertained the stray observance that death by drowning
was not a placid, progressively softer and quieter cerebral evaporation, like David Bowman’s
methodical, sequential disabling of each cognitive layer of the HAL 9000; instead, the more
Roger’s consciousness dimmed, the shriller and more furiously his remaining thoughts swirled
and screamed, until the lone and loudest was a wrenching lament, more painful by far than any
bodily anguish, that he would die without ever again seeing his wife, that he had left her that
night so routinely, so unceremoniously, without a final goodbye, that he was abandoning her to
deal with her disease all alone, that he was failing her, until all he heard as he faded further was
his repeated mental shriek of Claire, Claire, Claire . . .
Suddenly, strangely, with his light a flicker from extinction, he sensed, not a voice or a
thought—at least not his voice or thought—but an impression of something emanating from
beyond him, some form of unique communication or, more precisely, judgment, whose message
he was somehow able to apprehend, as if through a dormant, hidden faculty: a mediocre life.
Nothing more. And then, blackness.
*

*

*

Roger was reborn through a series of small stages. In the beginning, coughing was his
whole occupation as his lungs struggled to clear a passage to the outside air, like an infant’s wail
for first breath. Next, his face found itself resting upon, and, with each expulsive spasm being
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abraded by, an inhospitable roughness. Then, in unsteady jerks, he lifted his head slightly,
marveling at the effort it took, but was initially unable to interpret the sights gathered by his
barely open eyes. It looked as if he were lying in a field of crystalline reeds that changed
moment to moment, each one sprouting and vanishing in an instant. His back and scalp were
being peppered with countless tiny drubs. He felt weirdly disassociated from his legs, which
didn’t seem to be in contact with anything but instead were suspended in space, gently lilting and
swaying. Turning his head in tiny, herky bursts of motion, he saw more of the same glass jungle,
interrupted only by a low, dark mass a few feet away that abruptly bumped up with a twitch. He
blinked twice and then slowly, painfully raised himself onto his elbows as recognition of his
surroundings crept in.
He was on his stomach, lying on the asphalt parking lot, his lower legs floating over the
excavation, which now, completely inundated, had become an indistinguishable part of the river.
Apparently, once ingested by the ravenous wave, he had somehow, after numerous convolutions,
been miraculously swept up into the breaking surface crest, which spat him out on the firm, if not
dry, land surrounding the dig. The crystalline reeds were simply the ground level view of the
backsplash from the still-pelting rain, and the shapeless, quaking pile to his left was Ira,
periodically erupting in hacking fits.
With great difficulty, bracing himself against the ground with his arms, he drew up his
knees, wincing as his battered muscles registered their smarting complaints at being stirred, and
stagger-crawled to Ira. After several failed attempts, he rolled Ira onto his back and hovered
above him on all fours, positioning himself as a buffer to prevent the drumming rain from
bombarding Ira’s upturned face. “Ira!” he rasped. “Ira, are you ok?”
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At first Ira’s only response was deep-chested sputtering, but his lids soon began to flutter
weakly, and then, as if reanimated with an electrical shock, his eyes opened fully round and he
jolted bolt upright, butting, in the process, Roger’s jaw with his forehead.
“Yeow,” Roger exclaimed as he recoiled backward, tasting blood against his teeth and
tongue. Damn, he thought, I managed to survive an avalanche of rocks and water, apparently
without any real injury, only to get a fat lip from Ira.
Roger maneuvered back to Ira, who was sitting in an unnatural posture, inclined at the
waist in a precise 90 degree angle, legs thrust stiffly forward, his arms held straight before him,
elbows unbent, his hands and fingers straining toward what had been the excavation. “Ira,”
Roger cried, “are you ok?”
Ira stared, saucer-eyed, at the scene before him, disregarding all other stimuli until, after
repeated shouts from Roger, he twisted his head to view Roger with a wild look, mouthing
something incomprehensible.
“What?” Roger roared back. “What?”
Again, Ira worked his jaw, but no sounds reached Roger.
Then, in a lightening-fast move, Ira hooked his hand around the back of Roger’s neck,
pulling Roger’s ear to Ira’s lips. “Where . . . it . . . go?” Roger heard him ask.
Disentangling himself from Ira’s grasp and settling back on his haunches, Roger leaned
forward and hollered, “Where what go? What are you . . . you mean the fossil?”
Ira, who had returned his wide-eyed gaze back to the river, nodded woodenly.
“The fossil? The fossil?” Roger angrily exploded. “Is that what you’re thinking about,
you idiot? Don’t you realize by all rights we should be dead, how lucky we are to be alive?
Don’t you realize that your stupidity almost got me killed? Don’t you . . . ”
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Roger broke off his attack when he saw that his words weren’t impacting Ira, who
seemed lost in solipsistic mourning.
Roger achingly dragged himself to his feet and then reached down to tug Ira upward as a
sign that he should also rise, which Ira eventually accomplished, although in a wobbly way.
“Let’s get out of here,” Roger instructed, turning towards his car and grabbing Ira to pull him
around in the same direction. But Ira refused to budge and instead rigidly stood looking at the
river, his arms, hands and fingers straining to reach towards it.
Hoping to undo the spell under which his companion had fallen, Roger decided to
address the question that seemed to obsess him. “Ira,” he explained, “the fossil, or whatever it
was, is gone. The entire embankment that held it washed out. It fell to pieces and was swept
away. It’s gone. Now let’s get out of here.”
With this, Ira let himself be twisted around and slowly started a lurching, lock-kneed,
stiff-legged gait back to the parking lot, his arms still outstretched before him, his boots, weighed
down with water, splashing heavily as he lumbered from side to side. When they arrived at his
car, Roger had such a battle unlocking the passenger door that he wondered whether the
keelhauling he’d received had bent the key, but the lock eventually yielded, and he stowed Ira
within. After similar fiddling with the driver’s handle, he too was able to enter and shut himself
within, luxuriating in the sudden cessation of the rain-and-river beating he had taken for what
now seemed like a lifetime. He had never been so utterly exhausted, and he closed his eyes
while leaning his forehead on the wheel, basking in the peaceful relief of knowing that he would
be able to return to Claire.
Ira broke the blessed tranquility. “You saw it?” he asked, his voice heavy with distress
but at least articulating complete sentences. “You saw it, didn’t you? You saw what it was?”
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Despite being otherwise preoccupied, Roger was dumfounded that, in the aftermath of
their deliverance, Ira remained fixated on the dead rocks.
“Oh, uh, I don’t know what that was,” Roger, his mind elsewhere, distractedly responded
after a long pause. “It ah, it clearly couldn’t have been what it seemed, but, whatever it was, it’s
gone.”
After an equally long pause, Ira corrected him, speaking with a devastation-based
detachment. “Not completely gone. Not completely. I have pictures. Lots of pictures.
Pictures . . . ”
But his mutterings were wasted on Roger. With his initial, revitalizing joy of remaining
able to care for Claire beginning to fade into the commonplace, he found that, in retracing the
course of the last hour, his thoughts relentlessly returned again and again to the same landmark,
to what he puzzled and marveled over as the strangest, most inexplicable experience of his life,
as his barely moving lips mutely incanted, over and over, the unearthly phrase. “A mediocre
life,” they silently said. “A mediocre life.”
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Chapter 9
Karl Klemp drove slowly down Centerville Street looking in the fading light for the
address of Mark Lamb. It was a relatively pleasant, middle-middle class neighborhood with
new, two-story houses crowded onto excessively small lots that, in the current fashion, had first
been razed of all the mature, old growth trees and then, after the construction was complete,
thinly dotted with wispy, genetically improved modern saplings. That this new arboreal breed
was not as well suited to the native environment as its designers had expected was suggested by
the many specimens that drooped listlessly, their frail trunks only sparsely prickled with an
occasional skinny limb struggling to support a scant array of crimped, curled leaves. Juxtaposed
against the overbuilt homes that stretched stark and steep above them, the stunted growth
conveyed a subtle feeling of blight, a suggestion that some vital nutrient was lacking, without
which the community could hope only to subsist but never to thrive.
The Lamb residence was typical for the block—a tall and bulky structure so obliterating
the tiny, underlying lot that it seemed inadequately counterbalanced and at risk of toppling
sideways in a high wind, like a rootless flower thrust in a thimble. Facing the street was an
attached garage with two bays, before which was parked an SUV pasted with bumper stickers
exalting the Midvale High Monarchs, whose mascot appeared to be a student-king, crown and
all, standing proudly triumphant and self-satisfied, a text book tucked under his elbow, a raised
sword in the other hand, with one foot resting on a shrunken globe of the world. Karl strode up
the front walk, which took a semi-circular detour around a space meant to be occupied by a large
tree but whose center was usurped by one of the shriveled pigmies. He reached the covered
porch and rang the bell, glancing down at a pot of geraniums placed artistically, but very un-
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horticulturally, in the shadow of the eaves so that the budless stalks, straining in vain to find the
sun, had grown twisted and sallow.
The door was opened by a man in his early 40s, of average height, clean shaven with
neatly cut but thinning blond hair, whose paunch, typically sized for his age, suggested an
acquiescence in his culture’s rampant laxity of diet and lifestyle. But while his belly might give
insight to his behavior, it was his agitated blue eyes that betrayed his feelings, telegraphing his
terror at the prospect of the ACLU suing the school district in his name.
“Mr. Lamb?” Karl loudly inquired, his arm shooting gregariously forward. “Hi, I’m Karl
Klemp, the lawyer who talked with you earlier about your complaints against the creationist
biology teacher.”
Lamb dutifully submitted to Karl’s extended hand and then hung on just well enough to
avoid being shaken loose by Karl’s vigorous pumping. “Hello, Mr. Klemp,” he said in a guarded
but deferential manner. “Please come in.”
“Please, please, call me Karl,” Klemp bellowed as he entered. “And I hope it’s all right if
I call you Mark. It seems only natural since we’ll be working together closely in the coming
months!”
Lamb’s ample unease spiked even higher at this engrained assumption that he was
already committed to filing suit; in the earlier call, he had at most been pressured into saying
only that he’d consider it. Since then, he’d been stewing in dread at the thought of taking such a
step and, prior to opening the door, had steeled himself to declare that he’d chosen not to pursue
the case. But now that Karl had arrived so full of good-natured enthusiasm, even troubling to
sacrifice his evening hours for the visit, Lamb’s trepidation at deflating those apparently high
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and affable spirits caused his chronically miniscule quantum of confrontational courage to
dwindle even below its microscopic norm.
“Oh, ah, well, sure,” he feebly agreed, choosing to take the easy road by addressing the
salutation issue and ignoring the more substantive problem of his paramount desire not to do
what Karl apparently presumed he would. “Yes, please, call me Mark. Have a seat,” he said,
swinging his arm in the direction of the sofa with what he hoped would be perceived as convivial
nonchalance but which instead came off as the kind of forced and awkward gesture you’d see in
a bad school play. “Can I get you anything,” he asked, and then added, somewhat selfconsciously, “Karl?”
“Nope, nope, I’m fine, thanks,” Karl declined with robust heartiness while making an
obvious point of surveying the living room. “You’ve got a beautiful home here, Mark,” he said
as he settled onto one side of the couch, placing extra and equal emphasis on each syllable of the
word “beau-ti-ful.”
“Oh, thanks very much,” Lamb replied, seating himself in a wing chair perpendicular to
Karl’s end of the sofa. “Thanks,” he repeated, and then, for want of something to say, added,
“but my wife gets all the credit. She’s the decorator in the family.”
“Well, I can’t wait to meet her,” Karl thrilled.
“Oh, well, sure, yes,” Mark answered, flashing a quick, tremulous smile that masked his
further surging tension at Karl’s implicit presumption of an ongoing relationship.
At the beginning of many unmoderated, quasi-adversarial discussions, after the small
talk, there is a no-man’s-land of silence that lasts no longer than a half second. In that instant,
the control of the discussion is up for grabs, and the first person who is bold enough to assert
himself into that silence, more often than not, remains in charge for the duration. From that point
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forward, the participants’ mutual knowledge that the passive party hesitated to vie with the
speaker for dominance establishes a tacit, almost subliminal understanding of a pecking order.
Because Karl had already concluded from their initial exchanges that he had the upper hand, he
hardly expected Lamb to seize the moment, but based on instinct honed from past experience,
Karl was quick to foreclose even that dim possibility by immediately doing so himself.
“Well, Mark, let me give you an update on the progress we’ve made so far.” Karl said,
talking a bit faster and in more of a monotone, which created an atmosphere of increased
intensity and unmistakably signaled that they were getting down to business. “Oh, but wait.
First, here’s my card,” he proffered. “As you probably anticipated, I’ve handwritten my home
and cell phone on there so you can reach me any time of the day or night, for any reason.”
Lamb fidgeted nervously, agonizing whether this was the right time to disabuse what
seemed to be Karl’s snowballing certainty of a lawsuit, which Karl had now compounded with
his ostensibly selfless pledge of around-the-clock dedication to the project. After a brief internal
struggle, Lamb again chose the path of lesser resistance, keeping his head down, his unraised
eyes fixed on the business card and, with compressed lips designed to convey a (completely
unfounded) familiarity with how these things typically worked, curtly nodded twice. Karl
seemed to take so much for granted—not only that Lamb had resolved to proceed with the case,
but that Lamb knew, or at least should know, the preliminary litigation steps, as if this were part
of the universal toolkit issued to all American males, nestled alongside such things as the number
of Babe Ruth’s home runs and how to clean a fish. His unwillingness to admit a deficiency in
what Karl apparently deemed an elementary aspect of Macho 101, combined with his timidity to
challenge Karl’s ever-growing momentum, again caused Lamb to hold his tongue.
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“Now Mark,” Karl continued matter-of-factly, “as you probably figured, I’ve started
doing some digging on this creationist guy—this, what’s-iz-name, ah, James Turner. Well, you
were dead-on in calling him out. He’s a real ringer. A hardcore religious zealot with a history of
trouble-making—not that there’s anything wrong with religion, don’t get me wrong on that,
that’s definitely not our case. No, we at the ACLU respect all religions, as I’m sure you do, as
all right-thinking Americans do when they thank their own god or gods for the freedom they
have in this country to worship him, her, it, them or none of the above, however they so choose.
No, we need to be careful to make sure the judge never misunderstands that we’re somehow
attacking religion. The problem here isn’t with religion, but with this Turner’s in-your-face
religious beliefs wandering outside their proper bounds and being forced down your son’s throat
disguised as junk science! But heck, this is all stuff you already know. It’s just like you laid it
out in your e-mail to the school board that I hunted up from the meeting minutes . . . let's see,
how’d you say it?” he asked under his breath, making a major production of pawing through the
papers in his briefcase. “I plan to quote you in the lawsuit, because you said it just right . . . ah,
here it is!” he exclaimed, delicately holding up his copy with an air of reverent respect. “Here’s
how you put it: ‘Of course, as an American, I fully support everyone’s right to follow whatever
religion they choose. But as a parent I’m concerned that our public school is teaching religion in
science class. We should leave science class to scientists and religion to churches, but we
shouldn’t let churches teach biology any more than we should let scientists preach in our
pulpits.’”
Karl paused, took a breath and shook his head with admiration. “Wow. Wow. That’s
heady stuff, Mark,” he lauded, softening his speech with quiet awe. “Beau-ti-ful. ‘Scientists
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preach in our pulpits.’ That’s a sound bite if I ever heard one. You’ve got quite the way with
words, my friend.”
At this, Lamb gave a jittery shrug. Disturbed by the notion that Karl would now suppose
him to be more capable than he was, he opened his mouth to say something self-deprecating, but
before he could speak, Karl resumed talking, returning to his quicker, flatter voice of planning
and strategy. “Anyway, that’s exactly our position—we respect religion, but you can’t teach it in
public school. It’s just that simple. In fact, it’s precisely because we respect all religions that we
can’t let any particular one get a leg up by using a governmental podium as its personal
mouthpiece.
“Now, I’d mentioned that this James Turner had a prior record of problems keeping his
religion where it belongs. I did a little snooping, and turns out that your take on him was twentytwenty. Before coming to your son’s school, Turner was kind of a high-flying biology grad
student at Compass U. At first they thought he had a lot of academic potential and put him on
the fast track, but he showed his true colors when he started deviating into that same creationisttype stuff you caught him at, so they rode him out of there. Meaning that we’re starting with a
guy who’s already a defrocked scientist, which should help us in court. I think the head of the
biology department at Compass would probably give us some good testimony about that.”
“Anyway, sorry for jabbering away for so long. I didn’t mean to get into this level of
detail so soon. Let’s circle around and cover some of the basics. First off, I’m going to need a
little background information about you—just standard type questions that as a lawyer I’m
ethically required to ask. So, let’s take it from the beginning. Tell me a little about yourself—
how old you are, educational and employment history, you know, nuts’n bolts resume stuff.”
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Recognizing that the more Karl talked and firmly fixed the litigation plans, the harder it
would be to pull out, Lamb had become progressively more desperate during Karl’s monologue
for a graceful way to announce his cold feet. Yet despite his unavailing search for a chink in the
wall of words sufficient to admit his veto, now that the floor was surrendered to him, he was
caught unprepared, and when he opened his mouth, instead of speaking he could only manage
two inward gulps of air.
Perceiving Lamb’s paralysis, Karl began to steer him through the fact-gathering prelude
to filing suit. “So let’s see,” Karl said as he settled back in the sofa with a legal pad in his lap,
“um, where were you born, Mark?”
“Ah, Los Angeles,” Lamb recounted, again following Karl’s lead despite an everescalating level of internal anxiety that the window on his opportunity to withdraw was rapidly
closing.
“And how old are you?”
“I’m, uh,”—and at this point, Lamb could no longer suppress the stomach churning urge
to vent his second thoughts.
“Look, Karl,” he burst, now speaking quickly and breathlessly, like a penitent confessing
something shameful, as if, after being suppressed for an unforgivably sinful period, his words
were stumbling over themselves in their haste to escape. “I’ve got to tell you, I’m, I’m not sure,
not sure about this lawsuit and, actually, well, I, I don’t think I want to go ahead with it. I mean,
I know you’ve come all the way out here tonight, and I know you’ve done all this work already,
and I’m sorry, but I, I’ve just got to tell you that I’m thinking that it’s maybe not such a good
idea for me, so, I know I’ve probably inconvenienced you, and if I owe you some money for
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your time, just tell me, you know, but I’m wondering if it’s not better to stop now and not do any
more on this, if that’s ok.”
During this unburdening, and consistent with his usual practice, Lamb kept his eyes
averted, which left audienceless and unappreciated the remarkable, melting performance of
Karl’s face as it emoted the drooping letdown of dashed expectations, with just the slightest
twinge of irritation at being led on. But after recognizing that his dramatic salvo had failed to
land, Karl took a different tack, reaching over and reassuringly squeezing Lamb’s shoulder.
“Hey, Mark, that’s ok bud, don’t worry about it,” he soothingly purred, making Lamb
perk with relief. “Listen, I’m just here to serve, that’s all,” he counseled, “so if, after we talk it
through, you think it’s best not to sue, well, you’re the boss. We don’t sue. We’ll never do
anything you’re not one-hundred per cent happy with. You have my word on that. Now, tell me
what your concerns are, because when we talked on the phone, you sounded gung ho, and since
I’ve been here and told you about some of the research I’ve done that verifies our suspicions,
well, I have to tell you, it sure seemed you were on board.”
At this last reference, Lamb again felt the disconcerting gnaw that he was proving a
disappointment to Karl. Lamb hated to disappoint, partly because he wanted everyone to like
him, or at least not to dislike him, and partly because he was actually a pretty nice guy,
especially to people he didn’t know.
And now that he was called upon to articulate his grounds for pulling out, his mouth once
again repeated its gaping fish imitation, the lower jaw dropping portentously open, a momentous
breath audibly drawn, yet no words emerging. It hadn’t occurred to him that he would be
required to justify his decision; it had been daunting enough just to convey it. In any event, a
truly comprehensive response was beyond him. Although painfully aware of his adrenaline-
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drenched aversion to filing suit, he did not fully understand the underlying reasons for his
reluctance: like many average joes, he cringed at being singled-out and even further recoiled at
the notion of making waves.
From his childhood, he had found it comfortable to live sheltered and secure in a throng,
never straying a standard deviation from his mates, the pinprick dot that statistically represented
him happy to be lost in the obscuring, composite blob of the bell curve’s densely populated
neighborhood. Even as a schoolboy, he drew his strength from a circle of several friends—a
circle, strangely, with no real leader, but which, as an amalgamated group, seemed intuitively to
know which way the median current ran and was happy to float peacefully along it, leaving as
few disturbing ripples as possible. This is not to say that on any given performance standard
Lamb was fully average; scholastically, for example, he was a good but not standout student,
because the group he affiliated with was comprised of equally good, equally undistinguished
counterparts. And so in high school he enjoyed all the traditional activities, carefully staying
within the safe harbor afforded by established social conventions (including their faux-rebellious
subroutines that provided a controlled environment for harmless, impotent acting-out), buttressed
with an extra insulation of protection from his association with a tribe. He cheered with the
student body at sporting events; as an upperclassman, he roved at lunchtime with a gang of pals
looking for suitably vulnerable freshmen to haze and, on weekends, hung out with his buddies
while they all plotted some after-hours prank that usually involved toilet paper. Mercifully, he
was accepted at the same college as his clique. He sweated out his first semester, longing to be
pledged to a fraternity and, once admitted, found in it all the communal, academic and personal
resources he needed. A combination of study groups and an unambitious curriculum allowed
him to earn fair but not fabulous grades. In his sophomore year he met his wife, a nondescript
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freshman member of an affiliated sorority. They were similar and well suited; she asked no
more of him than he did of himself, and he of her. Upon graduation, shortly after he took an
entry-level job in the accounting department of a regional electric utility, they married, largely in
imitation of their friends and because it seemed the thing to do. His first office was a three-wall
partitioned cubicle in a room of fifty number-crunchers, several of whom bonded with him to
create a cadre of confidents who buoyed each other through what became the grind of years,
sharing the common frustrations of work and parenthood as they slowly edged a safe and stayed
course up the seniority ladder, making a relatively respectable living for their families. He was a
decent enough employee, a decent enough husband, a decent enough father and a decent enough,
although profoundly unstretched and untested, man.
And in all of this, he was careful to do nothing to make him stand alone as an individual
or mark him as a noticeable outlier among his peers. He did not question the direction his life
seemed expected to take; he stayed on the well-marked road and blazed no new trails. In every
respect, he strove to be a non-controversial, straight shooting, mainstream member of the pack,
drawing as much strength from the faceless numbers of his clan as from his anonymity as one of
them.
Hence his distress: leaving the reassuring shadow of his sheltering obscurity, defiantly
bucking the system, aligning himself with an activist group like the ACLU—it all sounded quite
glamorous when it was the stuff of therapeutic, steam-blowing daydreams to loosen the
lockdown of a buttoned-up mind, but actually doing such things, actually stepping out from the
social and psychological habitats that had conscribed and safeguarded his life—that prospect
triggered a supremely discomfiting case of metaphysical agoraphobia.
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It was only by a confluence of unusual events that Lamb had impulsively and
uncharacteristically written the protest to the school board in the first place. One morning he had
found himself seething at work after a rare but deeply bitter argument with his wife—one that
had begun with an inconsequentially trivial matter but had escalated into an ugly, scaring
exchange, with his wife eventually screaming, in effect, that his placid, ventureless and
unexcelling ways had led her to an intolerable, deadly dull and empty life, although her actual
vocalization of this complaint was substantially more passionate, vituperative, demoralizing and
profane. Still smarting from her emasculating attack, he was then ordered, along with the rest of
his unit, to the spacious, private office of his newly appointed, younger boss, who took
noticeable pleasure in ridiculing him before the others for a major mistake he had made on a
recent report. Once he was back in his cubicle, with his normal fingerling of self-esteem
whittled all the way down to a bloody little stub, the drive to strike an affirming note of his own,
which was usually dormant, briefly awakened, requiring only an instrument of expression.
The night before, while sliding aside his son’s books to clear a spot on the sofa to watch
TV, he had happened to see and mechanically skim a short biology handout recounting the view
reached by some scientists that life on earth was too complex to have originated through random
chance but instead seemed to have been intelligently designed. At the time, he registered a
disinterested thought that such instruction seemed contrary to the Darwinian theory of evolution
he’d been taught, sounding instead more like the creationist ideas that even his faint awareness of
current events associated with controversies in other school districts. Now, in his raw and
wounded state, a meaningless observation he had quickly dismissed the previous evening
suddenly became the focus of his cathartic scream of self-worth, and so, momentarily freed by
primal need from the behavioral constraints that typically bound him, he rashly, unthinkingly e-
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mailed a short outcry to the school board, asserting in strong terms that the handout was a
religious tract unacceptable for a public school biology class.
One week later, after he and his wife had put a pragmatic patch on their mutual
discontent and the sting of his on-the-job flailing had faded, he was aghast to learn that his
grievance had been placed on the agenda for the school board’s next public session, and he felt
the onset of a panic attack when he received a telephonic invitation to attend and present his
petition in person. He hastily declined, attributing his unavailability to a prior commitment, and
then refused, for no stated reason (because he could think of none), the offer to reset the matter to
a more convenient date. His hopes that his non-appearance would end the issue wilted when, in
the newspaper’s next edition, he found the small article confirming the board’s consideration of
his letter and even quoting part of it. All that morning, and, in daily decreasing degrees, for the
rest of the week, he lived in terror that someone at work would see the report and single him out
for it, but fortunately his colleagues seemed not to have read that far into the back-pages.
Predictably, with his family he was unable to maintain his low profile in the affair, since
word traveled quickly through the student body that Randy Lamb’s father had challenged the
biology teacher’s lesson plan. Equally predictably, his wife reacted with extreme annoyance.
She fumed that he’d had no right to drag them into a controversial public spotlight and castigated
him for failing to consult with their son, or even to recognize the letter’s potentially prejudicial
impact on him. “This is his teacher, Mark, that you’re attacking,” she remonstrated. “Did you
ever stop to imagine how that would make Randy feel? That now he’s being graded by a man
that his father brought up on charges before the school board? How’d you like it if I wrote a
letter to the president of your company trying to get your boss fired?” At this, Lamb lamely
hung his head in silence, recognizing that she was right.
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Unpredictably, their son Randy had the opposite response. Like his father, he too
occupied an unremarkable, solidly anonymous, plebeian spot in the school’s social structure, but
unlike his father, he aspired to vault to the rank of cool, and the letter had made him an instant,
albeit temporary, celebrity among certain of his fellow students—not enough to promote him all
the way to four-star cool, but close enough to enjoy junior officer status, at least briefly. The
jocks, prom queens and cheerleaders paid no tribute, but the rebellious, disgruntled, dissatisfied
and disaffected—who, at that age, included many—applauded anyone who threw rocks,
whatever kind, at the institutional powers. To them, any kid nervy enough to try to clip a
teacher’s wings was the working class hero of the hour. Still another (quite tiny) subset posing
as thinkers and intellectuals hailed the move as a righteous assertion of individual freedom,
secretly envying the e-mail’s crystallization of an abstract issue into a palpably real application,
which was unheard of their small, coffee-house universe that was tediously long on talk and
tellingly short on action. And many of his remaining classmates who had no primary reaction to
the news sensed that other factions among them were affording Randy special recognition, which
necessarily galvanized their attention as well and further boosted his renown. In short, the
episode gave Randy a twinkle of acclaim. And so, when his mom summoned and then
interrogated him before his dad, apparently thinking that he’d whimper about the letter’s
insidious effects, he told them instead that he thought it was great and that his only regret was
their failure to appear at the board meeting and pursue the matter further.
But because, unlike his son, Mark Lamb was not interested in reaching for the gold ring
of notoriety, he sat squirming in his living room, his mouth hanging open, trying to find the
words that would convince Karl to shut his briefcase and leave him alone.
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“Well, um, Karl, ah, you see,” he faltered, eyes studiously flyspecking the length of
carpet between his feet, “ah, one thing is, I’m, I’m worried about the effect that this would have
on Randy, our son. I mean, he’s still enrolled in that class, and, um, it can’t be good to be taught
and graded by someone, ah, you know, that your parents are suing. Plus, I’m worried that some
of the other kids at school might treat him, um, you know, with hostility. You know how kids
can be when someone stands out as different.”
Not buying this excuse for a second, and sensing that Lamb, whom he had diagnosed as a
bloomless wallflower, was either unwilling or unable to admit his personal fear of occupying
center stage in a local controversy, Karl pulled a lawyer’s trick—he would accept the false
explanation as true and then discredit it, which would leave Lamb with no face-saving fallback.
“Well, Mark,” Karl began with a sensitive, understanding demeanor, “of course, as a
parent, that has to be your primary focus, and I could tell from the start that you’re the kind of a
father who would put his boy’s well-being as the top priority, even if it went against your own
individual wishes to take a stand and right this wrong.”
At this, Lamb grimaced a forced, sickly smile, fretting that Karl had misconstrued his
comments as a reinforcement of his commitment to the case.
“But Mark,” Karl assuaged, “if you’re concerned about physical injury coming to
him . . .”
“Well, n-no . . .” Lamb weakly advanced, not wanting to stake out such an extreme and,
he feared, untenable position, but Karl stopped him short with a raised hand and continued,
politely yet firmly. “I think that’s so improbable that, as a practical matter, it’s impossible.
Granted, those hard-core born-agains are capable of pretty much any despicable act—just ask the
families of some of those abortion doctors—but I really don’t think we’re dealing with that here.
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Although a small minority of people feel strongly about this subject, it’s just not the kind of topic
that, in my experience, comes close to triggering the fundamentalist’s rabid capacity for
senseless violence. Plus, I’ve handled a lot of these kinds of cases, Mark, and I can tell you that
the sensible, with-it people realize the Bible isn’t a textbook and doesn’t belong in school, for
heaven’s sake. And everyone with half a brain knows that life on earth evolved, just like we all
learned as students—I mean, c’mon, it didn’t just, poof, pop up by magic, let’s get real here—so,
to the extent there’s any public interest in the case, folks will overwhelmingly be more
sympathetic and receptive to us. Bottom line, while it’s entirely understandable that you’d have
some reservations, I don’t think there’s anything to worry about on that front.”
Lamb felt himself in an ever-tightening vise. Karl had convincingly diffused the fear-ofpersonal-harm excuse—which, not even having occurred to Lamb, was hardly a challenge—and,
in the process, had left him with a rankling sliver of guilt that Karl’s sensitivity for Randy’s
safety surpassed his own.
“Well, n-no, Karl, I wasn’t so much worried about that” Lamb quavered, “and, you
know, I’m grateful that you’re interested in our well-being and all. But I was thinking more
about, you know, that it would put Randy in a difficult situation, I mean, him being a student
there at the same time that there’s this lawsuit against the school board, you know, sort of like
trying to get your boss fired while you’re still working for him.”
“Ah!” Karl exclaimed. “Another very reasonable parental concern. But rest assured,
Mark—and I can tell you this from years of experience with these kinds of cases—the last thing,
the very last thing the school district will want is a claim that they retaliated against the student
for bringing the lawsuit. In fact, I’m quite confident that they’ll bend over backwards and treat
Randy with extra-special kid gloves to eliminate any possible charge that they tried to punish or
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intimidate him because of the litigation. So, don’t lose any sleep over that. If anything, his
grades will probably even go up!” Karl cheerfully concluded with a positive, ascending
inflection.
Lamb gulped. At the beginning of their conversation, he had not even considered
whether he would be able to muster grounds for retreating from the case; he simply assumed that
he could proclaim his dispositive desire to do so, although he realized that disappointing Karl
would be unpleasant. Now, feeling like a baseball fan whose team has squandered a huge lead
and placed the opposition’s winning run at bat, he became alarmed that it was no longer a matter
of mere social discomfort; his options were foreclosing so rapidly that that he might actually be
unable to pull the plug at all.
“Ok, well, Karl,” he unsteadily lurched, his heart pounding with apprehension that this
next, upcoming attempt might be his final escape opportunity. “Well, that’s good to know, but
I’m also worried about, you know, just the way he might react to being at the center of this, ah,
conflict with the school, and that it might make him, umm, you know, ah, self-conscious in front
of the other students.” As he spoke, he snuck an upward glace to gauge how Karl was receiving
this last-gasp excuse, but that proved an unwise move that only made his wavering tone wither to
an even more wispy and convictionless timbre in the glare of Karl’s fixed look of (mostly) polite
incredulity. He returned his gaze downward, swallowed hard, nervously cleared his throat and,
despite his presentiment of impending failure, stammered defensively onward. “Well, Karl, ah,
y-you know for a lot of kids it’s, ah, v-very painful to be singled out and have a bunch of
attention focused on you, so I’m, ah, I’m really concerned that going ahead with the suit isn’t,
you know, isn’t the best thing for Randy. So, so, like I said, I’m sorry if you put a lot of time
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into this already, and if we owe you anything, we’ll be glad to pay it, but I’m thinking that it’s
not a good idea to sue.”
“Mark, Mark,” Karl crooned in a modulated voice that was at once both respectful and, in
anticipation of his imminent triumph that both of them sensed, quietly magnanimous, “again, my
friend, kudos, kudos on your parenting skills. I hear you; I hear you, and again, you’re prudent
to raise the issue. But Mark, I can tell, in all my years of experience in cases like this, I’ve never
once had one that made the student feel out of place or socially embarrassed. Again, I think what
you and Randy will find is that, if the suit draws any attention to him at all, it will be positive.
You know, BMOC and all that stuff—not that he’s not already a BMOC,” Karl quickly added
with a smile, peaking his eyebrows and lifting a mock-serious, cautionary hand—“but, if
anything, this will cement his status as a big wheel.”
Karl had ended with this (extremely) small token of levity because, when he was about to
overcome someone, he had found that an olive branch of humor, if accepted as such by his
opponent, provided an easy means for the vanquished adversary to concede implicit defeat. This
was especially true if the joke wasn’t funny, since the loser’s endorsement of feeble comedy
made the surrender even more unmistakably clear.
Contrary to Karl’s expectation, however, Lamb did not immediately crater and collapse
in a forced guffaw. Instead, he did nothing, frozen motionless like a chain-sawed tree poised
precariously to fall but not yet ready to topple. Karl let the silence mount, banking that the
cumulating awkwardness would tip the balance, but Lamb somehow managed to withstand
untottered, causing Karl to launch a revised strategy.
“But I tell you what, Mark,” Karl resumed, now louder and more boisterous, “let’s not
decide this based on my past experiences or on your commendable but, I think, overly
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imaginative fears as a highly responsible parent. Let’s just go to the source! Let’s ask Randy!
Let’s see how he feels about it.” Although Karl regretted that he had not yet been able to close
the deal, he strongly suspected that the reluctance to sue originated exclusively from Mark.
Worst case, he thought to himself, even if the kid really is unwilling, I can probably break him
down just like his old man.
At this suggestion, knowing, as he did, that bringing the litigation would thrill and delight
his son, Lamb, although outwardly impassive, was mentally clawing in a frantic scramble to dig
out from what seemed to be an inevitable slide into the pulverizing crush of Karl’s conquest.
“C’mon, Mark,” Karl amiably exhorted, “let’s ask Randy. As long as it’s ok with him,
sounds like we’re good to go!”
Lamb sat immobile as stone while his mind ineffectually raced, searching without
success for a way out of this trap. “Well, ah, Karl, you see,” he finally began, but with no clue as
to what he would say, “ah, he’s, ah, doing homework, and, you know, we don’t want to
disturb . . . . ”
“Great!” Karl roared enthusiastically, springing up. “Then he’s here at home,” Karl said,
peering exploratorily around as he took a few steps toward the hallway leading to the back of the
house.
Lamb sat mortified beyond measure. So shocking and inconceivable was Karl’s boldness
in fetching Randy himself that, for Lamb, unable to take action, watching Karl push
progressively deeper into what Lamb considered the house’s most private parts, the experience
took on an unreal, detached quality, as if he were watching a horrific scene unfold in a movie.
Karl glanced back at him, wanting to soften the blow by giving Lamb a basis to pretend
that they were jointly rousting Randy. “Don’t get up, Mark, keep your seat” he volunteered with
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a downward palm, as if he were doing a favor by performing Lamb’s chore. “I’ll get him. Must
be the door I’m hearing that music from.”
As Karl disappeared down the hall toward the bedrooms, Lamb sat so petrified and
disoriented with disbelief that he questioned whether he might be dreaming. It was only the
sound of Karl’s firm, insistent knocking that pierced his immobilizing daze and snapped him to
his feet. Quickly, he rounded the corner of the hallway to find Karl calling in a familiar, carefree
manner through the door, “Yo, Randy, you in there man? Hey dude, it’s Karl from the ACLU.”
As Lamb reached the door, it was opened by Randy, whose eyebrows pursed inward and
mouth fell slightly open in a look of slack perplexity when he saw his father and a stranger
standing shoulder to shoulder, filling the narrow threshold. Karl sized him up in an instant: on
the small side, fair share of acne, styleless mop of hair that had been allowed to grow out
ungroomed from a little boy’s shorter cut, a few sprouts of isolated chin fluff, a logoed tee shirt
whose snug fit emphasized the scrawny limbs, and the overall look of a generally vacant,
plodding, fad chasing, insecure, garden-variety teenager.
Karl was quick to strike. “Hey, Randy,” he greeted, hand outstretched. “Good to meet
ya, dude,” he veritably cooed with exuberance. “I’m Karl Klemp. Call me Karl.”
Because this was the first time a grown man had ever offered to shake with him in an
apparently non-condescending acknowledgement of personhood, Randy was hesitant how to
proceed. When he was much younger, his father’s friends had sometimes made an elaborate
show of treating him with farcical maturity, stooping over for an exaggerated round of elbowpumping, but those sessions had ended once he reached the oily man-child stage. He stared at
Karl’s open palm, momentarily pondering what he was supposed to do, and then tentatively
placed his own thin fingers within Karl’s, where they were immediately clamped tight.
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“Hey Ranj,” Karl wheedled, energetically working his grip, “your Dad and me been
talking about this biology class thing, and we wanted to get you involved. C’mon out here for a
minute, and we’ll fill you in.” Simultaneously with this last sentence, Karl wrapped his left arm
across Randy’s shoulder, ushering him around the motionless Lamb and back down the hallway
in a friendly but forceful fashion.
Throughout this encounter, as a matter habit, Randy had never once looked to his father
for guidance, and Lamb, still sucking wind in Karl’s wake, had done nothing to provide any.
“Ranj, m’man here’s the thing,” Karl confided as he escorted Randy to the living room,
dragging Lamb in tow. “I’m a lawyer for the ACLU,” he said, depositing Randy on the couch
and authoritatively plopping down sideways on the other end as Lamb meekly retook the seat
adjacent to him in the wing chair. “I read about the letter you guys sent to the school board
about your bio teacher’s, shall we say, extra-curricular religious activity. I mean, you rock dude!
Calling him out for crossing the line. Rad! Anyway, you ever hear of the ACLU?”
“Uh, well, I guess maybe but, you know, I’m not really sure exactly what . . . ” Randy
rambled in a nasally drone.
“Cool, cool, I hear ya, bro,” Karl acclaimed. “Yo, well, you know like we make it our
job to file lawsuits to protect people’s legal rights. That’s what we do, man, and that’s why, as a
lawyer, I signed on with ’em. So, dude, when I heard about the way the board dissed your letter,
I started a little investigation into the situation, and here’s the word. We think you got a
righteous lawsuit, man, and me and your Dad been out hear talking ’bout how it might go down.”
Until this last statement, Randy had been following Karl with a bewildered facial
scrunch, but, with the reference to a lawsuit, his brow lifted high and his mouth opened wide
with anticipation as he envisioned a reprise of his expired fifteen minutes of schoolhouse fame.
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“Awesome,” he eventually drawled in a low, breathy and almost mystical tone, his eyes now
narrowed with rapture.
“Now, now, Randy, hold on, let’s, let’s think this through,” Lamb suddenly found the
strength to blurt peevishly. Up to this point, he had played such an ornamental role in the
conversation that, when he unexpectedly spoke, both Randy and Karl looked at him with curious
but dismissive surprise, much as if a potted plant had chimed in—a remarkable sound to hear, no
doubt, but not one likely to be brimming with sense.
“No, no, now, now, now, wait just one minute here, mister,” Lamb said more shrilly,
realizing that he had lost both credibility and relevance. “I pointed out a couple of things to Mr.
Klemp”—“Hey hey, like I told the Ranjster, call me Karl,” an outgoing Klemp expansively
inserted—“I pointed out a couple of things to Karl,” Lamb continued stiffly, giving Klemp a
small, acknowledging bow, “that you are overlooking. Do you really want to sue your teacher
and your school? Can’t you see how they could make your life pretty awful? I mean, that’s like
me, eh, suing my boss or something. I don’t think . . .”
“Mark, if I could just address that point quickly,” Karl injected in a way that made it
seem more like assistance than interruption. “Ranj, here’s the thing. Your Dad’s first priority is
doing what’s best for you, and he and I have been discussing whether, if we filed suit, the school
or your teacher would try to hit you with some payback, you know, like revenge or something.
Now, your Dad brings it up because it makes sense to think about it, but, after talking it over
with your Dad, I can tell you that in my experience with these kinds of cases—I’ve handled tons
of ’em—that just doesn’t happen. In fact, the school will probably be so afraid of that kind of
accusation that they’ll go out of their way to give you bonus props. So it will probably make
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things easier for ya. The red carpet treatment, man. What d’ya think, dude? Could you handle
that?” Karl finished, nodding in assent to what he had transformed into a rhetorical question.
Like an oversized parrot, Randy began exaggeratedly bobbing his head in synch with
Karl. “Cool,” he agreed.
Lamb’s furrowed brow, pinched-in eyes and drooping mouth broadcast his abject, inner
dismay as he powerlessly watched his nightmare outcome coalescing before him. “But, but
Randy,” he whined, desperate and dejected, knowing his final card was a loser but unable to
resist playing it, “do you really want to draw all that attention to yourself? I mean, people will
be talking about you, and you might end up feeling, you know, uh, self-conscious or
uncomfortable . . .”
“He’s right, Ranj,” Karl cut in, this time not even trying to salve over the intrusion. “And
again, it needs to be mentioned, because not everyone has what it takes to be a celebrity, but you
don’t look to me like the kind of a guy who’s gonna melt if he catches a little of that PR bright
light, am I right dude?”
“For sure, I could deal with some of that, yeah,” Randy somberly confirmed, rocking
with feigned solemnity, trying to appear that he was willing to shoulder as a burden what his
mind was privately embracing as a frolic.
“Ok then, Mark, looks like we’re cleared for liftoff!” Karl cried with excitement, flashing
Lamb a thumbs-up, as if this development were both their dreams come true. “Now Randy,” he
immediately pursued, taking up his pen and legal pad and toggling his voice back to its business
setting, “I’m going to need to get some details here. So, what exactly did your teacher say about
the world being created by God?”
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“Uh, well, ah,” Randy answered uncertainly, after a pause, “I don’t remember exactly
what he said, ahhhhhh, . . . ,” his words trailing off as he found himself lost in the cavernous
high-school wasteland of last month’s learning.
At this point, feeling marginalized to a mannequin, Lamb tuned out completely,
preoccupied instead with the misery he foresaw over the spectacle about to be initiated on his
behalf. In this regard, he had double portions of distress from the realization that his wife, while,
like him, a shrinking violet in public, would feel quite unrestrained in privately expressing, again
and again, in some ways too curdling to contemplate, her displeasure in these developments.
It was only his delayed recognition of someone repeatedly calling his name with everincreasing volume that broke through Lamb’s personal fog and roused him from the harrowing
preview of his shrewish future.
“Mark, Mark, hey Mark, Mark, you still with us?” Karl joked as he gently poked Lamb in
the shoulder. “Where you been? Sneak off to your happy place?” At this point, with Lamb
thoroughly beaten, Karl again extended a gesture of conciliatory humor.
Stirred from his deep distraction, Lamb rattled with flustered confusion as the comic
peace offering sailed past him unperceived: “Huh, what?”
“Where did you get the information?” Karl asked, his pedantic, metered rhythm making
clear that he was repeating himself.
“What information?”
“Well, while you were apparently off on Fantasy Island, we’ve pretty much established
that Randy was paying even less attention than usual during the class in question, and any small
part of the lesson that might actually have passed through his head doesn’t seem to have seen fit
to stay there, so the issue is, how did you find out about this thing in the first place?” His victory
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sealed, Karl felt no need to continue cultivating a rapport with Randy, which allowed him to vent
his frustration that, because of Randy’s porous memory, he might not be able even to establish a
basic case setting out exactly what had been taught.
Having been roused from his dark stupor to give his account, Lamb felt like a mercifully
passed-out prisoner unwillingly brought back to consciousness for further interrogation. “Oh,”
he woodenly recited, “I read it in the handout with his books.”
“What!” Karl exclaimed, turning his back on Lamb to rotate round to Randy. “There was
a handout?” he asked eagerly, visions of his resurrected lawsuit dancing in his head.
Randy looked off into space, head tilted back, mouth half-open while he dimly strained to
recollect. “Ehhhh, ehhh, yyyyeah,” he laboriously concluded, as if squinting into a remote and
uncharted corner of his mind. “Yeah, now that you mention it, there may have been a handout.
Why, like, is that important?”
It only means I don’t have to rely on you to carry my water, you brain dead slacker,
thought Karl, but he tempered his harshness, saying only, with a touch of annoyance, “Well,
yeah, it could be the smoking gun that breaks the case wide open. Think you can dig it up?”
Randy, not yet aware that the short-lived egalitarian honeymoon he had enjoyed with
Karl was over, simply nodded cooperatively. “Could be. Maybe. Actually, probably, it’s in my
notebook,” he replied, still reclining in the couch.
Karl watched with growing exasperation as Randy’s head bobbled affirmatively up and
down. Finally, arching his eyebrows, he leaned forward and barked, “Well, how about getting
it?”
Startled by Karl’s suddenly sharp edge and the evaporation of their co-equal camaraderie,
Randy shrank back. “Oh, ah, you mean like now?” he asked with a dispirited cower.
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“Yeah, like now,” Karl crisply instructed, his eyes crinkling irately.
As a deflated Randy disappeared down the hall to his room, Karl looked at Lamb, who
seemed to have lapsed back into his private world. Karl shook his head and scoffed, “Ha. Kids
these days, huh?” hoping to extract another of those nervous, twitching smiles of submissive
acquiescence, but Lamb sat unresponsive, blankly staring at nowhere in particular.
*

*

*

An hour later, having obtained Lamb’s signature on the litigation agreement and gathered
the basic information he needed to draft the lawsuit, Karl left the Lambs’ home, but only after
whooping them on with several ebullient hurrahs to their upcoming adventure and rhapsodizing
about the bonding and fellowship he promised they would enjoy along the way. Man, he thought
to himself seconds later as he unlocked his car. What a couple of losers. Must be genetic. He
thereafter gave them and their nebbish condition no further concern; their deficiencies had
ceased to be a factor, because the handout in his briefcase, which Randy had found after a
lengthy search, rendered the two of them irrelevant. Rather than using them as key witnesses, he
would hang the teacher with the teacher’s own written words.
Looking back on the evening, he was pleasurably self-satisfied with a job well done: he
had cowed the milksop Lamb into filing a suit Lamb had wanted to abandon; he had thoroughly
established his dominance over both Lamb and his doofus offspring, and he had found a way to
present his case in court without relying on either of those two weaklings to do any of the heavy
lifting.
Ummm, he intoned and then deeply inhaled the evening air. Sweeeet.
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Chapter 10
Taking the offramp to the medical center, Roger felt his stomach roil with anxiety. He
dreaded and detested Claire’s twice-monthly hospital trek for what was always described as
“treatment and consultation” but which, in practice, was a seemingly endless day whose long,
onerous hours were radically skewed in favor of the treatment, or at least waiting to be treated,
broken by precious little, if any, informative interaction with Claire’s doctors, most of whom
proved inexplicably unavailable.
Everything about these visits was awful. For obscure reasons understood only by clinic
administrators and perhaps Mephistopheles, they were always instructed to check-in at a
preternaturally early hour. On their first trip, Roger and Claire had naively hoped that this nearsunrise arrival meant that their discharge would be rolled proportionately forward, leaving much
of the day to spare, but now, as veteran grist of the healthcare windmill, they knew better; to
Roger, it seemed simply to serve the convenience of the physicians, nurses and technicians for
patients to assemble at dawn, so that a ready stock of subjects would always be available when
circumstances and inclination allowed a procedure to be performed. Among other things, Roger
bristled at the way the system accorded no respect to his and Claire’s time, viewing it instead as
a virtually limitless resource, free to be squandered for the slightest cause and not worth even a
modicum of vigilance to conserve.
But compared to his numerous other discontents, this was a minor complaint. He hated
that Claire was expected to venture out, regardless of her condition or the weather; that she was
not allowed any food until completing certain tests, which sometimes were not even scheduled to
begin until the afternoon; that their day was filled predominantly with the monotonous tedium of
shuffling from one waiting room to another, broken by stretches of extreme frustration when the
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inevitable paperwork snafu led to further delays and inefficiencies, or, at darker times, by deeply
penetrating blades of debilitating anguish when fears that he usually kept at a distance would
slice through his defenses.
He hated all the sensory input of the place—the antiseptic odor of the therapy rooms,
which he associated with a feeling of helplessness for himself and hardship for Claire; the
burned, acrid stench of the neglected coffeepots smoldering their sludge in the visitors’ lounges;
the ubiquitous, annoying sound of employees’ rubber-soled shoes squeaking against linoleum;
the giggly small talk of staffers exchanging quips about their evenings or weekends, oblivious to
the clash of their workaday raillery and festive plans in the ears of the terminally ill; the galleries
of forlorn faces, too worn even to be cynical or angry, listlessly waiting to be called; the
despairing look of those receiving bad news, which frightened him; the joyful look of those
receiving good, which taunted him; and the hopeful look of rookie newcomers, which saddened
him.
He hated exactingly reporting Claire’s medical history only to have a young doctor
grossly misstate it in the course of delivering an off-the-cuff, implausible interpretation of an
isolated medical test. He hated that specialists seemed unwilling to see beyond their chosen
organ to consider the effect their myopic ministrations had on the whole person. He even hated
that hospitals contained conventional restaurants and gift shops, with all their jovial marketing
and decor, whose upbeat normalcy played such a poignantly discordant counterpoint to the
background, burdened dirge of suffering and sorrow reverberating from the ground-down people
who wandered these halls.
On some topics, Roger tended to see the grim side of things.
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Finally, he hated that all medical centers seemed designed under a cardinal rule requiring
them to be surrounded by inadequate parking, which perversely compelled the unfortunate
inmates consigned to these places of misery to compete for the privilege of admission. When
alone, he usually had to adopt a stealth-and-stalk approach, trailing an escapee to his or her car
like a cat after its prey, but he invariably found that, when accompanied by Claire, he
immediately stumbled on a magnificent spot a mere footstep from the hospital entrance.
Indeed, Roger had long ago noted that Claire seemed to lead a charmed life when it came
to parking places, with a convenient vacancy always opening an instant before her arrival even in
the most densely packed ocean of cars, like a miraculous automotive reenactment, on a small
scale, of the Red Sea’s parting. Claire’s “parking karma,” as they jokingly called it, was
routinely debated each time they drove together, and today was no exception.
“And now, Claire,” he said, with a mock-professorial measure of forced, hearty cheer in
preemption of the general unpleasantness they both knew awaited them, “the hour of reckoning
is at hand. My prediction,” he discoursed as he turned into the multi-story garage, “is that this
morning we will find evidence to defeat the fanciful theory, or more accurately, wives’ tale, that
you have some magic touch for obtaining a good parking place. And the irrefutable proof,” he
concluded as he slowed to prowl the lanes, “will be our inability to find anything closer than the
roof . . . .” His forecast evaporated as, coincident with their approach, a vehicle in the space
directly before the main door began to back out.
Claire rallied herself from her weary gloom over the day’s disagreeable prospects. “Ah,
you were saying, Dr. Blindstein?” she bantered with valiantly manufactured combativeness.
“Something about ‘irrefutable proof’? Turns out you were right about that, but seems like the
proof only confirms my parking karma theory.”
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“Uh, just one more inconclusive, anecdotal observation,” Roger parried as he waited for
the departing car to pull away. “You see, your theory is doomed—it’s only a matter of time. No
amount of random good spots that we fortuitously happen to fall on can definitively prove it, and
it only takes one failure to defeat it. And sooner or later you’re going to be stiffed by your
parking gods—law of averages, you know—so you’re on pretty thin ice, missy.”
She mounted a tiny laugh. “I’ll take my chances. Plus, if that day ever comes, how do
you know that what you’ll call a bad spot that disproves my theory isn’t actually the best spot for
me under the circumstances? That if I’d parked closer, my car would have been dinged or
crashed into, or something like that?”
“Ah! I’ve got you there,’ Roger retorted, swinging into the relinquished slot. “A theory
that can’t be tested or falsified, that adapts itself to incorporate contrary evidence, has no
scientific value.”
“Well of course, Roger,” she clucked in quiet triumph as she swung open her door, “you
overlook that mine is not a scientific theory at all, but a much grander philosophic system. And I
do notice that, despite your toothless attacks on my obvious parking karma, you never fail to take
advantage of the good spaces that follow me around.”
Roger fumbled ineffectually with his handle until he realized that his door had not
automatically unlocked as Claire’s had. “It’s true that plenty of good things follow you around,”
he said, exiting the vehicle and reaching into the back seat to grab the strap of Claire’s
overstuffed travel bag. “Take me, for instance,” he said as he rounded to the front of the car,
extending his right arm outward with a flourish and minor bow, as if he were an old-world
gentleman coaxing a debutante to dance.
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“I suppose I have no choice,” she said, reciting frolicsome words with an already fatigued
voice as she took his arm to lean on for the short walk to the entrance.
The sudden detection a miniscule but persistent change’s cumulative impact on a
periodically repeated event can be curiously, sometimes disturbingly, revealing. In this instance,
the impulses dispatched by Roger’s muscles signaled that Claire required noticeably greater
support than on their last hospital trip, but his mind chose not to recognize the passing,
companion deductions that her condition had worsened and her strength was failing. He held all
such marauding thoughts at bay, drawing shut the gates of his consciousness to create a fortress
of muted calm that kept him safely deaf to the howls of those mental vandals. Distracting
himself further with an exaggerated complaint, he hoisted Claire’s sack with his left hand,
temporarily launching it into a minor free fall so that he could reposition his slipping grip.
“Geez,” he griped. “Whatca got in here? Bricks?”
“Things,” she cryptically replied with a private smile, thinking of what she’d brought to
read when Roger wasn’t looking. “Wonderful things.”
*

*

*

They checked in by self-registering their appearance on a sign-in sheet, with Roger
meticulously recording the moment of their arrival to the precise, odd minute rather than
rounding up or down, banking that his punctilious entry would convey the importance he
attached to the value of his time and hoping that the staff might find his sensitivity contagious.
They spent the next hour sitting idly in the waiting room.
They had been through this drill enough times to have developed a standard pattern.
First, they would settle into the most secluded seats available, as far as possible from high-traffic
areas; Claire would reach into her travel bag of tricks and retrieve a little pillow, which she
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wedged between the seat and her lower back, and a blanket, which Roger carefully tucked
around her, leaving only a loose flap at her elbow so he could insert his arm to hold her hand. So
positioned, they would chitchat for a few minutes, usually beginning with speculation about the
likely duration of their stay and then drifting into reassuringly inconsequential matters over
which, in contrast to their hospital visit, they enjoyed complete control, such as what they’d have
for dinner that night, whether Roger should pick up a DVD for them to watch and, if so, which
one, etc. Reinforcing the primacy of the mundane was a helpful anesthetic in the face of a
discomforting unknown.
Then they would lapse into silence, with Roger occasionally nodding off. During these
times, even the bustle of commotion surrounding him seemed to recede into a strangely soporific
regularity, like the deadening, somnolent sound of a rumbling railcar or droning jet engine. In
this morning’s half-trance, his mind wandered, as it lately often had, to the tantalizing
declaration, “a mediocre life.” The data from all of his perceptions indicated that this decree had
not originated from within himself, but he knew that human perceptions were fallible, and, as a
scientist, he could form no facially credible premise to explain an external source. Retracing
what by now had become well-trampled pathways of thought, he again arrived at their perennial
and unsatisfying destination—that, in the last stage of oxygen starvation, his mind had concocted
this other-worldly message by means of an unknown, as-yet undiscovered cerebral reflex to
which this and similar near-death experiences owed their existence. Despite its superficial
appeal, this facile resolution left him skeptical in at least two respects: intellectually, it was little
more than a convenient, invented explanation fatally lacking any clinical supporting evidence,
and, although decidedly unscientific, he could not shake his strong visceral impression that he
had detected something emanating from outside himself. But, as always, able to identify no
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better solution, his analysis dead-ended in the same deductive cul-de-sac, leaving him with
nothing to embrace other than the hallucination hypothesis.
Separate from assessing the statement’s genesis, he often mulled its substantive
applicability to him. “A mediocre life.”

Was that a fair description of his years on Earth?

Well, according to whom? Certainly he had gained his colleagues’ respect by writing papers
illuminating previously unexposed nuances of existing theories. Admittedly, the body of his
professional work would, at best, merit no more than a single, short footnote in the future annals
of scientific historians—and only then if the chroniclers were keen to impress their own peers
with the depth of their obscure knowledge—but still, that was greater acclaim than the lion’s
share of his contemporaries would receive. Plus, he had taught numerous students, and, he liked
to think, had significantly influenced a number of them, although in truth none seemed destined
to make a mark any darker than his on the slate of human achievement.
On a broader perspective, he had lived a good, upstanding life. When the miseries of the
beleaguered and bereft intruded into his view, he entertained kind, sympathetic reflections on
their plight. He was intermittently moved to charitable activities, usually in the form of financial
donations but occasionally, when organized by someone else, manifested by time spent on a
community project. He made a conscious effort to be nice to the people who, according to
various social metrics, ranked beneath him. He carefully policed himself to be neither a
narcissist nor an egoist, despite occupying a position that gave him ample opportunities for both.
He had only rarely set out intentionally to harm another, and those few instances were generally
confined either to short-lived busts of arguably justified retaliation in response to ample
provocations or to professional vendettas against academics who, aspiring to exalt themselves at
his expense, had unfairly criticized his work.
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He showered all the customary, cooing compliments on the infants of his friends and,
with a smile whose forced quality was virtually indiscernible, good-naturedly tolerated both the
irritating antics of their ill-behaved toddlers and the tiresomely detailed accounts of their older
children’s achievements.
He tipped well despite poor service. Even when in a rush to reach his floor, he would try
to hold open an otherwise departing elevator rather than pretending not to notice the stranger
scurrying towards it. He supported and regularly visited his aging mother. He paid his taxes.
He kept the law. He liked dogs. He loved his wife.
Was that enough? Enough to exceed mediocre? Surely the reckoning of his life would
be richer than most people’s. By definition, then, it had to be more than mediocre. Excluding
humanitarian superstars who sacrificed everything for the service of others, Mother Teresas and
such, he should compare quite favorably with the remaining, everyday masses, but was that the
yardstick against which mediocrity was gauged? Or to measure up did you in fact have to
distribute all your possessions to the poor and trek off to dispense pharmaceuticals and solace
from a dirt-floored, third-world hut?
At this point in his ruminations, he would remind himself that his discontent with the
“mediocre” brand stamped by his near-death phantasm was at most an evolutionary adaptation
that enhanced his DNA’s chances for transmission to the next generation, perhaps because a
restless host would be motivated to strive for improvement. And yet, his thoughts again circled
back—in what ways was he to improve? What was the next step beyond mediocre? Since his
ultimate test for evaluating any organism’s development was the “survival of the fittest”
standard, the bottom-line question for him became: what alteration made in rebellion against the
psychologically unacceptable label of “mediocre” would make him fitter?
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Today, as usual, he had no idea. Seeking a form of closure, however contrived, he chided
himself for contemplating the significance of what was perhaps nothing more than a
meaningless, random spasm of his dying brain. But still, since escaping the flood, he found his
thoughts continually retraveling this same go-nowhere circuit, again and again.
He had not mentioned any of this to Claire. Not wishing to upset her, he had never told
her of his close drowning encounter and therefore could not share with her the judgment of
mediocrity it had pronounced on him. Upon his return that night, he had explained away his
sodden clothing as a by-product of helping Ira Cripes load his truck in the rain and had blamed
his bruises and cuts, most of which he managed to keep her from seeing, on a fall from wet
footing. He responded more forthrightly to her inquiry into what discovery had prompted Ira to
call him in the first place, honestly sharing his dismissive view that it was some odd geological
twist of rock that Ira had misread, which had then been washed away.
As for Ira—as events unfolded, what a life-altering impact that night had made on him!
After Roger had determined that neither of them was seriously hurt, he had waited out the rain,
driven Ira back to his truck and then followed him home to make sure he arrived safely, all with
virtually no additional conversation, and they had not spoken since. But upon Ira’s reappearance
at the university after a somewhat poorly-excused absence, scuttlebutt was that he had
transformed into a—to put it kindly—daft and deranged eccentric. Whether this was a
conscious, attention-getting display or simply the unaffected manifestation of a personality
implosion, Roger could not say, but Ira had attempted to parlay his collection of grainy pictures
into an all-out attack on conventional evolutionary doctrine, insisting that his proof turned the
last hundred years of Darwinian refinement on its ear. According to the accounts Roger had
heard, in his post-storm persona, Ira had begun preaching outright heresy to his entry level
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biology class, profaning that his recent discovery subverted well-accepted evolutionary dogma
by showing humans co-existing with dinosaurs. Humans co-existing with dinosaurs! It was
beyond Roger’s understanding how any rational, university-trained Ph.D., a man who for years
had made it his mission to seek fossil records confirming the gradual transformation of one
species into another, could defile his vocation and convert to spewing so much sacrilege, all on
the strength of an isolated paleontological anomaly that could not possibly support such a
ludicrous, irreverent conclusion and which, to boot, no longer existed.
Reaction had been swift. When news of Ira’s academic iniquity reached department chair
Piggy Herod, he assembled the tenured gray heads to conduct an intervention. Ambushing Ira en
masse, they first tried using compassion to exorcise the demon that had gripped him, treating him
like someone unwillingly corrupted by a temptation that had overwhelmed his most earnest
resistance. When this approach failed, they took a more censorious and surly tack, peppering
him with warnings of the well-deserved professional ridicule he would receive from others and,
in the process, helpfully previewing his fate by gratuitously including admirably illustrative
portions of their own derision and scorn.
All to no avail; Cripes was implacable, resolute and unrepentant. Professor Herod
propounded that the failure of Cripes’s lifelong, fruitless search for missing links, coupled with
recent tweaks to evolutionary theory that effectively ended his quest by negating the likelihood
of such fossilized traces, had rendered Cripes mentally unbalanced, or, as Herod had more
informally proclaimed at the height of his frustration with Cripes’s unregenerate intransigence,
“the ninny’s off his nut.” And although the University officially supported academic freedom of
expression, that permissive liberality was not meant to be extended to a faculty member who
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became positively unhinged, as Cripes’s colleagues ultimately declared him, which provided the
ostensible justification for the dismissal proceedings they commenced.
Strangely, Cripes made no effort to oppose his ouster, although he must have known that
a lawyer of even meager talents could have kicked up enough dust at least to stall, and perhaps
prevent, his discharge. Instead, Cripes voluntarily resigned his position, all the while making
nebulous rants that he would take his revelations to the common man. The latest report being
circulated had elicited from Roger a pitying wince: by adding a narrative and some graphics to
the pictures taken that night, Ira had made a DVD, which he was peddling on-line and at various
UFO, Loch Ness Monster and other paranormal conventions.
Sadly, Roger was uninvolved in any of these developments concerning Ira. The
misfortune was not that he was spared participation, which he was glad to avoid, but that the
reason for his exclusion was Claire’s deteriorating condition, which caused his caretaking to
consume all his time and attention. The collapse had come with shocking suddenness. For a
while, Claire had appeared to be holding her own—indeed, Roger had frequently fortified
himself with the favorable readings from Dr. Mondial’s tests—and then, one day, as he saw her
face etched in the morning sun, he intuitively read the subtle but inescapable news of her body’s
defeat, as if sometime during that prior night the disease had stormed and taken a strategic
biological stronghold and would now inevitably vanquish her. While he never expressly
formulated such thoughts even to himself, and although intellectually he could and did forge a
plausible contrary argument, from that moment a part of him he strove mightily not to
acknowledge knew that she would soon enough die.
Although neither stingy nor cheap, by nature Roger was obsessively frugal. He abhorred
wasting any asset or resource, and his unarticulated, dim awareness of Claire’s looming mortality
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had made the value of her limited remaining time skyrocket, so that not a second of it could be
squandered. He spent each available instant with her, drinking deeply, frantically, everything his
senses could observe about her, everything that, when the future had seemed abundant, he had
overlooked—things like how she grasped her fork, the way she filed her nails, how she
sometimes moved her lips when she read to herself, the sundry postures in which she held her
head depending on the level of her spirits, etc. He had identified four different kinds of laughs
and had correlated each with its respective frame of humorous mind. He had parsed the
variations of her coughs, sneezes, and yawns. Inscribed in his ears were her inflections for
expressing certain dispositions and temperaments, and he had taken careful note of her uniquely
individual turns of speech. Not willing to trust his own memory, he had started photographing
her every action, brushing aside her protests by saying that, after she recovered, the pictures from
this trying time would put in quelling perspective any arguments they might otherwise have over
minor matters as they spent their old age together. He even taped some of their conversations.
Although he left unpondered whether he would ever find the strength to replay them afterward, it
bolstered him to know that such records existed.
He did all of this because he never wanted, years later, to be unable to recount what her
cheeks looked like when she smiled, or where she parted her hair when she was hurrying, or how
she spoke to children or . . . or anything about her. He was tireless in his desperate, futile effort
not to let a single of her details slip into limbo, as if a complete compendium of observations
would somehow preserve her, despite his knowledge, not only of the hopelessness of his task,
but that, even if accomplished, it would not capture the essential, irreducible soul that he
treasured. But since cataloging Claire was the only response he had, he dedicated himself to it.
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Because he had become extraordinarily jealous and protective of their time together, he
reacted with uncharacteristic vehemence the single time Professor Herod had telephoned him for
information about Ira Cripes’s claimed discovery, to which Roger was rumored to be a witness.
“Look, Piggy,” he had snapped, “I’ve got more important things to do than talk about Ira Cripes’
dementia. Yeah, I saw the thing he photographed, and yeah, it looked just like what he said, but
it obviously couldn’t have been what it seemed to be. Geologists have a term for that—what is
it?—when two different strata, deposited in different periods, get folded together so that, at the
interface, they present the illusion of having coexisted when in fact they’re separated by epochs
or even eras. I’m guessing that’s what this was. But whatever, it was no more real than the
Abominable Snowman. Now look, I don’t mean to be rude, but I’ve already spent more time on
this call than this foolishness deserves, so please don’t contact me further about it. I’ve got my
hands full.”
He had not heard from Professor Herod again.
*

*

*

After warming the seats in the main reception area for upwards of an hour, Roger and
Claire were escorted into a more private, inner room whose chairs, apparently in similar thermal
need, required another thirty minutes of occupancy. From there, they were shunted through
various apparatus and laboratory stations, each with its own array of heat-deprived benches
demanding attention. Finally, after a long, draining run through the medical gauntlet, they found
themselves raising the temperature of the furniture in a largely empty consulting office, awaiting
Dr. Mondial.
Claire had been unusually quiet all day. Roger initially feared that her silence evidenced
a deeper decline, but he later concluded that she was simply pensive with what seemed to be
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deep and active introspection. She had met with affable rebuffs his several inquiries into her
thoughts, teasing that they would baffle him. For his part, he was content just to be with her,
free, at least temporarily, of concerns that she was fading further.
And so, given her reticence, it startled him when, shortly into their vigil for Dr. Mondial,
she abruptly turned to him and spoke.
“Roger, I’m worried about what’s going to happen to you.”
“Huh?” Roger replied, buying time to digest her comment and then, anxious and alarmed
that she was anticipating morbid events he did not want to consider, calculating how he might
change the subject. “Oh, you mean after I strangle the nurse who promised us ten minutes ago
that Doctor Mondial would be here in five? Have no fear!” he broadly instructed in a deepened,
play-acting voice, raising his open hand, palm forward, in a reassuring gesture of security. “I
guarantee that, after the delays we’ve been though, no jury would convict me. Besides, I think
this incessant waiting has, not surprisingly, driven me crazy, so I should have an ironclad
insanity defense. I’m sure you’ll oblige my lawyer with unimpeachably credible testimony that
I’ve had lunatic tendencies for years. And then if we can just get a couple of former hospital
patients on the jury, they’ll not only acquit me but probably give me a medal.”
He stopped, hoping she’d take the bait and razz him as unstable. Instead, she returned,
undetoured, to her original theme.
“Don’t worry,” she persisted, matter-of-factly penetrating and sidestepping his attempted
diversion, “I wasn’t going to get into what your life as a widower will be like, or spur you to
remarry or date or have fun, or anything like that. Here’s the thing,” she prefaced, slowing her
speech, her brow knotted with concentration as she focused on an indistinct point in space
somewhere above his right shoulder, as if she were struggling to read a distant script. “I’m not
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really sure how to explain this or how to build up to it. Well, here goes.” She took a readying
breath. “Umm, you and I missed an important aspect, the most important aspect, of life. It’s an
aspect that my illness helped me start to appreciate.” She paused, chewing the inside of her
cheek and squinting in apparent intensification of her search for the right words.
Although mystified by what she meant, Roger felt relieved that she was looking back
rather than ahead. “Well, Claire,” he delicately prodded when enough time had passed that she
seemed to be stymied in her hunt for the elusive next sentence. “I can’t say that I have the
remotest idea what you’re talking about, but . . . ”
“Well,” she interrupted, snapping her gaze decisively back to eye level and resuming her
plain-spoken mode. “The problem is that no matter how I say it, it sounds corny and trite—the
kind of thing that smarty pants like you and your friends automatically laugh at—but I think
that’s because some corny and trite things are so universal and true that they embarrass people
who want to be fashionably different. Oh, not that I’m accusing you of philosophical faddism
Roger,” she hastily added, her frustration evident as she looked down, compressed her lips and
shook her head against the temptation to diffuse her own apprehension and awkwardness by
sportively goading him. “Although, truth be told,” she added, again matter-of-factly, eyebrows
raised, rocking left and right in assessment. “No, no, no, never mind that,” she crossly
exclaimed, overruling her own second thought. “The best thing is just to be out with it, so here
goes.”
Roger, who had never known Claire to be tongue tied in the least, was amazed at the
knots she had twisted herself into, and he was quite entertained to watch her transition so rapidly
through the mercurial moods he had just witnessed. Sensing, however, the high importance she
attached to communicating this apparently difficult message, he suppressed his amusement.
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“Well, sure, Claire,” he softly said as he reached out to give her hand an encouraging
squeeze, “just go ahead and don’t worry about it.”
“Thanks,” she said, flashing a quick, grateful smile into his eyes and taking another deep
breath. “Well, don’t accuse me of sounding like a Hallmark Card, but you and I goofed when we
answered the basic question. Yes, Roger,” she nodded in response to his quizzical look, “there is
a single basic question,” she reiterated with the placidly insistent, sing-song cadence of a teacher
gently correcting a student caught in an elementary error. “There’re a million ways to ask it, but
it all comes to the same thing, and brace yourself, because all of them are corny and trite. Like
for example, mmm, let’s see, ok, here’s one—is there a meaning to our lives beyond what we
ourselves would embellish? Or how about this one—is there an intended purpose to our
existence? Are we more than flesh and bone? Or, as one of your egghead friends might put it,
do good and evil exist as objective states, independent of human perception? But what it all
boils down to is this—is there God?”
As she spoke, Roger felt his spirit drain away and a crushing, cold emptiness take its
place. His wife, this wonderful woman who’d always had such clear, stark, courageous,
unflinching, honest vision, had been reduced, by the death sentence of her disease, to consider
ingesting the brain-numbing opiate of faith. Saddened beyond expression to see her so debased,
his eyes pooled with tears that he silently battled to keep from spilling.
“Oh Roger,” Claire laughed, her sprightly tone returning for the first time in recent
memory as she gave his chest a debunking swat. “You’re so predictable! I knew you’d react
that way! Now that the cat’s out, let’s talk about it. You’ll find that I’m not the straw-grasping,
dunderheaded nincompoop you seem to think I’ve become.”
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“You know, when we first met,” she continued, slipping into her casually gabby style and
slightly grinning in response to Roger’s now-astonished look, “I did have a vague belief in God.
I mean, if you had asked me—which you never did, by the way—I’d have said that there
probably was a God but that I didn’t really know anything about Him. I certainly lived my daily
life with only the rarest conscious thought of Him, even though I sort of assumed He existed
somewhere out there. And, I know this sounds pretty shallow and naive, but I suppose if pressed
further, I’d have said that, after you die, if you’d been a generally decent person, then you woke
up in a, you know, in a shiny, white room, where a kindly attendant would help you transition
into heaven and walk you out to meet God, or something like that.”
Although she was speaking rapidly with the lately rare, free-wheeling stream of
consciousness that Roger otherwise found so comforting, he was shattered by what he diagnosed
as mental degradation wrought by the sickness and its accompanying fear. “Claire,” he injected
somberly, eyes downcast, “of course all of us, in our youth, were shaped, perhaps even
indoctrinated, by the prior generation’s ideological and cultural precepts, both valid and invalid,
and of course”—and here he hesitated, warily running the tip of his tongue between his lips,
hoping that he could return Claire to a mature mindset without offensively suggesting that she
was succumbing to a delusional regression into a second childhood—“it’s natural in times of
great stress to summon the consoling beliefs and tales of our juvenile years, but . . . ”
“Oh lighten up, Roger,” she genially scolded. “This isn’t a science project. I’m talking
about real life here. Anyway, the point is, I just had a fuzzy belief, sort of by osmosis, that there
was a God somewhere out there, but I never seriously explored that belief. I guess I thought in
the back of my head that, as I got older—which, at the time, I couldn’t really conceive would
ever happen—I’d somehow get wiser about spiritual things, or that maybe God would somehow
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introduce himself to me, or send me a sign, or something like that. So, instead of having much
faith in God, I had more faith that in the future I’d find a basis to have real faith in Him.
By now, Roger’s earlier anguish was well on the way to being replaced by exhaustion
and confusion from trying to keep up with Claire’s dancing narrative. “Ah, Claire,” he ventured,
with a puzzled frown.
“Roger, just listen,” she enduringly instructed, leaning almost imperceptibly forward,
lifting her eyes and lightly raising her palms for emphasis. “This isn’t the way I envisioned
telling you about this, I admit, but it just seems to be the way it’s going.”
Characteristically obedient, he grudgingly invited her to proceed by cocking
one brow and rolling his left hand forward, a dour look clouding his features.
“As time went by, though, my thinking on the subject got sidetracked. What happened
was that I found myself spending my time with you and your poindexter friends. You were all
such intellectual crusaders, so dedicated to spreading the teachings of the professors you revered,
so relentlessly devoted to expanding their theories to all aspects of life, gauging everything,
without really considering whether it fit or not, by your mentors’ scientific doctrines. How
politely and passionately intolerant you were of any idea or possibility that didn’t make it past
the pre-set rules you’d been given to filter everything through! And when it came to God, you
were brilliant at demonstrating how faith in Him was an emotional crutch smashed to splinters
by modern thinking and how religious beliefs were proven false by the logical absurdities they
led to.
“Do you remember our junior year in college, the night that you and I and your
roommate—what was his name, Ashton?”
“Asher,” Roger corrected.
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“Asher, right, the night we sat up and you kept ‘disabusing’ him, as you said at the time,
of what you called his ‘quaint theistic convictions’? How you showed him again and again that a
god with all the wonderful qualities Asher posited would never allow a world such as this to
exist, with all the misery and pain in it? And then you took it a step further, showing that the
common conception of god is irrational because that god ends up committing all the sins he
condemns us for, like not feeding the poor, not protecting the weak, damning people to hell
rather than forgiving them, allowing the innocent to suffer, things like that? And how if there
were a god who wanted us to live a certain way, then he’d make his presence and his will
explicitly, unmistakably evident, so that there’d be no doubt we’d get the message? And how
science was able to explain existence and life without the need to invent a creator? And how the
Bible was full of contradictions? Remember all that?”
“More or less, I guess,” Roger conceded with a shrug.
“And of course, it was all so enlightened and heroic and chic to think of yourself as
casting aside the figments of the past, cozy as they might be, so romantic to picture yourself
standing independently on your own two feet, shaking your fist defiantly, insisting that God
measure up to logic and reason, and brave enough to face a world without Him when He
didn’t—well, the temptation to convert to your way of thinking was irresistible to me.
“So, as I got older, whenever I’d think about the possibility of God’s existence, I could
always find some irregularity in that prospect that my brain couldn’t square, some inconsistency
that wouldn’t reconcile, some aspect that didn’t make sense—all of which spelled defeat for any
form of faith.
“I know what you’re telling yourself—that my failing state made me vulnerable to the
agreeable old myths and maybe even hopeful for a miraculous cure, but that’s not what
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happened. You’ll be proud to know, I was convinced that I was going headlong into
nothingness, and, weird as it might sound, that part didn't really scare me all that much. No, the
thing that got me thinking was something your old student, Jim Turner, said at that party we
went to just after I was diagnosed—if you can call that lame assemblage of socially challenged
misfits and geeks from the University’s various science departments a party,” she added, slowing
to see if her mild jab would dispel his gathering scowl and hurriedly resuming when she saw it
had not. “You remember, we decided to go as a way of thumbing our nose against my illness, to
show that it wasn’t going to defeat us? Well, at one point, I was pretty desperate to find
someone I could have a halfway normal conversation with, so I went up to Jim, because he was
one of the few people in that group that I actually enjoyed talking to. He was in the middle of a
discussion with some physics grad students about the big bang—you know, the theory that the
whole universe came into existence in a single, explosive event?
“Yes, I think I’ve heard of it,” he replied with exaggerated sarcasm, his brow wrinkled
with growing dissatisfaction.
“Ok, ok,” she chuckled, “just wanted to make sure you were keeping up. Anyway, his
point, which the other two didn’t seem to be buying, was that the way the entire universe
suddenly appeared out of nowhere was consistent with the Biblical account that it had been
willed into existence, created out of nothing, by God. You remember how you used to say that
Jim was so up-front about expressing his religious views? Well, in the course of listening to
their discussion—hey, it was better than hearing Piggy Herod, the king of the comb-overs, drone
on about his ten year study of newt migration—I learned something that stuck with me. I don’t
know if Jim or one of the other students said it, but anyway, the important point was that this big
bang didn’t just spew out all the matter and energy in the universe, but that it caused time itself
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to come into being. Time itself, Roger! The more I thought about it, the stranger it seemed.
Before the big bang, time didn’t exist. But then, if time didn’t exist, the idea of something
happening before the big bang doesn’t make sense, because without time, there wouldn’t have
been any such thing as ‘before.’ So there was a time when there was no time, but there couldn’t
really be such a time as that because there would have been no such a time for there to be no
time in. I mean, it makes your head swim.
“Well, it made me realize—if something was responsible for the big bang, then that
thing, whatever it was, existed outside of time, apart from time, because until the instant of the
big bang, there was no time. I tried to imagine what it would be like to exist outside of time, but,
of course, I found that was impossible for a human being to do. Try it—even thinking about it is
self-defeating, because the act of thinking involves putting ideas together in a certain order, and
doing that requires that each idea be assigned a separate place in time. We can’t envision
existence apart from the passage of events, or at least a passage of consciousness, and for there to
be a passage, for there to be a succession, there has to be time. It made me recognize something
really important—if there is an intelligence, or a force, or a power lurking outside of time that
caused the big bang, then its attributes would be absolutely incomprehensible to us. It would
exist beyond nature, in a timeless, spaceless realm our human brains simply aren’t wired to
understand in the slightest. It would be infinitely more foreign to us than the strangest, most
bizarre microbe in the remotest, most distant corner of our universe.
“So I started to appreciate how ridiculous it was to expect this intelligence or power, this
supernatural force—yes,” she lectured patiently, head nodding, brows raised, “don’t scrunch up
your face like that. Whatever produced the big bang comes from outside time and space, so it
exists beyond nature and therefore, by definition, is supernatural. Anyway, it occurred to me
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how ludicrous it was for us to insist that this supernatural force explain or justify or reduce itself
in a way that fits our cerebral molds. Our four-dimensional mentality could never begin to
comprehend the scope, the make-up, the essence of such a supernatural power. A blade of grass
in the backyard would have a better chance of understanding what it is to be a human being than
you would to understand this supernatural force.
“Given all of that, I saw that it was nonsense to criticize or dismiss this supernatural
force, or God, if you will—don’t roll your eyes!—for surpassing the grasp of our logic and
reason. This God thing would be way too big, in ways we can’t even conceive, to fit in the
narrow box of what makes sense to us. So all those years, I’d been using the wrong test. The
fact that the traditional concept of God raised questions I couldn’t completely answer by rational
processes means nothing! It means nothing, Roger! You can’t draw any reliable conclusions
from the unanswerable questions, because you can’t expect this supernatural power to be fully
apprehendable by our limited faculties, any more than you’d expect to be able to use a yardstick
to weigh yourself or a bathroom scale to measure off a mile. It’s like a computer program you
don’t have the software for—it shows up as a bunch of squiggles. You can’t tell whether the
program is no good or whether the problem is that you just can’t run it. And anyway, if you
think about the traditional qualities God is supposed to have—infinite, eternal, all powerful, all
knowing, omnipresent, aware of every thought of every person every second of every day, all
that stuff—well, how could a god that we could fully get our puny minds around possibly do all
that? Really, think how ungodly a god would be who was tiny enough for us to fathom
completely!”
The more she progressed through this eruption of ideas, the more angry at herself she
became. She had planned this speech for a long time, carefully considering how best to approach
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it, how she would build her argument from point to point with a clear, dispassionate chain of
analytical links, meticulously rehearsing what she would say, and yet, when the moment was
upon her, she had blanked, exuding a gush that haphazardly jumbled her practiced phrases with
other, she was sure inapt, spontaneous expressions. It was exactly the kind of scatterbrained,
colloquial, sophomoric, pop-philosophical, fortune-cookie presentation that Roger would
automatically distrust—in fact, that would make him shudder and cringe—regardless of his
reaction to its content. And as she spoke, she saw that the message she had been so feverish to
impart had not penetrated, for the longer she talked, the deeper Roger’s countenance had
contorted into a twisted mixture of disdain and distress.
“Claire,” he replied after a long pause, staring downward, shoulders slumped, the outside
corners of his eyes tightening with incredulity, breathing through his barely open mouth, “it’s not
your fault because you’re not yourself—who could be?—but this is absolute, utter . . .” and here
he hesitated, searching for a milder alternative to the word in his head. “Manure,” he concluded,
speaking in a tender tone that antithetically clashed with the imagery he’d chosen. “I’m, I’m
sorry, but it’s just, it’s just, I don’t know how else to describe it.
“Claire,” he condoled, taking her hand and looking up at her, his eyes moist, “don’t you
think I wish I had a magic lamp with a genie who would make all of this go away? Who would
make you better with a snap of his fingers? But there’s no point wishing for that, Claire, because
it’s not real. We have to focus on what’s real. We have to focus on getting the best possible care
that science can provide. That’s how we’re going to beat this thing, Claire. That’s the only way.
I don’t blame you, Claire,” he went on, his voice ragged with emotion as he rhythmically pulsed
her hand in tandem with his phrasing, “not at all, not for one minute, for wanting a miraculous
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cure, for wanting it so badly that you start to believe it, but you have to resist those temptations.
You deserve better than that.”
She looked at him, smiling softly, her eyes brimming, her heart filled with compassion
for this loveably, selectively obtuse man. “Roger,” she said, gently cupping his cheek, “it’s so
like you to say that, but I wasn’t thinking at all about myself or my future. I was thinking of you,
Roger, because you’re trapped in the mental dead end that I’ve managed to escape.”
“Claire . . .”
“Hush,” she quieted him, laying her fingers lightly against his lips. “Let me just ask you
to think about one thing, and then we won’t talk any more about this for now. Here it is. If you
approach the question by assuming at the outset that the supernatural cannot exist, then, if you’re
wrong about that, how can all your subsequent logic and reasoning, your scientific method, ever
lead you to discover your mistake?”
Their privacy was suddenly disrupted by a restrained knock, which they both knew would
be followed a microsecond later by Dr. Mondial throwing open the door and stepping into the
room, busy and blustery. As usual, Roger took a moment to marvel that the superintendents of
an institution whose visitors were routinely, without compunction, subjected to the most extreme
forms of embarrassing exposure would have developed the quirky, ironic habit of discretely
rapping before-the-fact. That the gesture was purely symbolic was confirmed by the almost
immeasurably short time between the knock and the entrance, which gave the startled patient no
time at all to discontinue whatever shameful act the knock implied might be underway. Today
he found himself absently theorizing that the practice had developed as a means of awakening
those who, lulled senseless by their interminable wait, had fallen asleep, but he immediately
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abandoned that idea because the knock seemed too subdued to penetrate the deep-seated daze
such tedium would bring.
It was odd, he observed to himself in passing, the pedestrian, inconsequential things upon
which the mind sometimes fixed just as its owner approached a life-altering brink.
He was terrified today’s tests would confirm his suppressed fear that the treatments—his
sole surviving bulwark against the siege of inevitability—had proven ineffectual and would be
terminated.
“Good afternoon, Claire, Roger,” Dr. Mondial said with his customary friendly
professionalism as he extended his hand to each for a perfunctory shake and sat opposite them.
Roger squinted at the physician as if studying a specimen through a glass, trying to read from his
expression the tenor of the news, but his impenetrable stone-face gave up nothing as he flipped
quickly among the papers on his clipboard.
Roger’s nervous anticipation of the announcement the next few minutes would bring had
vaulted several phyla above the level of butterflies, all the way up the animal kingdom to a troop
of small, frantic mammals with sharp, scuttering claws that seemed to have taken residence in his
belly, chasing each other’s tails around and around, shredding his stomach to mush. His blood
was pounding with such ferocity that his exhaled breath came in short spasms punctuated by
each body-rocking heartbeat. Surely, thought Roger, wanting to grab Dr. Mondial and squeeze
the information from him, surely he’s not seeing the test results cold, for the first time, sitting
here in front of us. Surely he would have the decency to study them and make his evaluation
before coming in. Surely he’s not going to make us sit here and squirm while we watch him
digest the data before our eyes. So that must mean, Roger’s racing, panicked reasoning
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concluded, that he’s using the papers as a prop, to delay having to give us the outcomes, which
can only mean that they must be bad.
Dr. Mondial abruptly placed his clipboard edgewise across his lap, resting its bottom
against the side of the desk, and bent forward, hands clasped on the tabletop. “Well,” he said
flatly, glancing alternatively between them, “the good news is that I’m not ready to give up on
the therapy, but some of these numbers have slipped a bit in the wrong direction. There are,”
and at this point, his eyes drifted up to the wall behind them, as if he were speaking in a lecture
hall, “several possible explanations for that. It could just be a temporary side effect from some
of your other medications, which would be fine. Or, it could mean that our initial positive results
were anomalous and unsustainable. Frankly, there’s no way to tell at this stage. So,” he
summarized, returning his gaze to Claire and Roger, “I think we just carry on with the program,
monitor the progress and reassess where we are in two weeks. Questions?”
Despite his underlying intuition that Claire had already succumbed to the disease, Roger
felt the agony evaporate from his chest. In an instant, his liquefied insides coalesced into a calm,
exhausted repose, and his breathing became regular. It was so much better than Roger had
dreaded! There remained an objective, scientific basis to be hopeful! Nothing yet had to change
in their lives! He could continue encouraging Claire with the prospect of success, could continue
to treat her, speak to her, conceive of and relate to her as someone who was in recovery, as
someone who still had a future. The announcement extended Roger’s lease on a status quo that,
in contrast to the eviction he had feared into black despair, was radiant bliss. His was so
rapturous with relief that he was unwilling to probe Dr. Mondial further, worried that any
addendum might shatter the fragile shield the reassuring words had raised.
Claire had no such reservations.
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“Doctor Mondial,” she began, slouching toward him with one elbow resting on his desk
and speaking with a vocationally indelicate brusqueness, in the same no-nonsense, cut-through-it
tone that a frustrated homeowner would use to shake an accurate completion date from a
remodeling contractor, “listen. Just give us the straight deal. Do you think this is working or
not? The treatments aren’t a picnic, and, personally, it doesn’t feel to me that I’m getting any
better. I don’t want to hear bad news, but I’d rather leave here with a realistic view than a false
hope. So what’s the bottom line?”
For Roger, who had not foreseen that Claire would push the pendulum of his temper, now
that it had swung so soothingly into the tranquil range, back into the torment zone, the oscillating
torture was intense. “Claire, Claire,” he burst, “Doctor Mondial has told us all he can. We’re
basically in the same boat we’ve been in, and won’t know more until the next set of results.
So . . . .”
“Claire, look,” Dr. Mondial interrupted, adopting the same unvarnished manner she had
used, yet with a sympathetic undercurrent. “I wish, believe me, I wish that I could tell you
something definite, but I just don’t know. It’s true that the decline in certain of the readings is
not good, but I just can’t tell what that means at this stage.” He briefly hung his head and slid his
clipboard forward from his lap, using his forearms to push it up and over the edge of the desk so
that it lay flat on the tabletop as he leaned closer to her. “I’m sorry, Claire,” he said, meeting her
eyes, “that the procedures are unpleasant. I know they are, but I can’t change that. All I can tell
you for sure is that we have nothing else for you. And that if my wife or daughter were in the
identical situation, I’d advise exactly the same thing.”
To Dr. Mondial’s credit, he did not try to fill the weighty pause that followed with an
expeditious exit line to pave the way for a quick withdrawal. Nor did he press for finality by
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asking again if they had any more questions. Instead, he sat with them in an extended silence
that Claire finally broke by saying in a dull voice, “Ok. I’ll go another two weeks.”
“Well of course Claire, of course,” burbled Roger. “There was never any question about
it, was there? It’s the only rational choice, the only choice that makes any sense,” he exhorted,
immensely appeased by the outcome but amazed to recognize belatedly that the lengthy delay in
Claire’s answer reflected a real internal debate on her part whether to soldier on.
“All right then,” Dr. Mondial responded as he pushed away from the desk, reaching in his
pocket for his pen. “I’ll have my staff schedule another series, along with a follow-up
consultation.”
“Thank you, Doctor Mondial, thank you so much,” Roger replied, his emotional
decompression evident as he rose and then stooped to embrace Claire lightly over the top of her
left shoulder and under her right elbow, gingerly easing her onto her feet. “We’re so grateful to
you for all your help and concern. It’s a source of great comfort.”
“Damn,” muttered Dr. Mondial distractedly, half aloud, half under his breath, as he
worked his hand to make notes on Claire’s chart. “You ever notice how these ball points are
always dry of ink when you first pick them up, and then, when you scribble a little back and
forth to get them going, they start writing at the worst possible moment, usually in a big glob, so
that you end up smudging whatever you’re working on? I get that every time. Why can’t they
make a pen that works?”
“Hmm,” Roger said, pushing against a door that opened inward. “Funny. I don’t think
that’s ever happened to me.”
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Chapter 11
“Welcome back to The Para Factor, broadcasting from the murky edge between reality as
we think we know it and the dark frontier of what lies beyond—that great, unexplored land filled
with things that go bump in the night. I’m your radio guide, Lew Larr, inviting you to travel
with us as we step outside the walls of our preconceptions to probe the endless possibilities in a
place we like to call the uber-zone. The voyage is always unpredictable but never uneventful.
We may stop off at the Bermuda Triangle, sojourn in Area 51, visit with a ghost hunter, learn the
latest about alien abductions, consult with Nostradamus or séance with the departed who have
crossed over.”
The deep, unctuous voice flowed soothingly and seamlessly, a reassuring verbal beacon
of stability piercing the after-midnight airwaves from coast to coast, juxtaposing ironically
against the enumerated fringe-and-flake topics that the host deftly varied with each successive
sign-on and recited with the same level of normalcy with which one would read a shopping list.
At 3:30 in the morning, the types of people tuning into AM radio are something less than
a representative cross section of the country as a whole. To begin with, the only reason for
listening to AM at all, day or night, is to hear either news, weather, traffic, sports or talk. As far
as the news goes, although 3:30 in the morning here may be prime news-making time elsewhere,
most people are content to receive a delayed report in their own locale on a more civilized
schedule, and the status of witching-hour weather and traffic holds no interest for anyone. And
with the exception of live Olympic coverage or World Cup action every four years, there are no
major pre-dawn athletic events. All of which leave the late-night airwaves wide open for the
only remaining AM format: talk shows.
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The demographically driven weekday talk jocks focus on topics of interest to the largest
possible audience, which generally boil down to call-ins on politics and sports. In contrast, the
graveyard shift targets a much more exotic, unorthodox minority, apparently under the theory
that these children-of-the-night listeners would prefer to discuss ghouls rather than Gehrig, favor
Roswell over Ruth, and opt for Bigfoot over the Beltway. The resulting conversations run the
gamut from provocative, interesting, ridiculous, sadly pathetic and just plain weird.
“Let’s go right to the phones,” the mellifluous throat purred into the inky night. “Jack in
Duluth, welcome to The Para Factor.”
“Hey Lew,” hailed a first-timer with folksy familiarity. “Love the show.”
“No more so than I love doing it, my friend, I guaranty you,” resonated the unaffectedly
sincere reply. “And because it definitely takes two to perform our para-tango, it is I who need to
compliment you for making this possible. And now, where will you lead us tonight?”
“Well, I was listening to the show yesterday with the guest, uh, I forget her name, but the
one who was talking about how to see those invisible shadow people that’re all around us,” the
caller mundanely explained.
“Ah yes,” came the reverberant confirmation, “Meg Andross, a director of The Beyond
Group, speaking about her new book Portal to the Shadowland.”
“Yeah, yeah, that’s the one. Well, a lot of what she said made sense to me, you know,
about the afterlife being, you know, here around us but just shifted into a little higher level so we
can’t see it, you know, I think that was her point . . . ”
“Yes, quite close to that,” the response echoed back. “Her theory is that we are
surrounded by, or, pardon me, we actually coexist in the same space with multiple dimensions
that all vibrate on slightly different wavelengths, or what she calls harmonics, and that existence
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is just a passage from one to the next, so that what we think of as death is simply our birth into
the next adjoining dimension, and so on, just as our birth here was the step after our death in the
previous dimension. She believes that all of us progress through a series of dimensions in an
ascending sequence and that with each transition to the next level we evolve to become more
purified and refined beings.”
“Right,” seconded the caller with an uncertainty that betrayed more faith in the theory
than an understanding of it. “Well, anyway, tonight I was meditating like she said to try to open
the window, you know to see the next dimension . . . ”
“Yes,” the host elaborated, “what Meg calls the portal, the single, shared point of
common oscillation that connects the two adjoining dimensions, which she claims corresponds to
a specific musical note. The idea is that, if, during deep meditation, you properly intone that
note, like the ‘ommmm’ meditation of the Hindus, your body will enter into sympathetic
vibration with the point of common oscillation, which then opens up the interface or portal, if
you will, so you can look through and view the inhabitants—she calls them shadow people—of
that adjacent dimension. When you do that, what you are really seeing is people who have either
recently died or who are about to be born, depending on whether you are looking forwards or
backwards down the dimensional continuum.”
“Right, yes, exactly,” the caller agreed, clearly content to trust that someone else could
ostensibly expound the technical details but resolutely uninterested in comprehending or
evaluating them himself. “Anyway, I meditated for about two hours straight and got nowhere,
but then, just as I was about to quit, I saw, and I guess this shows that I’m not cut out for the big
time, you know, but instead of the shadow people,” and here he injected a self-deprecating
guffaw, “wouldn’t you know, I saw a shadow mouse, you know, just running across the floor,
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and then right behind a shadow cat chasing after it, and then they both disappeared into the
wall.”
“Ah! Shadow Tom and Shadow Jerry, no doubt!” Lew Larr exclaimed with a rumble of
wonder and a good-natured chuckle. “Well, my friend, I think you’re being overly modest.
From what I’ve been told, reaching such a state on an initial meditation is an admirable
accomplishment. I congratulate you on your achievement.”
“Thanks,” the caller beamed, basking in the unquestioning recognition. “Just wanted to
let you know that it looks like animals also go between the dimensions.”
“Thank you, Jack. Folks, as I’ve said before,” the host reminded his audience with an
added measure of solemnity, “in many ways, when it comes to cosmic sensitivity, the animals
have it over us. Mark my words, there may be more true wisdom in a sheep than in Socrates.
Jill from Lufkin, welcome to The Para Factor.”
“Hi, Lew. Great show,” the speaker squawked with the good humor of a daffy, fogheaded, indiscriminately big-hearted middle-aged woman, the kind who, with credulous,
Pickwickian affection, bakes pies for undeserving neighbors. “You know, this isn’t why I called,
but that last fella made me think, I wonder if the shadow people have something to do with crop
circles, because it seems like they could somehow be involved, maybe through this porthole
thing. Anyway, maybe you could ask Meg about that the next time she comes on . . . ”
“I will indeed,” came the booming assurance.
“Anyway, my real point that is bothering me is the way the government is keeping us
from finding out about astral projection—you know, you just never really hear about it except on
places like your show—and I was wondering why that is, and it seems to me that it must be the
oil companies putting pressure on the government to keep the word from getting out. Because if
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we could just transport ourselves wherever we wanted to go, well then we wouldn’t need to drive
there, would we? So that wouldn’t be good for the oil companies at all, which is why I think that
they’re pressuring, not just our government, but all the governments, to keep us from figuring out
how to do it. I mean, it makes sense, don’t you think?” she concluded, her ending inflection so
guilelessly ascending upward that the listeners could easily picture the inquisitively crinkling
corners of her eyes and quizzical tilt of her head.
“Jill, thank you for your insight,” the host smoothly piped. “And yes, clearly, if I could
astral project myself to the movies, I wouldn’t drive there, assuming, of course, that I didn’t have
to valet park my aura. Just kidding, just kidding. A little para-jest in which we are want to
engage on this show from time to time. Seriously, we’ve had several broadcasts on astral
projection, but in none of them did the question of censorship by the oil lobby come up. I will
make a note to raise this the next time we schedule an astral projection guest. We have time for
one more open line call. Michael from Buffalo, welcome to The Para Factor.”
A stark, robotically zealous voice railed away. “I’ve given this warning before, and I’m
warning you and your listeners again. The Nephiliminatus is not what he seems. He is the living
embodiment of Antichrist. He is here among us today. He makes no effort to hide himself. All
the signs of the end of days are manifesting. They are easy to see. His arrival is the final piece.
All the ancient texts point to the same thing—the Chinese prophecies, the Tibetan, even the
Chaldean and Mayan writings, all predict that the end of days is upon us. And with the
appearance of the Nephiliminatus, everything is in place.”
“Well,” the host blandly recounted, “Michael, who indeed has called before, refers to the
Nephiliminatus, the name used by a self-professed prophet and world teacher, who some critics
contend is the Antichrist. I have never tried to interview him, for a very simple reason—if his
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claims are not valid, I want no business with him, and if his critics’ claims are valid, then I most
certainly want no business with him. Over the past few years we have heard from several
experts in this field, and they have expressed wildly differing views about the Nephiliminatus, so
the jury is still very much out on him. Perhaps we can do a follow-up show in the near future.
“Moving on to the scheduled portion of our broadcast, tonight we have a very special and
educated guest, Doctor Iracripeas, a highly trained scientist, who claims to have photographic
proof that people lived at the same time as the dinosaurs, which he says refutes all the accepted
notions about the evolution of humanity. Oh, I’m sorry!” he exclaimed after a short pause. “I’ve
misread our guest’s name. It’s Doctor Ira Cripes, not Doctor Iracripeas. Doctor Cripes, please
accept my apologies for the mispronunciation. On my sheet, both your names ran together
without a space, so I thought the whole thing was your last name. Welcome to The Para Factor.
How are you this evening, or should I say morning, sir?”
*

*

*

Since the storm, Ira’s life had not played out as he had foreseen that rainy night when he
triumphantly called Roger down to the dig. After unearthing something so remarkable,
something that, regardless what it truly meant, he believed would launch him into the academic
stratosphere he so hungered to inhabit, only to have it destroyed before his eyes a few hours
later—well, it was such an unforgivably unkind taunt and tease, such an unfair, unfeeling baiting
and belittling, that his mind, overcome with the pout of it all, shut down everything but the most
basic functions. For two weeks, he mechanically performed only the elementary actions of daily
life—principally rising and entry level grooming—but anything more ambitious, such as
conversing, working or even thinking, was well beyond his catatonia.
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His wife, whose affections he had long ago extinguished, was compelled by financial
pragmatism to call the University and report him unable to hold class due to a vague yet, she
obliquely hinted, potentially sinister illness. She knew, though, as days passed without his
improvement, that he was reaching the end of the grace period for other professors to carry his
load and that the University would soon insist on a more definite diagnosis and a more
permanent solution. Still, all her vigorous efforts to shake Ira from his daze or even to pry from
him the cause of his malaise were unavailing. And then, quite abruptly, a day after she
abandoned her self-interested attempts to roust him back to reality, Ira emerged from his walking
coma.
It is difficult to say and impossible to prove why Ira awoke. Some might theorize that the
cessation of his wife’s nagging exhortations, which, although mercenarily motivated, had
become his only external connection, had coaxed his mind, craving some contact, into a more
communal light. Others might speculate that his off-line brain, stuck in a solipsistic idle, had
worked through the psychological traumas of a life stunted by bitterness and disappointment, of
which the night of the storm was the crowning, indignant glory. But the most likely explanation
is that he just got so fed up being an invisible also-ran that he decided to step out and make his
mark—some mark, any mark; at this point, it didn’t matter what it was, even if only a greasy
smear, with fame and infamy equally acceptable means of self-expression.
Whatever the reason, he returned from his mental sojourn, not really a different man, and
not really on a different mission, but instead with a different means of feeding his successstarved soul. His initial plan was to publicize the theory he had originally announced to Roger
on the telephone that soggy evening: he would promote his photographs as evidence of an
intermediate form between modern humans and a more ape-like primate, or, as he had
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envisioned the press would describe it (much to the delight of the vast army of enraptured lay
readers he was certain would thrill to the term), the long awaited discovery of the missing link—
the beast that would definitively dispatch all the Darwin Doubting Thomases. So intent was he
on somehow capitalizing on the startling find, irrespective of what it really was, that he adopted
this hypothesis despite its numerous, fatal inconsistencies with well-accepted science on
countless fronts (for example, humanity’s evolutionary forebears could never have inhabited
North America, and the last T. rex expired nearly sixty million years before the first known
hominids appeared), to say nothing of the wholesale uprooting his conclusions would require of
the widely acknowledged family tree of mankind’s ancestry that mapped the developmental
branches between unassailably genuine primate fossils. Entertaining the idea that this thing
could be a missing link required a greater suspension of disbelief than postulating a thriving
colony of mermaids in the Mississippi.
Still, his desire to exploit the photographs was so great that he blinded himself to these
obvious obstacles, and it was only his closer inspection of the images that forced him to reassess.
After subjecting them to every conceivable computerized manipulation—examining and reexamining, enhancing, filtering, shading, expanding, flipping, rotating, three-dimensionalizing,
superimposing, etc.—he could detect not even a glimmer of the slightest difference between the
pictured skull and a modern one. Rather than representing an evolutionary way station, this
thing, whatever it was, had fully arrived at the Homo sapiens terminal, albeit sixty-five million
years too soon. Ira could hardly advance his missing link theory if it was at odds with his
snapshots, which, in the absence of the actual bones, were the only clinical evidence he had. Redemoralized by this second spirit-shattering blow, he was forced to admit that his career
ambition of excavating an intermediary pre-human still remained unsatisfied.
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But rather than causing him to sink back into his prior catalepsy, the disappointment from
this last defeat rerouted itself to inflame Ira’s long-smoldering rage and resentment. His mind
obsessed over the injustice he’d suffered, whipping up his passions until he fumed at the callous
victimization and ignominy of it: the tangible answer to his prayers had dropped suddenly in his
lap in the form of the lotto-winning fossil, only to be obliterated equally suddenly; and then later,
through the photographs, his missing-link holy grail had reappeared, only to vanish once again
when his tests failed to distinguish the skull from a contemporary specimen, and in each instance
the tantalizing apparition had lingered just long enough for him to start savoring the fulfillment
of his life’s dream, just for one sublime moment, just enough to taste the transcendent joy that
would thereafter elude him forever. These distresses so reinforced his self-pitying image as the
perpetual, clownish patsy of a cruel cosmic jokester, always comically straining for the
unattainable prize that was always jerked away at the last instant by an unseen spectral tormenter
who then doubled over, he imagined, with sadistic laughter, that Ira’s psyche, which had long
been twisted and bent, finally snapped.
All right, he burst to himself one day in an outbreak of accumulated virulence that
overran all the barriers he’d erected against warring with the scientific establishment, even the
ones foreclosing his enlistment in the most radical of insurrections. So they’re not pictures of a
pre-human intermediate. They’re still too fuckin’ amazing to let go of. So if they don’t prove
evolution, they must disprove it. In your face, Leaky! Humans not only coexisted with
dinosaurs, but the human species hasn’t changed at all in the millions of intervening years. Fuck
you, Lucy! You and your ilk are dead end relatives, maybe, but not ancestors. I’ve got the
evidence—you prove I’m wrong. Oh, what’s that? he ferociously muttered in combative
rejoinder to the academic snipe and sneer he expected his defiance would provoke, now
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bouncing rigidly on the balls of his feet, gesturing violently with a pointed finger, every muscle
tensed, mouthing his words with venomous emphasis. Then why aren’t there any other Homo
sapiens fossils from the Cretaceous period? I’ll give you the same answer old Charlie Darwin
gave when he was asked why there weren’t any intermediate forms to prove his theory of
evolution—because you haven’t fuckin’ found them yet, you assholes! Sauce for the goose,
motherfucker, sauce for the goose! So get out there and dig, you pompous shits! And in case
you don’t know what you’re looking for, I’ll give you a clue—it’s right here in my pictures!
And so this last duo of hope crushing disappointments had finally transformed him into
the academic rebel he had timidly fantasized while in his cups the afternoon of the big storm. He
would embrace the dark side by decrying the established catechism and preaching an antiDarwinian doctrine. A scientific gadfly buzzing the venerated echelon of sages and savants, he
would pester to prominence. And as for his earlier fear of being mocked, scorned and shunned
by the scholastic upper crust—well, after the heartless, soul-shredding destruction of his passport
into the promised land of respect and accomplishment, he was past caring.
*

*

*

“I’m swell, Lew, thanks so much,” Ira projected gregariously into the telephone receiver
that linked him to the radio station. Despite the studio engineer’s attempts to buffer the audio
imperfections from the remote signal, Ira’s voice, although inflected with the personable, wry
enthusiasm he’d cultivated during his side-show stint on the paranormal/UFO/Bermuda Triangle
convention circuit, still rang hollow. Curiously, the engineer’s efforts actually seemed to
accentuate the lisping whistle of Ira’s sibilant sounds, which imbued him with a shrill instability,
like an over-heated teapot on the edge of exploding.
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“A real pleasure to be here,” Ira continued. “It’s reassuring to know that there are still
forums in which the word can get out, unsuppressed by the intellectual censorship rampant in the
mainstream media.”
“We do provide a last public bastion for unconventional, you might even say renegade
thinkers daring to challenge the establishment,” came the host’s mellow agreement. “My friend,
I sense that you have felt the heavy stick of the powers that be. You must have been coloring
outside the lines.”
“Well, yes, Lew, I have learned that freedom of expression is alive and well as long as
you don’t say anything to rock the boat,” Ira quipped, trying to elicit a conspiratorial laugh of
revolutionary brotherhood. He was only slightly disappointed.
“Well said, Doctor Cripes, well said,” his host generously seconded, providing solidarity
in the form of laid-back accord rather than an overt chuckle. “And indeed, your message, if I
understand it correctly, does shake some of the pillars of modern science, isn’t that right?”
“Well, yes, Lew, it does, but that’s the last thing I expected or even wanted, frankly. I
was working from completely within the system. I mean, I’m a product of the system. I have a
Ph.D. in paleobiology, which is just a fancy way of saying that I’m a specialist in both biology
and paleontology, or the study of fossils. Of course, like all good little academics, I was well
schooled in the standard Darwinian fare—you know, all that survival of the fittest stuff, and the
origin of new species by the forces of natural selection working over long periods of time to
favor certain variations and mutations, so that all of us vertebrates, for example, trace our lineage
to the first backboned fish, five-hundred million years ago, from which we all descended.”
“Well, I know I’ve met my fair share of two legged sharks, but I don’t think that’s what
you have in mind,” the host unexpectedly chimed into the microphone.
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Thrown without warning off his memorized text, Ira struggled momentarily for
comprehension. “Eh, oh, right, right,” he recovered with feigned amusement to mask his
irritation at what he privately viewed as a disrespectful, rude intrusion. But he was no longer in a
university auditorium where he could verbally fillet a smart aleck undergraduate. Instead, he
forced himself to add genially, “and a mullet-head or two,” for the sake of appearing to be both a
good sport and one of the boys.
“Anyway,” he resumed, “the point is that science has mapped out big pieces of the
evolutionary chain. You’ve probably seen the one for modern man, Homo sapiens. It generally
goes back about four million years, often starting with Ardapithecus ramidus, and you run across
some familiar names along the way—Australopithecus africanus, Homo habilis, and the like.
Now, the thing is, under Darwin’s theory of evolution, there should be all kinds of transitional
creatures that bridge the gaps between the different species or rungs on the ladder leading up to
contemporary humans, you know, like a creature who is half-way between Homo ergaster and
Homo heidelbergensis.
“Correct me if I’m wrong, Doctor Cripes, but I believe you’re talking about the so-called
missing link,” Larr amiably prodded, concerned that Ira’s stodgy, meticulous explication would
over-tax the listeners’ attention spans.
“Yes, yes, exactly,” Ira confirmed, this time suppressing his annoyance that the host had
stolen the thunder of the lay vernacular he had planned to let rumble in his next sentence. “Well,
more precisely, thousands, tens of thousands of missing links that show the gradual transition,
the actual, true evolution, if you will, between the various ancestors of the human species. My
career goal as a university researcher was to find the fossils of those kinds of missing links.”
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“And I’m sensing you instead found something quite different?” came the inquisitive,
lecture-abridging prompt.
“Well, yes, eventually I did,” Ira slowly acknowledged, this time less than fully
successful in concealing his pique at the persistent disruption of his rehearsed narrative’s
carefully crafted pacing. “But in the years leading up to that, I just kept striking out. Fact is, not
just my work but the results of virtually all twentieth-century paleontologists show that new,
fully developed species seem to appear quite suddenly in the geological record without any
identifiable precursors, and certainly without the numerous generations of transitional ancestors
Darwin’s theory would predict. So, since searching in all the right places wasn’t paying off, I
decided to step outside the box of traditional thinking and look for things where they shouldn’t
exist.”
“As liberating an exercise as Alice jumping through the looking glass, I should imagine!”
boomed the interactive host grandly.
To the careful listener, the terseness of Ira’s reply left an audibly perceptible impression
of the gritted jaw through which he spoke it. “Eh, well, no, actually, it was not like that at all. It
was a rigorous, highly complex scientific analysis that caused me to select one site in particular
as quite promising—a site that, by coincidence, was quite nearby Compass University where I
was teaching at the time.”
“Ah, and this led to the renowned pictures we’ve heard reference to, did it not?” pressed
the host exuberantly, oblivious to Ira’s compounding anger.
”E-ven-tu-al-ly,” Ira answered after a pause, sternly clipping with separate emphasis each
of the word’s five syllables, “yesss,” he hissed. The astute audience members who earlier could
detect his clenched teeth could now easily visualize the flaring of his nostrils.
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“I found,” he enunciated more normally but with a still lingering severity, “perhaps the
most remarkable fossil ever unearthed: a Tyrannosaurus rex with visible humanoid remains in
its stomach. Can you conceive of that? That a dinosaur had eaten a humanoid? It was
unthinkable, incomprehensible, impossible. My mind rebelled at what my eyes were seeing.”
“As shocking as if you’d seen a Flintstone’s show where Dino had Fred for dinner, I’m
sure,” chipped in the affable host, his worry mounting that, absent a periodic dose of
lighthearted, comic relief, Ira’s pedagoguery threatened to heal even the most incurably
insomniac listeners.
Ira’s livid, convulsive sputter was followed by a long stretch of progressively more
discomforting silence.
“Doctor Cripes? Did we lose your connection?” Lew Larr inquired with authentic
concern, innocently unaware that his contrapuntal banter had rendered Ira apoplectically mute.
“Noooo, nooooo, I am still here,” Ira ultimately managed to answer in a highly measured
voice whose every word oozed the exertion required to maintain a level, controlled tone in the
face of the scarlet fury with which he was battling.
“As I understand it, Doctor Cripes,” condensed the host who, mistakenly concluding
from the lull that Ira might be succumbing to stage fright, sought a Reader’s Digest summary so
that they could proceed to the more engrossing phone lines, “the fossil itself was tragically
destroyed in a freak flood, so all that survives are the pictures that you took, which are featured
in a DVD you’ve prepared, along with your expert commentary? Is that right? Doctor Cripes?”
“Yes, yes, that’s correct,” Ira finally sighed with defeated, resigned detachment at the
frustrating overthrow and vulgarization of his exactingly planned presentation. Hoping to
salvage some kernel of cogency for his initial remarks, he scrambled to cover the key final points
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before the door on his introduction swung fully shut. “But the thing to recognize,” Ira pressed
ahead more steadily, “is that I first thought that the anthropoid in the dinosaur’s stomach would
be the long-sought missing link—a very early, transitional creature that eventually evolved into
the modern human being. Although that would raise other serious conflicts with the accepted
time line of primate development, it would at least make some sense. But the more I studied the
photos, the more I realized that the skull was indistinguishable, indistinguishable, from yours or
mine or any contemporary person’s. There was no evidence of any evolutionary change in
human beings from the time of the dinosaurs! None!” Trying to regain some of his lost steam,
he added a degree of exhilaration and excitement, which, while falling short of his previously
practiced fervor, were energetic enough to forestall the rescuing intervention the host was poised
to make.
Sensing that the podium was still his, at least for present, Ira hurried to finish his
abbreviated discourse. “So what does it all mean? Well, the DVD provides the answer to that
question in great detail, along with a probing examination of the photographs themselves, but the
bottom line is that, contrary to everything we’ve been taught, this fossil demonstrates that man
appeared on earth much, much earlier than conventionally thought and has not physically
evolved at all over the last sixty-five million years. Among other things, this means that almost
everything science has taught us about humanity’s biological history is wrong. Wrong! Humans
had none of the primate predecessors Darwin’s theory requires! The human species has existed,
unchanged, for a minimum of sixty-five million years—that’s ‘million,’ with an ‘M,’ as opposed
to the mere two-hundred thousand years today’s science would have us believe! So there is no
current, valid explanation for the appearance of human beings on the earth, and, my guess is that
if a similarly focused study were made of other creatures, the same could be said of them! What
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we’ve been taught is all wrong! Our textbooks on evolution should start off “once upon a time,”
because they’re nothing but fairy tales! High-tech fables and fairy tales!”
Because of the rushed and disruptive conditions in which he was operating, Ira was not
able to reach the same polished crescendo of goose-bumping, revelatory awe that he had hit in
his earlier dry-runs, but, all things considered, he felt that he had achieved a modicum of a
rousing finale.
“Heavy food for heavy thought, Doctor Cripes,” resounded the foghorned host. “I feel as
if I’ve just consumed the mental equivalent of two Big Macs with supersized fries and a shake.
Mind expanding stuff indeed. So, if all we’ve been taught in school about the origin of man is
wrong, then where did we come from? It boggles the brain! Let’s go to the phone lines and see
what our listeners think about it. Joe in Erie PA., welcome to The Para Factor.”
“Hel, hello? Hello?” inquired a small, tentative crackle. “Hello, Lew?”
“Speaking, my friend,” the host warmly greeted. “What are your thoughts about Doctor
Cripes’ astounding discovery?”
“Well, ah, I don’t know for sure, you know,” came the uncertain answer. “I seen some of
the pictures of this thing or whatever it is on the internet”—here Ira grimaced at this apparent
violation of his copyright and the loss of DVD sales that it meant—“and well, you know, I used
to work at a hospital, you know, with, uh, medical records, so working there I seen a lot of x-rays
and things, and I know, you know, what skeletons look like, and that face in the picture I thought
might be a, you know, a skeleton, don’t you think, Doctor, uh, Doctor Stripes?”
“Yes, Doctor Cripes,” seconded the host, “I’m told, just as Joe has observed, that it does
bear an uncanny resemblance to a skeleton.”
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“Well, yes,” Ira began slowly, individually squeezing out his words, his voice drawn and
flat, and (to the studious listener) his eyes narrowing with disbelief and disgust at what struck
him as the caller’s elemental stupidity, which the fatuous host seemed not only to tolerate but
validate, “yes, if by skeleton you mean a human skull. As I mentioned earlier, my exhaustive
testing of the pictures led me to believe that this was a human skull, or at least I could identify no
features inconsistent with that conclusion.”
A less petty, prideful and neurotically compulsive person would have left it there, but Ira
could not resist stiffly adding, with a whiff of asperity and sarcastic condescension, “that was,
actually, one of the main points I tried to make in my opening comments.”
“Exactly so, Doctor Cripes,” the host proclaimed with smoothing, unfazed concurrence.
As always, he strove to implement a philosophy of inclusion that harmonized and integrated all
the divergent, even clueless views of his guests and audience so that no one was ever made to
feel wrong or guilty of lame thinking. “And it seems your lesson has resonated with Joe, who
can confirm it first hand. Sally in Spokane, welcome to The Para Factor.”
“Doctor Grapes,” wheezed a fast, panting whisper with breathless urgency. “I’m very,
very scared by what I’ve heard. I believe that your fossil is real, but I’m positive that you’re
wrong about it disproving evolution. I know for a fact that evolution is true. Through
meditation, I have experienced many of my past lives, some of which were spent in a monkeyman, prehuman state.”
“Well, ah . . .” Ira hemmed, caught off guard by the outlandishness of this challenge.
“Don’t you see what it really means?” the alarmed listener interrupted. “The modern
human in the dinosaur’s stomach? Two words: time traveler.”
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Her non-stop delivery temporarily postponed the dumbstruck floundering in which Ira
would otherwise have engaged had she halted long enough to permit a response.
“There’s been a lot, a very lot, of movies and TV shows about time travel,” the reedy
warning raced, its hint of hysteria growing. “People have been working on it for a hundred
years. So, don’t you see, someone in the future figures out how to do it, goes back into the past
to visit the dinosaurs and gets eaten by one. It probably happens all the time. No big deal. But
the real problem is that, if they can go back in time, how do we know they won’t go back and
change history so that we don’t exist anymore? I’ve been worried sick about this for quite a
while, and now here’s the proof. I just don’t know how we can save ourselves. Really, I’ve
racked my brain, and I just don’t think there’s anything we can do,” she concluded with
unmistakably real distress.
The host gave a husky growl of approval. “Hmmm. Thank you Sally for this intriguing
theory. How about it Doctor Cripes? Sally makes a good point, don’t you think? Could it be
that you uncovered proof of time travel? And, if so, what can we do to protect ourselves from
people sneaking back and writing us out of our own history? What a dastardly, insidious threat!
Imagine if our enemies had the power to travel back in time and conquer us before the battle
even commenced! To defeat us in utero, as it were.”
As Ira hung speechless at the discussion’s astonishing carom into this intellectually
grotesque corner, the host, again fearing dead air, changed course.
“Wait, Doctor Cripes. Hold that thought. We have someone who insists on responding
to Sally immediately. Sonny from Bakersfield, welcome to The Para Factor.”
“Yes, hello Lew and Doctor Scrapes,” hailed a reassuringly normal-sounding Sonny.
“It’s really aggravating to listen to the last two callers, Sally in particular. The Doctor has made
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a remarkable discovery, and instead of seeing it for what it is, we’re going over the wackowaterfall without a barrel on this time travel stuff.”
Ira felt an oasis of sanity from this lone, lucid voice amid the otherwise imbecilic din of
this cerebrally parched landscape. At last, he thought, someone with an actual working mind.
He felt an immediate kinship, as if this Sonny from Bakersfield personified all that Ira held
mentally dear.
“Putting aside the scientific problems,” Sonny elaborated, “time travel is logically
impossible for the very reason that Sally brought up—the paradox of cause and effect. That door
only swings one way.”
Ira’s respect for Sonny was increasing exponentially with each additional sentence he
spoke.
“Suppose,” Sonny explained, “that you traveled back in time and killed your father when
he was a boy. Since your father would then never have grown up to have children, that would
mean that you would not have been born. But if you had not been born, you could not have
traveled back in time and killed him. That would mean that he hadn’t been killed after all. But if
he had lived, then you would have been born, would have traveled back in time and would have
killed him. Anyway, you get the picture. Like I said, the paradox of cause and effect. The thing
Sally’s worried about is nonsense. Time travel leads to logical absurdities. It’s pure fantasy.”
Ira’s admiration for this enlightened knight in shining armor, this one-man cavalry of
rationality galloping in at the eleventh-hour to drive off the deranged savages besieging him,
brimmed to capacity.
From a different perspective, the host admired Sonny too, because he knew that, even
though most of his listeners could not evaluate the argument he’d advanced, they were attracted
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to definitive, self-assured viewpoints asserted with gusto and peppered with neatly phrased,
professional sounding, suitably mysterious jargon.
“Well, yes, yes, Sonny, yes, thank you,” Ira gushed, overflowing with gratitude and
approbation. “I think you’ve convincingly dispatched this collateral issue with succinct and
elegant reasoning.”
“Thanks,” Sonny evenly returned. “And also, I didn’t mention it earlier, but the Vulcan
Science Directorate has determined that time travel is impossible.”
Ira suddenly felt the first stabs of a sickly, queasy unease, as if he’d inadvertently
glimpsed, peeping out from under Superman’s cape, the edge of a petticoat that, if investigated,
would prove the man of steel spent his off-hours moonlighting as a cross-dressing drag queen.
Although he was tempted to pretend not to have heard Sonny’s last statement, he found himself
muttering aloud, “Vulcan . . . Science . . . Directorate?”
“Gotcha, Doc,” Sonny exclaimed triumphantly. “Just kidding.”
“Nicely done, my friend,” complimented the host in a deep, throaty chuckle. “Doctor
Cripes, you seem to have walked into that one.”
“Yeah, yes, I, I suppose so,” Ira weakly faltered as his roller-coastering esteem for Sunny
began regaining altitude. “After the first few callers, though, I didn’t know what to expect.”
“You can generally expect the unexpected on The Para Factor,” ably plugged the host.
“Although, in Sally’s defense,” he exonerated, “we’ve had several shows on the subject, and a
strong case can be made for time travel, so her theory may not be as bizarre as Sonny might
think.”
“Well, whatever Lew,” Sonny replied, “but I think I can explain the Doc’s discovery in a
much simpler and sounder manner. Plato described the residents of the lost continent of Atlantis
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as being a highly sophisticated people, much more advanced and civilized or, if you will,
evolved, than their contemporaries. I’ve studied Atlantis for quite a while, and, after hearing
about this fossil, I’m convinced that it comes from a resident of Atlantis. It all fits—this skull of
the Doctor’s is too developed for its time, and so were the Atlanteans. In fact, it’s highly likely
that the comet that hit the Earth and wiped out the dinosaurs must have landed on Atlantis, which
is probably also why there’s so little surviving evidence and artifacts of their civilization. So
mark it down, Doc, that skull you saw belongs to someone from Atlantis.”
Stomach-turning images of Superman putting on lipstick unexpectedly flitted through
Ira’s otherwise benumbed brain.
Sensing the beginning of an awkward, expanding gap, the host back-filled with a
ponderous commentary. “Indeed, the Atlantean culture, by all accounts, boasts a plethora of
legendary exploits . . . ”
The remaining exposition on Atlantis failed to penetrate the muddle that had set up shop
in Ira’s head. His prior experiences at paranormal festivals had exposed him to what he assumed
was a representative sample of the erratic, non-sequitor thought-patterns of the lay, untrained,
scientifically curious but undisciplined public mind, with its propensities to make illogical
associations, to rely on laughably inadequate analysis, to embrace sentiment and intuition rather
than rigor and data and to substitute imagination for proof. But in contrast to this radio breed,
those prior conventioneers had been luminaries of the highest, most clear-thinking order.
Although they could not understand his chain of reasoning, they were a pliant group that would
willingly ingest the fruits of his professional, credentialed conclusions. These listeners, however,
saw themselves not as consumers of Ira’s theories but as actual collaborators in their concoction,
as if the identification of scientific truth were a communal, even democratic process in which
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everyone had an equal say, with nature, rather than being absolute, somehow conforming itself to
whatever consensus was reached.
“. . . Doctor Cripes? Doctor Cripes? Did we lose your connection?”
“Ah, no, um, I’m, ah, I’m, ah, still here,” Ira managed to stammer.
“Any final observations on Sonny’s hypothesis that your fossil was a citizen of Atlantis?”
probed the host.
Should he respond at all to such an asinine proposition, Ira wondered to himself? Does
the mere act of refuting it invest it with a quantum of legitimacy? Does dignifying it with an
answer imply that it’s worthy of serious debate? On the other hand, in this forum, silence might
be taken as agreement by acquiescence, which was an even more horrifying prospect to Ira.
“I’m unaware of any credible evidence,” he snipped with disdain, “that Atlantis was ever
a real location, and certainly I’ve never heard even the most extreme, fanatical crackpot suggest
that Atlantis existed sixty-five million years ago in the time frame in which this fossil was laid
down.” He paused to take a breath, feeling emboldened that no one interceded to defend Sonny
from the “crackpot” comment, which had left his lips before he even realized it was on his
tongue, propelled outward by an insuppressible vent of the bile frothing within him. “How do
you people come up with this kind of idiocy, anyway?” he demanded, slipping into the rhythm of
a scornful rant. “Plato lived twenty-five hundred years ago. The event recorded in this fossil
happened sixty-five million years ago. If the skull is from a person who lived in this makebelieve place you call Atlantis, which you think was destroyed sixty-five million years ago when
an asteroid brought an end to the Cretaceous period, then how did Plato find out about it? I
mean, think, you pea-brains.”
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Perceiving no impediment—the host was actually thrilled at the dark vitality radiating
from the mounting diatribe—Ira let spew slightly wider the geyser of his internal rage. “What’s
wrong with you, that you’d even consider such an inane, irrational idea, let alone accept and
promote it?” he continued more shrilly. “How can our public schools have so utterly failed to
impart even the faintest trace of sense and discernment to have produced this endless parade of
addle-headed numbskulls? Time machines, shadow people, Atlantis—Earth to dimwits: get a
clue. I’m surprised no one’s identified the fossil as Bigfoot, or maybe it’s Elvis, how about that,
you moronic dolts? Elvis, traveling through time on his way to visit Bigfoot in Atlantis,
tragically eaten by a dinosaur.”
His rancor increasing with each successive epithet, Ira restoked with a quick breath as his
now-seething rave exploded through the fragile scab on the fester of a lifetime bitter with
rebuffs. “Here I bring you,” he berated, shifting gears from shrill to shriek, “a discovery of the
ages, complete with the bounty of my expert scientific judgment based on decades of training
and research, and rather than asking me for guidance about this remarkable relic, you disregard
the wisdom—yes, that’s right, the wisdom—that I’ve given you, choosing instead to take
isolated bits and pieces and stitch them together with your own loathsome, noxious, putrid
fantasies to weave a tapestry of pure crap, as if legend and lore were equal to proof and truth.
Well, these things aren’t up for a vote, and even if they were, you wouldn’t have one, you mental
defectives.”
Although Ira felt empty in the aftermath of this eruption of spleen and spite, the draining
of his energies only served to expose more pristinely the underlying, sullen contempt at his core.
He dropped to a monotoned, low-registered, almost disembodied snarl that, in its stripped-down
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starkness, honed his final condemnation to a razor blade of malice. “You are unworthy swine on
whom I have wasted the pearls of my insight. May you rot in ignorance.”
“Doctor Cripes? Doctor Cripes?” the host amicably inquired after an ominous click.
“Folks, Doctor Cripes seems to have terminated his connection.” Having never experienced
this extreme and corrosive an on-air tantrum, he was momentarily unsure how to proceed, but
quickly enough his instinct for inclusiveness, which allowed most ideas to co-exist equally in a
diverse environment of respect and tolerance, took over. “Well, I can’t say that I endorse some
of the name-calling Doctor Cripes engaged in,” he hummed deeply, “but you have to admire the
passion the man has for this discovery of his. That kind of heartfelt drive is the great engine that
powers our venerable ship, the S.S. Para Factor, as we cruise the wee hours exploring the
wonders in the land that lies beyond. And Doctor Cripes has given us fuel for a very instructive
journey, whether it ends up in the realm of time travel, Atlantis or even some other destination.
Robert from Chicago, welcome to The Para Factor.”
“Uh, hello there,” Robert ventured with a semi-reluctant disinterest that gave him the
same unquestioned credibility you’d accord a fellow driver at a stoplight who leaned over to tell
you that one of your tires was low. “I stumbled across this show by accident and heard the last
guest, uh, Doctor Griper, or something. Listen, I’m a geologist, and I think I can clear up what
this fossil is. There’s a common geological process called a fault thrust, in which subterranean
pressure can squeeze an older formation so that it rides up on top of or pushes through a younger
one. Now if, though erosion or other forces, the boundary between those two formations is
exposed, in rare cases this superimposition of now-adjacent strata can make it look as though
deposits in one of the strata are part of the other, when in fact they may actually be separated by
hundreds of millions of years. We do occasionally find this in the field. In fact, in the past this
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phenomenon has fooled some pretty smart geologists. Granted, it would be highly coincidental
for this process to have superimposed two separate deposits so that they lined up in just such a
way as to create the illusion of a person being eaten by a dinosaur, but there have been a couple
other reported instances of more obvious, less dramatic fossil superimpositions, so that’s
probably what this thing is. You can think of it like this. If you took a strip of paper and looped
the bottom around backwards, so that it came full circle at the top, and then you pressed the
whole thing flat in a book, the things at the bottom of the strip would look as though they were in
the same space as the things at the top. This particular manifestation of a fault thrust is one that’s
pretty rare and not widely known, but that’s probably all it is.”
“That’s the beauty of The Para Factor,” lavishly lauded the host. “Each of us individual
travelers on this journey of discovery stopping by to lend his or her own special insight to
suggest a promising path, each contributing his or her own personal tile to the overall mosaic that
encompasses all manner of explanations and possibilities, with each of us free to make of it what
we will.”
“Well, uh, actually,” Robert observed, this time with the shoulder-shrugging detachment
the cautioning driver would feel for the motorist who sped off in reckless disregard of the low
tire warning, “there’s ultimately only one correct answer to how this particular fossil was laid
down, and it seems more likely than not that my explanation is the right one. Anyway, it’s not
that big a deal to me, but I just happened to hear the last few minutes of your broadcast, so I
thought I’d call in. So, eh, well, good luck with your show,” Robert hurriedly concluded,
departing with the abruptness of someone who suddenly senses that his impulsive, goodSamaritan intervention into a trivial matter threatens to enmesh him in a more involved project
than he originally foresaw.
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“And good luck to you too, my friend,” reciprocated the host expansively. “Sometime
soon, as you again search the midnight airwaves for answers to the questions most dare not ask,
may you find your way back to our friendly corner of this universe that we call The Para Factor.”
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Chapter 12
Having just completed his last final exam of the term, Derrick Fielder, overcome with a
towering, transcendent mixture of relief and joy, gleefully packed his suitcase.
*

*

*

One marker of the passage from youth to adulthood is the progressive loss of closure, as
commitments, duties and chores accumulate and overlap so that, at the end of each day, there is
an ever-growing number of loose ends demanding tomorrow’s time and attention and, to varying
degrees, robbing the present of its capacity to permit full repose. For children, tasks are
generally finished by evening; at bedtime, the slate is clean, the scores are settled and the day’s
distracting, ragged strands of responsibility ravel up into the tranquility of complete resolution,
with no carry-over concern. As people age, however, the dogs nipping at the heals of their calm
break out from the diurnal pack and start hunting one-by-one, in tag-team fashion, so that as each
is put to rest, a fresh replacement springs forward to harry and harass.
Take homework, for example. Young students’ assignments usually extend only through
the end of the day they’re give. Assuming they do the work, that night they sleep the snug
slumber of those who are comfortably square with the universe, knowing that all the outstanding
accounts have been paid in full and encountering nothing but a wealth of pleasing dreams until
the morning’s fresh start. Eventually, though, the world makes them buy a troubled evening’s
rest on credit, borrowing some one-eyed respite by pledging part of tomorrow to retire today’s
undone to-dos, to which end, like a debtor hopelessly losing pace with compounding interest,
they successively find themselves pawning the next day, and then the remainder of the week, and
then the month, season, year, etc., as the complexity of undertakings expands and the scope of
projects straddles increasingly larger periods. And as social obligations become more involved
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and protracted, similarly longer-term burdens conspire with schoolwork, and later with lifework,
to bankrupt their serenity further. The older they get, the more this insolvency deepens, until the
arrival of retirement and old age, when the process gradually reverses as the world begins to
lessen its expectations from them.
But excluding the geriatric’s bittersweet entry into a too-often stuporous, marginalized
composure marked by senility and infirmity, one of the last real partakers of the peace of
complete closure is the full-time college student, financially supported by his parents, who has
just finished his only remaining final exam and is preparing to come home for the holiday. All
the stray threads of his professional life—classes, study, research, papers, tests—have been
knotted together and snipped clean with virtual simultaneity. Because the grades’
announcements are not yet imminent, he need not presently fret about the outcome of his work,
and the next term, looming far off on the distant, shimmering horizon, promises a pristine, new
beginning, as yet unsullied by the consequences of procrastination and sloth. And between then
and now, there intrudes nothing but a virtual ocean of sweet, soothing, gently buoyant leisure
that wafts him along in surreal fashion: the luxury of home cooking; the pleasure of pampering;
the joys of sleeping, socializing, carousing, reminiscing and consorting; and the returning
conqueror’s triumphal revisitation of high-school haunts, now made small and submissive by the
young collegian’s newly acquired sense of mellow sophistication; and all this without the
smallest specter of stress or the slightest suggestion of entanglement. Those fortunate enough to
experience this halcyon gap never forget the bliss it brings.
Packing his bag after the conclusion of the middle quarter of his freshman year (Compass
University was one of the few institutions that utilized a three quarter rather than two semester
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system), Derrick was reveling in his second encounter with the bliss, and it felt even better than
the first.
*

*

*

The lifting of Derrick’s final exam burdens had so liberated him that, as he moved
between the closet and his suitcase, haphazardly dumping in clothes—all of them dirty—for his
homecoming, his feet insisted on skipping tiptoe to the bouncy little tune he found himself softly
singing.
“Shit mother fucker!”
The sharp expletives shouted from the other room rudely collided with the bubble of
rapture in which Derrick was enveloped, but the glistening ramparts managed to hold firm
against that first salvo.
“Mother fucking cheap-ass lying sack-a-shit son of a bitch!”
Although this new assault made a bigger inroad than its predecessor, Derrick
subliminally thwarted it by withholding conscious recognition. His resistance, however, was
weakening.
“Mother fucker tight-ass fucking asshole scum-sucking shithead—hey douchebag, get in
here and look at this!”
At this third attack, spearheaded, it seemed, by a special appellation aimed particularly at
him, the gossamer walls fell. Routed from his personal Elysium, he turned the corner into the
apartment’s living room to find Fred sitting on the edge of their badly stained, slack-springed
couch, glowering and shaking a clenched fist at the screen of Derrick’s laptop that lay open
before him on an upturned wine crate serving as a coffee table. Fred’s bare feet made a strange
tinkering and rustling sound as he swished them in frustration through the layer of beer bottles,
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pizza boxes and fast food wrappers that thickly littered the floor, some of the latter two now
soggy not only with the decaying traces of their original contents but with the dregs of remnant
brew that spilled from the prone, rolling glassware whenever it was jostled.
Not knowing if Fred was flying on a chemically induced, unfathomable rage or was
legitimately irritated over some understandable vexation, Derrick decided, in light of the high
probability of the former, that the safer course was to change the subject abruptly in hopes of
creating a distraction.
“Oh, hey Fred, yeah, thanks for reminding me that I need to pack my laptop,” Derrick
muttered off-handedly as he stooped to collect his computer.
“Don’t touch that dial, buddy boy,” Fred squawked, shielding the screen by aggressively
cowling his forearm.
“Look at this shit,” Fred commanded, loading the last word with bristling disgust as he
pointed to the display.
Bending over, Derrick had just enough time to glimpse what looked like Ira Cripes’s face
positioned between drawings of a cave man and dinosaur before Fred grabbed the screen by
either side, riveting it before him and assailing it with a fierce, exorcising wail.
“FUUUUUUUUUUUUUCK!!!,” to which he added a somewhat more curt and
communicative follow-up, this time directed at Derrick rather than the computer:
“Fuck Do you believe that shit, man?”
“Ah, well, ah, Fred, I’m not exactly sure what you’re looking at, but . . . ”
“Wha’dya think it is—it’s Cripes, that lyin’, thievin’ s.o.b.,” Fred brusquely interrupted,
as if the source of his anger should be common knowledge.
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“Dude, just look at this,” Fred cried, his hostility now tempered with a touch of whine as
he shrugged towards the screen, this time with his palms up in disbelief. “That asshole’s set up a
website selling DVDs about my dinosaur—my fucking dinosaur—for 30 bucks. 30 bucks!” he
repeated, his indignation initially diluted with surprise at the size of this figure but then blooming
into full-blown fury as his struggles to do in his head the brow-wrinkling math needed to
calculate the fortune Cripes had pilfered from him eventually began to yield very rough, ballpark
approximations. “Shit, man, if he sells ten of those, that’s three hundred bucks! Three hundred
bucks!” he reiterated, turning to Derrick and nodding energetically as if to overcome any doubt
that might be raised about the accuracy of his computation. “And fuck,” he extrapolated, “if he
sells a thousand, that’s, shit fire, what is that, that’s like, what, three thousand bucks. Three
thousand bucks, dude! For pictures of my fucking dinosaur!”
Derrick, whose automatic impulse was always to be helpful, instinctively opened his
mouth to speak but then froze with indecision as his conscious thoughts caught up with his
inclination. Correcting Fred’s math would only further fuel his anger and help rekindle his
interest in the happenings from the day of the dig. Having reached an uneasy peace with that
episode, won more through willfully forgetting its troublesome features rather than actively
confronting them, Derrick strongly preferred to leave unraked the still smoldering coals of what
he considered an unseemly, disillusioning experience. But, suspended in his temporary
quandary, he found himself inescapably drawn back to the memory of that afternoon at the
excavation.
At the unearthing of the fossil, a thrill with an outright electric quality had surged through
him. Part of the charge was being the first person to see what seemed to be a unique discovery
that had lain buried for millions of years. Even more elating was his assumption that this find
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would greatly advance the essential knowledge of mankind; that it was a critical lamppost
illuminating what would later be recognized as a major turn in the road of human wisdom and
understanding, and he, Derrick Fielder, was privileged to have been present when its rays were
first cast.
His next, generous reaction was to mob Fred with frenzied congratulations, during which
he single-handedly displayed more spirit than the entire jubilant, jumping crush surrounding a
batter whose walk-off home run has just won the seventh game of the World Series.
Fred, however, who was largely numb to any feelings that were even slightly refined, let
alone predominantly noble, had reacted with cool detachment, quickly extricating himself from
Derrick’s exuberant embrace. To his constrained way of thinking, the fossil had great value only
because he could likely parlay it into a passing grade and perhaps even extract some additional
university concessions to help stave off the hamster wheel that lately had been flirting perilously
close.
“Ok, dude, ok, get a grip, you know what I mean?” he had said with embarrassed
exasperation as he pushed Derrick away.
Despite his excitement, Derrick found himself marveling that the same occurrence could
trigger such a rhapsodic effect in one observer and yet elicit only a pedestrian, utilitarian
response from another.
His amazement at Fred’s indifference revved to astonishment when, seconds later, Fred
insisted that Derrick make a pizza run and then stop off at their apartment to retrieve a six-pack
of beer so that Fred could, in his words, “toast my A.”
To someone unfamiliar with the parties, Fred’s failure to contribute any pizza money
might erroneously suggest that Fred recognized some measure of the spectacle’s majesty, as if he
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sensed that his preeminent role in this momentous event entitled him to such tribute, but the truth
was that, although Fred was always quick to grab a disproportionately large helping of
everything he and Derrick shared, his hand rarely found its way into his pocket.
When Derrick had returned some time later, laden with beer and a pie, he was startled to
find Fred waiting for him at the street-side end of the driveway into the parking lot.
“Home, dude,” Fred instructed with ironic priggishness as he slid into the passenger seat
and opened one of the bottles he found in the footwell.
“Geez, Fred, come on,” Derrick whimpered. “You can’t drink that beer while I’m
driving. Come on, Fred, I could get arrested.”
On other occasions, this same protest had only provoked Fred’s gruff disregard, often
accompanied by a particularly caustic verbal torrent that showered unmercifully down on
Derrick like acid rain, but because Fred was now feeling magnanimous, he not only acquiesced
but even managed a bit of what, for him, passed as charming warmth. “Your call, gurley-maan,”
he said, intoning the last phrase with a playfully deepened voice. “Pull over if you want. I’ll
chug down one or three of these while you work on growing a pair.”
True to his word, Fred, who was proud of the several records he held for speed drinking,
drained the first bottle in two blinks and, by the time Derrick had parked and turned to him to
seek an explanation, was poised to declare victory over the next.
“Well, what happened? Why are we leaving? What’s going on?” Derrick blurted with
eager impatience.
After guzzling the second bottle into submission, Fred exhaled loudly, his lips drawn
taught against his teeth—“Haaaaaaaa”—and then immediately re-inflated his chest to follow up
with a monstrous, spine-rattling burp that, although undocumented and therefore unofficial, may
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have constituted the longest belch of Fred’s highly accomplished and decorated career in that
field. “Next time, dude,” he advised after allowing a quiet interval of reverent, head-bobbing
appreciation for his gastric feat, “bring a cooler, man. I’m going to have a hard time putting
down all these brews before they get warm,” he complained as he popped the next top.
“Fred, what the fuck happened back there?” Derrick uncontrollably snapped with a
profane flourish that he immediately regretted.
Fred completed his third conquest, removing the bottle from his lips in a slow,
exaggerated, arm-straightening forward arc, suspending it for an instant by its neck and then
ceremoniously dropping it on the floorboard where it clanked against its fallen comrades. “Well
shit a brick,” he exclaimed, feeling inspired to wax philosophical as he swung his hand
somewhat unsteadily into the darkness of the footwell and groped awkwardly for the next
volunteer. “What got into you, shoeshine boy? Someone spike your Sunny-D?

S’like that

famous story, you know, ’bout that guy, what’s his name, Doctor Heckle and Mr. Jeckle. Most
of the time you’re Doctor Heckle, but sometimes, like just now, Mr. Jeckle takes over. Or, no,
no, wait,” he rushed to overrule himself with what he thought was a more clever reference,
“you’re like Mr. Rogers. Yep” he grandly concluded, slightly nodding to himself in approval as
he twisted off his fourth cap and took several contemplative, daintier gulps, “that’s you right
now, buddy boy, Mr. Rogers with a ’tude, dude. Mr. Bad Ass Rogers. You’re like all ‘would
you be my neighbor? No? Ok, then, screw you all, suckaaaaahs.’” With that, he raised his
clenched fists in a staggered tandem before him, his right still clutching his beer, and then
showered the windshield with an imaginary spray of high caliber ordnance, imitating, for his
audio track, the percussive sound of a rapidly sputtering rain-bird, his body rocking with each
make-believe discharge.
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After dispatching, in pantomime, the unneighborly hoards, Fred polished off the fourth
bottle, letting the empty rest loosely in his palm as he looked at Derrick with the kind of loopy,
condescending affection that a teenage boy might show an annoying, tag-along younger brother.
“Yep, that’s your new name, buddy boy, Mr. Bad Ass Rogers. Either that or Doctor Heckle.
Your choice.”
Derrick smarted from this teasing. He prided himself on not swearing (he theorized that
profanity stifled creativity by allowing the speaker to default to a plug expression rather than
crafting an original one, and, in any event, he could rarely curse with enough conviction and
spontaneity to make it sound either credible or uncontrived), and he always winced when the
weeds from his baser soil poked their heads through the barriers he tried to maintain. He drew a
heavy breath.
“Look, Fred,” he said with forced composure, “just tell me what happened. Where’s
Cripes? Why are we leaving?”
“Don’t you worry ’bout Cripes, buddy boy,” Fred smugly assured as he lounged back in
the seat, eyelids drooping, until the “clink” of the bottle that rolled from his relaxed grip and
dropped into the now-crowded graveyard of glasswork stimulated him to lean forward and root
around for one of the two remaining survivors.
“Yep, doncha worry ’bout Cripes,” he repeated more dynamically as he reduced number
five to capture and initiated his assault on its innards. “Him and me worked the whole thing out.
We got a business deal. Smooth. I took him to the cleaners. Made out big time. ’Sa beautiful
thing, dude,” he sighed contentedly, as the vigor of his swigging started to wane.
“What kind of a deal?” Derrick asked, mystified.
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“Don’ worry, man, I took care’a you too,” Fred disconnectedly insisted as he again
slumped back restfully, this time letting the still dangerously full bottle tilt sideways in his
slackening hand.
“But what’s the deal?” Derrick renewed.
“Dude, Cripes’ face when’e saw those bones was un-fuckin’-believable,” Fred laughingly
relived the memory through half closed eyes, lightly shaking his head in amazement and
speaking as much to himself as to Derrick. Then, wanting to ensure Derrick’s comprehension of
his masterful feat, he suddenly rocketed forward, gesticulating wildly with both fists and, in the
process, tightening his hold on his fifth amber opponent as his demonstrative efforts recklessly
sloshed its contents.
“I knew right then, dude,” Fred boasted, “I fuckin’ knew, man, that he was hooked, and
all I had ta’ do was reel ’em in.”
“Well, ah, so what finally happened?” Derrick persisted.
“Jus’ keep your piss in your peter, bud,” Fred cautioned with gruff aggravation. “You
godda unnerstan’ how this wen’ down, ta’ see the beauty of it,” he rebuked, giving an eyebrowraised, expectant look that unmistakably instructed Derrick to signify his submission to the pace
of Fred’s account.
“Ok, ok, go ahead,” Derrick capitulated with a shrug.
Fred accepted Derrick’s concession with a grudging, presumptive righteousness—“Damn
straight,” he nodded—and again settled back to finish telling, with all the pomp and decorum it
deserved, the story of how he had bested Ira Cripes.
“Right. ‘Si’z sayin’. Ya know, I’ll give this to ol’ Cripe-face,” he soliloquized, his
bottle-hand again going perilously limp. “’Hes’a royal pain in-e-ass an’ a worthless sack a shit,
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but, giva man his due, the boy got game. He starts bullshittin’ me, ya know, like ’sno big deal,
sayin’ he’s seen loss-a these kina bones ’afore. But I seen the way he looked at firs’, so I wasn’
buyin’ none-a it. So then he tells me that there’s this thing, wa’s he call it, oh, yeah, tradition,
this tradition wi’dese disch-digger homey assholes he hangs wit’ dat the leader dude gess alla
credit for what they fin’.”
Grunting with exertion, Fred pivoted ungainly on his left elbow to face Derrick more
directly. Pinching the hapless neck of half-eviscerated number five in the crease of his right
thumb, he used the remaining, widespread fingers of that hand for emphasis, flicking the beer
back and forth, between occasional sips, as if ringing a bell.
“So, dig this, dude” Fred lumbered on with his narration. “Cripes says somepun’ like,
’cause I don’ know ’bout this tradition, I should sign a paper that says he wuz the one that foun’
the thing, so that it would all be done, like, by the book an’ all.”
Derrick felt stunned and nauseated, as if he’d been sucker punched in the stomach. Naive
as it might make him seem, he could not conceive that a member of academia would come even
one iota short of being scrupulously forthright or, especially when it related to important
research, would do anything but let the chips fall wherever the objectively reported facts pushed
them. The idea that Cripes, a science professor, would try to tinker with the truth for personal
gain and glory was a disillusioning revelation that left him reeling.
“I, I can’t believe Cripes would say that,” he said haltingly. “I mean, he’s a scientist, you
know. Are you sure?” he questioned Fred in a tone that was, in equal parts, both horrified and
incredulous.
Fred adopted a derisive, mocking, Shirley Temple cadence, sarcastically affecting fauxenlightenment with upturned brows as he bobbled his head from side to side: “Oh, golly wow, a
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scientis’, gosh, you’re right, I guess I mussa dreamed it.” Then he narrowed his eyes
contemptuously.
“Dude, you’re a tooless clue,” he lambasted.
After dimly noticing that the look on Derrick’s face was more puzzled than chastened, he
sensed that there had been something sloppy about the serving of scorn he’d just dished up.
“Eh, cluel, I mean.”
Perceiving through his haze that Derrick’s bewilderment had only deepened, he again
regrouped.
“Tool. Tool,” he carefully repeated to himself under his breath as he peered downward to
concentrate on reconstructing his original rebuke.
“Clueless tool. Clueless tool,” he rehearsed deliberately, like someone mastering a
tongue-twister, and then, looking up, exclaimed, as though hot off the insult griddle, “Dude,
you’re a clueless tool.”
Fred’s mangled delivery took most of the spice out of his attack, which emboldened
Derrick to continue arguing his position, albeit with a hint of defensiveness. “I, I just have a hard
time believing Cripes would do that,” he stammered. “I mean, he’s a scientist, so he should be
dedicated to the truth, no matter what it shows.”
“Man, you really are the gomer king from planet a-the dorks. Crap, all’ese big shot
assholes’re jus’ like ever’one else. Lookin’ out fer nummer one. Numero ono. S’all about
gettin’ ahead. Tha’s jus’a way it is, buddy boy, wish”—and here Fred, apparently tired of
sharing his generic worldly wisdom, settled back to resume his tale—“wish I knew I could use,
‘cause I could tell how much he wan’ed me ta say thad he foun’ it.
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“So now we’re like doin’ les make a deal, ya know?” Fred pressed onward. “So he says
somepun’ like how I gedda pass if I sign a paper.”
Fred once again wobbled around the pivot of his left elbow, this time overshooting his
mark and careening headfirst into Derrick, then pulling back to face him directly, still waggling
his half-drunk beer to punctuate the artistry of his wheeling and dealing.
“Here’sa thing, bro,” he counseled thickly, squinting to get Derrick into focus. “Ya
godda know howda play yer cars,” he expounded, rhythmically pounding the air with his bottlehand. “He’s offerin’ me a pass, see, wish’is good, an gess my ass outova crack. But I know,
man, I know, there’s more juice I can squeeze on the table here,” he crowed. “Usin’ the ol’
street smarts, dude.” He shuttered his eyes to slits, and, compressing his lips atop his upper
teeth, lifting his brows in admiration and nodding his head commendingly, he raised his right
index finger to tap against his temple in testament to his nimble thinking, oblivious to the stream
of beer and suds that the self-congratulatory gesture sent spilling down his shoulder. “They don’
teach that’n school, tha’s fer sure,” he gravely admonished, sweeping the bottle circuitously to
his mouth to drink to his urban wiles but then pulling it down with a start, weaving forward and
back to stare at it in his open palm, befuddled to find it now empty.
“Anyway,” he proceeded, lunging jerkily forward toward the floorboard, “now it uz time
for me ta up the annie, ya know?” he recounted as he rummaged blindly amongst the fallen
troops for the remaining unopened soldier, picking up and discarding the same drained ones
several times before eventually finding his man, whom then beheaded and, now using his left
hand, slurped loudly to catch the warm, overflowing foam.
“So, ged this, dude, ge’this”—and here, Fred, his voice portentous with a slurry of
eagerness and self-satisfaction, set the dramatic scene by casting his arms wide apart in a “stop
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the action” theatric pose—“this the bes’ part. I says to him, ge’this, like I wuz all serious an’ sad
an’ all, ‘Ef I sign’a paper, does’at mean they won’ name a museum afer me?’” he reenacted with
exaggeratedly feigned, doleful disappointment. “Ha!” Fred barked, immensely delighted with
his performance. “Name a museum afer me! Like I giva raz’s turd fer that! But he din’t know
that, ‘cuz I laid it on all thick and Hollywood, so he says, all sweet and nice like, like him and me
wuz homeboys, that, ’cuz I worked hard an’ all, he could ged me ’n essra credit A on my
transcrip’.
“Ya hear that, bro? Essra credit A!” As Fred lurched forward, slapping Derrick’s arm
with the back of his right hand to drive home the brilliance of his score, his unchecked
momentum propelled him into a sideways sprawl against the dashboard, where, despite his
oafish struggles to right himself, he remained pinned until Derrick pulled him into his seat.
“Z’like I said, dude,” Fred mumbled, settling back and savoring the triumph, “wuz a
beautiful thing.”
“Ah, well, Fred,” Derrick gingerly explored, “did you end up signing something?”
“Essra credit A? You kiddin’?” Fred asked in disbelief. “You bechur ass, buddy boy.”
“Eh, well, ok, what did you sign?” Derrick pursued.
The story’s high point behind him, Fred began to lose interest in finishing the rest of his
epic.
“Whadever,” he haphazardly answered. “He wrote somepun’ like how I saw him fin’ the
thing widda head, ’n sez’at I wuza widness thad saw him diga thing up. No biggie ta me, dude.”
“Did he give you a copy?”
“Wha’ da fuck I wanna copy fer?” Fred replied, more lackadaisical than annoyed. “S’not
like I’m gonna stay up late readin’ it or nothin’. Dude, you don’ seem ta get it. Id wuz a sweet
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deal, an’ once I took ’im down, it din’t matter ta me. I uz ready to put my ol’ John Henry
Hancrock on the dotted line, dude.”
“I wonder,” Derrick mulled, “why he didn’t want me to sign something. How come he
isn’t worried that I’ll tell people you were the one who found it?”
At this, Fred expelled another robust “Ha,” smacking his thigh with renewed energy as
the recollection of his coup become more complete. “Tha’sa ’nother way I played ’im like a
renned mule, dude. He assa ’bout et, an’ I tol’ im that you had lef’ before I foun’ it, so you don’
know nothin’ ’bout where it come from. Man,” Fred basked, “I really took ’im down.”
“Eh, why’d you tell him I wasn’t there when you found it?” Derrick tentatively inquired.
Letting his head swivel down heavily sideways, Fred clamped his left eye closed and
tried to draw a vacillating bead on Derrick with the right, as if peering through a broken
telescope.
“Power, dude,” he explained, teetering uncertainly back and forth. “Meanz I uz the on’y
one in the whorl that could rat’im out, so he hadda do whatever it took ta make me happy. Made
me the on’y game in town, so he hadda pay my price if he wanned ta play ball. Home run!” Fred
loudly proclaimed, incongruously throwing his arms up like a football referee signaling a
touchdown as he slouched downward, which, in addition to mixing sport metaphors, had the
secondary effect of emptying all of the undrunk beer from the six-pack’s last living descendent
into the back seat of Derrick’s car.
Although Derrick questioned the soundness of Fred’s reasoning, Professor Cripes’s
mistaken belief that Derrick had witnessed nothing instilled in him a great sense of relief. Now
he would not be pressured—by Fred or Professor Cripes—to sign anything that falsely attributed
the discovery. This fortuitous development left his integrity conveniently untested and therefore
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unassailably intact, which, all things considered, seemed an acceptable outcome, and one that
would save him from wrestling with any moral torments. Fred, he knew, was similarly spared
any turmoil, but only because his out-of-shape ethical gatekeeper wouldn’t trouble itself to put
up a fight.
“So, I guess we’re done here, huh?” Derrick said as he reached towards the ignition to
start the car.
“Hole on, hole on, one thing,” Fred drawled, raggedly swinging his arm forward to push
Derrick’s hand away from the key. “Almos’ forgod. Lissen, buddy boy, you godda keep your
mouth shud abou’ whad’appen’. Tha’ paper Cripes god me ta sign, he made a big deal how it
said that I was signin’, ahh, whad wuz it?” Fred paused, straining to remember how his signature
made Derrick’s silence so important.
“Cripes said I wuz signing unner some penaldy, like unner oath, or somepun’. Oh, yeah,”
Fred added as partial recognition returned, “he said id wuz a same thing ya sign when ya file yer
income tax. Shit,” he roundly observed, “that din’t mean nothin’ ta me.”
Fred’s ignorance stemmed, not from never having read the tax return form before
executing it, but from never having filed or even seen one, so successful had he been in avoiding
the hamster wheel of rising, dressing, working, earning and paying.
Derrick, who had not been such an artful dodger, immediately understood the Professor’s
reference.
“You mean,” Derrick posed, “that the place where you signed said something like how
you declared under penalty of perjury that everything in the paper was true?”
Fred drew his upper and lower lips slightly into his mouth, clenching them between his
front teeth, and made a small pistol with his thumb and forefinger which, using one wavering
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eye, he aimed unsteadily at Derrick. With a popping sound, he kicked up his wrist in simulated
recoil.
“Bango, dude. Thas’ it. ’N fac, he said ef I go back on whad I signed an’ say I foun’ a
thing, then I go ta jail fer, whaju call it, ah, ah, oh yeah, perjrey. So lissen here, buddy boy,” he
warned with a menacing edge. “You godda keep yer mouth shud abou’ dis, you goddat?” he
insisted, underscoring the gravity of compliance by grabbing the front of Derrick’s shirt with the
same hand that had just served firearm duty and rattling him back and forth. “So shuddie, buddy,
ya unnerstan’? Ef you star’ shootin’ you mouth off ‘bout how I foun’ it, they might get me fer
perjrey. I ain’t doin’ no time, I kin tell ya thad, ’n ef I go down, you’re goin’ down too, don’
forged.”
Although Derrick doubted that the subsequent correction of a false, unsworn recitation
made in a private document could ever lead to a perjury conviction, Fred’s belief in that
possibility made real enough the risk that Derrick’s disclosure of the truth would expose him, or,
more specifically, his teeth, to personal harm.
“Ok, ok, don’t worry,” reassured Derrick, struggling as innocuously as possible to detach
himself from Fred’s hand, which, after making its point, was now simply supporting Fred’s
otherwise unbalanced weight.
“Essra credit A, dude,” muttered Fred, his eyes drooping as he slumped heavily back in
his seat after clumsily disentangling his fingers from the indentations they’d stretched in
Derrick’s shirt.
“Wassa beaudiful ting,” he quietly murmured while Derrick started the car for the drive
home just as the rain began splattering down.
*

*
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“Three thousand bucks! For my dinosaur! Shit stealing mother fucking bastard ass son
of a bitch! He fucking ripped me off! I’m calling the law!”
Fred’s renewed tirade roused Derrick back to the present, where he still stood in
speechless indecision whether to help Fred with his multiplication. Electing not to fan those
dangerously uncontrollable flames any further, he tried to chill Fred’s fury with a cold splash of
the fear he knew Fred felt, unreasonably or not, over his perceived vulnerability to a perjury
charge.
“Uh, well, look Fred,” he timidly cautioned, “you know, there’s not much you can do
about this. I mean, you know, you signed that paper under penalty of perjury, so that if you try
to say now that you were the one who really found the fossil, well, ah, you know what could
happen,” he reminded with ominous vagary.
“Shit! That’s right! I can’t go to the cops! I could do time, man,” Fred yelped, his
demeanor noticeably subdued by the specter of the prison cell. “Fuuuuuuck,” he moaned,
clutching his head in both hands and collapsing back into the broken-down couch that seemed to
swallow him. “Dude. I’m screwed,” he whined despondently. “That bastard Cripes ripped me
off, and now if I say anything about it, my ass is grass. Shit. Shit! So what I am supposed to
do?” he asked himself, almost disregarding Derrick’s presence. “Just sit here and watch him get
to be all Thurston Howell from selling pictures of my dinosaur? My fucking dinosaur?”
The maddening inequity he saw in this situation refired the anger that the shadow of the
jailhouse had momentarily cooled, although this time around the seething was more tempered,
accompanied by a modicum of restraint and, for Fred, an uncharacteristic dose of forethought.
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“All right, Cripes,” he challenged, speaking directly to the computer screen. “You pulled
the old trick-fuck double-cross on me, so let’s see how you like it when I call your bluff and raise
you one.”
“Ah, Fred, what are you thinking about doing?” Derrick hesitantly probed.
“Checkmate, dude,” came Fred’s baffling answer. “Let’s see if he’s got the stomach to
rock’n roll,” he added forebodingly, his jaw steeled and his eyes glinting with comic-book
determination.
“But, ah, seriously Fred, I mean, ah, what is your idea here?” Derrick meekly persisted.
“The shakedown, dude. The old stingaroo. I played him once, and I can play him again.”
“And you’re going to do that, eh, how again?” Derrick continued respectfully, as if the
fault were his for not recalling Fred’s master plan.
“Dude, pay attention man,” Fred impatiently rebuked. “I’m not going over it again.
Listen and learn, dude, listen and learn.”
Fred leaned back, disappearing even deeper into the sagging sofa, and peered intently
into the distance as if tapping into a font of skullduggery from a long way off.
“Let’s see. Okay. I drop in one day, unannounced-like, on our assbite pal Cripes,” he
slowly connived, hatching the details as he went along. “And I give him the old boo-hoo sob
story about how I’m feeling all guilty and can’t sleep because we didn’t tell the truth about the
head thing and how I think we should come clean and all. And then I work in about how I heard
he’s selling some DVDs that talk about what happened, and make like I’m all worried and scared
that we’re gonna get busted for false pretentions, like an internet rip-off, you know, for taking
money by lying that he was the one who found it. And, oh!” he exclaimed as a fresh stroke of
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larcenous, scheming genius suddenly occurred to him, “and then, get this—and this is the
brainiac part, dude—get this, and then I stop.”
Squinching his eyes, Fred looked sideways at Derrick, a small, self-approving smile
playing on his lips as he slightly but rapidly nodded up and down to confirm the incredible scope
of the cunning that he imagined was just now dawning on Derrick.
“You, uh, stop?” Derrick parroted blankly, after a long pause.
“Cat and mouse, dude, the old shuck and jive, shake and bake, bob and weave, nip and
tuck,” Fred authoritatively replied. “All part of the con. Make the mark take the bait, make him
come to me. If I just stop, and maybe get all wussed and weepy like I’m scared and all, I’m
bettin’ nuts to nickels that he’ll bring up that maybe we can make an arrangement, and here dude
I’m talking, like, a financial arrangement, you know, that cuts me in for a piece of the action. So
the payoff will be, like, his idea, dude. Man, I can hear those cash registers ringin’ now. Only
thing,” he added dreamily, “is how much I should hold out for. Gotta think about that. But geez,
sweet mama, it’s perfect, bro. Foolproof. I’m gonna rip him a new one and then pull his wallet
out through it, and he won’t even know he’s been reamed.”
Transported with the beauty of his scam, Fred positively glowed.
“Ah, well, Fred,” Derrick gently objected, fearfully reluctant to deflate Fred’s euphoria
but guardedly interested in derailing his plot, “what if he says that if you deny the paper you
signed, he’ll report you to the police, you know, for perjury?”
“Game of chicken, bro, like they say, game of who blinks first, the chicken or the egg.
To win the con, you gotta be baaaad,” he bleated, “you gotta have the hood head, and that’s
where I got him beat. See, I’m betting, like, the last thing old fart face Cripey wants is for me to
get busted for lying in that paper, ’cause that blows his whole story about finding it himself. If I
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go down, he goes down. It’s what we call a Mexican hatstand, dude,” Fred solemnly lectured
with all the pontification of a senior professor from the school of hard knocks. “I just gotta
outplay him, make him think that I’m like all PMS about not telling the truth so that I’ll fess up
just to get if off my chest, no matter what. Ha!” he scoffed with amusement. “Like I’m so
Dudley Doright to give a crap! But as long as I sell him on it, dude, he’ll pony up the green.”
“You really think it will work?” Derrick asked, the almost immeasurably small and subtle
trace of skepticism in his voice (which was completely lost on his audience) reflecting his
trepidation at challenging Fred further.
“Does the Catholic Pope shit like a bear in the woods?” Fred assured with bravado. “Hell
yes. You bet your butt it’ll work.
“Yep,” Fred complacently concluded, smacking his gums with contentment, “his ass is
mine.”
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Chapter 13
Although intended to evoke the awe of visitors to the law firm of Winken, Bray, Pose,
Spinner and Bill, L.L.P., the blinding gleam from the marble floor onto which opened the
lacquered doors of the penthouse elevator stop was more disorienting than dazzling. Wanting all
callers’ first impression to be one of shining grandeur, T. Michael Winken III, the firm’s founder
and managing partner, had decreed not only that the lobby stone be waxed and polished to
optimum reflectivity but that the overhead fixtures be fitted with maximum intensity bulbs. As
always, his orders had been dutifully implemented to the hilt by the trod-upon army of office
subordinates—a cadre of inconsequentials whom he commanded with a level of curt and cutting
inconsideration that was as painful for third parties to watch as it was unperceived by him—who
had long ago learned to follow rather than question the literal letter of his dictates, regardless
whether their mindless compliance led to a foolish end. Thus it was that Pastor Caleb Woodson,
chairman of the board of the Midvale Independent School District, disembarking at these
artificially radiant chambers for the first time, found himself beset by a fit of squinting and
blinking as he shuffled forward uncertainly with half-closed eyes in the general direction of the
receptionist’s desk.
“Wow, kinda bright in here, isn’t it,” he observed in a friendly fashion to the frostily
beautiful, precisely coiffed and overly mascarad mannequin of a young woman, her nails painted
black and her red hair dyed dark, who sat idly behind the massive, ornately carved and richly
stained mahogany counter.
Whether it was because she had trained herself to disregard anything that remotely
sounded like flirtation from an unwealthy older man (which, while accurately describing Caleb’s
age and wallet, most definitely mischaracterized his intent), or because facially showing an
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interactive interest might crease her make-up’s smooth, alabaster patina, she ignored Caleb’s
pleasantry and automatonically recited, “Good morning who are you here to see?”
Caleb winced at the receptionist’s erroneous use of “who” for “whom.” He reflexively
catalogued this event with the large collection of prior observations underlying his long-standing,
inductive dismay that western civilization was deteriorating in pretty much every imaginable
parameter, including discipline and discipline’s close companion, virtue, as evidenced here by
modern schools’ lax abandonment of instruction in the principles of grammar and the resulting
brood of verbal scofflaws it had spawned.
Caleb drew tremendous comfort from tried-and-tested rules, unwaveringly observing the
ones that passed his personal muster and cringing at their violation by others. Still, despite her
verbal transgression, he was largely sympathetic to the ice-princess at the front desk, whom he
deemed more the victim of, rather than the culprit behind, a creeping, pervasive form of societal
entropy, whose signs he daily saw in happenings both large and small, extraordinary and
mundane, from the banning of public prayer to the wrongful use of the nominative case. Lacking
a self-analytical bent, he had not deconstructed the reasons for his feelings, but if a muse had
suddenly graced him with articulate introspection, he would have explained that he saw the
receptionist as the stunted fruit of a feckless and infecund educational system—a system so
preoccupied with not stigmatizing the slow that it had dumbed-down the rigors of the old-time
curriculum; a system so paranoid about insensitively endorsing as superior a particular form of
expression that it had indiscriminately declared all comprehensible utterances linguistically
equal; a system so politically correct in its moral agnosticism, especially regarding traditional
values, that it had declined to describe anything, other than tolerance and relativism, as right; a
system so full of self-loathing over the supposed sins of America’s history that it had turned its
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back on the proven formulas for America’s historical success; a system so guilt-ridden for the
presumed horrors imbedded in its heritage that, in baby-with-the-bathwater fashion, it had
thrown out the jewels of its past—in short, a system that had created generations of cultural
orphans programmed with civilizational shame and distrust, but to whom it gave and could give
nothing capable of replacing the ethical, philosophical and spiritual edifices it had helped topple.
Not that Caleb had actually distilled his views in this cause-and-effect formulation or was
even consciously aware that his thoughts resonated in this register. He just somehow felt that the
receptionist’s missing “m” was another sign that the country was going down the drain—that and
the unusual number of motorists he’d encountered on the drive over who’d been too lazy to
signal before changing lanes.
“Brad Whitaker,” he answered her with gregarious, friendly warmth, “if that rascally
nephew of mine hasn’t gotten too big for his britches to say hi to his old Uncle Cal.”
“Do you have an appointment?” came the mechanical response that, despite appearances,
was not intended as a dismissive rebuff of Caleb’s attempt to name-drop himself into special
guest, pop-in status. Such an interpretation would have given the receptionist too much credit,
both in terms of attentiveness and subtlety. The simple truth was that she hadn’t listened to
anything Caleb had said, beyond the identity of the attorney he sought.
“Uh, well, uh, yes, I do,” Caleb reported in a subdued, sheepish voice, feeling himself
(incorrectly) on the receiving end of a deft, deadpan rebuke.
After consulting a screen, she informed him in a monotone so rapid and uninflected as to
lack any aural punctuation, “You’re scheduled to meet in the Atlas Room down the hall to your
right go ahead in I’ll tell Mr. Whitaker’s assistant you’re here.”
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Because his resilient facility for outgoing, cheerful encouragement could not be stifled
for long, Caleb good-naturedly concluded, with honest, authentic gusto and not a whit of guile or
sarcasm, “Well thank you, and I hope you’ll do me the favor of having a grrrr-eat day!”
Startled alert by the suspicion that he was mocking her, she took her first real look at
Caleb. Despite the veneer of hardened, youthful cynicism that had crusted around the edge of
her vulnerabilities, she sensed, on an elemental level, that he genuinely meant what he had said.
“Thanks, mister,” she replied softly, timidly, the corners of her mouth twitching slightly upward.
*

*

*

Striding hastily toward the Atlas Room, Bradford Martindale Whittaker, who, as the
youngest, newest and most junior partner at Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill, L.L.P.,
desperately wanted to exude a commanding air of legal authority, was doing everything wrong.
For one thing, he was hurrying to his client conference—indeed, his gait was barely one bump
short of an outright trot—which was a telltale sign of insecurity that the cosmetically correct,
storybook attorney, the one dripping with persona, swagger and show—the GQ lawyer Whittaker
aspired to be—would never display. Such a lawyer emotes the unflappable confidence that,
regardless when he arrives, he can never be late because the world, and all the clients living in it,
wait for him, so that nothing can really start until he gets there.
To make matters worse, precariously jammed under each of Whittaker’s arms was a
prodigious stack of oversized law books whose pages were tabbed with numerous, yellow post-it
stickers and from under whose covers protruded several note pads scribbled with indecipherable
writing as well as various official-looking papers that, judging from their dog-eared condition,
had been given a thorough going-over. Although these indicators were, in fact, strong evidence
that some manner of lawyering had actually been performed, to the well-manicured GQ counsel,
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floating majestically above the grimy spadework of digging up and carting out legal answers,
they were anathema. Such groveling chores were for back-office underlings, for the fungible
researchers and pack-mule staffers on whose efforts the GQ counsels pristinely rode, so that,
despite their offstage dependence on these menials for the nitty-gritty, case-dispositive lowdown, they seemed in their clients’ presence to draw their ideas from an intangible, ethereal well
of innate judicial wisdom.
Whittaker, still early in the transition from factotum to front man, had many vestiges of
his prior servitude to shed if he were to evolve into a GQ lawyer, and representing the school
district and board members in this new ACLU lawsuit presented a chance for real development.
To begin with, it was the first piece of business that he was individually responsible for bringing
in, which meant that the fees it generated would be attributed to him as the originating attorney,
regardless whether he himself actually worked all of the recorded hours. And because the
litigation promised to be a labor-intensive undertaking, it would likely produce substantial
revenue, in addition to having a bit of a public profile that might attract media attention, thereby
elevating his stature within both the firm and the local bar in general. Moreover, this was his
debut performance as the official “attorney-in-charge”—the lead counsel calling all the shots and
putting the other, lesser lawyers through their supporting paces. All in all, it offered his highest
platform yet for personal achievement, and he was determined to make the most of it—so much
so that, fearful of losing favor at the outset by irritating the waiting client (even though it was his
uncle), he found himself scurrying indecorously, schlepping heaps of books and papers as he
scrambled to his meeting.
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“Hi, good to see you, sorry to be late,” he gushed in the midst of an unbecoming,
decidedly un-GQ entrance, his overloaded arms requiring him to push the door open with his
hindquarters and back into the room.
Although his words sounded spontaneous enough, the fact that he didn’t hail Caleb by
name was no accident. He had carefully analyzed beforehand what to call his uncle and had
rejected all the candidates. In family settings, which, prior to this day, had been the principal
kind of occasion on which they interacted, he still used “Uncle Cal”—admittedly a bit infantile
coming from someone his age, but a harmless enough remnant of a childhood custom that was
less awkward to observe than change. Here, however, “Uncle Cal” would definitely not do;
while it was true that his family connection was the reason that he, a little-known junior partner
with a relatively short list of accomplishments, had landed this case, he hardly wanted to
advertise that fact. On the other hand, “Pastor Woodson” or “Mr. Woodson” was just too formal
and, in the presence of others, would imply an unnatural degree of subservience. And “Caleb,”
the first-name basis which Whittaker would adopt with most clients, injected an element of
equality that, after a lifetime of deferential address, would jar both their sensibilities.
Whittaker’s solution, which he was not sure would work but which he was resolved to
put into practice, was simply never to call his uncle by any name whatsoever.
“Brad, my boy, give your old unc a hug,” Caleb jovially proclaimed as he sprang up in an
open-arm ambush even before Whittaker could finish depositing his load of books and papers on
the conference room table.
Whittaker self-consciously complied, infinitely grateful that he’d brought no other
members of his litigation team to this first meeting.
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“Hey, hey, how you doin’?” Whittaker muttered absently. His initial concern that his
greeting had fallen flat for his failure to append a name to it was instantly overridden by a wave
of juvenilized indignity as Caleb leaned backward and lifted him off the ground, making
Whittaker’s legs dangle like an unstrung puppet’s.
Because Caleb was unabashed about pure displays of affection, his hugs were notoriously
long-lived, and this one was no exception. It was only after what seemed to Whittaker a
mortifying eternity that he was deposited back on earth, his hands automatically moving to
straighten his tie and smooth his shirt from the ruffling they’d suffered at his uncle’s embrace.
“Please, please sit down,” Whittaker somewhat stiffly invited, gesturing to a chair on the
opposite side of the rectangular table from the one Whittaker had reserved for himself. This seat
selection, too, had been as painstakingly thought out as Caleb’s no-name status; had more people
attended, Whittaker would have placed himself at the head, to signify his pre-eminence, with the
others positioned perpendicular to him along the adjoining sides, but with only the two of them,
that arrangement would have looked more peculiarly cozy than masterfully domineering.
“Well, I can’t get over how much I must have aged without realizing it,” Caleb broadly
exclaimed. “Praise God, it really seems just yesterday you were that skinny kid sneaking into the
church kitchen to snatch a few cookies before Sunday services! Ha! That’s right!” Caleb
merrily confirmed in reaction to Whittaker’s instinctively raised eyebrows that were trying to
send a signal of surprise and innocence, “don’t think I didn’t know what you were up to!
Anyway, now here you are, a big-shot lawyer defending me and the school district on this ACLU
lawsuit! How’d you get so old so fast?”
“Well, I am thirty-three, and I’ve been a lawyer for eight years, so I’m more than up to
the task, you know,” Whittaker said with a touch of defensiveness as he sat down.
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Although he had meticulously previewed both what to call his uncle and where to
position him, Whittaker was not yet compulsive enough to have physically tested the furniture
before plopping into it. Consequently, because the height of his chair, for some obscure reason,
had been set Lilliputian-low to the ground, he found himself in another vaguely unflattering
posture when he sank down so deep that the table top came to his neck, which made it look for a
moment as though the meeting were being conducted by his large, disembodied head.
“Damn,” he blurted with annoyance as he sprang up. “Ah, I mean, darn,” he corrected
himself, darting a penitent glance at his uncle. “Man, that always happens to me,” he
complained as he pushed away the sunken seat and wheeled a substitute into its place. Then,
striving to salvage a measure of finesse, he comically postulated, “you know, there must be some
gremlin who sneaks into these conference rooms at night and adjusts these chairs down. Seems
like every one I grab on the first try puts me in a hole that leaves me at about eye-level to a belly
button. You ever have that problem at the church?”
“Hmm, can’t say that I’ve ever noticed that. Probably because no gremlin would dare
show its face in our church!” Caleb joked with playful umbrage. “But speaking of faces not seen
in our church,” he continued in a slower, more serious tone, “I haven’t noticed yours in a long,
long time. Brad, I promise I didn’t come down here to give you a sermon, but I’m worried about
you, son. Please don’t get so wrapped up in the things of this world that you forget what really
counts. ‘Heaven and earth will pass away . . .’ ”
“I know, I know,” Whittaker submissively agreed, shaking his head with rueful contrition
and hoping that an immediate surrender would forestall the lecturing barrage, well-intentioned
though it might be, that his uncle seemed about to launch. “I’ve got to get to services more
regularly.”
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“Regularly would be fantastic but, to ‘keep it real,’ as you young folks say, from what
I’ve seen, anything would be an improvement,” Caleb gently chided. “Don’t forget, even though
church attendance isn’t a requirement for salvation, it will help you better worship the Lord and
let you feel His presence and guidance in your life even more clearly. It can take your whole
walk with God to a higher plane. Look at it this way,” he jollied, “I came down today to see you
at your work, so you come by to see me at mine. Fair enough?”
“Of course, of course, I know it. You’re right. I’ll make coming to church more of a
priority,” Whittaker noncommittally pledged. Although lamenting the failure of his prompt
confession to deter his uncle’s advance, he was immensely relieved to hear Caleb’s apparent
underlying assumption that Brad’s spiritual motor was still running and needed only what
amounted to a minor tune-up. Good thing he doesn’t realize that I’ve grown out of all that Godcrap and Bible-shit of his, or he’d never have hired me in the first place, Whittaker told himself.
Got to remember not to let any of that slip if I want to hang onto this case. If he ever figures out
that I think religion is a crock and the Bible is bull, I can kiss this job goodbye.
“Hmm, spoken like a true attorney,” Caleb answered in a half-jesting, half-regretful
voice. “Brad, it’s important that you try to make it to services. Can we count on seeing you
there each week?” he persisted. “I’ll even set aside some cookies for you. And a straight answer
please—none of your weaselly lawyer talk!” he needled.
Similar to the way certain types of fungi utilize highly specialized survival mechanisms,
certain types of lawyers—often the younger, hungrier and more ruthless ones—thrive by
exploiting the ambiguity of language, which, if not aggressively regulated, can mushroom into an
ingrained, automatic reflex that corrodes the attorney’s professional character and even leaches
into and taints the ethics of his private life. At the extreme, when words are hand-picked for both
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their technical veracity and dualistic potential to lull the listener into an impression entirely
different from the speaker’s true view, the line between artful phrasing and outright dissembling
is blurry at best. In less acute applications, warring lawyers who cannot actually agree on the
substance of a contractual deal-point sometimes embrace a flexible expression from which each
of their respective clients can draw reassuring, albeit contrary, interpretations, a collateral beauty
of which is that the prospect for future disputes is greatly enhanced, thereby helping to
perpetuate the legal clan’s gainful employment. And in still more benign manifestations, verbal
gamesmanship can trump reality, as attorneys avoid giving frank admissions or producing
damaging documents by ducking their opponents’ requests with definitional quibbles and
linguistic distinctions contrary to common sense, making the ironic fruit of three years of law
school the graduate’s cultivated ability to find confusion in even the most straightforward inquiry
that any member of the untutored public would easily understand.
Now that Whittaker, an unparalleled word-mincer, was stripped by his uncle’s edict of
recourse to the double-speak dodges that had become his second nature, he felt faintly naked and
uncomfortably out-of-place, like a shadow-hugging bug exposed from underneath a suddenly
overturned stone. Recognizing that this particular audience would not brook a response that
employed a backdoor return to the vagaries of speech, which was a tactic he would have tried in
a more formal, lawyer-to-lawyer setting, he decided to embrace the clarity of transparent talk as
if he had never intended any misdirection.
“Sure, sure, that’s what I meant,” he boisterously insisted, mentally consoling himself
that he could charge the time required for his dutiful appearances to the firm’s “client relations”
administrative file, since, even though his uncle had not expressly linked the two, in Whittaker’s
mind going to church was one of the prices he was paying to help ensure his continued retention
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in the case. And while not billable, “client relations” entries comprised part of his annual
performance statistics and would help flesh out his incipient rainmaker profile, especially if, as
here, he could directly link the activity to a real and lucrative engagement. So, he reasoned, his
Sunday attendance, while highly inconvenient, at least wouldn’t be a complete waste.
“Great, great,” Caleb acknowledged, outwardly smiling while internally wishing but
unconvinced that he’d struck in Brad a truly responsive, even if rarely intoned, devotional chord.
“Ok, now turn those legal skills back on, and let’s talk about putting them to work on this ACLU
lawsuit.”
Whittaker drew a deep breath to propel himself through the preliminary and, he thought,
insightful observations he had rehearsed, but just as he was sufficiently inflated to begin his
remarks, Caleb beat him to it.
“The way I see it,” Caleb effused, “we’ve been sent this perfect opportunity to take a
righteous stand against evolution. We’ll put the whole Darwin myth on trial! There are a lot of
people we can bring in, smart people with a bunch of fancy degrees, who can give the
scientific—scientific, mind you, not religious—reasons that evolution is an unqualified lie. I
know of several highly educated, well-informed authors who have written detailed books
showing that there is no proof of one kind of animal ever changing into another, much less an
ape transforming into a man! This will be a great chance for us to clear the air of all this
nonsensical evolutionary smoke they’ve been blowing at us and our kids for the last fifty years!”
Whittaker’s stomach began to swirl dyspeptically as the reverberations of this wild and
reckless proposal shook the strategic applecart he had so methodically pre-arranged. A classic
principle of litigation defense was not to fight a bigger battle than the one the plaintiff was
putting to you, and here, the ACLU’s allegations were quite curtailed, limited to a short handout
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distributed to the sophomore biology class, which the ACLU contended brought religion into the
schoolroom in violation of the First Amendment’s establishment clause. To win, Whittaker only
had to show that the document endorsed no religious principles, which, while not an easy
challenge, was a conceivably achievable goal because the handout’s pronouncements were very
narrowly drawn. The first part merely referenced recent studies demonstrating that the odds of
undirected chemical interactions leading to the synthesis of even a single recognizable protein,
let alone a functional, replicating DNA strand, were astronomically small—so small that, from a
mathematical perspective, such an event was overwhelmingly unlikely to have yet occurred in
the fourteen-billion year history of the universe, which meant that the dynamic of random chance
could not account for the first terrestrial appearance of microbial life. The end of the article
asserted that the improbability of even the most primitive form of life arising from the brute
interaction of unconscious forces had caused some scientists to conclude that, rather than being
the unintended by-product of mindless natural processes, life on Earth seemed to have been
purposefully brought about, or “intelligently designed,” by a conscious agent, at least with
respect to its initial origins. The handout did not even mention Darwin. Indeed, because it dealt
exclusively with the pre-biotic cause of the earliest life, it had absolutely no points of
intersection, positive or negative, with Darwin, whose concept of natural selection presumed, as
an initial condition, the existence of a breeding population of organisms, without attempting to
explain how they arose in the first place. Because the handout did not address the mechanism for
the diversification of species once that first living specimen materialized, it could peacefully coexist side-by-side on the same shelf with Darwin’s writings, along with all of their modern
tweaks and iterations.
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Granted, the handout was definitely at odds with subsequent theorists’ assertions that
unguided chemical accretions could reach a critical mass of complexity that might have
generated primitive life, and he foresaw plenty of legal fisticuffs over whether the handout’s
closing reference to an “intelligent agent” crossed the religious line, but that was a schoolyard
scuffle compared to the total, global, thermonuclear war they’d be declaring on the entire
scientific establishment by needlessly putting Darwin on trial in the wholesale, manifestly insane
way his uncle envisioned. Logistically, Caleb’s approach was as daft as demanding a no-holdsbarred death-match with the NFL’s most ferocious front line to settle a disagreement with their
team’s 98-pound waterboy.
Even worse, if he had to present his uncle’s radical, regressive outlook, which would
probably include such absurdities as pasting Genesis into biology books, Whittaker knew that
among lawyers he’d personally be jeered as a flat-Earther, laughing stock, counselor to the
kooks, which is pretty much how all his colleagues—or any informed, thinking individual for
that matter, himself included—would size up someone who was backwards enough to doubt
Darwin. At that point, losing the case would be the lesser of his concerns; although the closely
confined, tightly circumscribed claims made in the handout were ones he could defend without
suffering any blemish to his professional reputation or credibility, both would be tarnished
beyond repair if he advocated his uncle’s exponentially more extremist agenda. Though
Whittaker salivated for the potential advancement this case afforded, he was decidedly unwilling
to play the evangelical kamikaze with his career by publicly espousing what he privately
considered to be Caleb’s idiotically medieval mindset.
The bottom line, regardless how one got there, was that he had to find some way to turn
Caleb around. But, he reminded himself, his campaign of dissuasion could not let on that, far
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from being a religiously kindred spirit, he secretly scorned every aspect of his uncle’s belief
system as a pinheaded delusion. That kind of disclosure, he feared, would be bad for business.
“Well, um, you see, ah,” Whittaker unsteadily began, hampered by his inability to use
Caleb’s name to personalize his advice, “they’re not accusing us of teaching that evolution can’t
lead to new species or that men didn’t descend from apes, so we don’t have to get into any of
that. Actually, the lawsuit doesn’t really have anything to do with evolution or Darwin at all. It
only encompasses what the literature calls “pre-biotic” issues—in other words, looking at the
period when the Earth had no living creatures to analyze how life initially originated, which is
something Darwin never discussed. Cardinal rule of litigation,” he shared, trying, by affecting an
offhand, casual manner, to deliver his rarified knowledge with such convincing nonchalance that
it would steamroller his strategy over his uncle’s preferred course, “is not to bite off more than
we can chew or need to.”
This adept turn of a colloquial phrase, on which Whittaker, proud of his verbal dexterity,
silently congratulated himself the moment it escaped his mouth, turned out to be an unfortunate
choice, as Caleb myopically focused only on their ability, rather than the lack of necessity, to
defend the more ambitious allegations he’d mapped out.
“Well, I’d say we can chew a lot because we have God’s truth on our side, so we have no
reason to hide behind any legal technicalities,” he responded with what, to Whittaker’s paranoid
ear, seemed like a trace of consternation.
“No, no, that came out wrong,” Whittaker protested with genial haste. “I certainly didn’t
mean to imply that we weren’t prepared to take on and win, yes win”—and here, because he
fully expected to succeed in aborting his uncle’s more arduous, utterly ridiculous battle plan, he
was unafraid to guarantee its victory—“a fight on the bigger questions you identified. No, I only
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meant to point out that our main objective is winning the lawsuit, and to do that, we don’t have
to address these expanded issues at all. Think of it as taking the path of least resistance. The
road to our goal that has the fewest obstacles is the one to walk,” he professed, again privately
pleased with what he thought was an apt, almost Confucian expression.
Once more, Whittaker’s celebration of his word-wizardry was short lived, as his uncle
proved resolutely unmoved by taoistic-sounding aphorisms.
“Brad,” his uncle replied, speaking with what Whittaker felt, with a shiver, might be a
disturbed edge of dawning awareness—an edge that, Whittaker fretted, seemed to express a
mounting, companion doubt about his suitability to handle this case—“you should know as well
as anyone that the Lord’s path often leads us through hardship and challenges, not away from
them, yes, even through the valley of the shadow of death. The goal is not to find the easiest
path. It’s to find the right one, the one He wants us to walk. And He will equip us for the
journey. All we have to do is trust Him. Now, that being said,” he observed, dropping into what
Whittaker strained to interpret as a more matter-of-fact, non-confrontational tone, “the Lord does
not lead us into controversy just for the sake of it.”
Desperate to find a way to reconnect with his uncle, Whittaker enthusiastically seized on
what seemed like a possible common ground by nodding with revivalistic zeal.
“At times in the Old Testament, God’s instruction to the Israelites was not to launch a full
scale attack.”
Whittaker ratcheted up the ardor of his supportive bobbing.
“The key is waiting on the Lord and praying for his direction.”
As Whittaker’s undulations became even more pronounced, with his head deeply
swooping like a cork on a choppy, swelling sea, he briefly considered chiming in an affirming
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“amen” but rejected the idea, worried about inviting his uncle’s skepticism of the exclamation’s
authenticity.
There was scant chance, though, of Whittaker’s exposure as a fraud trying to mimic an
interactive congregation enraptured by a homily because, despite what might have seemed to be
sound-bites of sermonizing, Caleb hadn’t been preaching at all. He was merely talking
conversationally in the way his thoughts had been trained to run.
Caleb had a simple yet profound religious orientation that ran to his very core, and as
immoderate as some might have judged his views to be, if you accepted his premises, it was hard
to argue with where they led him. For Caleb, the infinitely good and all-powerful God was the
ultimate reality; this world was a fading ephemeron, and the goal of the human transients passing
through it was to find and serve their heavenly Father, who would guide, strengthen, assist and
enable them throughout their trek, once they chose to take the first step in His direction. Caleb’s
God was not a subaltern co-pilot; He was sitting in the captain’s seat doing all the steering, with
Caleb literally just along for the ride. It is therefore not surprising that Caleb would consult with
the Divine driver for every direction that needed to be taken, in small things as well as big.
Because God, as an actual, existing being, was as real and close to Caleb as his wife and
children, he constantly spoke both to Him and about Him, not necessarily in the form of prayer
or preaching (though Caleb did frequently pray throughout the day and preached twice a week)
but in the way a young, dependent child would routinely call and rely upon its parent during a
long and difficult trip.
“Here,” Caleb related, “I’m not yet sure what kind of case God wants us to put on.
Perhaps this is not the right time to take the major stand I was considering. Perhaps God intends
to do that in another case, with another servant, before another judge . . . ”
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Wanting to capitalize on this possible intersection between his uncle’s theological
assessment and his own pragmatic legal perspective, Whittaker abruptly intruded, hoping to pull
the conversation back onto the firm ground of earthly practicalities.
“Yes, yes,” he injected excitedly, “that’s exactly what troubles me and is the very reason
I advise against enlarging the case beyond the limited scope of what the ACLU has complained
about.”
Sniffing the scent of familiar turf, Whittaker warmed to his topic as he started splicing in
some of the text from the presentation he’d practiced earlier.
“The school district crosses into two different judicial divisions. That means that the
ACLU had a choice where to file the lawsuit, and in the division they picked, only one judge
currently sits. In other words, they knew they would draw this judge. So they steered the case to
him, obviously because they think he’ll be sympathetic to their position. Tactically, then”—and
here he had to improvise, because he had not anticipated what, to his lawyer’s mind, was his
uncle’s ludicrous suggestion that they make the suit harder to defend by broadening the topics in
dispute—“the last thing we want to do is to do is wage a full scale war in this forum, because
they’ve set it up not to be a fair fight. Plus,” he elaborated, detouring further from his script as
another impediment to his uncle’s case-expanding folly suddenly occurred to him, “traditionally
the scope of the litigation is determined by the plaintiff’s complaint. If we tried to advance a
generalized attack on human evolution, the judge would probably rule it irrelevant to the matters
in controversy and refuse to let in our evidence on that point. So,” he summarized, “all things
considered, in this situation it would seem that dis-”
And here, Whittaker was about to close with another oratorical flourish by incorporating
the well-worn adage about the relationship between discretion and valor but, considering the
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track record of his earlier attempts, he caught his verbal leap in mid-stride and contorted it to a
different landing.
“-appointing as it may be, we should limit ourselves to rebutting the smaller claims made
by the ACLU.”
Caleb, who had been carefully following his nephew’s reasoning, nodded
contemplatively and let out a pensive purr. “Hmm. Here it may be that discretion is the better
part of valor,” he solemnized, making Whittaker grimace within at the opportunity lost by his
rhetorical balk.
“So, Brad, what is the overall approach you recommend?”
Energized over finally being given both the floor and control, Whittaker shrugged his
shoulders forward, as if loosening them in preparation for hoisting the weighty banner of his
thoughts.
“We limit ourselves to the narrow charges raised by the ACLU in the lawsuit. To that
end, the first thing we do is file a motion to dismiss the complaint for failure to state a claim.
Our argument will be that, on its face, the tract in question does not promote a religious position
but is a purely secular, scientific article. Now, mind you,” Whittaker warned, raising his palmdown hands in a cautionary gesture, “I have no illusions that our motion will be granted.”
“Well, then why in the world . . . ,” Caleb began, mystified at his nephew’s support for a
self-confessedly futile maneuver.
“Several reasons,” Whittaker interrupted, nodding forcefully, this time with a dominant
rather than subservient bearing, his now-outstretched hand synchronously slicing forward to
underscore his certainty in the prudence of his counsel. “Number one, it will be the first time the
judge sees the legal issues framed, and we’ll spin them in our favor so that, for the rest of the
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case, his underlying impression of the governing law will be the one we leave. Second, you
know what they say,”—and here, still slightly smarting from his missed elocutionary chance to
invoke the conventional wisdom of proverbs, he felt emboldened enough by the steam he was
building to risk another—“the best defense is a good offense.”
He paused to gauge the reaction, relieved to see only a confused look on his uncle’s face,
which apparently signified that, while Caleb found this particular maxim entirely benign, he was
uncertain of its application here.
“Look,” Whittaker expounded, “the ACLU is going to file a motion for summary
judgment, I’m sure of it. A motion for summary judgment is a motion that essentially says that
there’s no need to have a hearing or trial because as a matter of law the handout promotes
religion, so that the judge should just issue an order that the ACLU wins. And I have to tell you,
there’s a definite chance that they might prevail on that motion,” Whittaker pointedly added in an
effort to manage his client’s expectations. “We can try to defend the first part of the article as
only reporting on different schools of arguably scientific thought, but the reference at the end to
an ‘intelligent agent’ will be tough to deal with, given the current law in this area. The ACLU
will surely argue, and the judge might very well agree, that this ‘intelligent agent’ label is
nothing more than code language for ‘God.’
“Anyway, if we beat them to the punch and file our own brief asking the court to find the
opposite, that is, that as a matter of law the handout doesn’t promote a religious belief,
psychologically it will make it harder for the judge to grant their contrary motion. He’ll be more
inclined to split it down the middle and decide that, before he can rule, he’ll have to give us our
day in court.”
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With another client he would not have used the “give us our day in court” standard as a
measure of victory (in part because the last thing he personally ever wanted to see, on this case
or any other, was the inside of a courtroom), but he suspected that the hardscrabble, lay-it-onthe-line flavor of the phrase would echo pleasantly with his uncle and, judging from the smile
that quickly flitted across Caleb’s face, he was right.
“Assuming we get over that hump,” Whittaker went on, “we’ll devote our full attention to
preparing for the hearing before the judge. Among other things, that will involve . . . ”
“Hold on a minute, Brad” Caleb quizzically inserted. “You say ‘hearing before the
judge.’ Won’t we have the chance to put our case before a jury, maybe one with a few Godfearing people on it?”
“Nope,” Whittaker authoritatively negated, heartened by a growing confidence in his
mastery of the meeting, which he decided to augment by overdosing his uncle with true but, to a
lay ear, incomprehensible legalese. “The ACLU is seeking an injunction to prevent any future
instruction on the topics discussed in the handout, which is a claim that sounds exclusively in
equity rather than law, which means that, since we’re in federal court, where equitable claims are
not entitled to jury determination, this matter will be tried to the judge. Sorry, but there’s
nothing we can do about that,” he consoled with mock regret.
(In truth, Whittaker felt mercifully spared that a jury was unavailable, in that it saved him
the trouble of rationalizing to himself and his client why they shouldn’t ask for one. This was
because, as odd as it may seem for someone who had voluntarily chosen the career of full-time
litigator, on those rare occasions when Whittaker was forced to go to court for any kind of
meaningful advocacy, he was racked with a pathological, debilitating, brontosaurus-sized case of
stage fright, and since a jury presentation embodied the grandest legal theater, for him it carried
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the greatest personal terror—one that he would do anything within his power to avoid. And
interestingly, despite its apparent strangeness, this vocationally antithetical combination was not
as inconceivable as would be, for example, a hemophobic surgeon or a baker with a flour allergy.
Because most, sometimes all, of a typical lawsuit’s life is lived completely outside the
courthouse, with few ever going the distance, a so-called “trial” attorney can often succeed
simply by writing strident briefs and being brash, quarrelsome and truculent at depositions,
which were among Whittaker’s, and many of his colleagues’, main fortes. But unfortunately for
Whittaker, his individual panic-attack threshold was set many measures lower even than those of
his fellow cowardly lions masquerading under the inapt “litigation specialist” moniker. On his
very best day, Whittaker was no better than queasily uncomfortable in the courtroom, and that
was when he was making a perfunctory appearance on a minor, ministerial matter; for him, the
notion of conducting any kind of a vigorously contested evidentiary hearing, let alone a fullblown jury trial, was so horrifying that the mere entertainment of it made his bowels quake.)
“Well, darn,” Caleb griped, acquiescing in the result without understanding how his
nephew had reached it. “And you say this judge was hand picked by the ACLU, so do we have
any chance at all for a fair shake?”
“Well, I don’t know that it would be accurate to say they hand picked this judge. I mean,
it’s not like they could have filed the suit anywhere they wanted in the U.S. It had to be either in
the division they chose or the one next to it, since the school district lies in both. It just means
that, of the judges in that overall small pool, this was the one they felt gave them the best chance.
Actually, it doesn’t even mean that, necessarily. There are four judges in the division they
sidestepped, and one of them is an ultra-conservative, holy roll-”
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He’d become so carried away with his command of the discussion that, momentarily
forgetting the composition of his audience, he was about to use a common but what he suddenly
worried might, to his uncle, be a mildly abrasive term for the devout. Having, he hoped,
perpetuated the misconception that, despite his long-standing Sunday truancy, he was still at
heart very much a member of the fold, he wanted to avoid any possible rift in that perception,
which necessitated another in-flight verbal rerouting, this time with a somewhat bumpier
landing.
“roman catholic, so they might have filed in the other division just to avoid the chance of
randomly drawing him,” he concluded, biting his tongue in the next breath as he realized that he
had partially undercut the impression of judicial hostility he’d created to discourage his uncle
from pursuing the heftier, anti-Darwin litigation Caleb had initially sketched.
This nuance, however, went unrecognized by Caleb, who was otherwise distracted. “A
conservative Catholic. Hmm,” he marveled with a wonderment only slightly less intense than if
he’d learned of a cow that played cribbage.
“Anyway,” Whittaker speedily resumed, eager to divert his uncle with additional
information, “we’re going to need to hire an expert witness or two—you know, a paid consultant
who comes in to testify about topics that require specialized knowledge. We’ll want to find
someone with impressive credentials who can talk about the state of current scientific thought
and confirm that the handout does nothing more than recap an ongoing, purely secular debate
among scientists. This will be expensive, because the good ones charge a lot. But they’ll make
or break the case, and to have any hope of winning, we’ll have to give the judge a strong record
that siding with us doesn’t mean he’s sanctioning the teaching of creationism in our schools.”
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In what for him was becoming, the older he got, a progressively more well-worn gesture,
Caleb shook his head in mild disbelief, sighing dolefully. “It’s a sad day,” he mourned, half to
himself, “when we have to tip toe around for fear of actually expressing the truth that God has
revealed to us.”
“Well, we’ve got to be realistic,” Whittaker firmly returned. Hoping to infuse a more
earth-toned palette into his uncle’s black-and-white thinking, he began paraphrasing comments
that one of his professors had made on the first day of law school, after a student had naively
asserted that the outcome of the case they were studying “didn’t seem right.”
“Think of it this way—the legal process is usually less about right and wrong than it is
about pigeonholing, about how things are labeled. Legal precedents set the size and shape of the
various pigeonholes, which determine what kind of facts can fit in each of them. And the judge
has to decide what pigeonhole the case goes into. Some pigeonholes mean the plaintiff will win.
Others mean the defendant will win.
“Now, my job as a lawyer is to stretch and squeeze on both ends, that is, to stretch the
pigeonhole that leads to victory wide enough to cover our facts, while at the same time I’m
trying to squeeze the facts into the right shape to fit that pigeonhole. So oftentimes, the way you
characterize or define your position can predetermine the result. Here, if we ever use the word
‘creation,’ the judge will immediately put us into the pigeonhole of cases that have forbidden
those teachings, and we’re guaranteed to lose. But if we can show that the handout was just a
secular update on a legitimate scientific issue, then we have a chance of getting the judge to put
it in a permissive pigeonhole. That’s the reason I think we should always describe the handout
as discussing ‘the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent design,’ to differentiate it from
‘creationism,’ and that we should primarily emphasize the term ‘pre-biotic’ to further separate
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the handout from what Darwin addressed. So far, the courts have lumped ‘intelligent design’ in
with ‘creationism’ and rejected them both, so our job will be to convince the judge of the
dispositive importance of those distinctions, both factually and legally.”
“My,” Caleb moaned with disillusion. “You make it all sound like form over substance,
more like a crossword puzzle than a search for truth.”
“Exactly,” Whittaker agreed, choosing to treat his uncle’s incredulous dismay as if it
were an objective observation and then congratulate him for being precocious enough to have
anticipated the answer before it was given. “You’re exactly right—it often can be more form
than substance, more about procedure than merit, especially if it’s in front of a judge. A bit less
so, perhaps, if it’s before a jury.” (Now, having convinced his uncle of the unavailability of a
jury trial, he felt secure enough to extol certain virtues of that tribunal, although his involuntary
jitters at the prospect of trying a jury case immediately led him to extemporize on some of its
other drawbacks.) “But there’s the opposite problem with jury trials—often there’s too much
heart and not enough head in the decision, so you get results based on sympathy instead of sense.
And, frankly, if you have a weak case, jurors are usually easier to fool than judges, especially if
you weed out all the smart ones in the selection process.”
Caleb gave his head another forlorn shake. “Brad, you’re the legal wiz, and I’m guided
by your advice, but it seems to me that we’re ending up doing the very thing that they’re
accusing us of. I mean, they’re saying we’re using code words to refer to God, and our strategy
is to use different code words that make it seem like we’re not referring to God.
“Look,” Caleb continued wearily, fatigued in advance at the thought of having to engage
in these elaborate games and wanting to put his cards plainly on the table, “I know we can’t
teach religion in public schools. And despite what I’m guessing you think, it might surprise you
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to hear that I don’t support affirmatively teaching scripture or Biblical literalism in biology
class—hey, you couldn’t fool me with the cookies and you can’t with this either,” Caleb asserted
in sidebar to his nephew’s second rendition of the arching eyebrows of innocence—“but before I
urged the board to pay the money to defend this suit rather than just roll over, which is what two
of the members wanted to do, by the way, I had a long talk with Jim Turner, the teacher who
distributed the handout. And yes, it turns out that he’s a believer, but so what?” Caleb asked a
trifle defensively. “It doesn’t mean he automatically gets no credibility at all. He guaranteed me
that everything in that paper is supported by good, scientific—scientific, not Biblical—research.
So, yes, we shouldn’t affirmatively teach a particular religion in class, but does that mean we
can’t teach a scientific principle just because the result happens to be consistent with religious
truth? I mean, there’s only one truth, and it doesn’t change if you put a different label on it. To
me, it’s no surprise that scientific studies show that life arose on purpose, from an intentional act
of creation. I already knew that, because God told us so. Now, I’m not saying we should give
classroom lectures that life was created based on the strength of God’s say-so, but if there’s a
branch of science that independently shows the same thing, what sense does it make to forbid
teaching it just because it coincides with religion? I mean,” he complained, becoming more
impassioned as he tapped into a broader theme that, to him, epitomized an underlying dynamic
of his society’s pervasive decay, “have things gotten so perverted that anything that’s good for
religion is automatically condemned for that reason alone? Hey,” he declared with defiance, his
eyes moistening and his voice trembling at the contemplation of God’s grandeur, “the truth is
that the Lord left His fingerprints all over the place, so the better our puny little science’s vision
gets, the more we’ll be able to see them.”
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Recognizing that he had unintentionally escalated into what might, for his nephew, be a
disquieting level of fervor, he took a composing breath and then softly chuckled. “Don’t worry,
Brad,” he reassured disarmingly. “I’m not entirely the rabid, drooling kook from the boonies
that you think I am—enough,” he countered with a dismissive wave of his hand in response to
the third appearance of his nephew’s protesting eyebrows. “Look, I know you want to play this
like a chessboard deal, you know, like a high level military operation, with scouts and snipers
and ambushes and plans and back-up plans, and back-up plans for the back-up plans, and all like
that, and here it seems like I’m this hayseed checkers guy who wants to ride into town, guns
blazing, jumping anything that moves. But heck,” Caleb grinned, “we’re not paying you the big
bucks so we can ignore what you tell us. So, sure, don’t worry, we’ll do it your way, with the
primary idea being to limit our defense only to refuting the ACLU’s claims, and do all the word
games and finessing and that other crafty stuff you big-time lawyers have up your sleeve.
You’re the field marshal, son, so you get to lead the troops.”
Whittaker labored hard to stifle any outward display of the surges of relief, triumph and
self-validation that competed for preeminence within him. His first major case with lead
responsibility, and already he had total control, a carte blanche and the client’s complete
confidence!
“But look,” Caleb added, unwittingly snuffing the fuses of the celebratory fireworks
poised to explode in his nephew’s head. “Let me just call in one maneuver here. For sure we’ll
go with your approach of presenting a very narrow case that only answers the points in the
handout. But you never know what twists and turns things might take, so let’s also work up an
alternative case, we can call it our ‘Plan B,’ to show that Darwinism in general has a lot of holes,
that there’s no scientific proof of evolution creating new kinds of animals out of old ones, and
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that whether men descended from apes is in scientific doubt—scientific, not religious doubt—
just to have in our back pocket, in case we learn that God does want us to take on the bigger
questions. I just can’t shake the hunch that He might be getting ready to do something like that,
or that He at least wants us to make preparations for that possibility, even if we can’t see why.
The Lord sometimes works in mysterious ways.”
Whittaker’s opposition to this suggestion resulted from equal parts personal
unwillingness—he again reflected that championing what he and his peers would view as thickheaded, low-browed, unenlightened primitivism couldn’t be good for his image—and wellfounded considerations of case-management. He chose to express only the latter.
“Well, we could do that, of course,” he said, his speech thick with calculated sympathy at
having to convey the disappointing news his professional wisdom forced from him, “but you’re
talking about a huge undertaking for something that has a virtually zero percent chance of ever
coming up. And if it somehow did, what would be your odds of prevailing? I mean, working up
a case that Darwin is wrong would be like trying to prove that 9/11 was an inside job. It’s
just . . . ,”
“Well,” Caleb interrupted with a knotted brow, “the big difference there is that 9/11
wasn’t an inside job and Darwin is wrong, so I’m not sure what you’re getting at.”
Feeling a deep temblor of dread that his careless tongue had, in a single, ill-considered
simile, undone all his painstaking efforts to forge the appearance of an ideological kinship with
his uncle, Whittaker clumsily flailed for damage control.
“Oh, oh, of course, of course,” he jabbered with self-evident certainty. “No-no, no
question about that. No-no, no, I just meant that bringing a comprehensive anti-Darwin case,
the, the, uh, Plan B case, would be a huge project, many, many, many times bigger than the one
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before us. I didn’t mean, of course, that the cause itself wouldn’t be factually solid or wouldn’t
be a pleasure to prosecute. No, no, believe me, I wish, I just wish this was our opportunity to
take those Godless evolutionists down a peg. No, I just meant to say that I’d be worried, not
about the strength of that kind of a case but just the practical aspect of how much money it would
take to develop it—way, way more than whatever the board has budgeted for this suit. I mean, I
mean,” he fumbled, mentally searching for some convincing imagery and heedlessly grabbing
the first analogy he found, “our case is like launching a little two-man sailboat versus the Plan B
case, which is like launching the Titanic, uhh, uhh,” he sputtered as the negative implications of
his maladroit choice began to register, “I mean, not that the anti-Darwin, Plan B case would sink
like the Titanic, no no no no, that’s that’s that’s that’s not what I meant,” he stammered, now in
an almost free-fall prattle. “No, like the Queen Mary, is the idea I meant, you know, you know,
seaworthy as they come, you know, virtually unsinkable, for sure, but just that it takes a lot of
people and work to get that thing in the water, you know, I mean that it’s a big project just to get
it launched, I mean, and I think that here,” he persisted, hoping to save a modicum of face by
forcing the discussion back on track through the determined pursuit of the same metaphoric
course that had wrecked him, “the board has agreed to finance a lawsuit on the level of sailing a
tiny boat, and if we run up a bill big enough for an ocean liner, I mean, I’m sure there will be
problems, won’t there, especially since, as you say, it was a split vote whether to fight the case in
the first place, don’t you think?” he concluded, salvaging what he could from his verbal crashand-burn by ending in a question posed with grim severity, framed by a look of earnest concern.
Caleb hesitated, mulling the import of his nephew’s floundering. His felt his initial
suspicions confirmed; Brad had been humoring him all along, perhaps out of generational respect
or, more likely, with the sordid goal of politicking for the retention of a lucrative case, but,
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regardless of his motivation, Brad no longer shared Caleb’s spiritual outlook. Either way, Caleb
knew that Brad saw him as an obsolete, out-of-place old dinosaur tottering towards extinction,
with ill-fitting ways of living and thinking no longer suitable for survival in those modern,
worldly currents into which Brad and his contemporaries had so exuberantly plunged. Caleb
shuddered to wonder how deeply his nephew may have sunk into those depths, grieving that he
may even have drifted so far as to have lost every aspect of his faith—not only in the specialized
notion of Biblical literalism but in the general conviction that God was a real, palpable, existing
being. If so, Caleb quietly rejoiced, reminding himself that God desires all to be saved, then
praise God for working the circumstances to bring this case to Brad’s door, so that through it his
hardened heart will soften to feel the Divine touch and heavenly Presence. Just as the Lord had
enlisted Saul, His people’s foremost enemy, to become their greatest campaigner, so too would
He use these events to transform Brad, the apathetic apostate, into a pillar of renewed belief.
That this lawsuit would afford Brad that chance, Caleb was certain. Whether Brad would seize
that chance was something to be prayed for, and Caleb was a ferocious prayer-warrior.
The longer he awaited his uncle’s response, the greater grew Whittaker’s anxiety that
he’d let slip a glimpse of his lapsed condition and that, as a consequence, Caleb would move the
case to a truly devout, theologically simpatico advocate. Because he fully supposed that, like
many unschooled, simple thinkers, Caleb would assume that a lawyer needed to believe in a
cause in order to plead it, the discovery that Brad had outgrown religion, in addition to injecting
a thorny awkwardness in their future personal relationship (which he reckoned a small cost
considering how infrequently their paths crossed these days), seemed destined to render him
unfit in his uncle’s eyes for legal service, and that prospect made Whittaker’s insides wither.
Losing the career-advancing potential the case afforded would be bad enough, but losing it after
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he’d already been hired (and had advertised his accomplishment to the firm’s senior partners),
losing it as an after-effect of his first client meeting, would be positively career-retarding, leaving
him worse off than before. As he sweated the delay in Caleb’s answer, the uncertainty hanging
in the seemingly endless silence was the quintessence of torture, but he feared that any additional
rehabilitative efforts would be counterproductive; all he could do was to sit through that
interminable pause, hoping that his uncle would write off his gaffes as mere graceless
expressions rather than deeper revelations.
“Brad, great point,” Caleb complimented matter-of-factly, for all outward purposes
ignoring his nephew’s meltdown, and its embedded tells, with the same mannerly, blind eye that
an invited couple would cast on their hosts’ marital squabbling. “I told the board you were the
right man for the job when I recommended you and your firm for this case, and, if they ever had
any doubts, well, seeing your attention to the litigation costs would convince them. Yep, you’re
one hundred percent correct that things could get tough with the board if the bills get out of hand.
Hmm.”
Caleb held a deep breath and then exhaled loudly. “Tell you what,” he proposed,
encouragingly upbeat. “Go ahead and work up the case as you see fit. I’d still like to keep the
door open to the bigger, what we’re calling the anti-Darwin, Plan B case, but to save money,
let’s just leave that door open a bare crack, just enough so that it’s not completely shut, but not a
penny more. How does that sound?”
So enormously relieved was Whittaker to suppose that his underlying spiritual
waywardness had remained undetected despite his foot-in-mouth misadventures (and that, as a
result, he would be retaining the business) that he immediately accepted his uncle’s terms,
laughably unworkable though he thought they were. Because I’ll see to it that I never have to
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present the imbecilic Plan B case, he told himself, I won’t suffer for not having spent any time
preparing it.
“I’d call it a win-win. The best of both worlds,” he enthusiastically endorsed.
“Ok, then, well I’ll clear out and let you get busy,” Caleb said, lightly tapping his
fingertips with finality on the desktop as he started to push away from the table. “Oh,” he
exclaimed in an afterthought, temporarily suspending his chair’s backward slide, “here’s a
money-saving idea for the Plan B, anti-Darwin-on-a-shoestring case. Lately I’ve heard about a
fella who could probably do some of the expert witness work you mentioned, and he sounds new
enough on the scene that he might not charge an arm and a leg. He’s got all the credentials, you
know, Ph.D. and all that. In fact, he used to be a professor at the University. But he found a
dinosaur skeleton that he says shows that the whole theory of evolution is wrong. Think it’s
worth checking out?”
“Yeah, sure, you bet,” Whittaker nebulously seconded with mechanical gusto as he
focused on avoiding any other close encounters with disaster during the meeting’s closing
moments. “Why don’t you try to find out more about him?” he suggested, reasoning that putting
as much of the inane case’s burden as possible on his uncle’s back enhanced the chance of the
whole thing just fading away.
“Sure, sure, I’ll do that,” Caleb cheerfully agreed. “I think his name was Crabs or Kites
or something like that.”
“Oh, one more thing,” Caleb added as they walked to the conference room door. “Jim
Turner, the teacher who distributed the handout, he’s been sued too, right?” he asked.
“Yep. We’re representing him along with all the other defendants,” came Whittaker’s
chipper affirmation.
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“He mentioned that he had a relative who was a lawyer and wanted to know if he could
have that guy represent him.”
Whittaker stopped in his tracks at this curtain suddenly being drawn on the tantalizingly
close light at the end of the tunnel. If the teacher hired his own attorney, Whittaker would still
have to perform the same tasks to represent the remaining defendants, meaning that his firm’s
revenues wouldn’t be affected—in fact, his firm’s fees would rise, because lawyers being paid by
the hour feel the irresistible need to talk to each other, so that the more there are, the more they
all bill. But, profitable though it was, coordinating with a co-counsel could be a major headache,
especially if he or she were either a loose cannon or trailblazer type who wouldn’t march in
lockstep along the course that Whittaker, as counsel for the majority, would set.
“Well,” Whittaker observed, masking his frustration, “I’m sure the board won’t authorize
any additional payment for a second lawyer when our firm can represent everyone for the same
price,” he warned, hoping the economic facts of life would end the issue.
“Na,” Caleb assured, unaware that his news was unwelcome. “I think he’s not going to
charge him, because he’s a relative.”
Well, Whittaker comforted himself, that means he’s doing it as an accommodation.
Probably some sad little strip-center, nickel-and-dimer who’s gonna realize that he’s in way
over his head and should be relieved just to go along for the ride with us big boys, so maybe it
won’t be so bad.
“Ok, all right. Just ask Turner to have his lawyer give me a call,” he advised, exiting the
conference room with his uncle and leaving behind his books and papers for his secretary to
retrieve. “The elevators are down there”—gesturing to his left—“and I’m going this way,” he
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said, pointing over his shoulder. “Gotta get cracking!” he melodramatically proclaimed, hoping
to part on a high note as he extended his hand for a farewell shake.
Caleb looked downward with comically frowning disdain at his nephew’s outstretched
arm. “Brad, I don’t think that meeting lasted so long that you got too old to give your unc a
hug,” he joked, going in, arms wide open, for the kill.
In his last act before being smothered, Whittaker nervously surveyed the corridor, glad
that no one was in sight.
As before, his uncle lifted him skyward, with Whittaker all the while desperately hoping
that the hallway would remain empty. “Brad,” Caleb said portentously, jubilating that God
might work this case, among other things, to open his nephew’s spiritual eyes and, for the first
time, give him a truly personal relationship with the Lord, “I think this could be the beginning of
a beautiful friendship.”
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Chapter 14
“Claire,” Roger blurted out of the blue, his face hidden behind the latest in a long string
of mystery novels he’d recently been consuming like cashews, “let’s go on an overnight car
trip.”
Startled not only because Roger had broken what had been a half-hour silence but also by
the left-fieldedness of his proposal, Claire looked up from her magazine with a puzzled
expression.
“An overnight car trip?” she echoed, elbowing herself into a more upright posture and
straightening the sheets over her. “What made you think of that?”
“Oh,” Roger began, setting his paperback next to him on the love seat he’d squeezed into
their bedroom for his use on days when weakness confined her there (and which, due to her
declining vitality, had lately become his customary perch), “I was just thinking about the time
right after college when you twisted my arm into going on that drive in the country to shop for
antiques, remember?”
“Mmm, yes,” Claire confirmed, reclining against the headboard in pleasant reminiscence.
“Hmm,” she half-laughed, “I deserved an honorary dental degree for the tooth-pulling I had to do
to convince you that buying antiques wasn’t the height of insanity. ‘Why spend a bunch of
money for something all worn out and dirty when, for a lot less, you can get something brand
new that actually works,’ ” she parroted, authoritatively deepening her speech in a gently teasing
imitation as she tucked in her chin like a martinet Queen’s Guard. “You were so stiff, Roger,”
she said with a full-throated chuckle. “Whatever did I see in you, I wonder,” she needled, tilting
her head down to peruse him with mock amazement.
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“The seeds of my future greatness, no doubt,” he returned, thrilling that she’d summoned
the strength for a lively reply. “And, in my defense, you must admit that, as far as antiques go, I
quickly came around.”
“Came around too far, I’d say, judging by how thin we were stretched once you started
spending money we didn’t have back then on, what did you call them? Oh yeah, ‘venerable
things of old,’ ” she quoted, again reverting to the parody voice and visage. “ ‘Venerable things
of old,’ ” she repeated, this time in her own tone. “Geez, even when you lighten up, you’re stiff!
I’ll say this, though,” she conceded, surveying their bedroom full of antiques, “when the bug
bites you, you get a full dose. You either hate antiques or you can’t have enough of ’em. That’s
just the way you are, Roger,” she ruminated absently, playfully pretending to be absorbed in the
magazine through whose pages she crisply flicked. “You’re an extremist and an absolutist. You
have only two switches—off and on. When you’re switched off to something, then everyone
who hears the call is on a lunatic mission, and when you’re on, you mount a full board crusade
that takes no prisoners. There’s not a one of your dials set on medium.”
“Although I generally plead guilty to preferring binary outcomes,” Roger nerdishly
parried, “to be accurate, there are some things that I’m whole-heartedly lukewarm about.”
“Such as?” Claire quizzed, pausing her page-turning to fix Roger with an inquisitorial
stare.
“Brussels sprouts. My personal jury is still out on brussels sprouts,” Roger answered
definitively. “So far, they do nothing for me, but I’ll be the first to acknowledge that perhaps I
just haven’t yet found the cook who’s made the right presentation, and, if and when I do, who
knows, they may be so sublime that I’ll convert to vegetarian.”
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“There! Out of his own lips! Extremist! I rest my case,” she triumphantly declared,
resuming her animated page-flipping.
“But we’ve drifted a good bit from my original mark, which was to suggest that we take
an overnight car trip. Remember that weekend, Claire?” he pursued, suddenly leaning forward
with excitement and speaking with a genuine enthusiasm that signaled the end of banter. “We
only set out for a day outing, but we found that great B and B, and they gave us some bread and
salami, and we went to that neat little park and ate sandwiches and drank warm white wine from
paper cups and spent the night in that old room with the four poster bed, remember all that?”
“Of course, Roger,” Claire softly responded, her eyes shining and a small, slightly
bittersweet smile rippling her lips. “I remember all that. What made you think of it?”
“Well, remember how the next morning, before we came home, you bought me that gag
gift, those antique, gilded plaster bookends of a monkey sitting on a stack of volumes marked
‘Darwin’ and studying a human skull? When I asked you why you got them, you said that it was
important, when you took a trip like ours, to bring something back from it, something that would
always call up the memory, no matter how lost or obscured it got in your mind. Well, you were
right. This book I’m reading made a reference to a chimpanzee, and the next thing I knew I was
thinking about those bookends, and that whole weekend came back like it was yesterday.
“So how about it?” he again submitted, straining to sound casual. “I’m not saying that
we would or even could go back to the same B and B—may not even exist anymore—but we
could take a short overnight trip and stay in some manor-like place filled with ‘venerable things
of old,’” he encouraged, impersonating her impersonation.
Claire collapsed the magazine in her lap. “Roger,” she said, at first unable to meet his
gaze and then facing him with such a quiet, honest sadness that he had to look away.
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“Listen,” he persisted, this time with an imploring note, “I know you don’t have a lot of
stamina, but that’s fine. I don’t foresee that you’ll have to do anything more than sit in the car
for a peaceful drive, walk up some stairs, and then we’ll stay in our room, or maybe they’ll have
some quaint great room with a fireplace and built-in, felt-lined bookcases and some old deer
heads on the wall, and we can just sit there and read together and maybe later have a, a salami
sand—.” His voice, which had been growing progressively more frayed, uncontrollably broke,
but he swallowed once, regained himself and continued his entreaty, fighting, successfully, to
keep his composure, “and then, on the way home, we’ll buy something funny and unforgettable
so, so no matter how old and senile we get, we can always look back and remember that
weekend.”
She dropped her head downward, fiddling with the corner of the magazine. “Roger,” she
eventually sighed with an emptiness that trailed off into extended silence.
Emboldened by what seemed to be a weakness in the opposition he’d expected to
encounter, Roger petitioned his cause with fresh energy.
“Come on, Claire,” he exhorted. “It’ll be tons less grueling than a trip to the hospital, I
promise. It’s just sitting and resting, really. We can do this. Come on, I know we can. It’ll be
fine. More than fine, it’ll be great.
“Think of it this way,” he cajoled, adopting a more lighthearted tack that conveniently
skirted the constraints imposed by her illness. “You need to do it for the sake and sanity of your
caregiver,” he said, tapping his chest. “Yep, that’s right, me,” he confirmed, nodding with
farcical self-importance. “Caregiver burnout. That’s all you hear about these days. It’s the
scourge of public healthcare. And despite all the grants and research donations, despite the
efforts of our best and brightest minds tackling the problem, once you get it, the prognosis is not
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good. The prognosis is not good, Claire,” he repeated with dramatic solemnity. “Prevention,”
he sternly forewarned, “prevention is the only cure, and the path to prevention is simple—R and
R, rest and rehab, Claire, rest and rehab. So, holding as I do a Ph.D. degree that technically
authorizes me to make restaurant reservations in the name of Doctor Limine, I hereby prescribe
myself a healthy dose of R and R, in the form of an overnight car trip to a captivating, oldfashioned hamlet with a suitably period B and B. So let it be written, so let it be done,” he
proclaimed with the pomp of an Egyptian potentate. “And of course,” he added, shifting into
congenial Victorian formality, “the pleasure of your company is requested.”
“Roger,” Claire laughed somberly, shaking her downcast head, “you’re an incorrigible.
What am I going to do with you?” she asked, sweeping up to regard him full on.
“Accompany me on my prescribed trip, of course,” he pressed smartly, as if the result
were a foregone conclusion.
She looked at him so intently that he not only grew more doubtful whether she’d agree to
his proposal but became more broadly uncomfortable, fearing she might be about to broach
bigger, morbid issues to which he’d tried to shut his mind. He managed, however, to suppress
any external sign of his unease.
“Maybe,” she at length relented.
“I’ll take that as a yes,” came Roger’s wiseacre rejoinder.
“No, you’ll take it as a maybe,” Claire firmly instructed, emphatically arching her left
brow. “Look,” she moderated in her next, more accommodating breath, “let’s see if I feel up to
it after this upcoming treatment. If I do, and if it’s ok with Doctor Mondial, then we’ll see what
we can do to fill your self-written prescription. After all,” she allowed, lapsing back into the
flippant mode he found so reassuring, “we can’t have you suffering from caregiver breakdown.
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It might be a bit hard to replace you. Where else am I going to find someone so easy to win an
argument with?”
“You mean someone chivalrous enough to let you win?” he retorted, telling himself that
there was a good chance they’d take the trip and stifling his few errant stabs of offsetting doubt.
“What are you reading today?” Claire asked, wanting to change the subject even if it
meant leaving Roger’s last comeback uncountered. “Oh, let me guess, another mystery novel.
Am I right?”
“You are correct, sir,” Roger operatically boomed, making a grandiose gesture of holding
his book before him with both hands and then exaggeratedly opening it in mid-air as he settled
back in the couch, breaking the flimsy binding in the process so that a page separated and
fluttered into his lap.
“My,” Claire laughed, “You seem to be shedding clues. I hope secret of the murder’s
identity wasn’t on that one you just dropped. Take a look. Does it say anything about Colonel
Mustard?”
“Hmm,” Roger huffed, his lips briefly flattened in an irritated wince. “Nope,” he
announced after a quick inspection, with a demeanor that had returned to full even-keel, “you’ll
be glad to know that it was the very page I had just finished, and, while it contained no reference
to your military friend, I think the author was about to insult us with the sudden appearance of a
long-lost identical twin or some other, equally ham-handed, eleventh-hour intervention. Achh!”
he exclaimed in minor disgust as he threw the page only approximately back in place, so that its
edge protruded at one end when he snapped the cover shut with dismissive disdain. “This
writer’s structural abilities, I’m afraid, are no better than the bookbinder’s.”
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“I see you’ve become quite a critic of the mystery genre,” Claire razzed, “which,
considering the rate at which you’ve been ripping through those things, isn’t surprising. What’s
your recent fascination with them, anyway?” she asked with real curiosity.
“I like to put together the clues and figure out the solution,” Roger said, recognizing an
instant later that his explanation sounded misleadingly elementary. “You see,” he amplified,
unconsciously assuming a professorial air, “that’s not as obvious an answer as it seems, because
the truth is that a lot of so-called ‘mystery’ novels don’t allow you to do that. In fact, many
books passing themselves off as ‘mysteries’ aren’t even mysteries at all. In a lot of them, a
heinous crime occurs, but the perpetrator has no role in the story other than to play the villain, so
there’s no opportunity for a wolf-in-sheep’s-clothing unmasking of a character who has
otherwise been fairly dangled before, but overlooked by, the reader. That kind of story devolves
into more of a thriller that turns on whether the hero will catch the culprit in time to prevent a
greater calamity, which is ultimately determined by serendipity of plot rather than inevitability of
logic. And then there are the ones where we’re told in the beginning what happened and who did
it, with the exercise becoming a study of an unusually quirky detective as he goes through his
investigative motions, often toying cat-and-mouse with the guilty party, which is really nothing
more than an outlandish personality profile that similarly doesn’t deserve to be labeled a
mystery,” he expounded to Claire, who, contrary to his expectations, was listening with interest
rather than interrupting to poke fun at what even he thought must sound like pretty pretentious
bombast.
“Now, for true mystery books that leave clues directing a reader to the solution, some of
them fail because, to put it crudely, the quality of the work just stinks. For example, the clues
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don’t line up, or there are flaws in the story’s overall coherence, so that no amount of astute
armchair sleuthing will lead you to the final answer.
“But the second kind of failed mystery is by far the worst. These are the ones that turn on
some vital, secret information, disclosed only in the closing pages, to which the writer has had
access all along but the reader has not. While those sorts of stories, assuming they’re well
written, present a puzzle with a cohesive, integral solution that will eventually be announced,
even the best bookworm detective can never fully solve them with the available facts. I despise
that second kind of failed mystery. It puts the reader at an unjust, impossible disadvantage,
always keeping him, to some degree, in the inescapable dark, which prevents him from ever
completely cracking the case on his own. Those mysteries of the second kind are a tease. They
allow you to reason yourself part way to the answer but deprive you of the critical data necessary
to walk the last few steps across the deductive plank all the way to the other side, which leaves
you, in the end, simply walking the plank, period, having to trust the author to swoop in at the
last minute and rescue you with previously withheld, previously unfathomable revelation,” he
concluded, mildly astonished that Claire had remained so attentive as he found himself on the
unfamiliar ground of actually having completed an entire grandiloquent discourse without a
single heckle from her.
Claire’s silence lasted long enough that he was tempted to interpret it as an invitation to
pontificate further—an invitation he was about to accept when she decisively revoked it.
“Roger, your pig-headed pride is infuriating,” she complained with a mingle of
exasperation and dismay.
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His surprise at her uncharacteristic, seemingly disjointed criticism, which, unlike almost
all her other barbs, was plainly heartfelt, momentarily rendered him somewhat less than fully
articulate.
“Huh?” he grunted.
“Oh, I didn’t mean that to sound so caustic,” she fretted. “I’m sorry, Roger,” she
apologized in a suddenly businesslike tone. “It’s just that I’m so worried because your
intellectual arrogance is leading you in the wrong direction.”
“Well,” he noted understatedly as his higher faculties of speech returned, “eh, just a tiny
observation—your apology for calling me ‘pig-headed’ and ‘proud’ might have had a little more
ummph if you hadn’t finished it off by calling me ‘arrogant.’ I may be wrong, but it’s sort of an
unwritten rule that an apology for calling someone names shouldn’t call him more names. It
tends to defeat the purpose, you know. By the way, ahh, what’s going on here, if I might ask?”
he inquired, nine-tenths befuddled and one-tenth miffed.
Claire let loose a diffusing, relaxing laugh.
“I really am sorry, Roger,” she chuckled, shaking her head. “I just seem to get so
flummoxed when this topic comes up.”
“Ahh, correct me if I’m wrong, but isn’t this the first time I’ve enlightened you with my
theories of the different forms of the flawed mystery novel?”
“Roger, your approach to the mystery novel is the same as your approach to the world,
and that’s the part that scares me for your sake.”
“Ok, now I am lost,” he confessed, forcing a baffled half-smile.
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“Roger, how can you be so clever about details and still miss the big picture!” she
sympathetically scolded. “Ok, let me spell it out for you.” she ventured, plunging ahead without
a preset plan, trusting the words to come to her on the spot.
“You approach the world as if it were one of those kinds of mystery books that you
like—one where, through the power of your reason, you can personally put together the clues
and, one by one, cross off all the unlikely suspects, eliminate all the false hypotheses, and
definitively arrive at the single correct answer. Any theories you find along the way that can’t be
absolutely verified by the clues available to you are rejected as wrong and meaningless.”
She paused, hoping that Roger would intuit the rest of her thought.
“Seems eminently reasonable,” a still-bewildered Roger undiscerningly averred.
“But Roger,” she continued, giving him a loving but impatient look, “how do you know
that the world isn’t more like the second kind of mystery that you dislike, the one where it’s
impossible to figure everything out perfectly, the one where you just don’t have the tools to put
together a fully comprehensive answer solely through the application of your reason? Don’t you
see, Roger,” she asked, leaning toward him, her voice urgent with passionate concern, “if the
world is like that second kind of mystery, then theories that you’ve rejected, explanations that
you’ve scoffed at, may very well be right, but it will always be beyond your mind’s ability to
validate them no matter how you struggle to put together the pieces you see. The missing pieces,
Roger, the missing pieces that you can’t see solely with your naked brain may verify everything
you’ve rejected for lack of intellectual proof.”
“Oh, geez, this is the God thing again, isn’t it? How did I not see that coming?” he
groused. After that first time at the hospital, Claire had on several occasions returned their
discussion to that same topic, usually, as here, by finding a segue from some unrelated
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conversational fat they were chewing. And with each revisitation, Roger’s initial revulsion had
successively mollified, as repetition dulled from shocking to familiar the reality of his wife’s
new theistic side. Though still confident that the grimness of her condition had tricked her into
embracing this religious fantasy for its imaginary ray of promise, he no longer felt the same
degree of vicarious shame and debasement on her behalf; he had ceased grieving that the disease
had reduced her to a superstitious, ritual and mythology-embracing wreck. One factor in this
reconciliation was his recognition that her beliefs, however self-deceptive, seemed to provide her
a bona fide, undeniable source of strength, buoying her in heaving personal seas that the prebesotted Claire could likely not have ridden out half so well. Grateful for that benefit, he had
come to terms with the delusional element as an unfortunate but acceptable price tag, a tolerable
side effect, of an otherwise psychologically helpful therapy. In fact, on some occasions he felt a
tearful swell of sentimental pride when she flew her plucky little flag of faith, which he started to
perceive as less a disability and more a defiant, self-affirming eccentricity in the towering
presence of an overwhelming foe. And too, he had consoled himself that, historically, some of
the world’s finest minds had embraced similarly pious fogs, which allowed him to number her
among an impressive, somewhat face-saving, grace-by-association list of believing who’s whos,
with ranks including worthies from Aristotle to Zoroaster. These affiliations at least comforted
him that she had not fallen into the exclusive company of crackpots and fools. Finally, although
he didn’t consciously dwell on the thought, Claire had begun denting his atheistic armor with her
repeated theme that his nihilistic views were pre-determined by certain arguably arbitrary
assumptions he’d made, which, like many first principles, were based more on belief than proof,
such as what she contended was his virtual a priori declaration of the supernatural’s nonexistence.
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“Yes, Roger, one way or another it always comes back to the ‘God thing,’ as you call it,”
she replied, glad that he had become desensitized enough to reference the topic without the
blood-curdled contortions of horror he’d displayed the first time she’d raised it with him, as if
she’d just announced at a convention of PETA-vegans that they’d be lunching on veal and foie
gras, with an endangered-species fur fashion show to follow. “Don’t you see that your whole
response to the world, your fundamental interpretation of it, is based on the premise that you can
read it like one of the kinds of mystery books you prefer, where everything is deducible? But
Roger, what if this particular author wants something more from you, something for which every
ounce of your rationality is necessary but not sufficient, something that requires not only all your
brainpower but beyond that a combination of trust and need and heart, something that also
demands a leap of faith in addition to your ability to reason in order to take that final step all the
way across to the truth? What if that’s what’s going on out there, Roger? And if it is, just grant
me that possibility for a minute, if it is, then you’re missing the whole point, aren’t you? And
why are you missing it?—and this is why I said there was an element of pride involved—you’re
missing it because you want to get there completely on your own, without having to rely on the,
the,” she hesitated, waiting for the right word to arrive, “the providence of anything bigger than
yourself. So you gather your observations, your clues, and stubbornly insist that they satisfy
your unilateral, capricious decree—yes, that’s right, you don’t need a Ph.D. to talk like an
insufferable know-it-all,” she injected as his features sarcastically scrunched at her
phraseology—“your unilateral, capricious decree that they must add up to a solution you can
completely figure out, all by yourself, exclusively with your reason, leaving no loose ends or
unanswered questions. Don’t you see that your ‘it must add up’ requirement is just a precondition that you’ve peremptorily imposed, the same way you’ve rejected out-of-hand, really
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just as a matter of taste and personal preference, nothing more, the second kind of mystery that
the reader can’t solve all on his own?
“Roger,” she bemoaned, shaking her head with sadness, “it’s like that old joke about the
guy who lost his keys in the basement but prefers searching for them in the kitchen on the
grounds that ‘the light bulbs are brighter in there.’ You’re unwilling to look in the dark because
you’d have to be led through it, and the last thing you’d ever admit is that you need directions.”
With this, she stopped abruptly, taking the fact that she’d suddenly run out of words as a
sign that it was her turn to be quiet.
Hmm, Roger found himself unwillingly thinking, the more she says this stuff, the less
insane it starts to sound. “Wow,” he clowned, compensating for this mental flinch by feigning
inflated fear of her potential success, “I guess I ought to be glad you aren’t recruiting for the
Moonies. Pastels just aren’t my colors, and I never could master the tambourine.”
His bid for distracting laughs failed when she met his remarks with a compassionate
frown.
“Look, Claire,” he assuaged after the silence had dragged to an awkward length, “I
understand your point. I really do. You think I’ve just autocratically decided that I won’t
believe in God unless I can personally derive a rationally conclusive, intellectually unassailable
proof of His existence using only the potentially incomplete information available to me, so that
I’m overlooking Him even though He might be there. Is that a fair summary?”
“That’s a big part of it,” she agreed, nodding wistfully.
“Ok, well, I hear you on that but I just don’t happen to share your view. It goes against
everything I believe in. I know your motive is that you’re worried about me, but there’s nothing
to stress over. It’s just something we don’t see eye-to-eye on is all,” Roger persuasively cooed.
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“It should never be a source of friction between us. I respect your opinions about it just as you
respect mine, so it’s all fine,” he concluded with golden-rule diplomacy.
“Roger, this isn’t like the Ginger-versus-Mary Ann question I heard you and your band of
inebriated dweeblings debate last New Year’s Eve,” Claire admonished, rejecting the dead-end,
subjective trap Roger was motioning both of them into. “One of us is right, and one of us is
wrong, and there will inevitably come a day when we learn which is which. If I’m wrong, I’ve
lost nothing. In fact, I’ve gained, because the quality of my life has been enhanced. But if
you’re wrong, Roger,” she cautioned, visually assaulting him with a probing, penetrating glare,
as if she were trying to pierce through the familiar layers of custom and habit that had, over time,
encapsulated his core, so that she could shake him down to his bones, “if you’re wrong, Roger,
then you have everything to lose. Everything.”
She hesitated, hoping for a sign that she’d struck some cerebral pay dirt, but Roger was
unreadable. She tried drilling a bit deeper.
“For a smart guy, you’re not working the odds very well. You’re betting on a position
that has only downside. If you win, your prize is that life is meaningless. Congratulations.
That’s the best possible outcome for the gamble you’ve made.”
Again she searched his face, but again he gave up nothing, saying only, with an
impenetrable shrug that could have been either defensive intractability or unbowing resolve, “I
have the courage of my convictions.”
“Yes, the untestable, unprovable, arbitrary and ultimately empty conviction that the world
is like one of your solvable mystery stories,” she summed up with a finality that plainly
conveyed her decision to move on to lighter topics, to let things percolate where they were and
push him no harder that afternoon. “And really, Roger,” she affably taunted as she settled back
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into both her pillow and her prior, unmistakably playful tone, “your exclusive preference for that
kind of buttoned-down mystery shows a disappointing lack of imagination on your part, as well
as the staid rigidity of a grumpy old man, I might add. What have you got against happy surprise
endings, anyway?” she harried him good-naturedly.
“Oh, call me crazy, but I’d rather predict than be tricked,” he cheerfully quipped, glad
that Claire was pulling away from this troubling subject.
“Oh really? I’d put it that you’d rather be fooled than be ruled,” she countered, slipping
into his idiom. “Besides,” she now began lecturing to the ceiling with facetious theatricality,
broadly gesturing with an outstretched arm as if speaking to an invisible audience-at-large,
“surprises, good and bad, are one of the main things that make this visit here on Earth such a
wild, roller coaster experience. If you try to edit out their possibility, you end up on the kiddie
ride with no unexpected ups and downs, no awe inducing twists and turns—a safe, predictable
but boring trip that leads to nowhere but a mediocre life.”
“What?” Roger burst, bolting violently forward. “What did you just say?” he cried in a
panic.
“Hmm?” asked Claire, reflexively craning around to observe him, startled that what she
intended as a superficial harangue had apparently struck a deep-seated nerve. “What’s the
matter?” she asked with a touch of alarm as she dropped out of her extravagantly badgering
persona.
“What did you just say?” Roger repeated with a tremulous quaver that hinted at the
cataclysm at work inside him.
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“Oh, Roger, no, I was just kidding,” she consoled in a soft, caring voice, erroneously
assuming that her jesting had somehow offended him. “I didn’t mean anything by it, you know,
I was just running my mouth in fun, having a little tease, and I’m sorry if . . .”
“No no no,” Roger interrupted sharply, “I’m not mad, Claire. I’m not mad,” he snapped
and then resumed with a slower, forcibly composed but equally intense delivery. “I just need
you to repeat what you said. What did you just say?”
“Well, Roger, I’m, I’m not quite sure,” a confounded Claire stammered. “I wasn’t really
thinking much about it at the time. Why do you . . . ”
“You said something about ‘a mediocre life,’” Roger testily intruded. “What exactly did
you say? What exactly?”
“Ah, well, ah, let’s see,” Claire struggled, feeling off-balance from Roger’s inexplicably
vehement grilling but still pressing to retrieve the memory of her casual raillery despite the
overshadowing distraction of Roger’s unaccountable reaction. “ ‘A mediocre life,’ ah, ah, yeah,
I guess I did say something like that,” she acknowledged slowly, her lids narrowed to slits as if
squinting to see the replay of her prior comment. “Ummmmm,” she strained, in guttural proof of
both the ferocity and failure of her effort to recall.
“It was coupled with something about a roller coaster and me being a stick in the mud
because I like the solvable mysteries,” Roger prompted impatiently.
“Oh yeah, right,” Claire exclaimed, so relieved to remember that she immediately
launched into a paraphrase and added an explanatory gloss as well, without wondering why these
trifling details were suddenly so important to Roger. “I really just meant that people who only
like your kind of mystery, the one you can figure out yourself, they miss out on the chance to be
surprised and awestruck and changed by the discovery of something greater than the sum of their
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own parts, so that they fall short of the heights that they could otherwise reach and end up with a
mediocre life, but I didn’t mean anything by it, Roger. I mean, by then, I’d quit picking on you
for real and was just picking on you for fun, you know, talking without thinking, so if something
came out wrong and hurt your feelings, I’m so, so sorry. I didn’t mean to do anything like that.
Roger? Roger?” she asked, sensing that his attentions were preoccupied elsewhere.
The call of his name roused Roger from his inner, terrifying bedlam wrought by the
unthinkable but unstiflable idea that his second reception of the same haunting phrase might
somehow have been ordained, that its repetition might actually be intended to mean or tell him
something, or perhaps guide him, as opposed to being just a bizarre coincidence. The
implications knocked his universe off its mountings. “Let me get this straight,” he briskly
insisted. “I want to make sure I have these facts down exactly right. You essentially said that
people who only like the solvable mysteries end up living a mediocre life. And in the context in
which that term arose, the set of people who only like solvable mysteries correlated with people
who don’t believe in God. And so the ultimate equation to be drawn is that, by not forming any
belief in God or in any kind of supernatural or spiritual dimension, I’ll end up living a mediocre
life. Do I have that right? Is that right or not?” he demanded.
“Roger, the ‘mediocre life’ part of it was just blabbering,” Claire protested, close to
crying from both her consternation over Roger’s extreme response and her sorrow that she had
somehow distressed him. “I don’t know where it came from. You’re reading a level of meaning
into this that I never intended or recognized. You know, I was just poking some fun, like I
always do. I guess you’re right that I linked the ‘mediocre life’ comment to the people who only
take the kiddie rides, and by extension, I guess, to people who only like the solvable mysteries,
which did refer, in the serious conversation that we’d had just before, to people who have
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blinded themselves to God’s existence, but I wasn’t trying to go back to the serious conversation.
I thought we were finished with that, and I was just, you know, getting in a few little digs, just
for fun . . . ”
“Claire!” Roger exploded. “Please! Was my summary accurate?”
“Well, yes, yes, Roger, it was,” Claire answered through the tears that Roger’s
exasperated bark had unleashed.
Suddenly summoned out of himself by her subdued weeping, Roger rushed to her bed,
nauseous with guilt at having pained her by his relentless, frantic inquisition into that phrase’s
improbable appearance in her comments. “Claire, Claire,” he cried with poignant remorse,
fighting back his own sobs as he sat beside her and enwrapped her in a hug. “I’m so sorry.
Please, please, please Claire, forgive me. I didn’t mean to upset you. It must have seemed that I
was acting angrily. But I promise, Claire, I’m not, I wasn’t angry about anything. I don’t have
anything to be angry about. And,” and here he disengaged, holding her instead by one shoulder
and pushing her back slightly, peering earnestly into her as he delicately brushed off the few
tears with his free thumb, melting with grief to see the discomfort he’d caused her, “and, while I
know at times it’s hard to believe, I’m not completely insane, although I acted pretty spacey a
minute ago. I’m sorry, I’m so sorry,” he repeated, again moving in to renew the enveloping
embrace and drown the whole incident in a gently rocking clasp.
But she refused him the easy out embedded in his attempt to break eye-contact, stiffarming his approach and pointedly scrutinizing him. “What on earth was that all about, Roger?”
she sniffed. “What’s going on here?”
“Oh, well,” he self-consciously related, staring downward in embarrassment, “I, uh, I had
heard that phrase before, in a different setting, and, uh, I know it sounds weird, but when you
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said it just now, for some reason it made me crazy to figure out if it had anything to do with that
other setting, to see if it had any related significance, or whether it was only just an unlikely but
purely accidental and meaningless recurrence,” he offered up, knowing that his expurgated (but
accurate) version of the truth sounded pretty weak.
“What phrase?” she asked skeptically. “A mediocre life?”
He nodded curtly, hoping that she’d reciprocate his brevity.
She didn’t.
“Well why on earth would my saying that have anything to do with this ‘other setting’?”
she pursued, both dubious and confused.
“Well, uh, I, uh, really can’t intellectually see how it could,” he faltered. “Just a weird,
long-shot fluke that spooked me, I guess. I know it doesn’t seem to make any sense at all,” he
continued, suddenly inspired that, if he embraced rather than negated what to her would seem to
be the facial irrationality of his behavior, she would perhaps write it off as merely a random,
screw loose, mentally flatulent moment. “So how can you possibly expect to come up with a
comprehensible reason that explains it? I just came unglued there for a minute. I must just be
kind of stressed out, and it made me a little loony.
“Look,” he pleaded, his eyes moist as he held her at arms’ length and honestly met her
gaze, “the last thing I ever, ever want is to make you unhappy, and it hurts me beyond words to
know that I’ve done that, even for an instant. So will you please, please have pity on me by
forgiving me and put me out of this misery? I promise you nothing like this will ever happen
again.”
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She gave him a loving look, laced with a tiny smile, realizing that there was something
more to the story than he was presently comfortable telling her and choosing to leave that
sensitivity unexplored, at least for now.
“Fair enough,” she said tenderly. “For me, I’ll just write this up as one of the unsolvable
mysteries of the second kind.”
“Ouch,” Roger empathetically joked as she finally yielded to his hug. “I hate it when that
happens.”
“I know, baby, I know,” she playacted, comically soothing him with exaggerated backpats.
Only then, when they were ear-to-ear and he was securely free from her line-of-sight, did
he let down his face’s guard to reveal a glimmer of the convulsive thoughts churning within him.
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Chapter 15
CLACK!
The ponderous knock echoed ominously through the courtroom, sending an involuntary
surge through all the waiting litigants, even the most jaded attorneys appearing on the most
mundane matters.
CLACK!
The rustling of papers being gathered into portable piles, the shuffling of shoe soles to
ready their wearers’ rise to attention, the buttoning of coats stretched to cover comfortably plump
stomachs, and the last second, confirming murmur of short term truces whispered between long
term foes.
CLACK!
The last of the three clattering harbingers fades, leaving a lingering, anticipatory air of
dread and awe, intensified by the loudly throw-open inner-sanctum door and the somber
emergence of the official procession: the uniformed bailiff, the spectacled clerk and the darkrobed authority who alone ascends the raised bench to look down on the observantly standing
assembly.
“Oyez, Oyez, Oyez,” chants the bailiff. “The United States District Court is now in
session, the Honorable Herbert Putzier presiding. All persons having business before this
Honorable Court are admonished to draw near and be heard.” And then, after a pause for every
head to bow in the traditional posture of reverence: “God save the United States, and God save
this Honorable Court!”
“Ya’ll please sit down,” Judge Putzier instructed with overdone geniality, as if to deflate
with folksiness the formality of his entrance and suggest to the crowd that he was a much more
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down-to-earth fellow than whatever distant predecessor of his had hit upon all the ceremonious
fuss and majesty they’d just witnessed. As a practicing lawyer, he had often railed against
judges who behaved as if their investiture were an anointment that somehow elevated them to
regal, if not demigod status, and by routinely starting his courtroom day by poking renegade
holes, however small, in the stuffed-shirt solemnities to which most jurists eventually
succumbed, he had initially hoped to prevent his transformation into the reviled judicial
narcissist.
At least that had been the plan.
But after ten years on the bench, his self-deprecating greeting had shrunk to nothing more
than a practiced habit that mechanically reenacted a now-empty gesture without invoking its
original maverick spirit, paralleling, in a microcosm, his broader seduction by the egomaniacal
temptations to which so many of his forerunners had also fallen prey. The slippery slope had
begun innocently enough—laudably, in fact—with his desire to be, and to be celebrated for
being, the most efficient judge in the district. Plain, old-fashioned, unvarnished efficiency would
be his watchword! He would top all the performance statistics—chief among which were the
speed and volume at which he disposed of lawsuits—and, in the process, be exalted by attorneys
as a brass-tacks, blue-collar, get-the-job-done adjudicator who had managed to avoid drinking
the beatifying courtroom Kool-Aid in which his colleagues had, by and large, overindulged.
And then by degrees, as his caseload increased and he became fixated on “moving his
docket along” with progressively more greasy ease, he accepted that, in many very real ways, he
was more important than the lawyers or litigants who appeared before him. After all, there was
only one of him to service the multitudes of them. So if the enhancement of his own
productivity required him to interrupt people brusquely or keep them waiting indefinitely, then
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that was simply the cost of effective case administration. And if the occasional verbal dressing
down or caustic written order would humiliate or terrorize a recalcitrant attorney who violated
the letter of the Judge’s procedures or pursued time-wasting courses, then it was a lesson well
learned. And if, to dig himself out of a backlog of briefs, he had to rely on his years of
experience by dictating expedient snap-judgments or contorting cases to find result-oriented
grounds for prompt dismissals, then so be it. And if, now and then, he needed to brighten his
spirits by indulging a personal whim or conceit with a crude, abusive display of the considerable
powers given him, then such was the price of a contented jurist.
Thus, over time, as he grew so accustomed to the mantle of his position that he lost his
humbling appreciation and awe of it, he slowly began to assume, and ultimately came to believe,
that people deferred to him because of something within him rather than because of his station;
that people hushed in mid-sentence whenever he spoke because they craved the benefit of his
wisdom; that people treated him respectfully because they respected him; that people laughed at
his jokes because they were funny. And eventually, once he felt entitled to gratify even the most
rude and boorish urges that mere mortals, burdened with concerns of social recoil and
repercussion, automatically suppress, his mutation into the petty, vain, tyrannical, pompous and
self-absorbed judicial bully—exactly the kind he’d derided years ago—was complete.
But, like all deified humans, he could not evade the periodic reminders of his clay feet
that assaulted him whenever he strayed beyond the limits of his sanctuary, as daily he must.
Strangers on the street, family at functions, salespeople in stores, receptionists in doctors’
lobbies, movie-goers in theaters, hostesses in restaurants, customers in lines—few of them knew
the submissive veneration to which he’d become conditioned, and even those who did felt no
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need to engage in it, which only heightened his underlying hunger to extract it in double-doses
upon returning to his juridical fold.
This morning’s events had left him particularly wanting in that regard. His wife, who
had never been impressed by his professional credentials (it was her father’s backchannel
political connections that had secured his appointment), had spoken belittlingly to him; his
teenage son had once again grunted off his admonition to seek a summer job; and, during his
commute to work, a driver had become so incensed by the Judge’s thoughtless, ill-considered
lane change that he had swerved sideways, pulled abreast, jammed on his horn, leaned out his
window, yelled a string of obscenities and topped it all off by shooting the finger. The finger!
To him! And while he was driving a car with judicial plates! Even worse, the philistine had
escaped unpunished, speeding off before Putzier could get his license number so that a bailiff
could track and ticket him for disorderly conduct.
In short, was a day that did not bode well for anyone straying from the sacrosanct
courtroom observances Judge Putzier had ordained, and, in fact, he was voraciously hankering
that someone would.
“This morning we have an abundance of Rule 16(b) case management scheduling
conferences,” he announced with a been there/done that attitude to the mass of lawyers tightly
packing his courtroom. “We will take them in the order in which they appear on the docket.”
In his early years on the bench, he would make a preliminary run through the cases,
quizzing the attorneys to determine the approximate amount of time each would require and then
reordering the sequence to call the shorter ones first so that lawyers on minor squabbles would
not have to wait for him to wade through any protracted fracas that might arbitrarily have been
listed before theirs. Long ago, though, he had abandoned that practice after realizing that taking
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the opening poll lengthened his own overall day, which detracted from his personal efficiency.
(In fairness, equally responsible for this adjustment was his discovery that obtaining a lawyer’s
forecast of how long a hearing would last was a demonstrably less reliable estimation method
than using voodoo, tea leaves or animal entrails to make the prediction.)
For most judges, these kinds of conferences—initial attorney appearances convened a
few months after a suit was filed for the purpose of assigning procedural deadlines and trial
dates—were so deadly, ministerially dull that they punted them to their junior magistrates.
Putzier, however, who credited his hands-on, cradle-to-grave administration with much of the
efficiency for which he humored himself his courtroom was legendary, always presided over
these sessions himself, pushing them well past their intended boundaries as he extemporized on
the merits of various claims, twisted settlement elbows by disparaging a litigant’s position and
generally unnerved lawyers into finding ways to resolve their disputes without bothering him
further. And it was all the more remarkable a tribute to his sagacity that he could dispense this
knee-jerk justice without knowing a single important thing about the actual cases themselves.
“Gould versus Johnson,” he read. “Counsel step up please.”
A single, exceedingly well-fed, shiny-faced lawyer scurried forward. “Good morning,
Your Honor. Benton Fitzpatrick for the plaintiff.”
“And where is your esteemed adversary brother-at-the-bar?” the Judge queried with a
playful flamboyance that, to the novitiates to his court, masked the hair-triggered viper strike
coiled just below the superficial jesting.
“Ah, well, Your Honor, I don’t know what he looks like but, uh,” he paused, laboring to
twist his thick torso around for a glimpse back at the courtroom throng, “I don’t believe he’s
present, Your Honor.”
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Ummmm, savored a ravenous part of Judge Putzier’s brain of which he wasn’t
consciously aware.
“Counsel, if you don’t know what he looks like, then what are you searching for?” he
drubbed smartly, appetizing lightly on the lawyer before him prior to sinking his teeth into the
feast of the missing one.
The Judge turned aside to his clerk so abruptly that the startled advocate was mercifully
spared the task of responding and facing the awful, attendant consequences of giving a reflexive
answer that might have crimped the Judge’s jibe, such as the obvious explanation that he was
simply double checking to see if anyone was coming forward.
“Has someone called in for the defendant?” the Judge demanded.
“Nope,” the clerk breezily reported after a delay lengthy enough to make some of the
spectators edgy that she’d attract the Judge’s next bite. But as a long-standing staff functionary,
her skin was never at risk; she wore the impenetrable, insider armor of servile familiarity, safe as
a shark’s remora.
“No one having appeared on behalf of the defendant,” Judge Putzier casually decreed
with the same dispassion with which he’d read a cereal box, “it is hereby ordered that the
defendant’s answer be stricken and that judgment by default be entered in favor of the
plaintiff”—here the first-timers in his court flinched in shock at the draconian death sentence he
was so cavalierly pronouncing for such misdemeanor a cause—“and it is further ordered that
counsel for the defendant be fined one-thousand dollars as a sanction for his disrespect to this
court. In addition, counsel for the defendant is ordered to appear at nine o’clock tomorrow
morning to spend three hours in isolation in the jury room, with no phone, no e-mail, no books,
papers, work or distraction of any kind, during which he shall sit completely idle so that, by
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experiencing what it’s like to have his time and efficiency wasted, he can perhaps learn to be
more punctual . . . ”
As he was about to finish up the few remaining fragments of the unfortunate defense
attorney, privately complementing himself on the inventive, poetic justice of his apparently
spontaneous punishment (which he had actually formulated with great care the prior week for
use at the next available occasion), the courtroom door flew open with a loud, disruptive bang,
and all eyes turned to the somewhat disheveled younger man who burst into the room, his suit
and briefcase a testament to his likely identity.
The crowd drew in its collective breath with a combination of fascination and horror at
the gruesome spectacle it now anticipated would unfold, which it could no more resist watching
than a rubbernecker could a bloody wreck.
The Judge briefly rubbed together his palm-pressed hands. “Welcome, Counsel,” he
greeted, speaking with the same voice that, if spiders could talk, they’d use with flies. “Are you,
by chance, here on the case of Gould versus Johnson?” he inquired sweetly.
“Ye-, yes Your Honor,” the newcomer tentatively confirmed, sensing the connections
between his limbs beginning to melt under the inauspicious spotlight of attention suddenly
shining upon him.
“Come forward, Counsel, come forward,” the Judge invited in a grandly hospitable
manner. “We’ve been awaiting your arrival with great eagerness. In fact, you’ve been the major
topic of conversation this morning. Yes, yes, come forward,” he encouraged with a beckoning
wave, while the intervening sea of lawyers miraculously parted as each of its members strained
for a buffer of separation from the pariah who shuffled through their midst.
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The apprehensive outcast trudged the last few yards to the bench, encountering with each
step the mountingly more oppressive weight of the Judge’s eerie smile and, once in place, stood
in what he hoped would be perceived as pious silence.
His panic deepened, however, as the Judge merely beamed at him expectantly with a
forebodingly pleasant expression. Finding that each second was passing with the ease of a
kidney stone, he glanced, in what seemed like slow motion, at his opposing counsel, who had
subtly sidled away and was staring rigidly forward, as if to distance himself from any errant
splash of the vitriol about to be released.
It finally dawning on him what the Judge awaited, he cleared his throat timidly. “G-,
good morning, Your Honor. Casper Christian for the defendant,” he managed to croak, feeling
all the forlorn despair of a man about to be told to get his dirt out of Boss Kean’s ditch.
It was as if he’d stumbled on a talismanic open-sesame, so immediately did events
reanimate.
“Mr. Christian, eh?” the Judge toyed. “Well, I suppose you have committed a mutiny of
sorts, but, you see, I’m captain of this ship,” he continued, seizing on, but without tracing
through the personally unflattering implications of an historical reference that he short-sightedly
thought might add a wry, erudite highlight to what he fancied would be the oft-told courthouse
tale of the public flogging about to be administered. “And you see, Mr. Christian,” he
expounded with austerity, “I run a tight ship that sets sail on schedule. On schedule, Mr.
Christian,” the Judge repeated, gazing down at the supplicatingly nodding lawyer with the same
regard as a cat would have for a cricket. “But we can’t do that, can we, Mr. Christian, if
everyone’s not on board, isn’t that so, Mr. Christian?” he rhetorically asked in his best Nurse
Ratched demeanor. “And this morning, Mr. Christian, when we tried to cast off, we found you
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unaccountably absent, AWOL, as it were,” he added, secretly delighted by his elaborate
exploitation of the nautical theme. “And, as it happens, we had just started to pronounce your
punishment when you graced us with your presence. So, in the spirit of due process, let me ask
if you have anything to say why sentence should not be imposed upon you for being late?”
When he heard the charge against him, Christian relaxed only slightly, licking his lips in
the same anguished fright that any adult would suffer the moment before pointing out the
emperor’s lack of clothes.
“I, I, I don’t,” he stammered, taking a steadying or, at least, procrastinating breath,
“thhhh-ink I’m late, Your Honor,” he hesitantly offered, pinning his eyeballs to the top of the
sockets of his downcast skull as he tried to peer upward at the Judge to gauge the impact of his
weakly offered (but ironclad) defense.
“And why is that, pray tell?” came the Judge’s condescendingly smarmy reply.
“Be-, be-, because my conference starts at 9:30, and, and it’s still only 9:29,” he faltered,
gesturing discreetly sideways with his still-bowed head at the wall clock.
“Nevertheless, you were not here when we called your case,” the Judge petulantly
berated, grasping at a face-saving non-sequitur in the realization that he’d begun the docket a few
minutes early and recognizing the need to backpedal carefully to avoid becoming the butt of
courthouse jokes rather than the inspiration for courthouse lore he’d been envisioning mere
heartbeats before. “And you, plainitiff’s counsel, Mr.—” he paused, looking down to scour his
sheet for the forgotten name, “Mr. Fitzpatrick, I’ve half a mind to sanction you as well,” he
resumed, his tone stripped of all its prior pretense of coyness and subtlety as he defaulted to the
everyday setting of a more harsh-spoken, garden-variety tongue lashing. “You stood there mute
as I was about to enter a judgment in your favor knowing, as you must have, that at least a
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colorable basis existed to excuse your colleague’s perceived tardiness. Did you really think that
that would pass unnoticed, Mr. Fitzpatrick? That you could ethically walk out of here with a
judgment under these circumstances?”
Reeling and shell shocked that the Judge’s attack had somehow redounded on him,
Fitzpatrick sputtered like a broken robot, arms half-bent and ineffectually twitching, knees
moving in place, head bobbling, and the gears of his throat turning but emitting nothing but a
sound most closely resembling the intermittent, guttural grind of a stalled car with a bad battery.
“We’re off to one heck of a start, folks,” the Judge clucked facetiously to the spectators,
deciding that playing to the house for laughs and expediting a rapid conclusion of the conference
were his cleanest ways out of this quicksand. And for their part, eager to seize on any tensiondiffusing distraction, however feeble, most audience members gave a chuckle of relief.
“Counsel,” he addressed the two lawyers before him, now sounding like a forgiving
principal about to overlook the hi-jinks of two irascible students, “let’s see what we can salvage
here. The paperwork for imposing sanctions is a real killer for my clerk to fill out, so I’m going
to give a do-over and let you off with a warning. I see you’ve completed your joint proposed
scheduling order, which I’ll take under advisement. You’re excused,” he said magnanimously.
And then, chancing upon what he thought was a clever capper whose mot just-ness might help
erase the memory of his own small complicity in the lamentable episode, he added, tongue-incheek, “now go and sin no more.”
At this, the majority of the assembly boosted its steam-letting to the guffaw level, with
only a very few wincing that Judge Putzier seemed a better fit with the speaker in his earlier,
maritime allusion than this latter one.
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The two lawyers, stunned almost senseless by their unforeseen, instantaneous delivery
from the lions’ den, exchanged a brief, incredulous look and then, resisting the urge to sprint,
settled for an only marginally dignified dash to the door, Fitzpatrick patting his chest and arms as
if to check whether all his parts were still intact.
The jittery dread that always overcame Whittaker whenever he entered a courtroom had
prevented him from enjoying these opening theatrics, which he would otherwise have relished, at
least until the point when the Judge relented on what had promised to be an entertaining flailing.
But, with his suit listed second, Whittaker knew he’d be up next, the fidgety anticipation of
which made his heart pound much too disruptively to let him be amused by the diversion of
watching fellow lawyers writhe. Instead, he spent the time trying to manage his stress, telling
himself that his agitation was misplaced. This was, after all, merely a scheduling session that
might not last more than a minute. And even if the notoriously unrestrained Putzier strayed into
other areas, Whittaker was well prepared; he had practiced pat responses to every question he
could imagine might be raised, and, despite his tribunally-triggered inner turmoil, he knew he
could put on a serene public face and make a creditable enough presentation if he were only
addressing a judge at the bench rather than dealing with a witness in the stand or, worse yet, a
boxful of jurors.
“Lamb versus Midvale Independent School District,” Putzier quickly called with his most
humdrum delivery, as if to drown in the commonplace any lingering, unflattering recollections
the gallery might have of his earlier performance.
Whittaker and Klemp each hustled forward from different sides of the room and then
solicitously recited the standard opening salutation.
“Good morning, Your Honor. Karl Klemp for the plaintiffs.”
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“Good morning, Your Honor. Bradford Whittaker for the defendants.”
Each was surprised to hear a third voice behind them, coming from an unknown lawyer
who’d sauntered up at a more measured pace.
“Good morning, Judge. I’m Ezra Broome, for the defendant Jim Turner,” came the quiet
but strangely authoritative announcement.
Whittaker and Klemp each stole a curious peek back to survey the unexpected intruder.
Having heard no follow up, Whittaker had long ago dismissed his uncle’s forewarning that some
unidentified relative would represent Turner, which this startling appearance immediately
renewed, along with his annoyance at the prospect of having to police the interloper from
breaking ranks and traipsing clumsily off-track of Whitaker’s carefully formulated strategic path.
Attempting in his quick glimpse to assess what the man’s toe-to-top appearance might suggest
about his pliability, Whittaker found the scuffed vinyl shoes, obviously off-the-bargain-rack
black suit and apparently polyester tie to be reassuring support for his original prediction of an
easily led, go-along, second-class stumblebum. But his brain’s analytical machinery froze when
he saw that the white-haired Broome was wearing sunglasses—sunglasses with lenses so rockstar dark that they completely obscured even the faintest view of his eyes. Unless he’s got a dog
or cane nearby, Whittaker thought, we’re in for some hardcore bloodletting.
Judge Putzier had perfunctorily raised his head from his papers and was undiscerningly
relowering it when his belated recognition of Broome’s sunglasses prompted an uncontrolled
double take. His first impulse was to pounce, but because his earlier misadventure had left him
with less than full faith in his instincts, he opted to sniff his way more cautiously. For a moment,
he debated whether the bounds of political correctness would even allow him to ask about the
sunglasses; if the man truly had a handicap, would his bare inquiry be unseemly? Certainly he’d
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never question whether someone who rolled up to the bench in a wheelchair was paralyzed. On
the other hand, what if the man was perfectly normal and had either forgotten to remove his
glasses or was trying to make some middle-age-crazy fashion statement? Either one would be an
affront to the dignity of his court, and if he let the situation pass unremarked and the lawyer had
no health-related excuse, the Judge feared finding himself on the snickering end of water-cooler
ridicule and cafeteria small talk.
Before he could choose what to do, Broome removed all doubt in a way that made the
Judge feel vaguely and uncomfortably exposed, as if the privacy of his internal indecision had
been violated. “Years ago, Judge,” Broome explained, “I was subjected to a very bright light
that affected my eyes and, among other things, left them unusually sensitive. For that reason my
doctor has advised me to wear sunglasses at all times. Hence my appearance, which intends no
disrespect.”
“Oh? Ah, oh, yes, well, thank you, ah, Mr. Broome, is it?” the relieved Judge
acknowledged, striving to sound full of accommodation for Broome’s challenged state while
simultaneously affecting a forced normalcy that pretended not to have noticed Broome’s
infirmity in the first place.
“All right Counsel, refresh my memory what this case is about,” Putzier curtly instructed
in his most business-like manner, picking words that left the false impression he’d done some
preliminary review.
“Your Honor,” Klemp began with a small, obeisant bow, “my client Randy Lamb is, or
rather was, a sophomore at Midvale High School in the Midvale Independent School District.
He has since successfully completed his course work and will begin his junior year there in the
fall. As a sophomore, he was required to take a course in biology. This was not an elective or
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after-school activity but part of the school district’s mandated curriculum. During the class, he
was given instruction, most notably a written handout, that criticized mainstream, Darwinianrelated evolutionary theories and speculated that the world’s inhabitants were, as the handout
euphemistically put it, ‘designed’—which is nothing more than a code word for ‘created’—and
that this designing or creating was done by, again to use the handout’s euphemism, an
‘intelligent agent,’ i.e., God. Plainly put, the biology students were taught the religious story of
creationism, which was used to attack the scientific truth of evolution in violation of abundant
legal precedents so well settled that they scarcely even need to be named. And we have since
come to learn that the teacher in question, James Turner, Mr., ah, Mr. Broome’s client, has a
history of this. He was previously discharged from the graduate program at Compass University
because he was again mixing religion and science by trying to bring creationism in through the
back door. Now, we understand that Mr. Turner is quite a devout man, which we fully respect
and admire, but, of course, high school biology class is not the proper place for him to be
preaching his religion. For these reasons, Your Honor, we’re asking for an injunction to keep
this from happening again.”
“Well,” the Judge quibbled, probing for some way to terminate the case procedurally,
without having to delve into the substantive details, “what efforts did you make to resolve this
through administrative channels?”
“The student’s father complained to the school board, which voted three-to-two to take
no action either to remedy the problem or to prevent its recurrence. As the court may know,”
Klemp added, leaning forward and dropping his volume as if he’d suddenly become a confidant
about to remind the Judge of some delicate, faintly embarrassing fact, “at the last election, an
evangelical majority was elected to the school board, and that’s exactly how the vote split, with
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the Reverend Caleb Woodson, the chairman of the board and, as well, the pastor of the
Halleluiah Church of God, officially declaring that no amends would be made. So it’s a very
straightforward case. In fact, we’ve already filed our motion for summary judgment, supported
by our expert witness affidavits, because this one’s not even close. You just can’t teach
creationism as if it were science. It’s that simple.”
Judge Putzier turned to Whittaker with the early signs of a scowl forming on his face.
“Well, what do you have to say, Counsel, but I gotta tell you, he’s right. If your guy’s teaching
creationism, that’s not gonna fly.”
“No, Your Honor,” Whittaker protested, rippling with an apprehensive shiver that Putzier
was maneuvering to nuke him first rattle out of the box, which would hardly impress the senior
partners at Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill, L.L.P. “Counsel is intentionally using the term
‘creationism’ in a loose way, without defining it, to suggest that it applies here, when it doesn’t.
What was taught here is not the ‘creationism’ that was discussed in the cases cited by Counsel.
Here, the record reflects that no reference was ever made to ‘creationism.’ Instead . . .”
“Well, Counsel,” the Judge broke in with a frown, “I understand the allegation is that
they were using code words, you know, ‘designed’ for ‘create’ and ‘agent’ for ‘God.’ You can’t
elevate form over substance by using some kind of magic language that teaches the forbidden
message but calls it something else, so if that’s your defense, while I’m not prejudging your
case,” he oxymoronically assured, “I think you can pretty much just hang it up.”
“No, Your Honor,” Whittaker maintained, suppressing his rising anxiety, “that’s not our
defense. Mr. Klemp has completely misdescribed our case, which renders his position
disingenuous.” (Whittaker tried to work the word “disingenuous” into all his legal arguments.)
“The handout didn’t teach that the world was created in seven days or anything remotely similar.
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Nor did the handout even mention Darwin or biological evolution. That’s because the handout
has nothing at all to do with Darwin or biological evolution. Nothing. Instead, the handout deals
exclusively with the origin of the first microbial life, not the subsequent development of life once
it first appeared. Its focus is solely on what the scientific literature calls ‘pre-biotic,' that is, the
period immediately before the emergence of living creatures. And its discussion of the
competing theories regarding the origin of that first microbial life is limited to a report on the
ongoing debate currently being conducted in scientific, scientific, not religious circles, over
whether the process that originated that first microbial life bears the hallmarks of intelligent
direction—what’s referred to in shorthand as the ‘scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent
design.’ As such, the references to ‘intelligent agent’ and ‘design’ reflect scientific
interpretations of objective data relative to the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent design,
not creationism. Bottom line, our defense is that what the students were exposed to is science,
not religion, and we’ve submitted a number of expert affidavits to that effect. In fact, this is so
obviously not a governmental endorsement of religion that we’ve filed our own motion to
dismiss the plaintiffs’ case for its failure to state a viable claim, which we’ve supplemented with
our own motion for summary judgment on the same grounds, in addition to responding to their
summary judgment with papers that, at a minimum, establish a fact issue that defeats their
motion.”
“Well, so you say, so you say,” the Judge skeptically hemmed, recognizing that
distinctions were being urged but not following their details.
“Your Honor, if I may respond?” Klemp countered, taking the Judge’s hybrid of a grunt
and nod as leave to proceed. “What he’s done to oppose my summary judgment motion is to file
affidavits from unreliable sources who essentially say that creationism should be considered a
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branch of science, which is a nonsensical contradiction in terms. Let’s not forget that the teacher
in question, Mr. Broome’s client, washed out of graduate school over these identical errors. I
mean, the University booted him for muddying the scientific waters with these same covert,
creationist teachings, so obviously the teacher’s unusual views don’t reflect accepted scientific
principles—if they did, he wouldn’t have been ridden out on a rail. And the affidavits Mr.
Whittaker filed come from possibly well-meaning but definitely extreme and fanatic individuals
who, although possessing the more advanced academic credentials that Mr. Broome’s client was
denied, are merely lending their degrees to the cause of promoting their religious ends by
smuggling creationism into the classroom under another name, dressed up and disguised as if it
were science, in exactly the form-over-substance way that the court has already identified.
That’s why, in addition to our own expert affidavits, we’ve also brought a motion to disqualify
their so-called experts and strike their affidavits, because the make-believe science of
creationism that they endorse isn’t science at all. It’s the exact opposite of science. Science uses
natural observations to seek the truth. Creationism focuses on the supernatural and starts with an
inflexible, religiously derived assumption to which it seeks to conform natural observations. The
papers we filed to strike their experts’ affidavits conclusively prove that creationism is as far
from science as astrology is from astronomy.”
Hmm, that has a nice ring to it, the Judge told himself, making a note to work the phrase
into any opinion he might be required to write in the event he couldn’t find a more expeditious
way to dispose of the case.
“Mr. Broome,” Putzier gently badgered, forsaking his characteristic severity, “your client
seems to be the one driving this situation. Why can’t he just agree to stick to the scientific script
without any religious ad libbing?”
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Umm, the Judge mentally celebrated his artful choice of words as he noticed Klemp’s
flitting, appreciative smile. Got to remember that one too.
In addressing Broome, he had broken his custom of never inviting the participation of
parties he perceived as bit players. All they could do was slow things down. And even though it
was Broom’s client who had done the fateful deed, the school district was clearly the main
defendant and was paying the freight to fight the case. In this instance, however, the Judge had
made an exception as a special accommodation to demonstrate his sensitivity to Broome’s
physically hampered conditioned.
Shit! Whittaker cursed to himself. Why’s the Judge giving him the reins? God knows
what kind of a ditch this minor league loser’s gonna drive our case into.
“That’s the sixty-four thousand dollar question, Judge—was it religious, or was it
scientific?” Broome smoothly replied, building on rather than stymied by Putzier’s turn of
speech. “Here’s how it boils down. There’s no factual dispute about what was taught. Although
the ACLU has left open the door to expand its allegations to include verbal statements made in
lectures, the sole complaint they make arises from what the written handout says. If they had
anything else that was good for them, they would have pled it. So the only issue is whether the
handout’s observations arise from a bona fide scientific framework. To make that call, the court
will need testimony from scientific experts. The school district’s experts have filed affidavits
saying that the handout covers purely scientific subjects. The ACLU has moved to strike those
affidavits, alleging that the district’s experts’ opinions and methodologies fall outside the range
of accepted scientific norms and are therefore unreliable and inadmissible under Federal Rule of
Evidence 702 and the teachings of the Daubert case and its progeny, which empower the court to
exclude expert testimony that amounts to junk science. And, in similar turn, the school district
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has filed a parallel motion to strike the ACLU’s experts’ affidavits, alleging that their criticism of
the handout is based on a philosophical bias rather than a scientific objection. That’s where the
battle lines are currently drawn.
“Now, to resolve the plaintiffs’ motion to strike the defendants’ expert affidavits, the
standard under Daubert and Rule 702 directs the court to evaluate whether those expert affidavits
and the opinions they express have sufficient indicia of scientific reliability to be considered
proper, admissible evidence. But ironically, that’s also the same question that will determine the
ultimate result of the entire case, because if the district’s experts’ defense of the handout has a
scientifically reliable basis, then, by definition, instruction on those principles would be a
perfectly permissible science lesson rather than a constitutionally forbidden class in religion. So
the lawsuit’s final outcome will turn on the court’s resolution of the ACLU’s motion to strike the
affidavit testimony of the school district’s experts—is the position in the handout legitimate
science as those experts’ affidavits assert, or are they just espousing junk science? If the court
concludes the former, then the school district wins not only the motion to strike but the whole
case; if the latter, then the ACLU wins the not only the motion to strike but the whole case.”
Although everyone found Broome to be a bit of a mysterious and unsettling figure—with
his eyes completely blacked out, you couldn’t tell where he was looking, and it was almost
impossible to read anything from his face—his comments caused his stock to rise in the Judge’s
estimation and even made Whittaker question his initial belittling assessment. No one could
doubt that Broome, despite being a late-comer to the suit, had admirably mastered the briefs, as
shown by his succinct, insightful analysis of the procedural dynamic that would decide the case,
which was communicated with an apparent objectivity that never expressly advocated his own
client’s particular position—an approach which Broome then took a somewhat risky step further.
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“The only real planning issue, Judge,” he continued, “is whether the hearing on the
dueling motions to strike the opposing experts’ affidavits will be an evidentiary one, with live
testimony and cross examination of the experts for both sides”—this passing reference to the
possibility of such fear-inducing activities caused a momentary, off-the-chart spike in the everpresent base level of Whittaker’s in-court distress—“or whether you can resolve it solely from
the four corners of the papers that have already been filed, with perhaps a short oral summation
from counsel”—please, Whittaker found himself silently imploring. “If your ruling is based on
the current briefs alone,” Broome cautioned, “you may have to review reams of expert
depositions and watch hours of videoed questioning. For all the time and energy that would
require, perhaps it would be more efficient just to have the parties present their experts to you
live, in open court, so you can take it in all at once, in person.”
The balancing-act challenge Broome faced was to resist setting out such a precise
roadmap that the Judge would chafe at traveling it simply to avoid being perceived as the docile
follower of Broome’s lead, while at the same time to highlight conspicuously the wisdom of
Broome’s preferred route of the full-blown evidentiary hearing.
For the second time that morning, Putzier felt disquietingly invaded, as if his thoughts
had been plumbed. Whether he could adjudge the admissibility of the defendants’ expert
affidavits without conducting an evidentiary hearing was the very issue he was pondering the
instant Broome had raised it. And although his immediate inclination was to shun the hearing—
it would only add another step to bog down the efficiency for which he prided himself on being
renowned—the invocation of the private hours he’d otherwise have to spend pouring over what
he suspected were mind-numbingly dull and dry transcripts of deposition testimony, which
would similarly hinder his efficiency, was making him vacillate. Perhaps if he ordered a hearing,
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he could absorb enough about the case to find a way of dispatching it without wading through
what sounded like a pretty tall stack of complicated, time-consuming papers.
“Well, we’ll see, we’ll see,” the Judge nebulously commented. “Is all the briefing on all
these issues and the other pending motions complete?” he asked, pausing only long enough to
spot the inception of confirming nods from both Klemp and Whittaker. “Good. All right then, I
will take the matter under advisement, starting first with the competing motions to strike the
various expert affidavits. Anything further?” he inquired with a crispness that unmistakably
conveyed his strong desire that there not be.
“One point, Your Honor,” Klemp ventured, unnecessarily clearing his throat and gently
touching his hand of curled fingers to his lips to accentuate his body language’s tenor of
deference, hoping to press the Judge farther than he apparently wanted to go, without, in the
process, inciting the temperamental wrath for which he was so famous.
“Yes, Counsel?” Putzier asked warily, sending over the top of his reading glasses a
wilting glare that seemed to ask what part of the “anything further” dismissal Klemp had
misunderstood.
“Your Honor,” Klemp petitioned, externally submissive but internally unfazed, “the
plaintiffs are quite content with the current record if the court is going to rule on the motion to
strike the defendants’ expert affidavits on the face of the papers alone. But if the court finds that
it’s necessary to hold an evidentiary hearing, then we’ll need to do some additional discovery
beforehand so that we don’t get blindsided if the defendants try to turn that hearing into a freefor-all. Now, we have already deposed all of the experts from whom they’ve submitted
affidavits. But they’ve also identified a number of other experts who have not submitted
affidavits, and whom we therefore chose not to depose, in large part because the parties were
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rushing to finish the depositions and the briefing so that the Court would be in a position to rule
on the injunction application at its earliest convenience. As a result, what these additional,
undeposed experts are likely to say is anybody’s guess, so if the court contemplates an
evidentiary hearing with the doors wide open to hear live testimony from whatever witnesses the
defendants want, we’ll need to depose these additional experts first, to be prepared in case they
call them at the hearing. Of course, if the court feels that it can rule without any such hearing,
which we think is the case, or perhaps with a hearing limited to the attorneys’ arguments based
solely on the current briefs, then we can save the litigants the expense of taking what may turn
out to be an entirely unnecessary and definitely costly second batch of depositions.”
“Why would you designate experts from whom you’ve submitted no affidavit?” the
Judge shot accusingly at Whittaker. “Counsel who regularly practice in my court know that I am
not impressed by a padded witness list. It shows sloppiness and inefficiency, and this court
strives to be efficient.” With this last assertion, he snuck a quick, expectant glimpse of the
audience but, miffed at seeing no concurrence of nodding heads, brought his eyes back down to
bore into Whittaker.
For his part, Whittaker mentally execrated his uncle for stubbornly insisting that they
preserve their opportunity to present the full-fledged “Plan B” assault on evolution. To keep that
deranged option alive, he’d been required to identify what he considered to be a veritable goof
squad of knuckle-dragging throwbacks that Caleb had amassed as “experts” on that topic, but,
because he’d so-far succeeded in keeping things confined to the narrow case, he’d mercifully not
needed to obtain their affidavits. Who knows what kind of cringe-worthy crap they’d babble,
Whittaker had shuddered when he’d filed their names with the court, steeling himself against the
fear and mortification of having to sponsor their troglodyte testimony with the reassurance that
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he’d never need to turn over the primordial rock that hid them. And now . . . shit! Suddenly
they’d sprung up to become the center of attention, to be singled out for last-minute depositions!
Them! The loonies! And he’d be known as the loony lawyer, master of the dingy docket, the
clown of the courthouse! Everyone would be entertained at his expense—everyone, that is,
except the senior partners at Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill, L.L.P., who would definitely
not be amused.
Whittaker realized he had few alternatives, and none of them good. He lacked his
clients’ consent to withdraw these experts’ names on the spot; indeed, Whittaker’s glum
conviction was that his uncle would never agree to pull the plug completely on his large scale,
idiotic Plan B. And if Whittaker left them on the list, the Judge might very well order them to be
deposed. Whittaker’s best chance to sidestep that disaster was for the Judge to rule on the
strength of the papers alone, without an evidentiary hearing—a doubly attractive solution to
Whittaker in that the mere repeated prospect, raised first by Broome and then echoed by Klemp,
of having to conduct such a hearing, of having to call and question witnesses in open court, came
close enough to an outright trial to pickle his already quivering innards. Given these
motivations, his throat ached to stipulate that the defendants would waive any request for an
evidentiary hearing, but, although he had not completely reasoned it through, he was dimly
cognizant of at least the possibility that such a hearing might work to the school district’s benefit.
Unquestionably, Caleb would want him to seek one. It all added up to a ticklish instance in
which pursuing his clients’ goals would be contrary to his own.
“Counsel?” Judge Putzier prompted, honing even more keenly his original inquiry’s edge
of asperity.
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“Yes, Your Honor, pardon me, I was just thinking through Mr. Klemp’s concern,”
Whittaker answered with postured thoughtfulness, trying to win goodwill points by feigning
empathy for his opponent’s plight. “As you know, Your Honor, as a defendant you can’t rule out
that the plaintiff might take an unforecasted twist or turn, and so you designate witnesses to
address issues that might come up but haven’t yet, in order to err on the side of giving the
plaintiff more than fair notice. That’s the reason we’ve named, out of an abundance of caution,
some experts who have not given affidavits. At this point, their testimony has not yet become
relevant and, frankly, I don’t foresee that it ever will, in all probability. I understand Mr.
Klemp’s point that, if there is an evidentiary hearing at which they might conceivably be called,
then he wants to depose them first, but I think the scenario of them testifying is very, very,
almost unimaginably unlikely. It does seem, though, that we may not have to deal with this issue
if the court already knows whether it will schedule a full evidentiary hearing. I, I understand that
Mr. Klemp has no complaint, and would not seek these depositions, if the record is limited to the
papers before the court,” Whittaker concluded with only the barest hint of invitation, which was
the most his dulled but not yet downed sense of client-ethics would allow him.
In the interest of full and fair disclosure, Judge Putzier should have asterisked his
frequent boasts of judicial efficiency with a footnote that it was his own personal efficiency—
more accurately, his own personal ease—that he sought to serve, not the general efficiency of the
overall litigation process. Like many fine-print disclaimers, this one would largely have negated
the principal brag. For example, based on what he’d heard so far, if he decided to forego the
evidentiary hearing, then announcing that result sooner, before the parties spent days and dollars
needlessly deposing additional witnesses, would certainly promote the cause of efficiency by
sparing the combatants considerable, pointless waste. From his viewpoint, however, promising
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to implement this efficiency would commit him to making a detailed, advance survey of the
court papers to determine if they were sufficient in themselves. This was an obligation he was
not inclined to assume, again on the grounds of efficiency, his theory being that, with the
plethora of cases pulling every which way at his judicial sleeves, he had to keep his
commitments flexible so he could attend to whatever fires might unpredictably arise elsewhere.
And although this self-centered form of efficiency often required litigants to labor in vain, there
were hordes of them to help carry their load and only one of him to handle his, which made the
call a simple one. At some point in this case he would probably need to review the briefs—
perhaps after the hearing, if he ordered one at all—but binding himself today to a specific timetable was a preposterous, unthinkable burden that was insultingly presumptuous for them to
expect him to shoulder.
“Counsel,” he crossly scolded both Whittaker and Klemp, “it’s not the court’s job to lead
your clients by the hand through this lawsuit. Correct me if I’m wrong, but I believe that’s what
they’re paying you to do. You gentlemen know the rules of procedure. It’s up to you to
ascertain whether additional depositions are necessary, and, if you think they are, then you
should know how to get that done. I am not on-call to issue advisory opinions to micro-manage
your journey through this case.”
“Judge Putzier, may I ask something of the court?” Broome courteously posed and then
forged ahead without waiting for permission. “I apologize for not knowing this, but, based on
the court’s familiarity with its docket, which I’m sure is quite full and busy with matters that
have already been scheduled far out into the future, if the court orders an evidentiary hearing,
would the next available open date be several months thereafter? If so, perhaps my colleagues
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could defer their additional depositions, if there are to be any, to that window and not trouble the
court any further with it today.”
Putzier could not resist a headlong plunge into this opportunity to ballyhoo the efficiency
for which he deluded himself he was universally acclaimed and admired. “Mr. Broome,” he
began histrionically, mugging to the gallery to signal that some bit of judicial drollery was about
to drip, “I can only surmise that you’ve been living for some time as a castaway on a desert
island, cut off from telephones, newspapers and the internet. I can think of no other cause for
such an otherwise inexplicable unawareness of the notorious efficiency of this court’s docket.”
The spectators, having been cued to paint their faces with eager, amused anticipation of
the clever quip to follow, remained uncomfortably frozen with that same expression, not
knowing whether what they’d heard was the final punch line that had fully drained Putzier’s
spigot of courtroom wit or whether instead they needed to maintain their expectant aspect for the
mother lode of humor that would spout with the Judge’s next jest. When, after a pause, they
realized that he would drop no further pearls, they compensated for their delay by forcing even
more hearty chortles than they would originally have delivered.
Perceiving that he’d had struck only a glancing blow at the house’s comedic nerve,
Putzier elected to abandon his attempts at stand-up and take a different tack by impressing them
with his benevolence.
“While our efficiently streamlined docket is more than current enough to afford hearing
dates on very short notice,” he elaborated, realizing, as the words emerged, that he was
inadvertently painting himself into the same obligatory, pre-review-of-the-papers corner which,
moments ago, he’d scoffed at undertaking, “as a special accommodation to the parties, in the
event the court foresees an evidentiary hearing as opposed to a dispositive ruling or a mere oral
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argument limited to the affidavits on file, I will make a note to try to alert you to that fact and
build in at least a three-week gap for you to finish whatever depositions you deem to be
necessary, if any, under those circumstances.” Well, he rationalized to himself, all I’ve said I’ll
do is try. No promises I’ll succeed. “Will that suffice, Mr.—” and here he stopped, choosing to
finish his question with a lazy roll of his hand in Klemp’s direction.
“Your Honor, if the court orders an evidentiary hearing, provided that defendants’
counsel cooperates in presenting these witnesses on relatively short notice, I will be ready, but I
have no control over their experts if, for example, they claim they’re unavailable during that
window.”
“Well, we’re not going to have any difficulties with that, are we?” the Judge asked
rhetorically, glowering at Whittaker. “Because I’m telling you if we do, the witness will not be
allowed to testify, and you can also count on additional sanctions being imposed, above and
beyond the witness’s preclusion.” This much was boilerplate bluster, the kind he routinely, these
days unconsciously, dished out to daunt the litigants into solving problems on their own, without
getting him involved. But now, perceiving a theme that would make a good mini-lesson for the
packed courtroom, he improvised a few new tunes to his repertoire’s standard browbeat. “This
court will not tolerate attorneys who concoct scheduling difficulties to gain some substantive
advantage,” he lectured, waxing more passionate. “Unless you’re the President of the United
States or have a busy court to run”—and here, most in the assembly, initially assuming he was
joking, let out the beginning of an insurance laugh, which they quickly converted into sputters
and coughs when his unyielding tone left them unsure—“I can’t imagine any normal person who
couldn’t make him or herself available for a deposition at least once during a three-week period.
How important do these experts think their time is? Do we have an understanding on this,
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Counsel?” he sternly interrogated Whittaker, treating him as though he’d already been caught
with his hand in the forbidden cookie jar, notwithstanding that he hadn’t yet even reached for it.
Whittaker’s instinct was to rebuff Klemp’s fear as baseless and offer strident assurances
that there would be no difficulties from his side in the scheduling of depositions. But, despite the
panicked fluttering in his chest and an onset of breathlessness, he felt he had to risk pressing
some tiny wrinkle into the Judge’s blanket pronouncement that he was strictly liable for making
these witnesses available—some small loophole in the ruling into which he could later crawl for
cover, if necessary—considering that, because he had never envisioned calling these Plan B
experts, in quite atypical and reckless fashion he had listed their names without first hiring or
even talking with them, so that he currently had no more control over them than Klemp did. For
all Whittaker knew, any or all of these putative witnesses might refuse involvement in the case,
which, if Whittaker were under an ironclad directive to deliver them, would instantly win him an
extended stay in Putzier’s house of judicial horrors.
“Of course, Your Honor,” Whittaker gushed with subservient amiability, “we would not
and will not engage in any gamesmanship in the scheduling of depositions. And we guarantee
the court that we will do absolutely everything in our power to secure the attendance of witnesses
noticed for depositions. But I would just ask the court’s indulgence if circumstances completely
beyond our control prevent one of these witnesses from appearing in the available time frame.”
“Listen, Counsel,” Judge Putzier admonished with gruff, not-my-problem detachment,
“you designated them, so it’s up to you to produce them. Either them or a death certificate.”
The once-fooled audience, now gun shy about giggling, hovered indecisively, seeking a
sign of their expected response.
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“Yours or theirs—either will suffice,” the Judge nonchalantly concluded, relieving the
onlookers’ uncertainty and unleashing a small explosion of their largely genuine laughter.
Driven by a swell of desperation, Whitaker found the fortitude to make one last run at
carving out some enclave of exception in the Judge’s inflexible order that he unconditionally
present these witnesses for deposition in the event of an evidentiary hearing.
“Well, Your Honor,” he force-chuckled, hoping the Judge’s evident pleasure in having
landed a good one would create a wave of grace on which he could coast, “I hate to think that my
life is in the hands of these third parties, and so I was just asking the court’s understanding if,
despite my absolute best efforts, one of these witnesses happens to be unavailable during what
will be an apparently brief and currently uncalendared window of time, that was my only note of
caution that I just wanted to leave with the court, Your Honor,” he submitted, gambling that his
comment would innocuously slide by unremarked to serve as a placeholding excuse for any
future problems he might have convening these witnesses.
No such luck.
“What is so special about the sanctity of these experts’ time, Counsel, that their
convenience is being elevated above that of the court and the efficient disposition of this case?”
the Judge angrily challenged, irked that Whittaker had stepped on the trailing end of the crowd’s
homage to his deft little gem. “Who are these people anyway, the King and Queen of England?”
he rebuked, underscoring his exasperation with Whittaker by turning to pose his question to
Klemp.
Banking that the Judge’s frustration with Whittaker gave him latitude to push harder than
normal on decorum’s door, Klemp seized the chance to sow seeds of sniggering doubt.
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“It’s hard to say, Your Honor, because they filed no affidavits, but as best we can tell,
they seem to be a collection of, well,” Klemp intentionally hesitated, pretending to be searching
for the already chosen, pejorative words that he trusted his contrived pause would soften to
acceptability, “well, I don’t know how else to say it,” he confided, as if, against his will, his duty
of candor to the court was compelling him to speak ill of another, “a collection of kooks and
crackpots, Your Honor, flat-Earth creationists with questionable or non-existent credentials who
insist that the world was made six thousand years ago in a single week of twenty-four hour days
and who reject all scientific truth that contradicts their literal reading of scripture, especially
anything having to do with the theory of evolution. Their idea of science is to accept the Bible as
factually, unqualifiedly true and then twist nature into furnishing supporting evidence. As an
example of their so-called scientific studies, one of them has apparently made a life’s work
publishing articles in various church-sponsored pamphlets trying to identify what kind of fish it
was that swallowed Jonah—I think he finally came down on grouper, actually, although sturgeon
remains a strong possibility. Oh, and another one—a Mr. Cramps, or something like that—was,
just like Mr. Broome’s client, drummed out of Compass University in disgrace for advocating
the same hair-brained theories he presumably would testify to in this case. That’s apparently the
nature of their defense, Your Honor. People like that.”
“Counsel,” Putzier upbraided Whittaker, his face purple with scorn, “this courtroom is
not a circus stage for you to conduct the judicial equivalent of a freak show. Although I’m not
prejudging your position, if your defense is predicated on the kind of evidence described by
plaintiffs’ Counsel, then your experts’ affidavits will be automatically stricken as junk science,
the plaintiffs will win on summary judgment, and your main worry will be about the sanctions
that will be levied against you and your firm for frivolously wasting the court’s time.”
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Hmm, Klemp purred to himself with satisfaction, that hit a hot button. Before this livid
display, he’d had no firm intention of pursuing these additional witnesses, but, in light of their
apparent incendiary value with the Judge, he resolved that, unless Putzier handed him an outright
victory on the briefs alone, he’d find a way to depose them.
Shit! Whittaker mentally screamed, agonizing at this torture over the weaknesses of a
Plan B case he had never wanted to bring and devastated to see his real defense unfairly tarred
with that same overly-broad brush.
As Whittaker struggled to remove his heart from his throat long enough to squeak a
placating response, he was mercifully rescued by the quietly powerful voice of Mr. Broome that
unexpectedly swooped in from behind. “Counsel is intentionally misrepresenting the record,”
Broome bluntly charged, treating Klemp’s acerbic language as a license to launch a similarly
bare-knuckle rejoinder, which he delivered with restrained but righteous indignation. “Counsel
well knows that the defense to his motion for summary judgment has nothing to do with these
witnesses, yet he has misled the court into thinking the opposite. As Mr. Klemp himself stated
earlier, none of these witnesses even submitted an affidavit. That being the case, how can he
ethically suggest that they are representative of our defense? We take umbrage at this
misrepresentation, as we do to the slander of these other witnesses who, although completely
irrelevant to the issues before the court, are being unfairly maligned. The plaintiffs are engaging
in trial by false innuendo and character assassination to deflect attention from the fact that the
real record before the court, which does not even reference these other witnesses, let alone rely
on them, fully supports the defense.”
Despite his immediate sense of relief for the assistance, Whittaker felt a twinge of
concern that Broome might jockey to become a bigger player in the case than Whittaker wanted.
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But in the short term, there was no denying that Broome’s display of subdued outrage had
derailed Putzier’s further probe of the vulnerabilities raised by the roll call of Caleb’s Plan B
experts.
“Counsel, Counsel,” the Judge reproved with the weary demeanor of an apathetic adult
who has lost interest in sorting out the proportionate fault among finger-pointing children.
“We’re drifting far beyond the purpose of this conference. I will take the pending briefs under
advisement. If I set a hearing, I will attempt to notify you in advance if it will be an evidentiary
one, allowing plaintiffs’ Counsel to depose any of the defendants’ remaining listed experts,
whom Counsel for the defendants is hereby ordered to make available upon request or face
appropriate sanctions for failing to do so. All right. I trust there is nothing further?” he
announced for the second time, demonstrating that the answer was foregone by looking to none
of them for a response but instead reaching with finality for a stapler to fasten papers in the file.
“No, Your Honor,” Whittaker and Klemp chanted in unison.
“All right, you’re dismissed—aghh,” he exclaimed. “Why can’t the government buy a
decent stapler, one that works on the first try instead of always, always crimping one prong of
the staple on top of the paper rather than pushing it through? Ah,” he kidded as they inched
backward, “you private practice guys with your silk stocking staplers probably don’t have any
idea what I’m talking about.”
He was right.
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Chapter 16
“C’mon, dude, ring the bell,” Fred nervously whispered to Derrick.
“I can’t see. It’s really dark out here,” Derrick shot back in an equally muffled, equally
edgy voice as he bent down to search the molding around Ira Cripes’s front door. “Ok, here
goes,” he warned as his finger found the button.
“Well, push it, bro,” Fred hissed with impatience.
“I did,” Derrick emphatically snapped, smothering the volume but not the intensity of his
reply.
“I didn’t hear anything. Did you?” Fred asked uncertainly in the same jittery sotto voce
that both of them had unconsciously adopted upon arriving at Cripes’s doorstep.
“No.”
“Well, hit it again.”
“No, what if it did ring and we just didn’t hear it?” Derrick protested with hushed
agitation. “Let’s give it a minute and ring again if no one comes.”
“But, dude, what if it didn’t ring and he sees us standing out here in the dark? That’ll
look uncool,” Fred objected. “Plus, you know, we didn’t come over here to be polite, so go
ahead and punch it again.”
“Crap!” Derrick dithered under his breath. “I don’t know what to do. I still don’t
understand why I had to come with you at all,” he whined.
“Mortal support, dude, mortal support,” Fred lectured with sententious solemnity.
“What does that even mean?” Derrick screeched in an explosive falsetto, emboldened by
tension to an atypically confrontational state.
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“You know, like, ah, us mortals are supposed to support each other, I guess,” a
momentarily contemplative Fred theorized. “Plus, dude, you know, like this is the shakedown,
man. I think he’ll pay up, but what if he decides it’s cheaper just to take me out, you know, like
off me, maybe, or bust a cap in my head or something? Man, if that happens, dude, I want
company, bro.”
“Company?” Derrick blurted in muted panic. “Why should get myself killed for your
blackmail plan?”
“Na, na, dude,” Fred replied with dampened reassurance, magnanimously choosing to
excuse Derrick’s uncharacteristic insubordination as the spontaneous by-product of a stressinduced conniption-fit. “I mean, I want you here to watch my back, dude. I mean, he’s not
gonna whack me in front of a witness, man.”
“Unless he also decides to whack the witness,” Derrick whimpered.
“Dude, chill,” Fred ordered. “Get a grip, bro. I mean, he can’t just ice us both. Like,
people know we’re here, right, so he’d have too much explaining to do.”
“Whom’d you tell we were coming here?” Derrick asked, drawing a modicum of relief
from these insurance breadcrumbs Fred had apparently dropped.
“Na, I mean the people you told, dude.”
“I didn’t tell anybody!” Derrick exclaimed with a stifled shriek.
A now-somber Fred paused. “Shit,” he softly lamented, ruefully shaking his head.
“Tell anybody? Why would I tell anybody I was going out to help you commit a
felony?” Derrick rasped in breathy, guttural sputters, losing his battle to contain the muzzled
hysteria bubbling within him. “What did you think, that I called my friends to let them know I
was popping by my old professor’s house for some small talk and larceny? ‘Hey Derrick,
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what’re you doing tonight?’” he frenetically play acted, raising an imaginary phone to his ear.
“‘Oh, not much, you know, the usual, maybe a little pizza and extortion.’ Tell anybody? Tell
anybody?” he frothed.
“Dude,” Fred complained with a squeamish shudder, wiping his neck.
“But, wait, wait, he doesn’t know we didn’t tell anybody where we went,” Derrick slowly
realized aloud, his suddenly calmer tone evincing a hint of hope as a saving idea began to take
shape.
“That’s right, dude, that’s right, we can play it like right out of the movies,” Fred
enthusiastically seconded, catching Derrick’s meaning and gilding it with celluloid tinsel. “Like
dude, for all he knows, I’ve got his confession on tape, no man, on video, I’ve got his confession
on video, and I sent it to a homey who gonna put it on You Tube, You Tube, dude, if we don’t
get back by midnight. Ha! That’ll make us bullet proof, bro, so Cripes won’t try any rough
stuff,” he buzzed with fresh confidence.
“Wait a minute,” Derrick countered incredulously, his cheeks and brow pinched together
in disbelief. “What confession? When did he ever confess? He never confessed to anything!
We can’t get away with making up something he knows for a fact isn’t true!”
“What-ever, dude,” Fred sighed with exasperation, rolling his eyes in frustrated disdain.
“Listen, bro, I’m cuttin’ you some slack ’cause I know you’re freakin’ over this, but, dude, I
wish you’d be a little more positive about the whole thing. Your negative vibes are really
bringing me down.”
“No, wait, look,” Derrick anxiously exhorted, trying to summon Fred’s elusive attention
back from the deficit dimension to which his pediatricians had long ago consigned it. “That’s
the right idea, but just don’t make it more complicated than it needs to be. We can just say that
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we left a letter with a friend that tells who really found the fossil and where we went tonight and
that if we don’t show back up, our friend will mail the letter to the police and, I guess, the school.
Can you just stick to that?”
“I thought mine had way more style, dude, but we got to get our story straight, so if this
easier one is better for you, that’s cool,” Fred beneficently acquiesced. “Shit,” he muttered,
pressing his face against the front door glass, his hands shielding his eyes on either side as he
strained to make out some details of the interior. “Can’t see jack in there. Darker than a well
digger’s ass. Wait!” he proclaimed in a squelched bark. “I think I might see something. It’s
hard to tell. What the fuck is that?” he mumbled aloud to himself, his curiosity displacing his
apprehension.
“What’s it look like?” Derrick tensed.
“Well, hmmm,” Fred methodically responded, his concentration causing him to report
with what was, under their pins-and-needles circumstances, an incongruous banality, “it looks
sorta like two kinda shiny things next to each other, not sure what they are, and every now and
then they both seem to disappear at the same time and then come right back. What are those?”
he quizzed himself intently. “They look so familiar.”
“Ah, candles?” suggested Derrick.
“Nope, nope,” Fred studiously replied with puzzled absorption. “Not candles.”
“A blinking cell phone?”
“Nnnnnnna,” Fred drawled, his attenuated rejection of the idea testifying to the serious
consideration he’d given it.
“Oh, crap,” Derrick sniveled. “The lights on some security camera taking pictures of
us!”
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“Nnnnnnnuuu,” Fred negated, wriggling his hands and face against the glass to get a
tighter fit. “They look so—wait a minute, wait a minute, I can see them a little better now, yeah,
they look like, they look like . . . ”
“SHIT!” Fred yelped, so suddenly intent upon escaping that he vaulted backwards as if
cattle-prodded, landing in a fallen heap on the walk, his upended feet frantically plowing the
ground to push his prone frame farther from the door while he simultaneously scrambled to rise.
“Fred, Fred, what was it? What did you see?” Derrick jabbered wildly, hurrying over to
help him.
“Eyes, dude!” Fred gasped. “Eyes! Two big, fucking, ugly, beady glowing eyes staring
right at me!”
Derrick automatically looked over his shoulder at the door but saw only his own terrified
reflection in its glass pane. “I don’t see anything but . . . us,” he relayed, his initial words rushed
with fluster from this foreboding unknown but slowing to a more composed pace once awareness
started to register. “Uh, Fred, you see how that window is like a mirror?” he pointed out
delicately.
“Yeah, so, what’s your point, dude?” Fred roughly answered, still trying to collect
himself.
“Well, ah, you know, maybe what you saw was just the, uh, maybe the reflection of your
own eyes.”
“Shit, dude,” Fred peevishly snapped, his fright superseded by a burst of irritation that
supplanted any sheepishness he might have felt for cowering at his own image. “Why didn’t you
tell me that before I got blown back on my butt? It hurt like a son of a bitch. Fuckin’a, man,” he
continued, his indignation rising as the galling depth of Derrick’s non-disclosure sank in, “there
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you were giving me all your candy-ass questions, ‘is it a candle? is it a cell phone?’” he mocked
in a high-pitched peeping, “instead of just fuckin’ saying what it was. What kind of weirded-out
mind game you playin’ here, dude? This ain’t no time for twenty quotations, so stop fartin’
around. We came here with a job to do, and we’re not goin’ home ‘till it’s over,” he
commanded, channeling a seasoned platoon leader guiding a company of snuffling, green
recruits as he turned back to re-ascend the porch. “So move out!”
“Fred, wait,” Derrick meekly pleaded. Knowing from long experience that little was to
be gained in trying to defend himself from Fred’s misconceptions, he overrode that impulse in
favor of making one last entreaty to abort their mission. “We’re going to get in big trouble.
Something bad’s going to happen, I know it. Can we just please forget this whole thing and get
out of here, please?” he begged, mentally kicking himself for relieving Fred’s dread of the
floating eyeballs, which he could possibly have parlayed into sound grounds for retreat. But on
this occasion his obliging instincts had beaten his brain to the punch.
“Suck it up, whimpshit,” Fred chided with disgust, his annoyance at Derrick’s mewling
cowardice replacing any of his own lingering unease with a flood of smug courage. “This is
where we separate the men from their toys. We didn’t come over here to run off like a couple a
wusses. And I’m damn sure not gonna sit still while that bastard gets rich off my fuckin’
dinosaur. What’re you worried about anyway? As usual, I’m gonna do all the talking. Shit, all
you gotta do is watch, so stop yer ballin’. Now let’s man up an’ get ’er done,” he demanded,
grabbing Derrick’s elbow to spin him around towards the door and then marching him forward in
lockstep with Fred’s own swagger.
“See,” Fred jeered as they ascended the porch and once again stood before the door,
“here we are, and nothing bad’s happened. No monsters, no bogeymen, no Jason with a hockey
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puck. Only thing to be afraid of is me, cuz I’m one bad-ass motherfucker gettin’ ready to put the
screws to a sucker who’s about to become his partner but don’t know it yet. So, I know it’s not
your thing, but just try to be cool for a change. At least,” he scoffed with condescension, “try not
to crap your pants.”
Without warning, a bright interior light flicked on, instantly rendering the formerly
opaque window fully transparent and, in the process, suddenly illuminating the chest-up view of
a disheveled, drunkenly crazed Ira Cripes prominently displaying a baseball bat, his snarling face
pressed against the glass.
“SHIIIIIIIIIIIIT,” the two intrepids screamed in perfect, unrehearsed unison as they gave
several land speed records a run for the money in their lightning-fast dash to the car they’d
parked down the block.
A week later, while doing their laundry (they were supposed to alternate, but that
arrangement had long ago become one-sided), Derrick made the disturbing discovery that Fred
had not heeded his own final words of advice from their failed assault on Ira Cripes’s front door.
*

*

*

For Ira, scaring off those two unknowns (he’d had neither the time nor sobriety to make
out their faces before their sizzling retreat) provided the greatest sense of achievement he’d
experienced in months. Sitting in his darkened living room, surrounded by empty wine bottles,
he had heard strange noises in the night, and, his bravery bolstered—or perhaps more accurately,
his fear benumbed—with alcohol, he had impetuously grabbed the nearest club and, caveman
style, trudged forward to defend his territory. He had stood his ground; he had called the
invaders’ bluff and had driven them, wailing in terror, back into the night. “That’s right you
motherfuckers,” he howled at their fleeing figures, throwing open the door to dance in defiant
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triumph on his porch. “You better run! Come back here again an’ I’ll beat your fuckin’ brains
in,” he taunted, consumed with such a bloodlust to smash their skulls that he momentarily
regretted their swift departure.
Back inside, he slumped against the wall, his lungs panting with exhilaration, his hands
trembling with energy, and his affirmation-starved soul feasting deeply on its first nourishing
servings of victory, power and accomplishment since the day of the fossil find.
It would be only a slight exaggeration to state that the delta between Ira’s actual postuniversity life and its anticipated lofty course was better measured in light years than miles. To
his crushing disappointment, no one important had shown any interest in his photos or DVDs.
Although he had foreseen being shunned by academia, he was stunned that the popular media
took virtually no notice of his find. At best, his bait had only been good enough to coax a
whacked-out handful of space-cadet trolls from under their twilight zone bridges. Mortified by
the implications of associating with such misfits, he had initially ignored them. As it became
clear, however, that they were the only audience in town, he had eventually tried to court them,
but by then some new faddish absurdity had attracted their attention, and their waning support,
combined with the freely accessible, bootlegged copies of his merchandise on the internet, had
put a complete end to his product sales.
Once the dribble of income had dried and he became forced to live on his inadequate
savings, his wife had abruptly left him. And even though he had long ago lost all use for her, he
noted her desertion as another marker of his sinking ship’s unchecked descent. His increased
levels of drink and reclusiveness, along with his growing laxity in matters of personal and
household hygiene, were further evidence of his accelerating downward drift. In that regard, a
curious side effect of his esteem’s fleeting reinvigoration from his doorpost encounter was, like
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spiritual smelling salts, to lift him from his boozy stupor and awaken him to the surrounding
signs of his decay: the bottles and trash that littered his floor; the dirty dishes, crusted with
scum, piled high in rancid, tottering towers; the depth to which the mold had sunk into the bit of
butter left out on the kitchen counter; the filth under his fingernails.
Ironically, had Fred succeeded that night in making known his purpose, Ira would have
enjoyed his greatest embittered laugh in a long while. In response to Fred’s demand for a piece
of the action, Ira would have cackled a rancorous welcome to his personal nightmare and, with
spiteful glee, showered Fred with boxes of unopened DVDs from the floor-to-ceiling stacks,
encouraging him—no, daring him—to peddle them for his own profit. And any implied threat of
Fred’s to take credit for the discovery would have been greeted with contemptuous apathy.
For such a psychologically destitute man as this, with nothing of real value left to lose
and therefore with nothing of real value left to protect, the thrill and adrenalin jag of vanquishing
these two strangers, of for once imposing his will on others in however slight a matter, were
sources of sobering, if temporary, rehabilitation—so much so that, when the phone explosively
rang, he pounced to answer rather than letting it further surfeit the machine with yet another
unplayed message.
“What is it?” he growled aggressively as the illogical notion flitted through his head that
it was the would-be intruders.
“Hello, I’m trying to reach Dr. Iran Tripes, please,” came the polite request after a brief,
startled pause over the gruffness of the greeting.
“I’m Ira Cripes, if that’s what you mean,” Ira replied with weary hostility, concluding
that he’d fallen into a solicitor’s clutches.
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“Oh, so sorry, so sorry Dr. Cripes,” the caller graciously begged pardon. “Your name
was misspelled on my list. Ira Cripes,” he repeated slowly, evidently in the process of correcting
his paper. “Dr. Cripes,” he then resumed in a brisk, upbeat voice, “My name is Brad Whittaker.
I’m an attorney here in town with the law firm of Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill, L.L.P.
First, let me apologize for disturbing you at this time of night. I’ve called several times during
the day but was unable to reach you, so I thought, since I was working late at the office this
evening, I’d take a chance on finding you home. I hope you’re not in the middle of something
important.”
Like this pathetic loser has anything important to do, Whittaker thought. From his
review of a background report prepared by one of his paralegals, he’d concluded that Cripes was
a failed academic who had turned to the fringe-science circuit, where, judging by his cheesy,
unmaintained and now largely inoperable website, he’d also been a monumental bust.
“Are you familiar with our firm, by any chance?” Whittaker quickly forged on, giving Ira
no opportunity to comment on the convenience of the hour.
“No,” Ira starkly retorted, at this point tepidly intrigued to know why a lawyer was
calling him but by no means inquisitive enough to be actively conversational.
“Fair enough. Actually, that probably means you’ve been living a happy life.
Undertakers and lawyers—the less contact with either of them, the better,” joked Whittaker,
trying to draw Ira out but netting instead only empty air. “But not in this case, at least. This is
one of those rare, positive lawyer calls, so let me get right to the point. Dr. Cripes, I’m working
on a lawsuit, and your name has come up as a possible expert witness. Have you ever served as
an expert witness in a lawsuit, Dr. Cripes? Are you familiar with how that works?” Whittaker
asked pleasantly.
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“No, I’m not,” returned Ira, half wary, half interested.
Shit, Whittaker cursed to himself, his pessimistic forecast confirmed. He hated handling
cases with first-time experts. Having no idea how the game was played, they needed to be
indoctrinated from scratch with a crash course in the shady trade of expert witnessing, and,
except for the rare natural prodigy, they all made numerous rookie mistakes, with some proving
absolutely unschoolable. But, he consoled himself, perhaps he’d get lucky and Cripes would
have enough discernment to read between Whittaker’s lines and recognize the real rules behind
the elaborate, straight-faced charade of the expert witness business: that despite the outer
trappings of independence, as a hired expert he was a mere highbrow mercenary whose heart,
mind and soul were being purchased lock, stock and barrel; that, regardless of their shortage of
legitimacy or logic, it was incumbent on him to find a way to support his client’s claims; that
he’d receive a substantial (and, relative to the objective merit of his ideas, usually inflated)
payment if he did so but nothing, or next to nothing, if not; that, along the way, he was expected
to advocate his party’s line and distinguish contrary evidence regardless how far that required
him to venture down the spectrums of absurdity and intellectual dishonesty; that, even though his
testimony was given under oath, the gods he must serve were expedience and verdict rather than
truth and justice. Give me a full-time, professional expert every time, Whittaker thought. One
who regularly does this for a living. One who understands he’s selling a made-to-order product
that has to conform to the buyer’s specifications. One who knows how to sidestep tough
questions at a deposition by filibustering and obfuscating and stonewalling and splitting
distracting hairs, and, if those ruses fail, by resolutely refusing to acknowledge the obvious,
persisting instead, unblushing and shameless, in perverse positions devoid even of common, let
alone expert sense, relying on the inaccessible complexity of the subject to keep his cerebral
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fraud unperceived, at least by the lay jury he was ostensibly hired to help in the first place. But
unfortunately for Whittaker, because this case’s unique and esoteric issues involved topics on
which there were no professional, and only a handful of seasoned, testifying experts, he had been
required to lumber through this educational litany many times in the last several months.
Shit, Whittaker mentally repeated. It was bad enough to trudge this tedious path with the
experts he truly needed, but to have to spend his time grooming this buffoon, who had only been
included on the witness list to placate his uncle’s mulish insistence that they preserve the
ridiculous, back-up “Plan B” of taking on Darwin—well, that was misery redoubled. Still, in
light of the Judge’s recent, unyielding decree, once having identified Cripes, Whittaker had no
choice but to try to sign him up, assess how bad he might be and begin to lay some
woodshedding groundwork on which to build in the future if Whittaker’s private hell unfolded
and he actually had to present this dunce for a deposition. In fact, Whittaker shivered,
designating Cripes in the first place before completing those basics had been borderline
malpractice. Should Cripes for some reason refuse to participate, Whittaker would be unable to
produce him if the revolting need ever arose, which, in the aftermath of the scheduling
conference, would put Whittaker squarely in the malevolent crosshairs of Putzier’s harrowing
courtroom sights. And beyond that, although the right was rarely exercised, Klemp was
technically entitled to contact Cripes directly and unilaterally, and the horrific imaginings of
what strange inanity this unrehearsed bumpkin might let fly would be a sure-fire cure for even
the most chronically narcoleptic lawyer. So, as distasteful as the process was, getting the jackleg
onboard would leave Whittaker one less thing to worry about.
“Well,” Whittaker commenced in an agreeably informative tone, internally girding
himself for the time-consuming, instructional task at hand, “often in lawsuits questions come up
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that require the testimony of expert witnesses, that is, witnesses who have specific expertise in an
area that isn’t part of the general knowledge a lay person serving on the jury or sitting as a judge
would possess. For example, in a case concerning a plane crash, you might have aviation and
accident reconstruction experts opining whether the cause was pilot error or mechanical failure,
because that’s not something that your average juror or judge knows enough about to make an
independent judgment on. Or in a medical malpractice lawsuit, you might have an expert speak
to whether the doctor reached the wrong diagnosis or prescribed the wrong drug, things like
that.”
“Ok,” Ira leerily allowed, wondering where this was leading and whether the vague
stirrings of hope he’d begun to feel were being orchestrated to dupe him into some scam.
“Unlike fact witnesses,” Whittaker expounded, “experts don’t need to be, and actually
usually aren’t witnesses to the underlying events in the lawsuit. Instead, they are outside
consultants who are hired”—the mention of this word cleared the last of Ira’s liquor-laced
cobwebs and spiked him to rigid attention—“to apply their expertise to a problem, to reach what
conclusions they can and then, in some instances, to testify to their opinions, either in court or
through affidavits or depositions. Are you with me so far, Dr. Cripes?”
If this washed up never-been is as desperate for money as I’m guessing, I’ve just hooked
him.
“Yes, ah, sure, certainly,” Ira replied, mustering a show of enthusiasm, “but I don’t see
what this has to do with me.”
“Well, some of the issues in the case I’m working on fall into an area in which I
understand you have considerable expertise.”
Yeah, like how to piss away a half-assed career.
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“Go on.”
“I’m defending the Midvale Independent School District in a lawsuit that raises the issue
of whether the concept of intelligent design can be taught as a viable scientific theory as opposed
to being a religious teaching that violates the separation of church and state.”
“Intelligent design? That creationist crap?”
Oh shit. Whittaker was instantly racked with a bout of rumbling stomach as he pictured
Klemp exploiting Whittaker’s own designated witness to belittle the handout’s scientific
foundations. He took quick stock of the range of possibilities. At best, the conversation had
only been temporarily derailed by his careless failure to telegraph the answer he wanted,
compounded by Ira’s unfamiliarity with the conventions in this quite literal marketplace of ideas.
At worst, however, Whittaker understandably (but, as it turns out, unnecessarily) squirmed,
Cripes might be one of those rare, untrainable mavericks who obstinately refuse to follow the
dangling financial carrot down their handler’s chosen road.
“Well,” Whittaker chortled, his laughter belying his turmoil, “you’ve put your finger
right on one of the biases we need to correct, but that’s not the area we wanted to bother you
about. I’m sorry, Dr. Cripes, for presenting this to you in such a confusing and disjointed way.
Let me back up and give you a better idea of the context of all of this and what it is we wanted to
explore with you.
“My clients are the Midvale Independent School District and some of the members of its
board. We’re being sued by the ACLU over a handout a teacher distributed to the sophomore
biology class at Midvale High. Now, the handout didn’t discuss creationism, Darwin or
biological evolution. Instead, the handout addressed the mechanism for the initial origin of the
first microbial life and, in that regard, touched on the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent
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design that is currently being advanced by some scientists as an alternative to the historical, some
would say outmoded explanation of random chance. But again, this is all limited to how the
simplest form of life appeared in the first place and has nothing to do with the mechanism by
which those first organisms thereafter developed or evolved. For example, the handout
discussed how the mathematical improbability of functional DNA arising from undirected
natural processes is so huge that it raises a strong inference of some intelligent agent
purposefully intervening to cause that result. Anyway, the ACLU filed suit, claiming that any
discussion of an ‘intelligent agent’ amounted to veiled reference to God and constituted a
religious endorsement in violation of the First Amendment’s requirement of separation of church
and state. Now,”—better listen to this part carefully, chump—“we have already hired several
experts who will testify about the details of the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent design.
They are highly trained specialists who have unique and detailed knowledge about this cutting
edge scientific theory. They’ll demonstrate that the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent
design, at least in the limited way it was invoked in the handout relative to the first appearance of
microbial life, is clearly not the same thing as creationism and that it has a valid and purely
secular, scientific basis. So we’re not looking to you to make or express any opinions either way
on that topic. Actually, because as far as I know, you don’t hold yourself out as an expert on the
scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent design, I assume you’d be uncomfortable providing any
comments either way about it, pro or con. Under the rules of evidence, if you haven’t done a
particularized study on the topic, you’re really not in a position to express views about it, and,
under those circumstances, most expert witnesses would simply decline to give any opinions on
it at all.”
Was that clear enough, birdbrain?
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“But, and here’s where you come in, it’s possible that the scope of the hearing might
expand to include a broader examination of some of the general notions of Darwin’s theory of
evolution, such as the currently accepted conventional wisdom about the origin of human beings.
Now that’s an area in which I know you’ve done some potentially revolutionary work that
throws in doubt much of what is taught on the subject these days. I’ve studied your scholarship
and your DVD showing that, contrary to mainstream thought, humanity predated the other
primates from which we supposedly evolved. That’s the specific area I wanted to visit with you
about, to see if you might be willing and able to be hired to serve as an expert consultant on that
topic. I must confess that I was blown away not only with your amazing discovery but with your
courage in following the evidence to its logical conclusion, regardless whether it seemed to
conflict with popular, although apparently mistaken, scientific beliefs.”
Courage in blazing a lunatic trail to the outer limits, more like, and trashing what little
was left of your penny-ante professionalism along the way.
For Ira, having gone so long without any satisfying external confirmation of personal
worth, receiving neither money nor fame nor plaudits nor promotion, it was as if a hundred
Christmases had arrived at once. Absorbing every drop of the validation that trickled first from
the hint of payment and then from the thirsted-for accolade, his parched spirit swelled so
unfamiliarly that he found himself choking back the overflowing tears.
“Of course, Dr. Cripes, you’d be entitled to compensation for any consulting work you
might do on this project. Typically, experts like yourself are paid on an hourly basis, you know,
at their standard hourly rate for each hour of time they put in. While we obviously have a duty to
our clients to watch the purse strings and keep expenses down, our clients understand that the
going rate for groundbreaking ideas may be a bit steep, so, within reason, we should be able to
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accommodate any fee structure you suggest. If I may ask, what is your standard hourly billing
rate for consultation work, Dr. Cripes?”
Ira’s brain raced to evaluate this sudden flood of input. Whittaker was obviously trying
to educate him, not just on the facts of the case, but on the process of serving as an expert. He
realized that there was a partisan platform Whittaker wanted him to support, or at least not to
oppose, and that Whittaker was identifying rationalized safe havens into which Ira could duck to
avoid ideological collisions with other experts on the team. Whittaker also seemed to be
suggesting that, pay-wise, Ira could almost write his own ticket. And here Ira struggled because,
ignorant of what would be considered the acceptable range of hourly fees, he could not know
whether any amount he quoted might either undershoot what Whittaker was willing to spend or,
conversely, send Whittaker packing.
“Well, I’m happy to explore working within your budget and fitting my rate to that of
your other experts,” Ira non-committally offered, fishing for some guidelines.
Doctor Douche has no clue what to ask for, Whittaker observed, unsurprised. Hell, I
could probably get this no-account to take minimum wage! But he’d learned from a prior
disaster that an expert who discovers mid-case that he’s been low-balled relative to his fellow
trough-mates can make a litigator’s life pretty painful.
“Well, gosh, thanks, that’s great of you,” Whittaker effused appreciatively. “Our other
experts are charging between two hundred dollars per hour on the low end up to, I think the
highest one is five hundred.”
Ira blanked in shocked amazement. Five hundred dollars per hour! Five HUNDRED
dollars per hour! That was more money for sixty minutes’ work than he’d made in the last two
months.
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“I will say, though, that the expert charging five hundred is a sought-after lecturer on this
topic who has actually discounted his price, and the next closest one is being paid I think three
seventy-five, so the highest rate is a bit of an outlier,” Whittaker added as he doodled the number
$350 on his pad, so certain was he that he’d maneuvered Cripes into proposing that amount.
Three hundred seventy five or five hundred—it didn’t matter. Either seemed like an
incomprehensible fortune.
“Well, ah,” Ira said after collecting himself, “if we disregard the highest rate as an
anomaly, then three seventy-five becomes the more realistic ceiling. I’ll tell you, a rate of three
fifty would be acceptable and wouldn’t be too much of a departure from my standard fee.”
Some pre-chewed gum and an expired Arby’s coupon would be more than your standard
fee.
“Great!” Whittaker cheered. Even though it was pricey to pay $350 per hour for opinions
that, as far as Whittaker was concerned, were best recorded on toilet paper, he reckoned the total
cost would be minimal because, with any luck, he was casting this witness to fill a non-existent
role.
OK, let’s see whether this low-life bottom feeder’s figured out which way the money ball
bounces.
“Of course, Dr. Cripes, we’d still be presenting our main case to defend the scientific
attributes of the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent design, but we wouldn’t intend to ask
you anything about that because, as I mentioned, my understanding is that you don’t describe
yourself as an expert in that field. And, frankly, you can understand that we wouldn’t want to
sponsor one expert who might give testimony on a point tangential to his assigned issue that had
the effect of undermining our case on another front.”
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“No,” Ira slowly replied, carefully tip-toeing down the escape path Whittaker had
mapped out. “No, Mr. Whittaker, the truth is that, although I’ve heard the term ‘intelligent
design,’ I’ve never studied or investigated the concept, so I really can’t responsibly express or
even entertain any opinions about it either way.” (Ironically, although it provided none of his
motivation to make the statement, this assessment of Ira’s was absolutely correct.)
“Great point, good job, very good, very good,” Whittaker exuberantly praised in a
soaring voice, with all the subtlety of a ringmaster slipping a treat to a dancing dog.
Positively reinforced, Ira could not resist repeating his new trick.
“So if asked for my views about the, ah, the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent
design, I guess I’d just have to say that I’m an uninformed agnostic.”
“Hmm, yes, well I understand what you’re saying, and I like your concept, but, if you’re
called upon to testify, I’d ask you to consider—of course only if you’re comfortable with it—to
consider using a different word than ‘agnostic’ to describe the fact that you have no views either
way on the scientific theory of pre-biotic intelligent design. We want to defeat our opponent’s
false characterization that pre-biotic intelligent design is a religious teaching, and it might send a
wrong signal if you chose to reference it with words that carry a religious connotation.”
“Oh, sure, sure, sorry, yes, of course, gosh, sorry, that was an unfortunate choice of
words, wasn’t it, so sorry, I’ll be much more careful, it won’t happen again,” breathlessly yapped
Ira with slobberingly eager penitence as, stinging from this gentle rap, he fell over himself to
nose back into Whittaker’s good graces.
“No no, no problem at all,” Whittaker magnanimously reassured, moving on to provide
Ira with an immediate chance to make redeeming amends. “By the way, and this is in the ‘isn’t
it a small world’ category, but one of the other defendants aligned with our clients is the teacher
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who prepared the handout, a man named Jim Turner, who used to be a very promising biology
graduate student at Compass University at the same time you were there. I understand he was
the victim of some sort of departmental politics and was forced out of the school. To no one’s
surprise, our opponent, the ACLU, is putting an unfair and inaccurate spin on that whole
situation. They’re implying that young Turner was dismissed because he was working on
projects that the faculty felt advanced a non-scientific, so-called ‘creationist’ agenda. From that,
they’re trying to bootstrap themselves into the false and misleading argument that he was kicked
out of the University for promoting the same ideas the handout expressed, which they claim
means that the University has already determined that the statements in the handout can’t be
proper science, if Turner was expelled because of them. All, as I said, totally false and
misleading, but I raise his name to see if you knew him or heard anything about his departure.”
“Well,” Ira deliberately began, cautiously picking both his way and his words so as not to
misstep on either, “his name is familiar, and I’m aware that he left school, but I didn’t have any
involvement in any of that.”
“Good, good,” Whittaker guardedly lauded, drawing out his words and inflecting them
upwards with an expectant tone that suggested Ira had made a promising start but still had
additional hoops to jump. “What did you hear about the reasons for Turner’s departure?” he
prompted.
“Ah, well,” Ira stalled, trying to decide whether Whittaker wanted complete ignorance or
a fulsome comment.
“If you were aware that he left school, you must have heard something about the reason.
Come on, come on,” Whittaker enthusiastically coaxed with a saccharine lilt. “What did you
hear?”
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“Well, you know, I do remember hearing early on that he was a very bright and
promising graduate student,” Ira hedged, thinking that by non-responsively volunteering
something positive he could perhaps camouflage his uncertainty about how to answer the actual
question.
“Okay, okay, good, good, but what can you say about the reasons for his departure?”
Whittaker patiently inveigled.
“Well, ah,” Ira fidgeted, apprehensively licking his lips and knotting his brow at the
increasing difficulty of the paces through which he was being put, “all I remember hearing,
really, and this happened a good long while ago, and it wasn’t anything I was involved in, so I
never really had any real information or any reason to remember what little I did hear . . . ”
“Right, right, yes, yes,” Whittaker encouraged him over the last hurdle.
“But, but the best I can remember is that it was some kind of, of department politics that
led to his departure. Ah, sad, really, because he was such a promising young student.”
“Good man!” Whittaker energetically proclaimed. “Good man!” he repeated in a higher
register with even more congratulatory gusto. And then, to test whether Cripes could further
flesh out the script on his own, he probed beyond the cues he’d given. “What kind of department
politics?”
“Ahhh, well, ah, you know, I don’t really recall the details.”
“But surely you must remember something about it, especially since these department
politics had the sad effect of driving out this very promising student?”
“Yes, well, still, umm, it was some time ago and wasn’t a major focus of my attention,
even when it was fresher in my mind, so, ah, I don’t know that I can be more specific, really.”
And then, when what Ira interpreted as the anticipatory silence on the other end of the line
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became more than he could resist, he added, “You know, at about that same time, there was a
shift in departmental funding away from conventional biology and into genetic studies. You
know how different academic disciplines often have financial turf wars that really are more
political than scientific conflicts. Well, as a result of that shift, it’s possible that some of our
graduate slots in young Turner’s field of specialization were eliminated, which may have been
the reason I heard for his departure. Mind you, I’m not really sure about any of that, but that’s
the best information I can give you.”
“Very good, very good, well said, well said,” Whittaker roundly complemented with a
finality signaling that Ira had successfully run the course. Hmm, not bad, he privately assessed.
Professor Schmuck might have good instincts after all, and he seems to be a pretty quick study.
Let’s just hope I never have to find out, considering the sewage he’d spew.
“Listen, Dr. Cripes,” Whittaker continued, now speaking rapidly to finish the few
remaining boilerplate admonishments and instructions that separated him from a rapidly cooling
dinner of Chinese take-out coagulating at the far end of the table in the war room he’d set up for
the case. “Let me quickly cover some administrative and procedural details with you. First, I’ll
send you a formal engagement letter. Please review it, sign it and send it back to me. Can I email you things through your website?”
“N-, no, uh, I’m having some, uh, technical problems there, but you can send things by
regular mail to the street address listed on the website.”
“All right. Ah, let’s see. Oh, yeah, you should keep daily track of how much time you
spend on this matter by recording the date and how long you worked. Most people break down
their time into tenths of an hour so that, if you worked ninety minutes, you’d record 1.5 hours.
And then periodically, say once a month if you’ve accumulated some charges, you should send
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me a bill. You’ll find the billing address and other contact information in the packet with the
engagement letter. I suggest that in your invoices you not describe the things you did except in
the most general terms, such as ‘work on consulting project,’ or something equally non-specific.
Oh,” he added, realizing that, to someone unversed in the practice, his last instruction might
seem a bit strange, “the reason for that is that our opponents can usually get copies of all of your
billing records, and if you’re too precise, they’ll grill you ad nauseam about them if you’re ever
deposed. Same is true for anything you write down and for any communications between the
two of us—it’s all discoverable by the other side, so our communications should be exclusively
verbal, and you shouldn’t write down anything you wouldn’t want the other side to see. You
know, don’t make any notes, for example, that could be taken out of context to imply a weakness
in our position or could be twisted into the false impression that the lawyers directed you adopt
certain positions, that kind of thing. In fact, the safest approach is not to take any notes at all.
Oh, and you should keep all your work confidential and discuss it with no one but me. For sure,
if you get a call from the ACLU lawyer, don’t engage him in any discussion at all, other than to
tell him to contact me. Let’s see, umm, oh yeah, don’t do any work on the project unless we
specifically ask you to. Currently, there are no open tasks that you need to perform, and, until
we give you one, you should not be billing anything to this matter. Of course, you can and
should bill for this call. We’ve been talking for what, about an hour?” Whittaker asked
generously, knowing that the actual time was far less. “So you should, at a minimum, bill us for
an hour this month, if nothing else comes up. I think that about covers it. Do you have any
questions, Dr. Cripes?”
Disappointed by the vanishing image of a fat check awaiting him just around the corner,
Ira felt his short-lived euphoria fall, but, buoyed by the call’s psychological if not economic
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revitalization, his spirits still leveled out and bobbed far above their earlier glum depths. Even
so, financial necessity drove him to probe further, albeit circumspectly, into his potential
remuneration.
“Well, ah, yes, Mr. Whittaker, would it be possible . . . can you give me any estimate of
the overall amount of time this assignment will ultimately require? I, ah, I don’t want to
overcommit myself—not that I’m suggesting I can’t do your project, which I’m definitely onboard to complete, regardless,” Ira hastily added, worried that his full-employment posture,
which he intended only as a ruse to help him gauge the size of the Whittaker payday, might have
backfired. “What I mean is,” he clarified, “I want to make sure that I don’t accept other
engagements that might intrude on the time you’d want me to earmark for this case, so if there’s
any idea you have of the scope of the work, that would help me for planning purposes.”
Other engagements! Yeah, like his power lunch down at the soup kitchen. Guess you
have to expect an asshole to be full of crap.
“Well,” Whittaker equivocated, knowing that, if he were fortunate enough to get his way,
this call would be Cripes’s only billable event, “it’s really difficult to predict that, you know,
because . . . ”
“Ok, I understand, that’s not a problem,” Ira hurriedly conceded.
“. . . because part of it depends on what level of activity our adversary adopts and on
what unpredictable directions the case takes, so it’s very hard to forecast that. It may turn out to
be something that makes a major demand on your time, or it’s possible that it might not require a
tremendous dedication of resources on your part, I just can’t tell at this point.”
“Sure, sure, of course.”
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“I’ll tell you what, though,” Whittaker added, perceiving Cripes’s let-down and wanting
to seal his allegiance. “Your question reminds me of something I can’t believe I overlooked. I
need to ask you to review the central documents in the case—you know, the actual lawsuit, the
pleadings setting out the parties’ core contentions, et cetera—so that you can have an overall
understanding of the various issues and how they fit together, along with a couple of our experts’
affidavits so you can get a feel for where they’re coming from. If I put together a basic care
package, would you have time to spend, oh, let’s say about five hours over the next week
studying that material?”
About as much doubt of that as whether a dog’ll lick up crumbs.
“Yes, yes, that would be wonder—fine, I mean, that would be just fine,” Ira confirmed
with belated restraint.
“And remember,” Whittaker strenuously lectured, suddenly fretting that this impulsivelythrown bone could boomerang against him if, in gnawing at it, Cripes festooned the papers with
ill-considered comments that would have to be produced to the other side, “remember, if you
write anything down, we might have to give it to our opponents, so when I send you this
material, do not, I repeat, do not make any notes about it. By that I mean no summaries, no
critiques, no handwritten margin glosses, no underlining, no nothing. All right? Do we have that
understanding?”
For a scientist, Ira was remarkably bad at doing math in his head, but he knew that,
including the time they’d spent on the call, in the next few days he was going to make in the
neighborhood of two thousand dollars.
“Mr. Whittaker, you’re the boss.”
“Perfect. I’ll be in touch.”
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Well, Whittaker told himself once he’d hung up the phone and was walking down the
table to claim his aluminum round of kung pao chicken, it could have been worse. At least I got
him buttoned up. And with any luck, I’ll never have to talk to that cosmic flop again. He
grabbed his meal, prying off the plastic dome with ease, carefully sending its run-off rivulets of
condensed steam back into the dish and releasing the damp aroma of lukewarm Asian flavors.
His savored first bite was interrupted, however, as, dropping exhaustedly into the nearest office
chair, he felt the seat collapse beneath him and bottom out at the lowest possible setting, which
deposited the dinner in his lap.
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Chapter 17
Having worked their influence on him for several hours, the regularly periodic visual and
aural stimuli of the darkened emergency room treatment bay had dulled Roger into an almost
hypnotic state. The numerous digital displays, each blinking on its own schedule; the glistening
drips down the intravenous tube; the pulse monitor’s constant background beeping; the quietly
rumbling, intermittent inflation of the automatic blood pressure cuff—all of these, although not
knowingly orchestrated by the hospital officials, seemed to merge over time into an overarching
symphony of mesmerizing light and sound that had brought Roger a welcome, calming respite.
Last night, shortly after they had gone to bed, Claire suffered a major seizure. Roger had
initially misinterpreted the furious jostling that roused him from sleep as the work of an
earthquake, despite the improbability of one occurring in his part of the world. When he fully
awakened, however, he realized that the source of the disturbance was Claire, caught in a violent
fit of thrashes and flails. The convulsive spasming that beset her had horrified and sickened
him—the involuntariness of it; the rude, uncaring power and force of it; the irresistibility of it;
her helplessness in the face of its relentless, indefensible onslaught—as if some detestable,
toying malevolence against which he had drawn the comforting shades of willful blindness had
shaken his house of cards to the foundation with a brutal reminder of its tirelessly lurking
presence and inevitable, eventual victory.
He had grabbed her, shouting her name and trying to straighten her contorting frame, but
to no avail. Her bone-rattling continued, and she was unresponsive, her rolled-back eyes
frighteningly vacant whites, with her own gentle spirit seemingly dispossessed by the malice that
assaulted her.
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Then, while he lunged with one hand for the phone, she had gone limp and lifeless,
sagging like warm, dead flesh in his arm that still cradled her, as if the attacking abomination,
tired of its sport, had indifferently discarded her now broken body. Dialing 911, he frantically
searched for a sign of life, and, amid a soul-rending despair borne of recognition that he might be
passing through the moment of his greatest tragedy, he found a modicum of hope in the breaths
she began to draw, first in quick, jerky gasps, but soon at a more placid pace.
She remained in that comatose condition while he endured the interminable wait for the
ambulance, helplessly watched the paramedics’ intense but dispassionate ministrations and sat by
her side for the short ride to the hospital, during which he found himself pleading with her not to
leave him, pressing her slack hand to his face. Then, without warning, they were brusquely
separated when a stout orderly bluntly denied him access to the treatment room into which her
wheel-clattering gurney was raced. Frenzied and forlorn, insensible of his surroundings, he
paced the wide threshold of the doors behind which she had disappeared. Finally, after a passage
of time whose duration he could not estimate, he found himself standing before a white coated,
disturbingly youthful figure, from whom emanated a voice that was both earnest and
professional.
“Mr. Limine, I’m Dr. Skyler. Your wife has had a significant seizure. But she’s
currently stable and does not appear to be in any immediate danger.”
A governor’s eleventh-hour, pardoning call to the execution chamber could not have
produced in the condemned a more sublime flood of reprieving peace than those words swept
through Roger.
“However, this was a major episode. Although we don’t think it has caused any lasting
damage, it could recur, perhaps with greater severity next time. For that reason, we would like to
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administer some anti-seizure medications, but we need to verify with her primary physician, Dr.
Mondial, that they won’t interact with the experimental drug regimen he has her on. We have a
call into him and are waiting to hear back.”
Composing himself as one who gains gradual confidence of having truly awakened from
a primal nightmare, Roger felt his mind and body thaw from the paralyzing dread that had
gripped them. “Where, where is she? Can I see her?”
“We’ve given her medication that will keep her sleeping for several hours. We’ve moved
her to a curtained bay in the emergency room, just to monitor her through the night, and you’ll be
able to sit with her there, if you like, but she won’t wake for some time. Then, assuming her
readings are normal, once we clear her new prescriptions with Dr. Mondial, she should be able to
go home, probably around mid-morning.”
As if suspended in time, he had sat next to her sleeping form, oblivious to the outside
bustle and clamor, happily ensconced with her behind the thin hospital drape. Were it within his
power, he would have traded any vibrant future they might temporarily enjoy for the perpetuity
of this quiet, sequestered stasis, forever hearing her tranquil breathing and never having to deal
with separation or change.
Eventually, though, this dioramic contentment shattered when Claire suddenly stirred,
reflexively twitching a foot as she commenced her climb back to consciousness. It was not a
smooth and seamless ascent. Several times her mind brushed against the surface of awareness
only to bounce back, not yet strong enough to penetrate. Watching intently, Roger observed the
signs of each of her attempted breakthroughs reflected in her progressively more energetic waves
of combative writhes and blurted non-sequiturs. With each effort, she gained slightly more
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ground than she gave up until, in one final push, she burst back into sensibility with a start,
explosively jerking upright, gulping lungfuls of air.
As her perceptions took full root, she glanced wildly about, her face uncomprehending
and confused.
“Where am I?” she demanded. “How did I get here? What happened?”
“Claire, Claire, it’s ok, everything’s ok,” reassured Roger, standing at her bedside and
pulling her to him in a sideways embrace.
Bewildered, she broke away and looked at him.
“What happened?”
“You had some sort of muscular cramping in your sleep, and then you fainted, so we
came here, to the hospital emergency room,” he recounted, soothingly stroking her upper arms,
trying, as best he could, to understate the experience. “They completely checked you out, and
you’re just fine, no injuries or anything, but they gave you something to make you sleep, so if
you’re a little dazed, that’s probably the reason, but they said that would wear off really fast once
you woke up. Oh, and they’ve prescribed some medication so that this never will never happen
again, and as soon as Dr. Mondial has confirmed that the new drugs won’t interact badly with
your other treatments, which should be any minute, we can go home and put this behind us.
How do you feel?”
“Whoa,” she exhaled, heavy with fatigue as she gingerly settled back into the bed. “Now
I know how the basil feels after it’s been pounded into pesto. Wow. Every muscle in my body
hurts. What’s that all about?” she asked weakly, battling a downward relapse into glazed
sedation.
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“Well, Shanika, our attending nurse—a real jewel of a lady, by the way, and quite a
character to boot, who’s been nicer to me than anyone else here ever has—anyway, she warned
me that when you go through something like this, your muscles tense up in a sort of super
isometrics way, so you wake up really stiff and sore, like you’d be the day after a major new
workout routine.”
“Well, then, judging from how bad I feel, I must be getting into really great shape,” she
mumbled, struggling not to fall back asleep.
Taking her small joke as a sign that she’d soon be as good as before, Roger overflowed
with uncontainable relief.
“Ahh, I’m so glad you’re awake. Of course I knew everything would be fine, but it’s
wonderful to know that the only things between you and your return to health are a couple of
pulled muscles,” he chattered and then instantly cursed his running tongue for driving them
headlong into a joy-sapping reminder of her inescapable, underlying disease. “Anyway,” he
added quickly, trying to fast-forward past his clumsiness, “a little bed rest, and those twinges and
pains will disappear. Although,” he wryly observed, “I’m sure you’ll milk it for all it’s worth in
terms of ordering me around to wait on you hand and foot—to which I have no strenuous
objection,” he benevolently injected, his upraised palm testifying to his acquiescence in this
predicted servitude, “because I know, when the tables are turned the next time my back goes out,
you’ll do the same for me. Hmm, let’s see,” he pondered theatrically, serially drumming his
fingertips against his lips, “perhaps in my case we’ll institute the use of a bedside bell so that I
can easily summon you to my beck and call.”
“Because right now laughing would hurt like crazy, I guess it’s lucky for me that your
jokes aren’t funny,” Claire countered in a mildly aching tone, her eyes closed. “By the way, I
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think you’re onto a great new career here—comedian to the chronically unentertainable. FDA
approved humor for patients under doctor’s orders not to crack a smile. Guaranteed to be 100%
chortle free. Double your money back for a guffaw.”
“Sounds like a challenge. Hmm. Ok, you’re on. A rabbi, a bishop, a buddhist
investment banker and a penguin with a lisp go into a bar where they meet a tortoise in a tutu, a
dervish hooked on dramamine, a mama rhombus with a couple of baby hypotenuses, or is it
hypoteni—be careful, by the way, they’re very aggressively protective of their young, especially
when, as here, the two happen to be isosceles twins—the Olympic leprechaun basketball team, a
puppy with a Ph.D.—just say ‘uncle’ when you want it to end, by the way . . . ”
“Stop, you whack,” she half giggled, half winced thorough clenched teeth. “Shuddering
hurts just as badly, which is all you made me do, so you don’t get any credit, and I’m not saying
‘uncle.’ Hey,” she abruptly exclaimed, her freewheeling wooziness replaced with focused
curiosity, “if I fainted, how did you get me to the emergency room?”
“Um, well um, you know, I wasn’t really sure what to do,” Roger dissembled, wanting to
fuzz over the seriousness of that aspect of the episode and divert Claire’s attention elsewhere.
“But you know what they say about feats of strength in times of crisis. Anyway, I’m just glad
it’s behind us and we can get back home. In fact, let me ask Nurse Shanika if we’ve gotten Dr.
Mondial’s final ok to leave,” he concluded, turning around and ineffectually pawing the curtain
in a fruitless search for the opening, succeeding only in enshrouding himself, ghostlike, in the
fabric.
“Well, thanks a lot, Roger, if you’re suggesting that I’ve gotten so heavy that only
Superman could carry me. I mean, the amazing part of the urban legend is the guy lifting the car
off his wife, not his wife out of the car.”
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“Oh, uh, no, no, that’s not what I meant,” Roger protested, distractedly hunting for a
graceful clarification as he struggled to unwrap himself. “I just meant, uh, that at times of
extreme stress it sometimes might seem to you that you’ve crossed paths with greater powers,
and that maybe that stimulus could have the effect of strengthening or guiding you, that’s all,” he
absently offered, preoccupied enough with smoothing the hair mussed by his run-in with the
drape that he inadvertently defaulted to the subject foremost in his thoughts since the flood.
Though still a bit groggy, she recognized something so un-Rogerlike about that last
statement that, despite the discomfort, she raised herself up on her elbows and studied him
carefully. “Since when did you come to believe in some greater guiding power?”
“Oh, well, you know,” Roger floundered, embarrassed at the form of expression he had
unthinkingly let slip, “come on. I didn’t mean that the higher power actually existed. I just
meant some kind of psychological reflex, some genetically coded disaster subroutine, something
like that, you know, that perhaps tricks you into imagining something seemingly real for the sake
of boosting your performance in a crisis. Now don’t get the wrong idea,” he warned with a touch
of exasperation and a minor scowl. “You haven’t converted me. It was just a turn of speech,
period, nothing more, just a metaphorical way to describe a purely physical phenomenon. In
fact, if anything,” he mused aloud with an abstract wistfulness as he plopped heavily into the
pneumatic bedside chair and bobbed softly on its cushioning spring, “the events of last night only
further highlight the implausibility in your theistic philosophy.”
“ ‘Theistic philosophy,’ ” she repeated, shaking her head with amusement as she
delicately eased back down in the bed. “Roger, what will it take to unstarch you a little? By my
‘theistic philosophy,’ I assume you mean my belief in God?”
“Yes, yes, your belief in God,” he confirmed with a subdued, melancholy smile.
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“And what is it about my fainting that pulls the rug out from under that?”
“Oh, come on Claire, what’s the point?” he asked with a cackle of futility.
“Oh, just write it off as humoring a sick, old woman. Unless, of course, you’re too afraid
to have your position held up to scrutiny, which would be understandable,” she badgered.
Shaking his head, he gave a soft, grunting laugh. One part of him was amazed and,
because of the still-remaining vigor of will it signified, thrilled at his wife’s tenacity on this
issue. Another part—the principal one—was worried that a full-scale defense of his position
might undermine Claire’s faith, which, regardless of his take on its verity, seemed to provide her
with numerous benefits of which he did not wish to disillusion her: solace, serenity, endurance
and a psychic vitality, among many others. And, although he labored not to acknowledge it,
another undercover part of him did fear this fundamental re-examination, just as Claire had
teased. His own philosophical house had long ago been put into the atheistic order to which he
had grown accustomed—a spartan, ultimately empty but still livable, tidy and, most importantly,
familiar order, on which most of his other accessorizing and embellishing mental notions
depended, if not for their content, then at least as the anchoring reference point for their overall
place in his synthesis of life experiences. Remodeling now atop the contrary cornerstone of
belief would require a wholesale rearrangement of all his cerebral furniture, which was a
daunting, arduous prospect. But, thanks largely to thoughts Claire’s prior apologetics had
triggered, he was haunted by a disquieting concern that the starker accommodations he’d
fashioned might have arisen from just as arbitrary a blueprint as the one he ascribed to Claire.
“Well, Roger,” she playfully goaded when he failed to respond, “are you folding yet?”
“No, no,” he woodenly denied, mechanically answering the call to a battle he preferred
not to fight.
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“Then what is it about my fainting that pulls the rug out from under my belief in God?”
“Well,” he began with a tired sigh, knowing that some of his comments would take them
to places and realizations that he spent most of his time with Claire trying to avoid, “it’s just the
tip of the iceberg, a huge iceberg of wretched, terrible, dreadful things, things that, if I had the
power to prevent, I wouldn’t let happen to my worst enemy, and yet here they are allowed to
happen to you, to us.”
He paused, hoping that generalizations would satisfy her and spare them from revisiting
any of the specific points of tragic interest through which they’d had to pass or, worse yet, from
anticipating the much greater grief that lay ahead, but she simply maintained an expectant hush
that compelled him to continue.
“I mean,” he resumed with a lifeless croak, his eyes downcast and glassy, “talking about
last night, I saw you in such distress. If there were a god having these powers you credit him
with, how could he have let that happen? I mean, there you were, such a good, kind, decent,
wonderful,” here he stopped, swallowed, gritted his jaw and hardened himself with bitter, jaded
dispassion, “worthy and deserving person, being subjected to this violent, awful attack—an
attack that, according to you, he could have stopped at any time, in fact, an attack that he, at best,
permitted and, at worst, directly or indirectly, affirmatively caused—well, how can you ask me
to believe in a religious fairy tale, in a loving and paternal god, when the evidence of reality is so
antithetical? What human father would let his child suffer so? Assuming the world bears
evidence of anything supernatural, it’s a pretty easy case to make for the devil’s existence, but
God’s? I don’t think so.
“And of course,” he trudged on, dropping his delivery into an even more despondent
register, his head sinking still further downward, “there’s the more obvious and basic fact of your
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illness. If there were a god, how could he have wished that on you? How could he have sent
you this anguish and pain, put you through these ravages, watched you weaken, how could he . . .
how could he,” and here he spoke from a catatonia, drawing a shallow breath before each new
phrase as the horror from which he spent his waking hours hiding, as his raw, elemental agony,
was laid bare, “how could he . . . take you away from me . . . like this . . . why . . . why . . . why
would he . . . .” And then he broke the spell, inhaling deeply, as he turned to more impersonal
evidence. “And our own hardship pales in comparison to what so many others have gone
through. Innocent infants abused; children kidnapped and killed; millions of people
exterminated like rodents. What rational person could believe in a god who lets those things
happen? And it’s not confined just to human-on-human atrocities. Nature abounds in gratuitous
cruelty. What about the babies born with cognitive impairments or crippling deformities, what
about the grade schoolers struck down by cancer, what about the multitudes—men, women, kids,
sinners, saints—all indiscriminately obliterated in earthquakes, hurricanes, tsunamis, mud slides,
floods? What about all the incalculable barbarity daily displayed by the physical world, how do
you harmonize that with a good and loving god who cares for us? How do you explain that? Do
you know, there’s a species of wasp that lays its eggs in the body of a living caterpillar, and
when they hatch, the larvae literally eat the caterpillar from the inside out, and while doing so
they are careful not to damage any vital organs, so that the tortured existence of this pathetic,
now paralyzed host, being slowly shredded from within by hoards of tiny, devouring mouths
squirming beneath its own skin, is extended as long as possible, to keep its edible portions fresh.
What kind of god would create a universe built on such monstrous brutality? How do you
explain all that?”
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Claire had quietly lain sideways during Roger’s discourse, studying the profile of his
averted face, joyfully greeting, amid empathetic tears, the first appearance of his profound
sadness at being unable to resolve those questions, sensing that at least a small part of him
wanted to find a way to believe and mourned its inability to do so.
“Roger,” she asked in a firm but caring manner, “why do you presume that you’re
entitled to an explanation or that, if you got one, you’d understand it?”
“That’s no answer,” Roger dismissively retorted, shaking his head in opposition. “Under
your view of things, this god of yours endowed me with a brain. I assume he wants me to use it,
not disregard it, so it’s a little hard to reconcile that scenario when, according to this brain he’s
supposedly given me, god does not compute.”
“He gave you a brain, and it should guide you a long way down the path to Him, but He
gave you more than that, and He wants you to use all your powers and resources to reach Him.
Roger, try looking at it this way. When parents take their infant to the doctor for that first shot,
the baby suffers greatly. Think about it! A frightening stranger sticks a needle into its flesh!
The baby screams and yells for help, for rescue. And yet its parents stand inactive, hurting inside
no doubt, but allowing the process to go on. And why? Because the parents know what the
child doesn’t—that the experience is necessary and will serve the baby’s ultimate good, despite
the short term tribulation, despite the fact that, under your logic, from the baby’s perspective, the
parents must have ceased to exist, else they would have saved the child from this ongoing
torment.
“Loving parents regularly force their children to experience a wide range of present
unpleasantness for their future benefit, everything from dentists to discipline to kindergarten to
car seats. Many such compelled ordeals, which go against the child’s inclination for prompt
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gratification and ease, must seem irreconcilable with a loving father or mother, but that’s only
because the child’s perceptions are so much more limited and short-sighted than the parents’.”
“So you’re basically asking us to take it on faith that all this misery makes sense, that it
has a purpose and serves our best interests, even though all our faculties tell us the opposite?”
Roger asked, a sardonic note uncontrollably growing. “You’re asking us to fantasize that an
ungraspable explanation exists in order to prop up an equally unsubstantiated threshold belief in
God in the first place. That’s asking us to accept an absurd idea and then disregard the ridiculous
consequences by embracing an even more ludicrous assumption,” he railed with what had
distilled into a concentrate of pure scorn. “Under that logic, I can justify anything. Here’s a
good one—unicorns are real. Can you prove to me they aren’t? And then when you point out
that no one’s ever seen one, my easy answer is that our eyes just aren’t able to perceive them,
which explains why there’s no visual proof of their presence and rescues the false original
proposition that they do exist from its fatal lack of evidence.”
Suddenly recognizing the militant level of disparagement to which he’d escalated—a
temperament he never wanted to demonstrate towards his wife—Roger was shot through with
remorse. He inhaled deeply and let out a loud sigh. “Ah, Claire,” he said, his voice cracking
with exhaustion and regret, his head once again hanging low, this time with shame, “I’m sorry
for getting so hepped up about this. Not sure what came over me, really. I didn’t mean to be so
nasty. Please forgive me. Maybe the stress of this last night just caught up with me. I don’t
know . . . ”
“Oh Roger,” Claire laughed. “Loosen up. And I’m not the spiritually fragile china doll
you seem to think I am, so don’t worry. In fact, I take the vinegar in your response as a positive
sign that I’m making progress.”
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His initial relief that he’d not offended her was replaced with confusion over her last
statement, as reflected in his dubious look.
She laughed again. “Yes, progress, you forest-blind oaf. But let’s see,” she muttered,
staring intently upward as she nibbled the inside of her lower lip, “how to begin, how to begin?
Okay,” she announced brightly, leveling her gaze to face him. “For starters, there’s no initial
reason to believe that unicorns exist independent of your secondary explanation for the lack of
proof to that effect. In contrast, there are plenty of reasons to believe God exists, independent of
our inability to understand all the ins and outs of His ways or why there’s evil and grief in the
world He sent us to. So your analogy is false. It’s even contrary to what I understand to be the
scientific process, of which you’re such a devout practitioner.”
Despite himself, Roger could not let the tantalizing bait of her last remark go
unswallowed. “You’ll have to explain that one.”
“Oh, I can’t give you chapter and verse, but isn’t it almost always the case that a scientist
will start with a known fact and then make what amounts to an educated guess about how to
account for it?”
“Well, yes,” Roger replied, the scoffing tone making an uninvited reappearance, “but the
differences are, number one, that God’s existence isn’t a known fact and, number two, a
scientist’s educated guess about a phenomenon is subject to testing and therefore can be either
verified or invalidated.”
“Oh, I’m sure there are examples of theories hallowed by scientists that either haven’t
been verified or aren’t capable of being tested, but for today, that’s neither here nor there. My
point was simply that hypothesizing explanations for facts you have good reason to believe is a
very basic and useful aspect of scientific thinking. So the question comes down to whether there
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are good reasons to believe God exists or, let’s put it this way, whether there are good reasons at
least to keep that possibility open and explore it with all your might. Now, I’ll warn you again
up front, this is a trip you can’t take completely to the end if you only try to ride your rationality.
You can get pretty far down the track that way, but not all the way there.”
“Great, so you’re saying that to buy a ticket to Believerville I have to check my brain at
the station.”
“No,” she countered, speaking amiably yet authoritatively, quietly chuckling to herself
and shaking her head at Roger’s myopic obstinacy. “I’m saying you need to use every ounce of
your brains and then some to get there.”
“Well, since I’m not familiar with whatever alternative mode of locomotion you’re going
to suggest I use for the final leg of this trip, why don’t you narrate for me the initial journey
down the brain-line?” Although his words were challenging, they were drained of all drops of
his former disdain and delivered instead in the prankish banter typical of his verbal sparring with
Claire.
“Oh, it’s nothing that you don’t already know. Some of this we’ve even talked about
before. It’s just that you haven’t connected the dots correctly. So here goes. First, the universe
had a beginning. We know this—and this should strike a chord with you—because scientists tell
us so. Also, if you do the research you’ll find that ‘infinity’ is an abstract mathematical concept
that most scholars—blood brothers you can relate to—agree does not exist in reality, which
again means that the universe cannot have been here forever, which therefore means that the
universe had a beginning. Things that have beginnings just don’t happen by themselves.
Something causes them to happen. At least, that’s always been the case, without exception, in
every instance known to humanity. So, based on purely deductive reasoning, something caused
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the universe to happen, or, dare I say it,” she needled with exaggerated drama, posing wide-eyed
and open-mouthed in mock surprise, “something created the universe.”
“Very cute,” he allowed with good-natured sarcasm. “Go on.”
“And second, as we’ve also already discussed, the something that created the universe
also created time, which means that the something that created the universe exists outside of time
and therefore has attributes that are fundamentally incomprehensible to us. So our inability to
understand it completely is what you would expect, again, just based on simple logic. Ok, so
we’ve established both that the universe had a creator—let’s call it that for short rather than
making me keep repeating ‘the something that created the universe,’ with the caveat that, at this
stage, we haven’t eliminated the possibility that the creator could be an inanimate force rather
than a conscious being—and that this creator is so foreign to our perceptions that all our efforts
to reduce it to something we can apprehend will invariably leave big disconnects that our
intellect won’t be able to harmonize, at least not fully.
“Number three—you still with me?” she asked, concerned that Roger’s failure to take
combative issue might signal a zoned-out inattentiveness.
“Huh? What?” Roger blurted with a contrived start, snapping his head to attention as if
he’d dozed off. “Just kidding,” he tempered when he saw her less-than-amused reception.
“Well, I wouldn’t sign off on the implications of agreeing that I’m ‘with you’ on all this, but I’m
following what you’re saying, if that’s what you mean,” Roger distinguished, noting to himself
geez, she seems to have put a lot of thought and planning into this.
“Hmm,” she growled, farcically shooting a stern, headmistress look through squinting
eyes. “Very funny. Be careful, though. I might be so fooled by your make-believe sleep that
I’ll be compelled to rouse you with a real-life smack. Anyway, number three, not only did this
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creator cause the universe to come into existence, but the universe it produced ended up being
configured in a very specific way, which generated an environment uniquely suited to sustain
human beings, one in which we can not only live but thrive. Are you familiar with what
cosmologists call the ‘fine tuning of the universe’?”
Holy crap, where did she come up with this? I thought she was just reading cookbooks
and garden magazines.
“I think so, but I’d be curious to hear your version,” he invited. Let’s see if she’s really
got a grip on this. A little misunderstood science in the hands of a layman can be a dangerous
thing.
“Well, there are all kinds of forces and constants built into the fabric of the universe.
They’re not determined by the laws of nature; they are the laws of nature. I can’t begin to list
them all, but they include things like the relative strength of electromagnetism versus gravity
versus the strong nuclear force—do I have that right?” she asked as an aside.
“Mmm,” Roger begrudged with a shrug.
“And there’re lots more—things like the value of Planck’s constant, the ratio of the
neutron’s mass to the proton’s, the expansion rate of the universe and its original phase-space
volume, and there are bunches and bunches beyond those. Anyway, the point is that all of these
have to be very precisely balanced and calibrated, one to the next, or the creator’s universe
would not have the characteristics necessary to support life in any sense that we can conceive it.
If any one of them is off even by a hair, forget it—there would be, there could be, no human
beings, because the universe would not be able to provide an environment that would sustain us,
or any form of life, for that matter. So what are the odds of all of those different forces and
constants each randomly happening to be exactly the right value to allow for our existence? I’ve
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read some estimates that place the probability at less than one in ten to the two-hundredth power.
The most honest translation of that figure into everyday terms is ‘impossible.’ So again, just
using basic reasoning, it’s pretty far-fetched to conclude that blind chance caused the universe to
be tailor-made to meet our needs.”
“Well, wait,” Roger interposed without thinking, his academic instincts taking over.
“First, there are certain schools of thought among physicists that there may exist an infinite
number of universes, or least that all possible universes may simultaneously co-exist, and in such
a set of universes, it’s a certainty that there’d be one with just exactly the right fine-tuning for
life.”
“Well, that doesn’t open the curtain; it just pushes it one stage back, since now you’ve
got to account for the origin of multiple universes, which is a much tougher job, considering that
you can’t even explain the genesis of the single one we’re living in. More than that, the multiple
universes in one of those schools of thought are all predicted to have the same natural laws, so no
matter how many of them there are, they can’t explain away the improbability of the identical
fine tuning in each of them. And the model stemming from another of those schools of thought
generates a finite, not an infinite number of universes, which means it can’t compensate for the
ridiculously long odds the fine tuning beats. Plus,” she recriminated, “what actual independent
evidence is there of the existence of even one more universe, let alone an infinite number?”
“Well, uh, none that I know of, but it’s strongly inferred by the very improbabilities that
you mentioned. If there’s only one universe, yes, the odds are mind boggling that, by mere
chance, everything came together just as it needed to, but blind chance works perfectly well if
the number of universes is infinite.”
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“Uh, time out,” Claire declared. “It seems to me that you’re starting from the bare
assumption that blind chance caused the fine-tuning of the universe and then rescuing the
implausibility of that assumption by postulating something else for which we also have
absolutely no evidence—an infinite number of universes. Let’s see,” she mulled with burlesque
concentration, contemplatively stroking her chin and peering far off. “I seem to recall someone I
greatly respect just recently telling me how bogus that kind of reasoning was. Hmm. Who was
it, I wonder? Who was that?” she repeated, knitting her brow in simulated, straining
recollection. “It was very recent, I’m sure of that. In fact, it seems like it was just a few minutes
ago, but who was it who said it?” she elaborately ruminated, meditatively tapping her index
finger against her pursed lips.
“All right, all right,” Roger testily injected, “you’ve made your point. But you also
overlook that in a differently configured universe, different kinds of life would have arisen, that’s
all. The fact that we fit so well in the universe in which we evolved in is hardly surprising. If
the universe had formed with alternative laws, you’d just find alternative life adapted to those
altered conditions.”
“Again, Roger, you’re supporting your ‘blind chance’ premise by assuming something
for which there is no proof—that different kinds of life would or could have arisen with different
laws of nature. From what I’ve read, without the precise balance of our universe, you’d have
nothing that could support any kind of imaginable life—either the universe would have collapsed
back on itself, or it would be composed entirely of hydrogen, or it would possess some other
kind of sterile condition completely hostile to life in any possible form. No, the sanest, most
rational inference is not only that the universe was created, but that it was minutely crafted to the
precise specifications necessary for us to live. Now—and pay attention here—that inference is
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critically significant, because it indicates that the creator acted with a purpose, which means that
the creator must be a conscious, intelligent entity rather than a blind, preternatural force. And
from this you could further infer that the creator is concerned for our welfare, because it
constructed the universe in a way that would sustain us, which suggests that the creator cares for
us, although this last step might be a bit too far for your brain to stretch right now . . . ”
“Actually, no problem, because my brain has already snapped from being pulled this far
down the loony tune track,” Roger politely reported.
“Ha!” Claire exclaimed triumphantly. “Name calling! The final refuge of the routed!”
“Whatever,” Roger huffed, shaking his head with a disgruntled but slightly admiring
smile.
“Ok, enough about the origin and structure of the universe. Let’s move on to the origin
of life. From what I’ve studied, the chances of organic molecules just spontaneously coming
together in exactly the right order to create even the simplest form of replicating life are so
infinitesimally miniscule that, for all practical purposes, it could never have happened.”
Well, she’s right about that. Except for a negligible handful of hard core extremists,
virtually all contemporary biologists conceded that pure blind chance could not, in and of itself,
account for the appearance of life.
“But,” he countered, “it is thought that chance may have been assisted by other forces.
For example, it is postulated that there may be an organizing principle in matter itself.”
“Ennnnnnnn,” naseled Claire, doing a commendable impersonation of the Jeopardy reject
buzzer. “There’s not a shred of independent evidence that the universe embodies such a
principle adequate to explain the origin of life, so invoking it here is another example of sheer
secondary speculation to prop up a shaky primary assumption that life arose from random,
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undirected processes. Let’s see, I seem to remember that same fallacious reasoning happening
before, hmm, quite recently in fact,” she again play-acted, reprising her former role of the chinstroking thinker. “Hmm, who was it . . .”
“Oh, give it a rest, Claire,” Roger crabbed, dropping his head to frown at the floor.
“My, my, getting a bit cranky, aren’t we? Anyway, the point is that all of this—the
universe, the world, the life it harbors, you, me—didn’t just happen by itself. The most
reasonable, rational deduction from the evidence is that it was all deliberately brought about by
an animate, conscious, super-intelligent creator.
“But of course there’s much more than that. Earlier, Roger, when you were so
passionately indicting God for the presence of evil in His world—where do you think you got the
sense of justice you had to have in order to fuel that outrage? Our recognition of evil only
confirms the objective existence of good, even if our limited minds can’t reconcile them fully.
And where do you think our sense of good comes from? Or our admiration of things like virtue,
honor, honesty, justice, kindness, compassion, nobility, selflessness? And how is it we have a
conscience, how is it that we automatically know right from wrong? Where did all that come
from? Your blind, unfeeling universe couldn’t give any of these traits to us! And don’t tell me
that they’re all just relativistic social adaptations that allow humans to coexist with each other,
that they’re no more significant or transcendent than the shape of a finch’s beak. Because if that
were the case, if they were something less than a universal moral platform, then you couldn’t use
them to negate God, could you? Surely you can see that by denying the existence of God based
on his supposed violations of moral law, you’re implicitly saying that moral law is as
ubiquitously valid as physical law, not just some arbitrary human convention favored by natural
selection that has no broader meaning than the howling of wolves! Think about it! If our moral
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programming is just a set of quirky behavioral reflexes, unique to humanity, that enhanced the
chances for Homo sapiens’ survival and therefore of the propagation of our DNA, if it’s on the
same narrowly-focused, closed-end level as the preening of peacocks, then how could it possibly
provide a valid standard to analyze even another species’ conduct, let alone a supernatural
entity’s? You can’t have it both ways, and either way, your position fails. If human morality is
purely relative, if it’s nothing more than a set of species-specific conventions, then you can’t
apply it to potential manifestations of God’s behavior and expect it to generate reliable
evaluations of His attributes any more than you could expect a dog to read something of inbred
canine significance from a cat’s purr. So under that approach, the ‘problem of evil’ objection
you’ve raised isn’t an objection to God’s existence at all, because God’s actions would have no
intersection with human morality. And if, on the other hand, morality is a universal truth—
which is the underlying assumption you necessarily make when you use moral principles to size
God up—then this means that there are metaphysical absolutes, which not only proves, or at
least strongly implies, that God exists but confirms the traditional notion of his goodness.
“And think, Roger, open your eyes and see beyond the dull routine that’s blinded you to
the pervasive evidence that there exists a spiritual force of good. Granted, the world has its share
of heartache and misery. All of us are born to trouble, sure as the sun rises. It just comes with
the territory, part of the cost of doing human business, even though we’re often in the dark about
what it is that our present suffering purchases. But it does purchase something, Roger, even if
we don’t realize it. Maybe sometimes it’s as simple as having to lose the things that distract us,
that cover up our needs, so that we can see what really counts. I don’t pretend to be able to solve
all those puzzles. Yes, storms will always be in our forecast. But there are also so, so, so many
vastly improbable, wonderful cosmic kindnesses we receive, one or two of which might arise
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from blind chance, but whose sum total could never be convincingly explained by shear accident
or mere dumb luck: how, in times of utmost, absolute practical need, sometimes in the midst of
a series of bigger frustrations, when, for want of a nail, a problem will worsen or a catastrophe
happen, suddenly, against all odds, bang, a nail shows up; how good samaritans so often appear
out of nowhere just when they’re most required; how what we thought was a wrong turn or a
sorry pass ends up bettering us; how we almost always get what we really need; how help
usually arrives in time; how the fretted-over biopsy is so frequently benign; how mercy prevails
when justice would slay us; how often it is that we don’t get caught; how, when we’re at the
breaking point, the pounding generally stops; how rarely happen the things we most fear. If we
just weren’t so used to the improbable number of blessings that surround us, we’d immediately
perceive that the countless good things we experience, that we take for granted, must be the
result of an active protector who regularly games the system for our benefit. So sure, difficulties
are part of the equation, but the relative proportion of bounties is way too high to be accidental.
Such a favorably skewed distribution can’t be a coincidence. Our lives are simply too charmed
not to be overseen by a loving providence.
“And how about all of the higher perks of life, how is it we have those—things like our
ability to experience beauty, to know intuitively when we see the principles of aesthetics and art
being put to effective use, to appreciate elegant mathematics, to be consumed with rapture or
awe? How can your unconscious universe, mechanically selecting traits to increase the
likelihood of our DNA’s survival, account for the development of those faculties, which only
serve to delight us? And here’s the flip side—if we’re just the product of blind processes
designed to maximize how well we fit with our physical environment, why do all of us sense a
gap in that environment, an inadequacy in the material world to complete us, to nourish our
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souls? Why are we so spiritually uncomfortable in a purely natural universe if we are simply the
product of forces that supposedly have the effect of harmonizing us with that universe? If the
dynamic that produced us is so self-sufficient and self-contained, why has every one of our
human cultures sought gods?
“So, where does all this get you? Absolute, unequivocal, intellectual proof? I warned
you not to expect that. But it adds up to a very strong, rationally based inference to the best
explanation that there exists a supernatural God who is both good and beneficently interested in
us. The next step is to admit that possibility to yourself and actively seek Him. He wants you to
find him. He made it just hard enough that you have to try, but if you honestly do so, you will
succeed. He wants your faith and trust, not just your reason. You only have to open your mind,
Roger, to hear the call from the spiritual dimension that you’ve arbitrarily defined out of
existence without ever giving it a chance.
“Think of it like a radio. As we sit here, there are scores, maybe hundreds of broadcasts
flying through this room, but you can’t hear a single one of them through a radio that’s
unplugged. So start by tuning in your mind to the possibility. Just the possibility, Roger, not the
belief, not at first. Wait and see if faith doesn’t follow. Diligently listen for the true, strong
signal. It’s there, a constant beacon, if you’ll just let your ears hear it.”
The first time Roger had sat silent while Claire talked for so long on this subject, it was
because he was sickened speechless that she had lapsed into what he branded as backslid,
ignorant superstition. This time, throughout the latter portion of her discourse, Claire had
intentionally not looked at Roger, not wanting to be buffeted off her course by whatever phases
of protest his countenance might be registering. And now, having finished, she found herself
still afraid to seek his face, afraid that, as before, he’d have that same mix of pity and revulsion
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that the bad actors in those low-budget horror movies display when their loved ones become
zombies, a look signifying that he hadn’t budged an inch. And so to postpone that moment of
discovery, she sought something to add, something that would force from him a purely
informational comment on a sidelight point that might blunt or diffuse the more visceral,
negative response she dreaded on the ultimate issue.
As she waited for the arrival of the next right words to say, Roger’s thoughts swirled in a
confused, disorganized jumble. Ad hoc, unconnected ideas sparked by her statements pulled his
attention in several uncoordinated directions, disorienting him with his own disparate reactions.
At times, he had found himself marveling at Claire’s ability to make such a presentation, one that
was so comprehensively scoped, so meticulously detailed and so tailored to speak particularly to
him in the rational language his largely monolingual brain best understood. The energy her
performance had evidenced, especially on the heels of her seizure and sedation, had also elicited
flitting glints of what he knew was mental fool’s gold that she might not be as sick or weak as
he’d supposed. And through it all, his mind had tracked the propositions she had advanced,
contentiously identifying the many comebacks that could be made, but his appetite for argument
was spoiled by his simultaneous recognition that there were counters to his comebacks, retorts to
his replies. You could think three, four, even five moves ahead, but there would never be finality
through debate; in the end it was just words, and persuasive ones could be spoken on both fronts.
It boiled down to which initial approach you took, and in the midst of his tumult, although he
could fashion lucid grounds to buttress his side, he felt the infirmity of his intellectual footing to
support, with logically unassailable rigor, his original choice of that side in the first place. Was it
really as trite as whether you started off seeing the glass as half empty or half full? Was it like
those optical illusions where, if you blinked just right, the picture flipped? Was his naturalistic
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view a mere philosophical postulate, riddled with all the holes, weaknesses and uncertainties that
plague any philosophic system, rather than an absolute consequence of scientific reasoning?
Good God—had the simple, age-old answers that he’d rejected as primitive and unsophisticated
been the right ones after all? And these shattering doubts stormed in the broader, warring
contexts of his inertial, indolent resistance to the prospect of having to reinvent himself at this
ripening age; of his balking pride at the possibility of venerating what he had reviled, and of his
short-sighted but understandably alluring awareness that, included in the high cost of
metaphysical admission was a lottery ticket to the miraculous, and a miracle was all that could
save him from the inevitable, crushing despair of losing Claire.
“So, Roger,” Claire tentatively pressed, having found her segue from monologue to
dialogue, “can you honestly say that you’ve never felt the touch nor heard the voice of what
might have been Providence? Of something bigger than yourself? Of something beyond and
outside yourself? And if you have felt such a thing, can you really write it off as a delusion?”
As muddled as were his thoughts before, the peculiarly apt timeliness of these questions
and their resonance back to his near-drowning encounter propelled him into an even tighter
tailspin. Another coincidence? How many supposed coincidences did it take before one could
be certain of a purposeful hand? And yet if he made that leap, he could foresee the suppressed
aversion and embarrassed looks with which his colleagues would greet what they would interpret
as his degenerate descent into mythology and barbarism. They were such smart people; could
they all be wrong? But he could equally imagine the celestial mocking he might warrant if he
someday found himself in an afterlife courtroom before some spectral judge, being arraigned
with a laundry list of obvious signs he’d ignored or rationalized away.
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Knowing it was incumbent on him to say something, in his reeling daze he lunged for a
topic-changing, tangential exit.
“Are you asking because, well, I was wondering if when you were asleep you had
anything like one of those out-of-body experiences you hear about?” he asked, his unsteady
voice and demeanor highlighting the blatant evasiveness of his response. “Did, did something
like that happen to you?” he hesitantly asked, looking up at her for the first time since she’d
begun her extended remarks.
He found her beaming down at him, her head slightly cocked to the side and the tiniest
hint of a close-mouthed smile flirting with the ends of her lips. In an instant, she was freed of all
the fears and doubts that had surrounded her efforts. She had fought the good fight; she had run
the assigned race; she had sown the appointed field. The rest was out of her hands. But there
was cause to hope for a flowering crop.
Just then Nurse Shanika explosively thrust the curtains wide apart, breaking down their
isolated space and re-integrating them into the hectic ward. A vibrantly large, insuppressibly
big-spirited woman, she stood before them radiant in her hospital whites, haloed by a bright light
behind her, her arms still outstretched from throwing open the drapes. “Halleluiah!” she
announced in a voice husky with selfless joy. “Ya’ll are finally ready to be goin’ home. That
pesky ol’ Dr. Mondial just called in his ok, so go ahead an’ bundle up your stuff, ’cause they’re
comin’ with the wheelchair to carry you to the taxi.”
She disappeared with such speed that she seemed to vanish even before the echo of her
sudden announcement finished bouncing off the back wall of their bay.
Temporarily rescued from his ideological quandary by the practical task at hand, and
elated to be taking Claire back home, Roger sprang up to gather their things, only to remember
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that, except for the clothes on their backs—a nightgown in Claire’s case—they’d brought
nothing with them and therefore had nothing to take away but themselves. And so, after vaulting
to readiness, he stood awkwardly idle, unsure what next to do.
“Ah, Roger,” Claire inquired with a trace of suspicion, “why did she say we were going
home in a taxi?”
“Oh, she knew that because while you were asleep I mentioned to her that we had no
other way to get home,” Roger abstractedly answered. “You wouldn’t believe what a great help
she’s been the whole night. It’s like for some reason she took us under her wing and gave us
special treatment to get us through this. You know, we really should write a letter commending
her to the hospital. Boy, if we could get her every time we came here, our trips would be a lot
more pleasant.”
“But why is it that we’re not driving our car home?” Claire pursued with a growing level
of wariness.
“Oh, ah, well, ah” faltered Roger, realizing that his earlier soft-peddling of her attack’s
severity was at risk of being compromised. “When you fainted, I was kind of freaked out and
didn’t know what to do, and I wanted to keep myself focused exclusively on you, so, uh, I got us
a ride to the hospital,” he offered feebly. “Say!” he exclaimed with forced vigor, “all you’ve got
to wear over your nightgown is this hospital smock. Are you going to be self-conscious being
wheeled through the lobby wearing it? No need to be, of course, but if so, I can see about getting
you something more substantial. You want me to look around and see what I can find?” he
asked, edging toward the corridor.
“Roger,” Claire persisted, now in full inquisitorial mode, “who gave us a ride to the
hospital?”
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“Well, uh, I don’t think I could give you a name, you know. I mean, who takes names at
a time like that? I made the call partly because I thought it would be better if someone else drove
and, you know, you just take luck of the draw in terms of who shows up, just like we’ll do on
this taxi ride home,” he tried to parry, but his effort at misdirection had no chance against Claire.
“Roger,” she insisted in a quiet but no-nonsense tone, “how did we get here?”
Given the evident futility of further dodges, Roger opted for a downplayed version of the
actual truth. “Well, the ambulance brought us,” he explained with a puzzled look, as if that
aspect of their adventure were self-evident.
“Ambulance,” Claire repeated, nodding her head accusingly. “So it was bad enough that
you called an ambulance. When were you going to fill me in on that little detail?” she grilled
him, mostly just for the fun of it.
“Well, Claire, don’t make more out of it than it deserves. I just didn’t know what to do,
so I called 911. The ambulance guys didn’t do anything besides drive us to the hospital, and,
once you got here, there was nothing wrong with you, so I guess I overreacted, ok?”
“Busted! You know, Roger,” she poked, “you can sometimes be a sneaky little forktongued equivocator, and I mean that in the nicest sense of the words.”
“Then I’ll take it as a compliment,” he accepted with a crisp, submissive bow. “Oh
crap,” he abruptly burst out, straightening to attention as a disturbing awareness hit him.
“Because I didn’t drive here, I don’t have my keys,” he recognized aloud, reflexively patting his
pockets despite the gesture’s pointlessness. “And the house is locked, so I’m not going to be
able to open the door. Let’s see—does Mrs. Nelson have a key? Maybe we could call her to
meet us.”
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“Oh, no, don’t worry,” Claire casually assured. “I’ve hidden a spare behind the mailbox,
so I can let us in.”
A veteran of countless similar experiences with Roger, she had long ago taken
precautions.
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Chapter 18
In the Lamb v. Midvale Independent School District war room at the law offices of
Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill, L.L.P., tensions were running high. Whittaker and
Broome, the nucleus of the defense team, had gathered for what was supposed to have been a
heady joint strategy session with their respective clients—in Whittaker’s case, his uncle, Caleb
Woodson, chairman of the school board, and Broome’s charge, biology teacher Jim Turner. The
day before, they’d received the court’s order setting a date two months hence for the hearing on
the motions to strike the affidavits of the expert witnesses. In and of itself, this was a cause for
major celebration; it meant that Putzier would not grant the ACLU an outright victory on the
strength of the legal briefs alone, and, as Broome had highlighted at the scheduling conference,
the outcome of the expert battle would determine who won the underlying case, because they
both turned on whether the “pre-biotic intelligent design” concept expressed in the handout was a
bona fide scientific theory or simply a thinly-disguised form of religious-based creationism. In
short, it meant that they would have their day in court.
Whittaker’s euphoria at surviving to fight another round was constrained from soaring to
full flight, however, by his nagging recognition that, despite the Judge’s vague, aspirational
pronouncement at the conclusion of the scheduling conference, the order failed to address
whether the hearing would be an evidentiary one, in which experts could testify, or would simply
consist of the lawyers’ arguments from the existing record of filed affidavits. Not that this
troubled him as it related to his own preparations. Either way, he had never intended to call
anyone to the stand. Interrogating a witness in court cut too frighteningly close to his phobic
terror of going to trial, and he rationalized that the papers set out his side of the lawsuit as well as
it could be advocated, with more testimony only threatening to open new doors to fresh
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problems. No, what bridled his festivity—above and beyond his inveterate, quivering dread at
the prospect of having to appear in court at all—was Klemp’s earlier insistence that, in the event
of an evidentiary hearing, he’d need to depose the additional, “Plan B” experts whom Caleb had
forced Whittaker to list but from whom he’d not submitted affidavits, and the possibility of
having to present and defend what he viewed as a collection of goofballs, dolts and donkeys was
definitely mood-hobbling. Wanting to unleash his glee, Whittaker had tried convincing himself
that Klemp had either been bluffing or would simply read the terse, unspecified order as
precluding live witnesses, and, after a day had passed, Whittaker found he’d made impressive
strides in the direction of both those reassuring beliefs. But, just now, as the assembled group
had sat down for its meeting, his fledgling cheer was cruelly cinched back earthwards when the
fax machine started spitting out deposition notices.
“Well, this stinks,” Broome bluntly observed as he shuffled through the stack of papers.
“So, instead of devoting our efforts to preparing for the hearing, we’ve got to deal with the
distraction of defending these depositions and getting these additional experts ready to testify.
And who knows what they might say and how it might impact our positions on other fronts.
Why did we identify them in the first place?” he asked with a blandness made even more
impenetrable by his ever-present sunglasses, which left everyone unsure whether to read into his
question a neutral inquisitiveness or a fault-finding accusation.
For Turner, this uncertainty created an air of unease, but Whittaker’s hopes rose on the
possibility that Broome’s opposition added to his own might convince Caleb to drop these
names, if it wasn’t too late. Each of Whittaker’s solo efforts in that regard had been a
spectacular failure.
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Wanting his uncle to stake out the position first so that he and Broome could then platoon
together to snipe at it, he waited for Caleb to take the responsive lead, but that gambit yielded
only silence. Hampered by his inability to call his uncle by name, his next ploy was to prod
Caleb into speech by gazing at him expectantly and prompting his explanation with a slight twist
of the head and single raised eyebrow, but his uncle’s face remained buried in the faxed papers.
As a last resort, Whittaker gambled on verbally attracting Caleb’s attention and then using body
language to give him the floor.
“Well, let’s see,” Whittaker began, loudly clearing his throat, which succeeded in getting
Caleb to look up. “What was the thinking behind that?” he posed, staring at his uncle and rolling
his hand forward.
“Ah,” enthused Caleb, roused to action, “we have a secondary, back up plan, a Plan B, as
it were, to broaden our attack by showing the errors and falsehoods of Darwin’s theory, above
and beyond what the handout discusses, basically, to put the whole theory of evolution on trial,
and these other people are experts who can help with that, if we decide to take that approach.”
“But to win the lawsuit, all we have to do is validate the ‘pre-biotic intelligent design’
statements in the handout, so expanding the case with these new witnesses just means we’re
picking a bigger fight than we need to,” Whittaker blurted, trying to stage a tag-team assault by
leveraging off of what he assumed would be Broome’s identical outlook.
But Broome, whatever his personal opinions, proved no help. “Well, as a practical
matter, it’s no use looking back. We designated them, and they’ve been noticed. If we try to
pull their names now, Klemp will think we’re hiding something and only press harder to depose
them. And after our last exchange with the Judge over that issue, I don’t think we want to appear
before him again trying to quash these depos, so we just better suck it up and get these guys
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ready to testify. Too bad that, unlike what Putzier let on at our conference, his order doesn’t
state whether he’s contemplating an evidentiary hearing. Actually, if you review the transcript of
what he said, the implication is that, unless his order expressly specified to the contrary, the
hearing would not be an evidentiary one and Klemp would not be permitted to take these
additional depos. In fact, after the order came in yesterday, I put in a call to the court clerk to try
to get some clarity on that, but I don’t expect we’ll get an answer, certainly not a firm one, and if
we push it with the Judge, he’ll just deliver a scathing generic lecture about following the
discovery rules and then punish us in some sulphurous way for bothering him, so I think we’re
pretty much stuck with slogging through these depositions.”
“Well wait, wait,” Whittaker injected, his manner leaching irritation and surprise at
Broome’s unexpected acquiescence in the status quo. “Let’s not forget that this isn’t the actual
trial but only the Daubert hearing—in other words,” he added for the benefit of his uncle, “a
hearing to determine the admissibility of the ‘pre-biotic intelligent design’ experts’ affidavits.
Now, I know that we think the two boil down to the same thing, and probably they do, but do we
really foresee ourselves ever calling any of these Plan B experts to testify at the hearing on the
admissibility of our front-line experts’ affidavits? I mean, come on,” pleaded Whittaker with a
frustrated whine. “Why would a party ever call new experts to justify the admission of their old
experts’ testimony? And even if you could imagine a unique scenario for doing that in some
other, hypothetical lawsuit, why would we ever call any of these particular witnesses to support
the admissibility of our real experts’ affidavits in our case? I mean, how could a guy testifying
about geologic evidence of a worldwide flood occurring four thousand years ago have even the
remotest relevance to whether the opinions of our ‘pre-biotic intelligent design’ expert are
scientifically reliable? It’s insane.”
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“I don’t disagree that it’s unnecessary for Klemp to depose them for the Daubert hearing
on the admissibility of our experts’ affidavits,” Broome acknowledged, “but don’t forget that
we’ve also moved to strike certain portions of the ACLU’s experts’ affidavits, and, from
Klemp’s perspective, it’s possible that we might want to call one of these new people to support
those attacks. Plus, I suspect that Klemp’s been looking for an excuse to depose these Plan B
witnesses ever since he saw how his description of their anticipated testimony got the Judge so
riled up against us at the scheduling conference. I think he wants to exploit that for all it’s worth,
so even if we assured him that we wouldn’t call any of them at the Daubert hearing, my guess is
that he’d still insist on taking their depositions anyway.”
“Well, it’s still worth a try to talk him out of that, don’t you think?” Whittaker
demanded, his voice curling shrill and desperate. Look,” he implored in a deeper, more
composed tone as he turned towards Caleb. “How about if we tell him that we won’t call any of
these witnesses”—here he gestured to the pile of deposition notices—“at the Daubert hearing?
We’d reserve the right to use them in the ultimate trial, but we agree they won’t have any
involvement in the hearing on the admissibility of the experts’ affidavits. Surely that would be
ok with you?” he asserted with an impertinence that suggested a long-suffering endurance of
another’s unreasonable intransigence.
Caleb could not help but laugh. “Brad,” he chuckled, “I know I seem stubborn about
keeping these names in the case, but I think it’s important that our options stay open. But,” he
continued realistically, “if there’s no chance we’d need any of them under any circumstances at
the upcoming hearing, I have no problem seeing if the ACLU will agree to cancel their
depositions, at least in the short term. So, as I understand it, the question is whether any of these
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folks might have something useful to say about the accuracy of either our experts’ or the
ACLU’s experts’ opinions, do I have that right?”
“Pretty much, yeah,” a chastened Whittaker sullenly agreed.
“Ok, so let’s think about that. Hmm,” Caleb reflected. “You know, the only one who
comes to mind is that guy who found the human head in the dinosaur belly”—here Broome and
Turner covertly exchanged grimaces of muffled horror—“what was his name, let’s see, let’s
see,” Caleb muttered as he pawed through the stack of papers, “oh yeah, here he is, Iran Tripes.”
“Actually, that’s a typo. His name is Ira Cripes,” Whittaker glumly corrected, dismayed
that his uncle was trying to make a case for any of the Plan B experts.
“Ira Cripes?” Turner exclaimed with a start. “The paleobiologist who used to be an
assistant professor at Compass University?
“Yep,” Whittaker disinterestedly confirmed.
“Do you know him, Jim?” Broome inquired, both curious and concerned.
“Well, only by name,” Turner replied. “He was on the faculty when I was a graduate
student there.”
“What do you know about him, or, perhaps more importantly, what does he know about
you?” Broome pursued.
“I never had any actual dealings with him. He wasn’t considered one of the department’s
shining stars, but I seem to recall he had a pretty solid academic background. In terms of what
he knows about me, I left before he did, and my departure was marked by a bit of controversy
and, I’m sure, gossip, so he may have heard some scuttlebutt-type talk, but I don’t really know.”
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“He’s a big fan of yours, by the way,” Whittaker monotoned apathetically, depressed at
the possibility of having to deal with Cripes but still self-promotionally motivated enough to take
the credit for having had the prescience to lay the right-thinking groundwork with him.
“Huh?” Turner asked in amazement.
Spurred by the potential for acclaim, Whittaker mustered a few joules of cynical energy.
First the set-up, he told himself. “Yep. Said you were a gifted student who was a victim
of backroom politics and that your departure was a big loss to the school.”
He was about to deliver the payoff—“at least that’s what he said after I promised him
three hundred and fifty dollars an hour to talk pretty”—but, for some inscrutable reason, he
found himself abruptly holding his words when it became clear that Turner, who had uttered only
a quiet “wow,” was feeling a deep, moving rush of esteem-mending vindication, as if the rough
edges of an old scar had slightly smoothed. Hmm, Whittaker mulled, that was weird. Don’t
usually miss my chance to plug numero uno.
His window for kudos having closed, he reverted to his earlier, vexed temperament. “But
what could he possibly contribute to the Daubert hearing?” he griped in the general direction of
his uncle.
“Well,” Caleb evenly fielded, unflustered by his nephew’s agitation, “I seem to
remember that one of their experts submitted an affidavit that showed the supposed family-tree
of human evolution from monkey to man, complete with dates and drawings, and from what I
understand, this fellow, what’s his name”—again fumbling with the notices—“Irant, or
something, anyway, he says that those kinds of ancestor diagrams are all wrong.”
Ah shit, Whitaker inwardly cursed, angry that his uncle had been attentive enough to dig
that out. He was right, though. In his affidavit, one ACLU expert had equated ‘intelligent
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design’ with religious creationism, which he then tried to debunk by illustrating how humanity
had descended from earlier primates rather than being freshly made from scratch as reported in
the Biblical account, meaning that Cripes’s input, which, while hardly creationist, did buck the
accepted progression, could conceivably become relevant.
He looked up to find Caleb regarding him with a mischievous grin that seemed to
communicate a good-natured, knowing “gotcha,” but Whittaker was in no mood to be a sport.
Shit, he groused to himself, why can’t he cut me some slack? I mean, isn’t it enough that I’m
going to his damn church every week?
*

*

*

While it was true that Whittaker had kept his promise of weekly attendance, in typical
lawyerly fashion he’d tweaked the deal, observing its letter at the expense of its spirit, by shifting
his appearance from Sunday mornings to Wednesday evenings. His original reason for the
change was to end the hostilities that had broken out between his late-night Saturday revelry and
his early-hour Sunday rising. At first, he had dutifully dragged himself churchward to answer
the 9:00 a.m. bell, hung over and half comatose. Once in place, he’d slouch in his seat at the
back, fighting to stay awake, and when parts of the service required him to stand, he’d lock his
elbows and lean stiff-armed against the top of the forward pew, with the rest of his body hanging
limply from those two supports like the flabby fabric of an unstaked tent. When he learned that
there was also a session on Wednesday evenings, a time at which he was generally ambulatory
and alert, he seized on it. That the proceedings were shorter and more informal was an
unanticipated bonus. Granted, because Wednesdays were more sparsely attended, he couldn’t sit
in the last row without attracting undue attention as an anti-social outlier, which compelled him
to approach nearer, but he actually found he preferred the proximity. Compared to the staid
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Sunday pattern of sermons and singing, Wednesdays seemed more like an open mike night
where individual church members often stood up to tell personal histories of how they came to
be converted, and he enjoyed watching that show up close. Most of the participants were visibly
petrified by their stint at public speaking, which provided him an odd thrill of cowardly security,
knowing that, given the certainty of his role as pure observer, his own analogous courtroom fear
was off limits, guaranteed to lie still. A striking number of these witnesses had led truly wild
lives, and he was frequently astounded by the what-now-must-be-mortifying things they
revealed. Others of them occasionally offered memorable human-interest stories, and, like most
people, Whittaker was always keen to hear a juicy anecdote, a few of which he found would
intrude uninvited into his thoughts during idle times in the days that followed.
This week’s service had included one such presentation. A small, middle-aged woman,
her voice trembling yet undeterred, her posture stooped but unflinching, recounted how, as a
schoolgirl, she’d struggled with her studies, especially arithmetic, scraping along at the bottom of
her class, stigmatized and humiliated as the frequent butt of the other children’s cruel ridicule.
One day she took her turn at the chalkboard, feeling all the impatient eyes and mocking stares,
while a young teacher’s aide tried to talk her through a simple calculation. Somehow, working
in a blur of panic and terror, she reached the right result. She momentarily basked in the
unaccustomed glow of relief and accomplishment, until she overheard the head instructor’s
whispered congratulations to the aide: “you can teach anyone if you can bring along the likes of
her.” The likes of her, she’d mentally repeated, shuffling blindly back to her seat as the crippling
brand burned into her psyche. That was who she was: “the likes of her.” For the next three
decades, she carried that excoriated self-image, always expecting to fail, to be treated badly,
always hoping to be overlooked and forgotten instead of singled out and shamed, always writing
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herself off as “the likes of her.” Over time, belief in her worthlessness took full root, and its
poisonous fruit fueled a downward spiral through the various manifestations of abuse that she
endured, not only at the hands of others but by her own as well, from drugs and promiscuity to
all manner of debasing exploitation.
Whittaker found unforgettable both the poignant and the lurid details of these kinds of
narratives, but he could not stomach their endings. All of them were marred by distasteful,
embarrassing admissions of utter and abject weakness when the melodramas turned into
commercials and the testifiers confessed they’d surrendered to God after realizing that they were
irreparably broken beyond their own ability to cope or cure. This woman’s tale was the same; as
the rot in her life worsened, images of suicide became her only comfort until, yada yada yada—
at this point, Whittaker, scornful of the groveling of snivelers, tuned out—she had somehow
found God and, Whittaker parodied to himself, lived happily ever after.
*

*

*

“Ok then, look,” a peevish Whitaker proposed. “How about this. I’ll tell Klemp that
Cripes is the only one we might conceivably call at the upcoming hearing and see if I can talk
him out of deposing all these others. Does that work for you?”
“Great idea,” Caleb happily seconded.
Broome shook his head with sympathetic doubt. “Give it a shot, but my bet is that he’ll
insist on deposing them all. Shouldn’t really matter, though. As long as they don’t trash the
scientific bona fides of the pre-biotic intelligent design theory, none of whatever they say is
relevant to the admissibility of our experts’ affidavits, so there’s not much risk, at least in the
short term.
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“I do want to say, however,” he expounded, diplomatically clearing his throat, “that Jim
and I would like to be consulted before any of these secondary experts is called or before this
Plan B, broad scale attack on evolution is launched. I’m not prejudging anything,” he quickly
added, “and I have no idea what these people would say, but from the descriptions I’ve heard so
far, I have a hard time seeing how they would advance our cause. Don’t forget that the ACLU is
blasting us as a bunch of religious extremists, so we need to be careful not to provide them any
more bullets than they already have to load their guns with. We’ve got to keep things simple.
Our case isn’t about religion at all. It’s about restoring some common sense to the scientific
process and at least giving biologists the option of drawing the same kinds of conclusions from
life’s otherwise inexplicable complexity that an anthropologist would draw from the traces of an
ancient campfire. Anything that clutters up that message may be a potential problem.”
Finally! Whittaker thought. Why couldn’t you say that five minutes ago, you nimrod?
Maybe together we could have gotten my uncle to budge and once and for all cut the cord on all
these Plan B pea brains.
Although the opportunity was late in arriving, Whittaker was quick to grab it.
“You’re preaching to the choir, brother, preaching to the choir,” he proclaimed, slapping
the table in spirited affirmation. “You see?” he trumpeted to Caleb, “I’m not the only one who
has doubts about this Plan B strategy. It’s got no practical upside, and we’re already seeing
some of its negative effects.”
“No, believe me Brad, I’ve understood that concern and your warnings about it from the
first,” Caleb responded matter-of-factly. “I’m just still not sure that abandoning the potential to
bring the bigger case is the right thing to do at this stage. Maybe down the line it will be, but not
yet. And if we have to suffer through a few extra depositions, well, we can weather that.
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“And Mr. Broome,” Caleb reassured, “I promise we’ll give you a heads up before we pull
the trigger on that Plan B approach, if we ever do, and we’ll take your input into account, but, at
the end of the day, if we decide it’s something we ought to do, then, we’ll have to go ahead even
if you’re not on board,” he said, pulling off what, for most, is the difficult feat of delivering a
potentially adversarial message in a frank yet genuinely friendly manner.
Broome nodded in silent understanding.
“I was struck, though, by what you said about putting common sense back in the
scientific process,” Caleb went on. “Oh, and don’t take this the wrong way, Brad,” he gently
cautioned his nephew, “but, Mr. Broome, it sounded like you’re approaching this as more of a
cause for the sake of a principle than just a job where you’d be equally comfortable arguing for
the other side if they’d been the ones who happened to hire you first. Did I get that right?”
“Yes, Pastor Woodson, you did,” Broom quietly confirmed.
“Please, please, call me Caleb. But, I’m wondering, how is it that you have a passion for
this particular topic?”
“Oh, I’ve been closely following this debate for years,” elaborated Broome with what
began as reluctance but which quickly settled into a groove of resigned, and eventually avid,
explication. “Our case deals exclusively with the pre-biotic, first emergence of life, whereas my
interest has been mostly in the post-biotic development and diversification of life after it
appeared, but the underlying philosophical issue is the same. I’ve known for quite a while that
many biological systems, particularly at the cellular level, show an extreme degree of
interdependent complexity, the origin of which current evolutionary theories based on natural
selection simply cannot credibly explain, even though our science textbooks propagate the
contrary fiction.
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“The lynchpin of Darwinism is that modern life evolved from predecessor forms,
eventually all the way back to unicellular organisms, by virtue of natural selection, which, by
progressively acting over long periods of time, favored and therefore cultivated traits that
rendered their recipients more likely to survive long enough to reproduce and pass along their
advantageous genes to the next generation. That idea has an appealing, elegant logic to it and
convincingly models how, for example, in a population of moths already having both light and
dark coloration, the dark ones predominate when the trees they cling to turn black with soot. But
that’s a far cry from turning a microbe into a monkey.”
Caleb spontaneously pumped his clenched fist.
“In particular,” Broome continued, unaffected by Caleb’s small demonstration, “the idea
of natural selection only works for traits that can be attained by successive additions to preexisting traits, with the added requirement that, at any given slice in time, the evolving trait must
somehow enhance that specific individual’s chances for survival. In other words, at every link in
the chain during the transitional period, the trait must positively contribute at that moment to the
transitional creature’s functionality. If not, it wouldn’t be selected. Natural selection can’t shoot
for a target beyond the next litter, because, remember, it’s aimless.
“For example, imagine an environment in which it would benefit a species to be large.
Darwin would tell us that the specimens who tended to be larger than their contemporaries would
have a competitive advantage at the survival game, so that their ‘big-boy’ genes would be passed
on more often than those of their smaller relatives who would be less likely to live long enough
to reproduce. So if you extend that pattern over many, many lifetimes, with each new generation
growing slightly bigger and therefore better suited to survive than the last, eventually you wind
up with a much heftier critter. It’s basically the same thing that pig farmers have done over the
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last several thousand years to produce weightier hogs, except that Darwin’s tour de force was to
replace the farmer’s intentional direction of the process with an inanimate law of nature, which,
among other things, has the effect of putting the world on mindless autopilot.
“Gradual, incremental adjustments over time that maximize an offspring’s ability to
survive in its parents’ environment—that’s the essence of natural selection, the blind dynamic
that, according to evolutionists, can shape amorphous life into the myriad of perfectly adapted
varieties we see everywhere around us, all without a consciously guiding hand. But here’s the
rub: at the cellular level, there are numerous processes and systems that cannot have arisen in
that fashion, because they require the concurrent, synchronous operation of several independent
parts or pieces, without any one of which the process or system won’t work at all. That means
that, during the transitional period, the development in question wouldn’t be favored by natural
selection because in its half-completed stage it would provide no advantage.
I’m not talking here about augmenting a present trait, such as was the case with Porkey
getting piggier by natural selection preferring the big end of an already-existing variation in size.
I’m talking about adding a new, helpful, previously non-existent trait that involves the
coordinated interworkings of multiple parts. The analogy most often used is that of a mousetrap,
which needs several different pieces in order to perform—a platform, a coil, a trigger, a striker,
et cetera. If you only have half the parts, it’s not like you’ll only catch half the mice; you’ll catch
nothing, because it won’t work at all. Similarly, if you have a biological system that, like a
mousetrap, relies on several interacting parts, the offspring with half of them has no improved
functionality over his siblings with none, and so natural selection would not favor their passage
to the next generation, and the trait would never get off the ground. Instead, for natural selection
to figure in, the only way for such multifaceted systems to come into being would be all at once,
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in a single swipe, in a single generation, indeed, in a single individual, in order to confer the
severable parts’ combined benefit on the creature and give it a competitive leg up. But that kind
of an instantaneous happening would completely undermine prevailing evolutionary thinking,
because it would mean that something other than natural selection, something modern science
has no clue or notion of—and which, frankly, is so utterly improbable that it’s hard to distinguish
from a miracle—was responsible for the breakthrough developments in living systems.
“Actually, the potential for this flaw isn’t really a new idea at all. Darwin himself
acknowledged in The Origin of Species that his theory would ‘absolutely break down’—those
are his words, not mine—if one could identify biological structures that could not be formed by
numerous, successive, slight modifications. Well, in the hundred and fifty years since Darwin’s
admission, we’ve uncovered lots of cellular processes that could not possibly have come about
though successive modifications, because they have many independent moving parts, all of
which must simultaneously come together in order for the organism to experience any benefit at
all.
“The biochemistry of blood clotting is a good example. It’s a mind-bogglingly complex
sequence that involves the very precise, very regulated interaction of a large number of
proteins—things with weird names like fibrinogen, prothrombin, Stuart factor and
proaccelerin—and that’s just barely scratching the surface. For blood to clot properly, each of
these substances has to perform a vital role at just the right phase, in just the right proportion, or
the whole process collapses. An animal with three of those four proteins would bleed to death
just as quickly as one lacking all of them, meaning that this is a system that can’t be serially built
up over time. It has to appear all at once, fully formed, or it’s useless. And there are many other
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examples, from the workings of the immune system to the cilia—the hair-like paddles—that
some cells use for transporting fluids across their surfaces.
“When pressed, some biologists postulate various means of generating such complexity,
but invariably their proposals are either wild speculation unsupported by any concrete evidence
or they require such a fortuitous and unlikely combination of favorable events that they make
winning the Powerball ten thousand times in a row look like a sure thing. Granted, it might be
possible to harmonize Darwin with one or two of these complex systems, maybe even blood
clotting, perhaps by saying that the independent parts originally had different, unrelated
functions, so that they would all be present and available to be pressed into service, and then they
somehow came together in a completely different way to give rise to the new functionality of
blood clotting—although that’s about as far fetched as the eggs, butter, flour, milk and cheese in
your kitchen somehow, over time, amassing on their own into a soufflé. But even allowing
biologists the luxury of beating unimaginable odds to account for one or two of these systems,
the sheer number of these interdependent, collaborative operations is so overwhelming that it
altogether precludes invoking good luck as the explanatory mechanism.
“The upshot of all this is to dethrone natural selection as the driving engine behind all of
life and relegate it to more of a footnote applicable only to things that are already pretty selfevident. Now, I’m not saying that scientists won’t, in the future, identify some other force or
principle to fill in those fatal Darwinian gaps. Maybe they will; maybe they won’t, but at this
point in time those gaps exist in spades. The bottom line is that current evolutionary theory can’t
account for most of the stuff for which all of us are taught it does. No, there’s just no getting
away from the fact that, when you study biochemical processes, it hits you over the head how
much they resemble the operation of a factory or refinery built by human engineers. So the first
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and most obvious inference that you’d make, especially considering the absence of any other
empirically justified alternative hypothesis, is that this level of organization and order must be
the product, in some way, of intelligent causation.
“For example, let’s say you were walking in a forest and came across a picturesque
country cottage—thatched roof, rough rock walls, rustic wooden door, brightly lit windows,
chimney spewing pleasantly beckoning smoke, you know, the whole nine yards. If you had to
decide how the cottage came to be there, it wouldn’t take you but the blink of an eye to deduce
that someone made it. Now, I suppose you could concoct a case that the house arose from a
highly improbable combination of strictly natural, unpurposed causes—some geological
upheaval produced the walls, which by chance came together as a perfect square; randomly
dropping fronds accumulated to form the roof; a peculiarly weathered tree trunk just happened to
fall into alignment with the doorway, et cetera. And maybe there is some incalculably small
possibility of all those stars lining up just right for that to happen, but, realistically, it’s pretty
clear that the more reasonable, better theory is the obvious one, namely, that the house stands in
its current form because someone built it that way. Well, the same is true about the amazing
complexity of cellular processes. The idea that something so intricate and detailed, with so many
separate but integrated systems, could somehow assemble itself from random, accidental, chance
events requires an even greater suspension of disbelief than you’d need to ascribe the cottage in
the woods to that same kind of brute origin. I’m not saying you don’t investigate that idea, but
you should never lose sight of the much more apparent one—that some intelligent agent, in some
form or fashion, directly or indirectly, intentionally caused these sophisticated biological
machines to come together.
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“And here’s my gripe—sometime in the last century or so, modern science was hijacked
by an elitist group that decreed, ab initio and a priori, that the obvious explanation, namely, that
these systems bear evidence of having been intelligently designed, was a non-starter. It’s not
that the explanation was tested and found wanting. No, the ruling intelligentsia have simply
proclaimed that such an explanation can never even be considered or analyzed from a scientific
perspective because, by purely arbitrary definition, it’s automatically deemed outside the scope
of proper science, regardless how strong the tangible evidence in its favor. For me, it’s rankling
and ludicrous for a biologist to be told, in advance, that one specific theory cannot even be
explored, that it’s predefined to be off limits and that even considering it constitutes a thought
crime against science. Look, if the theory is wacky or wrong, then the evidence will disprove it,
but at least put it under the microscope for review; don’t just autocratically declare it
unacceptable from the get-go.
“Anyway,” he concluded, pulling himself slightly back from the subdued but earnest
plateau he’d reached, “that’s why I have a strong personal interest in defending our side of the
lawsuit. Even though our case deals with the different, more elementary, pre-biotic proposition
that the simplest forms of life are too complex to have arisen in the first instance by sheer, blind
happenstance, the idea is the same—science can’t just dogmatically interdict as ‘verboten’ the
strongly suggested intelligent agent explanation.”
Wow, Whittaker reflected, reacting not to Broome’s zeal for the subject but to his
familiarity with the scientific minutia he’d just spouted. Those cellular processes he rattled off
aren’t mentioned anywhere in our experts’ affidavits or their depositions. None of this stuff is.
They’re not part of our case at all. How’d he come up with all that?
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“Hey Broome,” Whittaker challenged, speaking with the brusque collegiality often used
between male attorneys. “I’m impressed. Where’d you get all those references?”
“Oh,” Broome vaguely replied, “before I went to law school, my background was in the
sciences, so, separate from this case, these are topics I’ve been following for a long time. So
when Jim told me what was going on, I jumped at the chance to be involved and rearranged my
schedule to get here. And I timed it perfectly,” he ended with a complimentary razz, “arriving
just after you’d already set us up to win by doing all the real work to finish the briefing and
depositions.”
“Background in the sciences?” Whittaker repeated, mildly intrigued. Since first
appearing in the case, Broome had been a bit of a mystery. Even when specifically questioned,
he disclosed next-to-nothing about himself, which had prompted Whittaker to pursue a little
casual research into his background. But, other than verifying that Broome did have a valid law
license, the trail had led nowhere. This lack of public information, especially in the age of the
internet, was bizarre; even without trying, older lawyers like Broome, particularly litigators, had
almost always left some googleable wake in their past as they churned through cases, and most
attorneys with any degree of achievement posted easily locatable, nauseatingly self-laudatory
web-biographies that broadcast their most minor exploits as headline professional news, but
there were no search-engine hits for Broome.
“What kind of background?”
“A Ph.D. in biochemistry,” Broome unassumingly reported, trying to sound ho-hum.
“A Ph.D. in biochemistry?” a visibly taken-aback Whittaker exclaimed, temporarily
startled out of his customary smugness. “That’s pretty heavy stuff.”
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“Well, not exactly,” Broome self-deprecatingly deflated. “It’s like the old joke—the
body of knowledge doubles every decade, and I got my degree enough years ago so that there
wasn’t that much to learn.”
Caleb veritably beamed at the high-brow take down of Darwin he’d heard. God has sent
us a warrior fit for the battle, he rejoiced to himself. “Mr. Broome, can I ask you something
else?” he queried respectfully and then resumed when Broome’s nod signaled him to proceed.
“Your reasons for so strongly supporting our side of the case seem to come from a scientific
source. But I’m wondering, does any part of your commitment to this cause also have a religious
basis? I mean, don’t you think there are spiritual grounds that justify our position?” he posed,
hoping to find that a theological camaraderie undergirded their respective evolutionary doubts.
After a conspicuous hesitation, Broome responded slowly. “Well, yes and no, or, perhaps
I should say no and yes. I mean, this is a bus that has to be driven solely by science. My
objection is that, on entirely arbitrary, philosophical grounds, modern science has discounted
intelligent design as a possible explanation for the origin and complexity of life, and I think that
automatically discarding an obvious, facially plausible and potentially true theory without first
even fairly exploring it is patently unscientific, in addition to being just plain dumb. But the
theory has to stand or fall on its own exclusively scientific legs, and if it falls, then no amount of
spiritual wisdom or Biblical revelation can prop it back up. So that’s the ‘no’ part. Having said
that, my personal beliefs are such that I would not be surprised to find—in fact, I would fully
expect to find—physical evidence consistent with the idea that our universe and the life that
inhabits it were, one way or another, shaped into being by a compassionate, divine intelligence.
So that’s the ‘yes’ part, but those spiritually-based expectations definitely ride in the passenger,
not the driver’s seat, when it comes to considering a particular scientific concept.”
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“Umm,” grunted Caleb pointedly. It was the classic, ostensibly non-committal grunt that
in actuality could not more plainly telegraph the grunter’s dissatisfaction with at least portions of
what he’s heard.
“I sense less than full agreement,” Broome affably laughed. “Listen, Caleb, you and I are
much closer to being on the same doctrinal page than you might think, at least when it comes to
big-picture religious beliefs, and I’d wager that many of our secondary differences would be
mostly abstract theoretical ones that, in application, would disappear.”
“Well, sorry,” Caleb apologized with sincerity, realizing how prominently he’d worn his
heart on his sleeve. “Didn’t mean to be rude. It’s just that you struck kind of a nerve with me,
sort of, when you talked about Godly things taking a back seat. I believe with every atom in my
body,” he quavered, suddenly trembly and choked with misty-eyed emotion, “in the sanctity of
the spirit and of the word and that they must be placed first in all things, so anytime someone
puts them in a secondary role,” he concluded with rediscovered composure, “it pains and saddens
me.”
“Umm,” grunted Broome pointedly.
“Just kidding,” he comically diffused after a suitably stressing silence. “No, Caleb, to a
great extent, not a hundred percent but to a great extent, we’re saying the same thing in different
ways. God’s authority is the ultimate, first chair guidance, but still, if I’m having a problem with
my lawnmower, I’m probably going to check in the owner’s manual for the answer, not the
Bible. In the context of a scientific quest, valid—valid, not arbitrary—scientific principles must
be pre-eminent, but it’s really a chicken-egg thing. I’m not a Biblical literalist, which I
understand you are, but I have no doubt that, to the extent they overlap, our scientific discoveries
will fit perfectly with spiritual truth and the teachings of the church.”
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Geez, Whittaker fussed to himself. This is getting way too P-T-L for me. Where are we,
Sunday school? And what’s this “church” he’s talking about?
It was one of those rare moments in which Whittaker and his uncle both shared the same
thought.
“Well, now you do have my curiosity up,” Caleb remarked politely, noticeably puzzled.
“If you don’t mind, what do you mean by ‘teachings of the church’?”
Broome dropped his head and then directed to Turner as meaningful a sideways look as a
sunglassed man can give. In response, Turner shrugged his shoulders and raised his eyebrows
with what appeared to be “might-as-well” assent.
Broome cleared his throat.
“There’s one other thing about me that I guess I should fill in. Early on, Jim and I talked
about this and decided that it wasn’t really relevant to my participation in the case. And, frankly,
we were also worried that you, Brad, might react with a bit of paranoia and read more into it than
it merits. So we decided to keep it under wraps. But, I guess we might as well have out with it.”
He paused, facing Whittaker and Caleb.
“I’m . . . ”
The foreboding drama accompanying this announcement infused Whittaker with a
mounting, apprehensive tension.
“...a...”
What the shit is he gonna say? Whittaker fidgeted, involuntarily flashing back to a Bgrade sci-fi flick that, as a kid, had scared him sleepless for a week when, halfway through the
movie, one of the supposed good-guys finally took off his disturbingly Broome-like sunglasses
only to reveal that, underneath them, he was actually a repulsive, bug-eyed, alien invader.
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“ . . . priest.”
Caleb’s jaw went slack, leaving him frozen in open-mouthed amazement.
Whittaker didn’t get it.
“You’re a priest,” he repeated uncomprehendingly.
“A priest,” Broome affirmed.
“What the hell does that mean?” Whittaker demanded, his features scrunched in
bewilderment.
“Well, it means that I’m a Catholic priest—a member of the Jesuit order, to be exact.”
“You’re a . . . priest?” Whittaker asked, this time with incredulity as understanding began
to settle in.
“I think you’ve got it,” Broome declared.
“A priest? One of those nehru jacket, black clothes, Friday fish fry, Father so-and-so, go
to him for confession kind of priest?”
“By george, you’ve got it,” Broome gently jested.
“A priest?” Whittaker again repeated, this time with growing anger as he rose to his feet.
“A fucking priest?” he added, bordering on a bellow.
“Well, I’d say you were right the first time,” Broome clarified, unfazed.
Although Broome seemed impervious to Whittaker’s profanity, it did manage to jostle
Caleb from his shocked paralysis.
“Brad, please,” he protested.
“Oh, sorry,” Whittaker mumbled absently in an aside to his uncle, his fury against
Broome undiminished by this brief apologetic detour.
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Fully upright, he railed at Broome. “I don’t believe this! Here we are, about to go into
court to prove that there’s no hidden religious agenda behind this classroom handout, that it’s
just purely about science and we’re not trying to backdoor any spiritual message, and it turns
out—surprise!—that one of our lead lawyers is a priest! A priest! A fuuu,”—glancing sidelong
at his uncle, he caught himself in time to divert but not recall his epithet—“rigging priest! You
think that looks good?” he rhetorically clamored, acidic sarcasm dripping from each word. ‘Oh
no, Your Honor’” he performed the courtroom scene in a deepened voice, ‘this is a completely
secular position we’re advocating here. It has absolutely nothing to do with religion. Pay no
attention to that man behind the roman collar.’ Think that’ll play well?” he stepped out of
character to sneer with hostility. “Or maybe this is how we handle it,” he jeered, resuming his
enactment. ‘Your Honor, before we prove that our case has nothing to do with religion, let me
introduce my co-counsel, Father Broome.’ Yeah, that’ll work,” he scoffed. “Geez,” he moaned
softly, exchanging his bile for self-pity as he leaned forward with his arms propped against the
table, his head hanging low, “wasn’t it bad enough that the chairman of the school board is a
preacher? And now we’ve got a clergyman for a lawyer. So the client’s a pastor and the
attorney’s a priest, but our case has nothing to do with religion.” He raised up just enough to
look despondently down at Broome. “Man, how could you not have told us this before?” he
rebuked in a betrayed tone.
“Actually, the question I’m asking myself is why I told you at all,” Broome glibly
countered. “Look, Brad,” he consoled, shifting into a pacifying candor, “Although I
underestimated the vigor of your reaction, I totally get where you’re coming from, but you’re
making too much out of this. Logically, the fact that I’m a priest has no more to do with the
merits of our case than it would if I were an atheist. The case turns on the facts and the law, not
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the personal beliefs of the attorneys. Having said that, I appreciate your concern that my status
looks bad, that it will give us a huge, cosmetic black eye and will raise the level of the Judge’s
skepticism of our side’s motives. And the truth is that you’re right. As a practical matter, it
would be a disadvantage, if it ever came out,” he tellingly emphasized.
His manner of expression drew a reluctantly quizzical glare from Whittaker.
“I have no legal or ethical duty to inform either the court or opposing counsel that I’m a
priest,” Broome continued. “Before taking this case, I, like you, worried that my vocation would
compromise our position. I very much wanted to participate, but I didn’t want my mere
appearance to harm our chances. But then an odd fact from my past made me realize that my
status as a priest was virtually undiscoverable. Hear me out,” he persisted in response to
Whittaker’s dubious frown. “When I was in law school, the state bar required all applicants to
produce a birth certificate as part of its background character check. Believe it or not, I’d never
had to do that before, and when I finally got my hands on a copy, I found that it contained a
mistake. It listed my name as ‘Broome.’ But my parents’ name, and the name I was raised with,
was ‘Bloome.’ All my other records, my collegiate work, my doctoral dissertation, everything,
were in the name of ‘Bloome.’ But rather than trying to correct things at that late date, it was
easier to have my law degree and license issued in what is technically my legal name—
Broome—and leave everything else as it was. And then later, when I was ordained, I kept my
real name, Bloome. As far as I can tell, there is virtually no link in any public record that
connects Attorney Broome with Father Bloome. And on top of that, for the past fifteen years
I’ve been stationed at the Vatican in Rome, so it’s not like I’m going to bump into anyone who
recognizes me. Bottom line—the chances of any of this coming up are miniscule. Klemp just
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doesn’t have access to the data he’d need to figure it out. And your own experience confirms
this, I’m sure.”
Whittaker shot him a look of irritated inquiry.
“I have no doubt,” Broome patiently explained, “that you tried do some investigation into
my background—at a minimum, some computer-based research. You found nothing, just as
Klemp will find nothing. He, like you, will write me off as some fly-by-night legal failure whose
contact information lists a post office box and a cell phone because I can’t afford an office and a
secretary.
“Look,” he soothed as Whittaker slowly shook his drooping head in exasperated,
unwilling resignation. “I know you’re feeling upset and probably a little deceived. That’s
understandable, but there’s nothing to be troubled about on this front. So, what do you say, can
we put this behind us and move on?”
Whittaker lifted his gaze to stare blankly at Broome. “You asshole,” he said
dispassionately in a quiet, tired voice.
“Well,” Broome philosophically observed, “it’s a start.”
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Chapter 19
Karl Klemp prowled the apartment building’s exterior walkway looking for unit seven—
a task made doubly difficult by the combination of bulbless porch lights and lack of numbers on
most of the doors. But although it was definitely a low rent environment he found himself
navigating, he didn’t feel as much unsafe as unclean. The whole complex oozed that semblance
of slime, grime and tolerated disrepair that typified student housing, especially the housing of
male students, and they comprised the overwhelming majority of this building’s tenants. For
many people in Karl’s shoes, the queasiness would be tempered with a pleasing collegiate
nostalgia, but Karl’s university memories, not being particularly happy ones, afforded him no
such consolation.
On top of it all, he harbored serious doubts about the achievability of his mission and,
since embarking, had almost aborted it more than once. Aided only by a couple of scraps of
informational thread from which he’d extrapolated a general direction, he was winding his way
through a huge haystack hoping to be led to a needle that might not even exist. At this point, it
was mainly the sheer improbability of success that drove him to continue; his curiosity was
piqued to see if these far-fetched, guiding assumptions he’d spliced together might surprise him
by actually holding true. Certainly, he didn’t need any of this for the sake of his case. And even
if he found the highly unlikely prize he sought, at best he’d have discovered window dressing—
window dressing for a freak show that, unless his opponents misstepped, would likely never
come to court.
Freak show, he thought. That’s what Putzier had called it at the conference, and for
once the scurrilous old fart had been right. That was sure what it had turned out to be. Karl
quaked with uncontrollable laughter every time he recalled the telephone conversation in which
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Whittaker had tried to convince him not to depose all the defendants’ second-tier group of
experts. Whittaker had started off so pompously presumptive, as if he were doing Karl a
personal favor by limiting the field of witnesses to Cripes alone, as if it were a foregone, nobrainer conclusion that Karl would take the deal. How wonderfully amusing it had been to hear
the initial panic and then the eventual hysteria overcome Whittaker when Karl politely declined
the offer and explained apologetically that, while he truly appreciated the gesture, and even
though if left exclusively up to him he’d jump at the idea, his clients, unfortunately, seemed
insistent on going forward with all of the depositions as noticed. Whittaker had first tried to
reason with him, anxiously pointing out that the depositions were unnecessary, but Karl, all the
while implying his agreement with, indeed, his gratitude for Whittaker’s suggestion, again
regretfully invoked his clients’ hand-tying obsessiveness on the topic. Becoming more frantic,
Whittaker next started lobbing into their discussion generous fusillades of the word
“disingenuous,” but Karl, mannerly and civil, just kept raising his duty to his clients as a shield
against the incoming offensive. Soon enough Whittaker escalated to shrill threats, harshly
denouncing Karl’s clients for pursuing an abusive course and hinting obliquely that the
defendants might seek a court order quashing the depositions, along with sanctions against both
the plaintiffs and Karl himself. With that, Karl took off the gloves and delivered a knockout
combination with quiet, confident contempt, caustically encouraging Whittaker—whom he now
disparagingly called “Bub”—to get the court involved so that Karl could remind the Judge of the
portions of the conference transcript that promised reprisals against Whittaker if he obstructed
these depositions. And then, with Whittaker reduced to a sputtering fool, Karl had bid him a
cheerful good evening. Mmm, Karl relished as he relived the experience. It had been the most
fun he’d had in weeks.
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And the marvelous entertainment only improved while he watched Whittaker squirm
through the subsequent depositions of what Karl branded as a series of progressively more
ludicrous boobs. After the first, who was obviously motivated by a purely religious agenda, Karl
took to beginning each interrogation by inquisitorially asking “do you believe in God?” and then
building a set of admissions from the affirmative answer, getting the witness to concede that he’d
disregard the otherwise irrefutable evidence of his own mind and senses if they suggested
something contrary to the Bible’s literal text. After that, at least to Karl’s perception, it was
child’s play to skewer whatever specific lunacy the deponent sponsored.
The one exception to his fish-in-a-barrel rampage had been Ira Cripes. When Karl
launched his customary initial salvo—“do you believe in God?”—Cripes had startled him by
thundering back, “Hell no.” This stark and unexpected response threw Karl off his game, and he
never recovered it completely. Granted, he had forced Cripes’s acknowledgement that his
criticism of the currently accepted Homo sapiens family tree was contrary to engrained scientific
thought and that he could neither identify any credible expert who shared his opinion nor
propose his own alternative theory of the origin of man. Nevertheless, Cripes kept doggedly
insisting that he had single-handedly discovered conclusive proof negating the mainstream
teaching on humanity’s ancestry. He did have some pretty funky-looking but (perhaps for that
very reason) undeniably intriguing photographs that, if truly what they appeared, did seem
inconsistent with conventional wisdom. And, unlike most of the other witnesses, Cripes boasted
unassailable, first-rate academic credentials, besmirched only by his unceremonious exit from
Compass University. Still, he posed no realistic threat to Karl’s case. As Karl’s experts had
advised, Cripes’s pictures, if genuine—and there was serious doubt on that score, since the actual
specimen had allegedly been destroyed and was therefore unavailable for examination—had only
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captured the result of an extremely rare phenomenon that superimposed the deposits imbedded in
strata from different periods to create what amounted to a geological trompe l’oeil. In any event,
whatever Cripes had filmed could hardly, standing alone, either indict the prevailing view or
counterbalance the mountain of evidence that was thought to support it.
Even so, after the deposition Karl had been interested enough to do a little deeper internet
digging into Ira Cripes. Buried far down in the list of hits was one that he first dismissed as a
mismatch, since it misspelled Cripes’s name, but the link’s description rang a distant but familiar
enough bell for him to click on it. He found himself on a student-hosted Compass University
bulletin board, looking at an archived series of postings by someone using the screen name
“BMOCpartydude.” Despite the atrocious grammar, spelling, syntax, punctuation and
coherency—if keyboards could slur, this is what they’d produce—he was able to decipher that
BMOCpartydude was ranting about a Compass University professor whom he identified as “Dr.
Creeps.” As best Karl could tell, BMOCpartydude claimed to have unearthed something at a
school-related excursion or field trip, something vaguely described in various portions of the
ravings as “fossil bling,” “bone gold” and “dino swag,” and that Dr. Creeps was selling DVDs in
which he falsely took credit for the discovery.
The potential connections between this garbled harangue and what he’d heard at Cripes’s
deposition were provocative enough to merit further scrutiny, but to learn more he needed to find
the real name and address of BMOCpartydude. Although legal means existed to discover the
poster’s true identity, they were cumbersome and time-consuming; they required issuing a
subpoena to the web host, soldiering through possible courtroom hearings, perhaps followed by
an additional round of subpoenas and related hearings involving the user’s internet service
provider, etc. All in all, considering the long-shot nature of this play and its minimal, ancillary
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value even if successful, those procedural hurdles were just not worth jumping. As a practical
alternative, Karl secretly enlisted the help of an undercover “consultant” he’d used several times
in prior cases—a clever hacker who was good at finding expeditious backchannels to the kind of
information Karl sought. This engagement was based on a winking conspiracy: Karl didn’t
probe, and the hacker didn’t say, how the results were obtained, but each of them knew that the
process required the violation of several criminal statutes. Payment for these services was a cash
transaction, one that Karl would submit to his accounting department for reimbursement without
a receipt, generically described as “research costs.”
It turned out that the hacker could not definitively identify BMOCpartydude because,
whoever he was, he had not provided his real name to the web host that sponsored the bulletin
board. As a result, the hacker was required to peel through additional electronic layers, isolating
the service provider that had originally routed the message, drilling down from there to uncover
the single, specific account from which the communication had originated and finally
pinpointing the name and address on that account’s monthly bills. So the most Karl knew was
that the postings were made through an internet connection paid for by someone called Derrick
Fielder, a Compass University student residing in unit number seven of this unthreatening but
grungy hole of an apartment complex.
At last finding the right door, Karl gave it several crisp, authoritative raps. Soon enough
it opened inward, sweeping aside assorted trash in its arc, to reveal a serious looking, somewhat
apprehensive young man and, beyond him, a larger, older occupant sprawled on a broken-down
couch, loosely dangling a beer can from one drooping hand, surrounded by a strong contender
for a Guinness record in the category of college squalor.
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“Hi there,” Karl began with aggressive affability. “Sorry to disturb you, but I’m
investigating a legal matter and need to ask you a few questions.”
Shiiiiit, Fred shivered, conducting a quick mental review of some of his more recent close
brushes that might explain why an official-looking character, complete with coat and tie, would
appear on his doorstep. Maybe all those rented movies I never returned. Wait, nah, I used the
kid’s card for that. Maybe that parked car I backed into the other day, but shit, son, you need to
give a dude some space, I mean, you’re the one who crowded me, man, so that’s your bad, he
thought, rehearsing his defense, until he rejected this theory after recalling that he’d had the
presence of mind to speed anonymously away from that scene.
“Is one of you Derrick Fielder?”
Whew. Shitfire and celebration. He’s after the kid. Fred breathed a sigh of relief as he
slurped a self-congratulatory swig.
“I, I am,” Derrick halting replied.
“Hey man, great to meet you Derrick,” Karl enthusiastically proclaimed, extending his
arm in apparent friendship as he stepped uninvited across the threshold. “I’m Karl Klemp, but
please call me Karl,” he continued rapidly, pulling gently on Derrick’s pumping right hand to
swivel him slightly around as he draped his left arm over Derrick’s shoulder and escorted him
into the room. “I’m regional director for the ACLU, and, like I said, I’m doing some
investigation for a legal case we got going down at the courthouse. Mind if I have a seat?” he
asked as the two of them arrived at the couch.
“Uh, well, there’s a table in the kitchen we could use,” a bewildered but compliant
Derrick offered.
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“Nah, don’t go to that trouble. This’ll do fine,” Karl assured him, clearing a spot for his
feet in the debris field and then sitting down on the sofa as he gestured for Derrick to take the
backless chair across from him. Karl didn’t want to stray too far from the big goon. Of the
apartment’s two inhabitants, he seemed the more likely candidate to fill the “BMOCpartydude”
shoes.
“Hey, Karl Klemp. Good to meet ya, dude,” Karl said directly to Fred, layering in a
measure of added respect by lowering his voice as he pivoted on his left elbow to extend his
hand, fingers straight up, for a soulful, thumb-locking clasp of solidarity.
Fred momentarily struggled to focus on the outstretched arm but, automatically reacting
to the hint of homage in Karl’s introduction, leaned over to enter into the proffered grip,
grudgingly grunting “Fred.” As he did, Karl caught the scent of beer breath intermixed with the
unmistakable aroma of dope wafting from his clothes.
“So,” Karl energetically resumed, returning to his earlier boisterousness as he settled
back, “lemme get to it. Here’s the deal. I’m working on this lawsuit, and there’s this guy on the
other side that I think you might know. He seems to be sort of a, well, a bad dude, really, and
I’m trying to talk to people who might know something about him. He used to teach over at the
college. Name’s Ira Cripes.”
“Fuckin’ asshole,” Fred spontaneously blurted, almost as if were a burp. “Roun’ here,
ma’man,” he bombastically admonished, “we call him Dr. Creeps. Either that or ‘fuckin’
asshole.’ He fits ’em both,” Fred decreed, melodramatically pondering his upheld beer can
before downing its remaining contents.
“Yeah, from what I’ve seen of him, either of those labels will do,” Karl chuckled in
agreement. “I know what he did to me. What’d he do to you?”
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“He ripped me off an’ fucked me over, the shithead.”
“How’d he do that?” Karl pressed.
Appreciating even through his chemical haze that Karl’s persistence was motivated by
something greater than casual inquisitiveness, and living with the underlying belief, despite
having forgotten the surrounding details, that he was forbidden, under threat of incarceration,
from talking about his discovery of the fossil, Fred gathered enough self-control to hold his
tongue.
“Ah, he’s just a stinkin’ scumbag, is all,” he muttered, resolutely crossing his arms and
pushing himself deeper into the enveloping couch.
“I hear ya, I hear ya,” Karl supportively seconded, internally quickening to the hunt.
Fred’s abrupt reticence had awakened Karl’s feral sense that this expedition might yield a good
kill after all, but before trying to bag it directly, he decided to scope back one level of generality
to see what else he might flush out.
“How is it you guys even know him?” Karl pursued, shuffling a penetrating stare
between Fred and Derrick. “Or is it just you who know him?” he added, looking at Fred.
Derrick’s anxious unease grew in direct proportion to the length of Fred’s sullen,
sustained silence, until he could tolerate it no longer.
“We, we both took an extra credit class from him,” Derrick burst out.
“Ah,” Karl nodded. “Sounds like he did something that really pissed you off,” he
prodded, again turning to Fred, who merely tightened his mummy grip on himself and scrunched
farther into the sofa.
Once more, Derrick’s endurance was no match for the stress of Fred’s prolonged nonresponsiveness.
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“Well, uh, he was pretty mean to us, I guess,” Derrick weakly offered. “I mean, he was
rude and really sarcastic and all, uh, didn’t you think, Fred?”
Fred gave a miniscule shrug just perceptible enough to deflect Derrick’s question.
“Ok, thanks,” Karl said with a calculated suggestion of finality as he withdrew from his
inner coat pocket a set of folded papers that he smoothed open on his knee. Retrieving a pen
from the same source, he appeared to start making notes, mumbling just loudly enough to be
heard: “ ‘pretty mean,’ ‘rude,’ ‘really sarcastic’.” And then, quickly looking up, he asked, full
volume, “was that the last thing you said, Derrick, ‘really sarcastic’?”
Derrick nodded somberly.
“Ok, well, I think that may do it,” Karl announced conclusively. “Oh, wait,” he added as
an afterthought, “let me make sure I’ve got your names spelled right for my report. Let’s see,
Derrick, yours is F-I-E“
“L-D-E-R,” Derrick hastily finished.
“And Fred’s is, ah, heck, where is that,” he complained to himself, making a show of
thumbing through his pages.
“F-L-U-N-T,” Derrick unwittingly supplied.
“Right. Got it,” Karl affirmed as he finished writing. “Cool,” he said, repocketing his
pen and papers.
Derrick’s brain had already sent the “stand up” neurological commands telling his bones
to rise when Karl demonstratively smacked his forehead with his fingertips.
“Oh, wait, I almost forgot,” he exclaimed.
Aborting his ascent, Derrick perched, frozen in a forward tilt.
“What exactly did this extra credit class involve?”
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Derrick’s frame sagged back onto its chair. Gulping, he looked to Fred for help but
found none; Fred, who had seemed to slip even further into the couch’s recesses, was fixedly
staring straight ahead, as if refusing to recognize the unfolding scene would keep it from being
real.
“Ah, uh, well,” Derrick verbally lurched, gaping down at the filth-strewn floor for
inspiration. “Ah, it was one of those, you know, you know, d-digs, you know, where they’re
trying to find . . . stuff,” he bumbled, feeling like a man falling from a great height in slow
motion, unable to stop himself, all the while watching the ground as it inevitably approached
closer.
“Oh, wow,” Karl thrilled. “Was that the one where he found that gnarly fossil with the
head in the dinosaur’s stomach?” he buzzed with what sounded like amiable excitement.
Derrick sat paralyzed, periodically sucking air through his open mouth.
“Wow, that must have been a cool thing to see,” Karl acclaimed with chatty, upbeat envy.
“Tell me about it, dudes. What was it like? I’ve heard Klemp’s version about how he checked
out the site and figured exactly where to look for it and then dug it up, but he never mentioned
you guys.”
When not even the tensioning pressure of protracted silence could pry a word from
Derrick, and with Fred bordering on comatose, Karl began dropping his pretense.
“Or could it be,” he proposed, his speech suddenly Eureka-thick with mock, sardonic
enlightenment, his index finger raised in inspiration, “could it be that he never mentioned you
because you were the ones who actually found the fossil? Or, or, wait a minute,” he shrewdly
cautioned, slipping even deeper into feigned insight, his eyes narrowing with enhanced
perception, “hel-lo, maybe he never mentioned you because all those pictures of his are fakes,
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and you helped him fake ’em! That’s it, isn’t it!” he accused, snapping his fingers to signify that
he’d finally grasped the true breadth of their treachery. “Sure,” he declared, “it’s not that the
thing was destroyed in a flood at all. It was just faked from the start, and you two were in on it
all along! That’s right, isn’t it! The whole thing is a big con fraud!”
*

*

*

One strong confirmation of the malleability of human thinking is its capacity to redefine
both success and failure. A financial investor who begins the morning expecting the stock
market to rise, only to see it plummet 300 points by noon, is relieved when it closes down a mere
150. To a trial attorney who commences a case planning to win millions but then only narrowly
escapes outright dismissal, a six-figure verdict is counted a victory. And a patient who loses an
organ to beat an otherwise fatal disease feels triumphant.
All this is fine and therapeutically useful for the investor and attorney and patient, but
when this reflex is allowed to bleed into areas of the spirit—the parts that would aspire towards
ideals like virtue, honor, honesty, justice, kindness, integrity, discipline, perseverance, fortitude,
compassion, nobility, humility and sacrifice—it works to hobble the human soul by
compromising one’s reach to fit his grasp. Enough consolation can be squeezed from the tube of
diminished expectations that, by degrees, people shrink their efforts to match their performance,
contenting themselves with flying on a shortened tether, forgetting the skies they were supposed
to try to soar.
Fortunately, in Derrick’s case, the heroic will to strive was alive and well, so that the only
relevance these observations have to the present situation is to explain why he instinctively and
immediately traded the secret he’d vowed to keep in exchange for exoneration from the much
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more sinister charge of which he’d been wrongfully accused.
*

*

*

“That’s not true!” Derrick exploded uncontrollably. “Fred found it himself, fair and
square!”
“Right. Sure,” Karl ridiculed, squinting in scorn of Derrick’s assertion.
“No, he did! I saw Fred dig it out of the wall with my own eyes! Professor Cripes
wasn’t even there!” he earnestly protested, laboring to convince Karl of a fact that, seconds
before, he never wanted Karl to know.
“Izzat true?” Karl incredulously demanded, leaning on his left elbow so he could twist
sideways and train his gaze on Fred.
Derrick’s unexpected, impromptu disclosure of Fred’s role as the discoverer sparked a
flash of anger in Fred that roused him from his head-in-the-sand stupor. “That’s none’a your
fuckin’ pig business,” he snarled. “I’m takin’ a fifth of self-incriminalization. And you never
read us our rights, so you’re the one who’s busted, man. Explain that to the police
commissioner. He’ll knock you down to private, take away your badge and put you back on the
streets walkin’ the rookie bead.”
Karl was so secure in his command of the confrontation that he allowed himself an
amused interlude of mental head-shaking at the jumble of confused references tumbling from
this spaced-out stoner, with whom he couldn’t resist toying, at least in passing. And besides the
sheer fun of it, Karl believed that the best way to dominate people with a combative bark like
Fred’s was to beat them up a bit.
“Actually, I’m not a cop. I’m from the good old ACLU,” he goaded.
“I don’t give a shit where you went to college,” Fred snapped back.
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Laughing outright, Karl poked further, looking to hit some other sensitive nerves. “Plus,
when it comes to taking the fifth, well, you’ve already done a lot of talking about this, haven’t
you, Fred, or, should I say, BMOCpartydude?” he taunted.
“Huh?” Fred started unsurely, not knowing how to reply.
“Yes, you’ve been a rather busy little blogger, haven’t you?” Karl acerbically teased as
he removed the printout of the postings from another inner pocket. “You sure spilled your guts
on that bulletin board. Laid it all out about how you found the fossil and that Cripes was lying
about discovering it. Mmm, mmm, mmm,” Karl mugged, shaking his head with each intonation,
his lips compressed in a thin, judgmental line as he rifled through the papers. “Here, wanna
see?” he baited, dangling the sheaf at Fred. “Surely you’re not going to deny being
BMOCpartydude, are you? Please tell me that you’re not that stupid. Please tell me you at least
know enough to realize that when you publish something on-line, you leave an easy-to-follow
electronic trail that leads straight to you. I mean, how do you think I found you, anyway? All
these messages trace back to you at this address. Right back to you, Mr. BMOCpartydude,” he
jeered.
“Oh, and one more thing,” Karl added, seeing that neither member of his now punchdrunk audience was in any condition to respond. His hand again disappeared under his coat, this
time emerging with the papers he had been filling out moments before, which they had assumed
to be his report. “Here,” he reviled at Fred with sneering courtesy, peeling off several pages and
flinging them in his lap. “You’ve been served. This is a subpoena to appear for a deposition
next Monday. You watch enough TV to know what that means, doncha, BMOCpartydude?
Well, let me spell it out for you,” he condescendingly lectured. “This is a subpoena. If you
don’t show up where, when and as ordered, you’re subject to arrest. Once you show up, you’ll
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have to submit to my questions under oath. As the lawyer for the ACLU, I’m going to ask you to
admit that you, not Cripes, found that fossil. If you lie about that under oath, then you’ll be
committing the crime of aggravated perjury, for which you can go to jail for up to twenty years.
And no one will ever believe you if you try to deny that you found it, because you yourself
repeatedly admitted as much in your internet posts. Now, I don’t know why you’re so hell-bent
on protecting Cripes, especially when you seem to hate the guy for somehow screwing you over,
but are you willing to go to prison to protect his false claim of discovery? Because that’s the
choice you’re gonna have to make. So, watcha gonna do, Freddy boy? Watcha gonna do?” he
badgered.
After a few seconds of consideration, Fred answered with his feet, bolting from the
apartment in an Olympic sprint and dusting up a cascade of flying garbage in his wake.
Karl looked self-satisfiedly at Derrick, sitting aghast.
“Hmm. Seems a bit touchy, doesn’t he?” Karl understated with contrived surprise.
As much as his fear of Klemp made him want to fade into the background, something
inside Derrick forced him both to try to come to Fred’s rescue and to use the truth to do it.
“W-well, you see, mister,” he timidly wavered, his eyes pointed loosely in Klemp’s
direction but blindly glazed over, “after Fred found the fossil, Professor Cripes wanted to take
credit for it, so he made Fred sign a paper saying that Professor Cripes had been the one who
found it.”
“So?” Karl dismissively challenged.
“Well, ah, the paper said that Fred was signing it under penalty of perjury, and Professor
Cripes said that, if later on Fred tried to say that Fred had found it, then Fred could go to jail for
lying under oath. So, uh, you’re basically telling Fred that if he says at this deposition that
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Professor Cripes found it, he can go to jail for perjury, and Professor Cripes has basically told
Fred that if he ever says that Fred found it, then Fred can go to jail for perjury, so Fred probably
thinks that no matter what he says, he’s in big trouble.”
Derrick summoned the courage to bring Klemp into focus, hoping to find that his cardson-the-table confession had somehow made all these problems go away.
It hadn’t.
Instead, he caught Karl nodding with forewarned contentment. “Hmm. So Cripes has
Flunt’s signed statement to the effect that Cripes found the thing. Good to know, good to know,”
he said, more to himself than to Derrick, giving Fred’s personal situation not a nanogram of
regard as he thought through the logistics of how this issue would play. Granted, the odds were
overwhelming that none of this would ever come up, and, if it any of it did, all of it would at best
be peripheral to something that was itself only barely tangential to the actual determining factors
in the lawsuit—a freckle on a flea on the tail of the dog—but still, he found it enjoyable to map
out the strategic route through which this back road would wind. Cripes was proffering an
outrageous proposition, supported only by a single fossil that no longer existed. Although the
question of who unearthed it was, intellectually speaking, irrelevant, at his deposition Cripes had
so adamantly identified himself as the discoverer that any contrary evidence would significantly
undermine his general credibility relative to this overall, inherently dubious claim. Okay, Karl
silently charted, if the stoner testifies that he, not Cripes, found the fossil, some of that sullying
damage will be done, except that the stoner can then be impeached with his prior written
statement that Cripes was the one who dug it up. But that tactic will boomerang around to cut
out Cripes’ legs, because Cripes will be forced to admit that the stoner had some role in the find,
at least as a witness—otherwise why would Cripes have taken a statement from him in the first
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place—and Cripes has already sworn at this deposition that only two people, he and another
professor from the university, saw the fossil before it was destroyed. Plus, if Cripes now, for the
first time, comes up with a written admission from the stoner, then that means Cripes withheld it
when his records were subpoened, and he previously testified that he’s produced his entire file,
which will further compromise him. And this Derrick kid, who doesn’t seem to have signed any
kind of statement, can also testify not only that the stoner dug the thing up but that Cripes wasn’t
even there when it happened. So no matter how you slice it, somewhere along the line Cripes is
lying, and when a story’s believability is as frail as his is to start with, any flaw should be
enough to crack the whole thing to pieces.
“So, mister,” Derrick tentatively ventured when it seemed that Klemp had become lost in
thought, “does Fred still have to show up at the deposition?”
“Huh?” Karl asked, rousted from his musings by the naïve impertinence of the question.
“Of course he does,” he scowled.
“But, but, what’s he supposed to do? No matter what he says, he’s doomed.”
“I can tell you this,” Karl warned with malignant force, “if he lies at his deposition and
says Cripes found the thing, then he will most definitely be committing perjury, and I promise
you in that eventuality I’ll do my best to get him indicted, prosecuted and imprisoned for it,” he
threatened, taking gleeful advantage of Derrick’s ignorance that it was a rare lawsuit in which
someone didn’t either outright prevaricate or at least unconscionably mutilate the truth, and that
virtually no one was ever charged with perjury in such a situation. But then, realizing that, in
choosing between what Fred apparently thought were two equally disastrous alternatives, Fred
might arbitrarily pick Cripes’s version, Klemp instantly transformed himself from bellicose bully
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into amicable advisor—a guise which he knew would have been wasted on Fred but which might
work with Derrick.
“Look, Derrick, ma’man” he smoothly reassured with sudden geniality, “as long as he
tells the truth, your buddy’s got nothing to worry about. This paper Cripes had him sign,
whatever it says, could never be the basis for a perjury charge. Perjury has to occur in the
context of an official proceeding, like a lawsuit or a bona fide investigation or something filed
with the government. But otherwise, writing down a lie, even if you swear to it under so-called
‘penalty of perjury,’ is no more meaningful than if you say ‘cross your heart and hope to die.’
So he faces no risk, none, if he deviates from whatever Cripes had him sign. On the other hand,”
Klemp cautioned, adopting a caring tone of worry and concern for Fred’s best interests, “telling
falsehoods under oath at a deposition definitely is grounds for perjury, so the worst mistake our
friend Fred could make is to stick with Cripes’ lie. Do you follow me here, Derrick?”
“Sure, sure, Derrick eagerly acknowledged, melting with relief at Karl’s newfound
benevolence. “I always had doubts whether that paper Professor Cripes got from Fred really
meant anything.”
“Well, your suspicions were right on, my friend. You know, Derrick, Fred seems like a
cool guy and all, but, between you and me, he might not always size things up the same way a
more reflective person like you would, and I know we’d both really hate to see him do something
that might later come back to hurt him. Do you think before next Monday you could sit down
with him and go over what we’ve just talked about, you know, that the earlier statement he gave
to Cripes is bogus and that he’s got nothing to be afraid of as long as he tells the truth that he’s
the one who found the fossil?”
Derrick nodded solemnly, as if accepting a life-or-death assignment.
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“Great, great. Glad for Fred’s sake to see he’s got a real pal here. Listen, Derrick,” Karl
continued, adding an element of regret to his voice, “I’m sorry to do this, man, but, well, you’ve
heard how lawyers have a duty to put their clients’ benefit first and how sometimes that makes
them do things that they’d personally rather not?”
“Ok,” Derrick affirmed, oblivious to the approach of the rapidly descending second shoe.
“Well, I’m sorry to involve you further, but I’ve got to ask you to come for a deposition
as well,” Karl apologetically lamented as he pulled the already filled-in subpoena from his
pocket and handed it gently to Derrick.
“M-me? Why me?” a startled Derrick exclaimed with apprehensive dismay. “I didn’t
find the fossil.”
“I know, buddy, I know,” Karl sympathized as if reporting a sad fact totally beyond his
control, “but you saw who did, and that makes you a witness, so you have to appear and at least
be available for a deposition. Maybe we won’t need to go through with it. I’ll do my best to
avoid it and, if possible, talk everybody else out of it, but gosh, man, they could have my license
if I didn’t at least get you to come in, so, sorry as I am, I’ve really got no choice,” he rued, while
simultaneously plotting his course. If they both show up for their depos, then I’ll start with the
kid’s. He’s too much of a scared little boy scout to do anything but tell the truth, and once the
stoner hears him spill the beans, it wouldn’t make any sense for him not to follow suit. But odds
are the stoner won’t show, so it’ll be just the kid, which is fine. And we won’t even have to deal
with the statement Cripes supposedly has, because the kid didn’t sign one.
“So,” Karl plaintively concluded, “I’ll do my best to keep you out of it, but you have to
attend, ok?”
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Derrick gave a barely perceptible nod of helpless submission. He knew now that he was
the one in trouble—not with the authorities but with Fred, who would probably insist on
boycotting the deposition and would express some unsettling plans for Derrick’s front teeth if he
didn’t do the same.
“C’mon, brighten up, Derrick,” Karl consoled encouragingly as he rose to leave. “It’s not
like you’re going to a funeral, you know! You might even find it interesting to observe the
process.”
Derrick glumly shrugged as Karl plowed a path through the muck of rubbish between
him and the door.
“Hey,” Karl called from the threshold, turning around to pose one (really) last question.
“If Fred found the fossil, why’d he sign the paper saying Cripes did?”
“Oh,” Derrick listlessly explained, “if he signed, Professor Cripes promised to give him
an extra credit A.”
Mmm. Grade trading and bribery, Karl ruminated with satisfaction as he left the
apartment, reveling in this parting, unexpected windfall of even more sordid darts to throw at
Cripes. Wouldn’t even be shocked to find that the stoner was flying high when all this went
down. Ahhh! Tonight he’d enjoyed another rewarding episode in what had been a series of
deeply pleasing experiences stretching back to the beginning of this litigation, from the initial
browbeating of his clients, through the torture he’d forced his opposing counsel to endure in the
recent depositions, which next Monday’s festivities would likely raise to new levels of
excruciation. Man, he thought. I love this case.
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Chapter 20
“Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill. Good afternoon,” the young receptionist cheerily
purred into her headset. To whom may I direct your call?”
“Brad Whittaker, please,” Broome hotly snipped.
“Oh, this sounds like Mr. Broome. Is it?” she inquired disarmingly.
“Yes, yes it is,” Broome confirmed, his surprise at being recognized temporarily
displacing his underlying annoyance. “Huh. With all the calls you must field, you have a great
memory to be able to pick me out like that.”
“Oh, no, Mr. Broome,” she laughed. “It’s just that your case is my favorite in the whole
office, so that makes it easy to remember things about it. One moment and I’ll connect you.”
Broome used the opportunity afforded by the limbo of telephone hold to restoke his
irritation with Whittaker, and, by the time he heard the click of a pick-up, he had succeeded in
fanning it back to the medium blaze with which it had burned when he’d originally dialed.
“Broome, you old scoundrel, how ya doin’?” Whittaker roared into the phone, adopting a
big, overcompensating voice and manner to mask the animate terror writhing within him just a
few squirms short of the nervous breakdown stage at the prospect of having to begin their
courtroom hearing the following morning. “Ready to rock ’n roll?”
“I was doing fine until I got my copy of the brief you just filed,” Broome complained, his
displeasure evident.
Knocked from his aggressively nonchalant pose by Broome’s uncharacteristic and
inexplicable hostility, Whittaker struggled for a response as the already booming ulcer-works in
his stomach ramped up production even further. “What-huh?” he managed. Broome’s
cryptically pejorative reference to the pleading Whittaker had sent also floored him. Although
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he’d given it no consideration from Broome’s perspective, he’d have assumed that, if anything,
Broome would count himself lucky that his industrious co-counsel had enough support staff and
infrastructure to file a detailed brief the day before the hearing, in the midst of all their other lastminute labors. As the coat-tailing beneficiary of Whittaker’s diligence, Broome, who could
never have mounted such a comprehensive offensive on his own, should be brimming with
gratitude. What could he be mad about? “Was something wrong with your copy?” Whittaker
finally mustered, feeling the onset of additional cracks in the already thin psychological ice to
which his dementing stress had relegated him.
“We had a deal that you weren’t going to proffer evidence from any of those so-called
‘Plan B’ experts of yours without first giving me and my client a heads up so that we could
weigh in on that. Caleb himself made me that promise.”
“Uh, ok,” Whittaker floundered as an understanding of the problem suddenly dawned on
him. Crud! he thought. Broome’s right! We did tell him that a while ago. And . . .
“So I was pretty shocked when I read, buried in footnote twenty-four, a reference to that
nutty Ira Cripes deposition testimony about how his pictures disprove the accepted tree of human
descent. Brad,” he moaned, downshifting from accusation to lamentation at the exhaustion of his
small capacity for sustained anger, “why did you put that in there? Don’t you see how that
reference will suck us into a ridiculous side-show tomorrow in court?”
The truthful answer was that Whittaker had not thought through the consequences of
footnote 24. Amid his agonizing throes of preparing for the hearing, he had delegated the
drafting to a senior associate. Eager to demonstrate her thoroughness, she had indiscriminately
consumed all the deposition transcripts in search of any potentially helpful morsel and, in
similarly sweeping fashion, had set about to rebut every proposition asserted in the ACLU’s
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most recent court papers, one of which, lurking in an ACLU footnote, rehashed a previouslycited plaintiffs’ expert’s passing reference to the evolutionary tree that traced the transition from
the earliest primates all the way through to modern man. Given this combination of forces and
circumstances, it had been inevitable that the associate’s tit-for-tat reply would methodically
regurgitate Cripes’s attack on the conventional view of human evolution. And for his part,
Whittaker, already stretched paper-thin from readying the overall case for presentation, had
given the brief only a quick, half-considered, largely cosmetic review. Having satisfied himself
early on that the writing quality was good enough, once he got to the small print in footnote 24
he had accelerated to a breakneck rate of speed-reading that greatly exceeded his comprehensive
limit, so that, when his eyes zoomed past the name “Ira Cripes,” he’d had time to register only a
fleeting blur of satisfaction that some constructive use had been found for the odious Plan B
depositions he’d had to endure. But now he realized that he’d raced straight into a headlong
collision both with the secondary implications of the reference to Cripes and the awkward fact
that it was supposed to have been vetted first with Broome.
Sensing that he was at the snapping point with no tolerance for further strain, he tried to
gather himself by gulping a lungful of air. “Ok, Broome, look, I’m sorry,” he apologized.
“You’re absolutely right. We were supposed to give you prior notice if we were going to use
any of that evidence. The person here who did the brief didn’t know about that, though, and, in
the press of other business to get the case together, it just slipped by. But look,” he assuaged,
erroneously thinking that a bruised ego was firing Broome’s ire and that a little massaging would
extinguish it, “I promise it won’t happen again. Believe me, we value your input and want to get
the benefit of your thoughts . . . ”
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“Brad,” Broome interrupted in an urgent tone, “it’s not about me. Don’t you see what
Klemp is going to do with this?”
“Well, gee, Broome, I really think you’re overreacting here,” he answered with more
candor than defensiveness. “I mean, it’s just a one sentence, throw-away reference lost in the
middle of a long footnote that addresses a secondary, or maybe even third tier topic. It’s window
dressing, basically, for a window that nobody’s even gonna look through. So I don’t see any real
problem . . . ”
“Brad!” Broome cried with exasperation. “Klemp is dying to find a way to rub the
Judge’s nose in what Klemp thinks is the self-evident idiocy of these Plan B witnesses. Look,”
he explained, taking his own calming breath to steady himself going forward (but still finding
himself unable, as his comments unfolded, to suppress an occasional ardent spike), “we’ve done
a great job assembling a very focused and impressive case that has a fighting chance of winning.
Of winning, Brad! We’re in a position to win! Our lead experts are credible scientists, and they
make a very compelling argument that, on purely secular, purely scientific basis, the objective
evidence reasonably suggests that the origin of life must have been orchestrated at some level by
an intelligent hand. The scientific, the scientific proof, Brad, shows that, based on mathematical
probabilities, it’s scientifically impossible for random, undirected chance to have caused the
spontaneous coalescence of thousands of insensate molecules into the precise alignment needed
for the first form of life to arise. We’ve made a strong showing that modern science has no
convincing explanation for this event other than the obvious one that it was intelligently brought
about. That’s more than enough to establish what the handout says, Brad! And we’ve also
proven that there’s nothing automatically unscientific about inferring design or intent from
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objective evidence and that certain branches of science routinely draw such conclusions. That’s
our whole case, Brad. And that’s how we win!
“Now, Klemp may be many nasty things, but stupid is not one of them. He’s got to be
concerned that we may actually have the intellectual high ground if the court sticks to the straight
and narrow issues. He’s got to know that his case relies heavily on the automatic judicial
prejudice facing all theories that dare question any aspect of the sacred Darwinian cow, however
tangentially. So anything he can do to tarnish or smear our position, he’s gonna do it. And here
we’ve handed him this golden opportunity.”
“Well,” Whittaker responded, growing slightly more defensive but still overridingly
skeptical that their one-line reference could open a Pandora’s box of horror-show oddities, “I just
don’t think it’s very likely that this single stray citation could change the direction of the
hearing.”
“Well, it remains to be seen how far the Judge will let Klemp drag things through the
looking glass, but now that we’ve opened the door, you can bet Klemp’ll try to pull us in as far
as he can. Geez Brad,” he groaned, “your people even included with the exhibits a copy of that
screw-ball photo of the dinosaur with a skull in its gullet. I mean, pl-ease. That’s the kind of
thing you’d expect to find on the cover of a supermarket tabloid, next to the pictures of the pigtailed boy and the quesadilla shaped like Jesus. I can just see Klemp tomorrow, prancing all over
the courtroom, waving that snapshot, insisting that our case rests on that kind of evidence.”
“But, but it doesn’t,” Whittaker weakly protested.
“Oh no?” Broome sharply challenged in devil’s-advocate fashion, “then why did we
approvingly cite it in our papers? Why did we affirmatively submit it as an exhibit? Are we just
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wasting the court’s time, or, as our beloved Judge Putzier will put it, bogging down the court’s
efficiency, by proffering evidence that we’re not willing to stand behind?”
“Well . . .” Whittaker began, thinking it was incumbent on him to speak but not knowing
what else to say.
Broome was not so short of words.
‘And it’s not just that whack photograph,” he assailed with bitter vigor. “There’s the
recent deposition of that college kid, Fielder—you know, the one I covered for you when you
were out of town. In case no one told you, this kid swore that, contrary to what I understand was
Cripes’ very specific testimony, it was someone else who actually found the supposed fossil,
some low-rent deadbeat who was apparently toked-up higher than a kite at the time. That’ll do
wonders for the credibility of this Cripes character whom we’re suddenly sponsoring as a
witness. Oh yeah, and add to the baggage he’s already carrying the fact that Cripes allegedly
traded this failing pothead an extra credit A in exchange for a fraudulent statement falsely
identifying Cripes as the discoverer. So you’ve gotten us joined at the hip with a guy who’s a
liar, who solicits lies, who barters grades, who was run off his university job in disgrace and who
hawks his hokey wares at paranormal conventions. You really think Klemp won’t milk that for
all the Judge will let him? That the guy who wants to use us as a piñata won’t swing the stick we
just handed him? I mean, geez,” Broome continued, again throttling down from complaint to
dismay, “we were really positioned to make some history with this case, to make a serious,
credible statement about how our whole culture is being brainwashed with dubious scientific
doctrines, but instead, thanks to your brief, we’re basically walking into court dressed up as
clowns—rubber nose, grease paint, goofy shoes and all.”
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Although Whittaker would have sworn that his stomach-churning was already at
maximum RPM, its output now surged several notches even beyond redline, fueled by sickly
guilt and trepidation to yet more extreme ranges of tumult and distress as the full potential
impact of his blunder finally hit home.
“Look,” he wailed with self-exonerating petulance, “from the very start, I never wanted
to list any of those Plan B people. I tried my best to talk the client out of it, but he absolutely
insisted. I warned him,” Whittaker whined, “I warned him that this is exactly what would
happen, but he just wouldn’t listen.”
Broome bit his tongue just in time to stop it from delivering the rash (but entirely correct)
observation that it wasn’t Caleb who had made the mistake of filing footnote 24. He pulled back
from that brink by reminding himself that, in this situation, nothing but supplemental trouble
would come from finger-pointing recriminations.
“Well,” he diplomatically sighed, “no sense looking back. Let’s just put in place
whatever damage controls we can think of.”
Feeling his face somewhat saved as a result of Broome’s outward acquiescence in the
shuffling of blame, Whittaker applied himself to compiling a list of counter-offensive ploys.
“Ok, well, first, obviously, if Klemp tries to harp on this, we do our best to convince
Judge Putzier that, because his time is valuable, he should devote it to the case’s real determining
factors and not get entangled in this irrelevant Ira Cripes diversion.”
“Right,” Broome concurred, “and we should also emphasize that it would be consistent
with the court’s well-known reputation for efficiency, if he wants to deal with this topic at all, for
him to relegate it to the briefs and not permit any of his scarce courtroom resources to be spent
on it.”
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“Good, good,” Whittaker agreed. “Ok, if we do have to get into the details, well, the
identity of the person who actually discovered the fossil really has nothing to do with whether
the photo is genuine.”
“True, but it raises doubts about everything Cripes said if he perjured himself about who
found it. Plus, the fact that we’re citing testimony from someone who’s been exposed as an
outrageous liar generally undermines the credibility of our whole case across the board.”
“Well, how do we know he lied?” Whittaker argumentatively proposed. “As I
understand it, the guy who supposedly really found the thing disregarded his subpoena and never
appeared for his deposition.”
“Right, but I’m telling you that the other kid who did show up—Fielder—testified that he
saw the whole thing and that Cripes wasn’t even there when it was dug up.”
“Well, so it’s just a he said/he said, who-struck-John swearing match,” Whittaker
contended.
“Well, technically, but you weren’t at the Fielder kid’s deposition. Believe me, he came
across as squeaky-clean honest. I mean, anyone could see he was scared to death to say what he
said. Clearly, he didn’t want to admit that his roommate found the fossil or had exchanged his
claim of discovery for a better grade or had smoked dope beforehand, but he owned up to all
those things. I mean, just watch the video. There’s no doubt the kid was telling the truth, even
though it appears he was being pressured pretty hard by his so-called friend not to. Plus, what
possible reason would he have to lie about it?”
“Ok then, so we just sidestep all that and emphasize that the real issue is not who dug it
up but whether the thing in the photograph actually existed, whether it was real, and I was told
that the kid was insistent that the shots are accurate and it wasn’t any kind of a fake.”
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“Yeah, that’s true,” Broome confirmed, turning a bit upbeat. “You’re right. The kid’s a
double-edged sword for Klemp. His deposition undermines Cripes’ integrity, but, on the other
hand, it also authenticates the picture. Ok, so here’s the plan. If the Judge lets Klemp get into
any of this despite our efforts to steer him clear, we then try to shift the focus away from whether
Cripes lied about who found it and onto whether the photo is legitimate. We can emphasize to
the Judge that wasting time on the immaterial dispute over who discovered the fossil would
hinder the efficiency for which his court is so justly famous. But you know,” Broome paused
thoughtfully, ruminating now in an analytical stream-of-consciousness, “logically it doesn’t
make a bit of difference whether the picture is bogus, since our defense has nothing to do with its
validity. Hmm. Oh well,” he reluctantly concluded, necessity reconciling him to a distasteful
strategy of replacing one prejudicial rabbit trail with another more benign one, “if we can veer
the Judge from delving into the overt perjury of our witness Cripes, we can prevent or at least
minimize the collateral damage that kind of an inquest would cause to the credibility of the rest
of our case. Still,” he forewarned dejectedly, his hasty optimism fading as he considered the
overall landscape, “if we pitch the righteousness of the picture as our battlefield, we’re limited to
a pretty dishonorable teacher and a totally untrained kid vouching that the thing is real. Throw
out the teacher and what are you left with? I mean, what does the kid know about fossils? How
could he tell it wasn’t a plant or a hoax rigged up in advance by Cripes? Like a modern day
Piltdown man that Cripes fabricated out of some weathered pig bones just to get a little
notoriety? So Cripes’ character still gets assassinated, this time for being a forger of fossils, and
our case once again is tainted from being linked with a reprobate.”
“Wait a minute!” Whittaker burst. Although he had done his best to corral in obscurity
any memory of those loathsome Plan B depositions, he found himself scrambling after a
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nagging, suddenly relevant fact that had somehow gotten loose and was bounding around in his
head. “Yes!” he exclaimed as he succeeded in cornering the elusive recollection. “I’m sure
Cripes swore that one other university professor saw the fossil before it was destroyed. I know
you weren’t there at his deposition, but trust me; he said that. Now that guy should have the
expert chops to validate the photo and verify that the thing seemed authentic. Why don’t we
subpoena him to appear tomorrow at the hearing, just to have him on standby so that we could
call him to testify if we need him? Let’s see . . . what was his name,” he murmured as he
thumbed through the folder of deposition summaries for the one on Ira Cripes. “Hmm. Here it
is. Someone named Roger Limine, apparently a professor emeritus in the biology department at
Compass U.”
“Ehhh,” Broome unenthusiastically rasped, hesitant to call a second witness on a subject
that hadn’t even merited one in the first place. “We may be overreacting here. Plus, do we have
any idea what this guy would say about the picture? For all we know, he might make things
worse.”
“Umm, well, we didn’t pay that much attention to anything that came out of these Plan B
depositions because we didn’t expect them to play any role in the case,” Whittaker absently
recounted. Then, realizing he had unwittingly drifted into incriminating waters, he quickly
changed course. “But I remember that, after Cripes’ deposition, we did assign a young associate
to try to interview this Limine guy by phone. I’m not sure when that happened, and actually it
might have been put off for a while and not been done until pretty recently. But the other day I
got a memo about it that I just shoved in the file without reviewing because, back then, it wasn’t
important,” he reported as his fingers searched through the folders crammed in one of the case’s
many overstuffed redwelds. “Gimme a second here . . . ok, here it is . . . hmm.”
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“What’s it say?” Broome prodded after Whittaker lapsed into an extended silence.
“Hmm. Well, turns out that the associate talked to him only once, about two weeks ago.
Lemme just read you the pertinent portion of what the associate wrote. Here it is. ‘Professor
Limine was withdrawn and very uninterested in speaking with me. I explained that I was calling
because Ira Cripes had identified him as a person who’d seen the fossil of the T. rex with what
appeared to be a skull in its ribcage, to which he responded, “That’s right.” When I tried to
follow up, he stated that his wife had recently died and that he was hanging up. I gave him my
condolences and said goodbye.’ ”
“Oh,” Broome commiserated. “Poor guy.” Broome always did two things when he
heard about tragedy befalling a stranger. He first sent off a short, unspoken but heartfelt prayer
that the suffering be comforted. He then reoriented his own priorities, reminding himself that
most of the things currently plaguing him, whatever they might consist of at the time, were not,
in the grand scheme, particularly important.
“Yeah, that’s a tough hit,” Whittaker affirmed. “But I guess the question is, can we use
him to help us?” he wondered aloud, the momentum of his pragmatism thudding against the
obstructing empathy that had sprung up in its path. “I admit it’s a little cryptic, but the memo
makes it sound like he could verify that it was a real fossil, not a fake.”
“Yeah,” Broome warily allowed, “it’s impossible to tell for sure, but, the way the memo’s
phrased, I guess that’s how I’d interpret it.”
“Ok, then, well, maybe we ought to get him served with a subpoena to show up at the
hearing, just in case.”
“Ah, Brad, I don’t know,” Broome waffled. Unlike Whittaker, a member of the “more is
better” school of trial playwrights favored by litigators who billed by the hour and were rarely, if
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ever, called upon to perform their cumbersome scripts in court, the economical Broome valued
the workable, comprehensible elegance of simplicity. “The guy’s still got to be in mourning.
Plus, it’s so totally far-fetched, a million to one, that he’d ever really be used as a witness. I
mean our primary goal is to avoid going into this topic at all, let alone offering still more
evidence on it. And even if we do have to get into any of this, the only reason we’d consider
calling him would be if we were able to divert the Judge’s attention away from Cripes’ lies about
the identity of the discoverer and over to whether the thing in the picture was real, and now I’m
thinking that’s probably victory enough; it doesn’t so much matter to us how that dispute gets
decided, if at all. So, from a practical perspective, the chances that he’d actually get put on the
stand are slim to none. I mean, for that to happen, our case would have to take a pretty
mysterious twist. Plus, we don’t even know for sure just exactly what this guy would say about
all this. So, you know, it’s fine, in theory, to provide for every conceivable eventuality, no
matter how remote, but, geez, you put the improbability that we’d use him together with the
devastation this guy’s presumably been going through with his grieving, and something about
dragging him down there tomorrow as kind of an insurance policy that we’ll never even want to
cash in, well, it just doesn’t seem right.”
“Yeah, I hear you, and I know what you mean,” Whittaker acknowledged. Despite his
suffocating personal despair over the looming hearing, he too felt the brake of sympathy on his
opportunistic drive, although not at Broome’s level of restraint. “But it’s been two weeks since
we talked to him, so, you know, he might be starting to feel a little better. I mean, just yesterday,
an older lady at my church talked about losing her husband and how things like doing chores and
just being treated normally had helped her get through the day, so maybe we’d be doing the guy
a favor, you know?”
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Perhaps because the inexorable crush of unrelenting stress had weakened his mental grip,
Whittaker had spontaneously volunteered this last part unscreened and was embarrassed to
realize that he’d inadvertently blurted an admission of the religious element in his life. For a
moment he was tempted to scoff a hard-nosed clarification that he was attending services merely
to placate the client, but somehow those words wouldn’t come.
Broome was astonished to hear Whittaker’s offhand, obviously unconsidered and, he
sensed, immediately regretted disclosure. In their dealings, Whittaker had struck him as a classic
subtype for his niche, straight out of central casting for a young, upwardly mobile partner at a
cutthroat law firm: aggressive, ambitious, selfish, driven, materialistic, arrogant and elitist.
Possessed of a big brain but a small mind, he was smart but unthinking, perceptive but unfeeling,
competitive but unsporting. To complete the picture, Broome had imagined him to be spiritually
short-sighted and shallow-rooted, but Whittaker’s last comment had placed that assumption
somewhat in doubt. Granted, church attendance was hardly a foolproof measure of a person’s
true piety, but it did entitle Whittaker to more weight on that scale than Broome would otherwise
have credited him. And, now that he thought about it, Broome had lately noticed an increased
frequency of uncharacteristic flashes of compassion in Whittaker.
“Well,” Broome replied, correctly concluding that Whittaker wanted no probing of his
religious declaration, “it’s impossible to know how he would react. I suppose there’s no harm in
giving him a follow up call to check him out and, depending on what he says, maybe subpoena
him. So I’ll leave that to you and go along with whatever you decide, but, frankly, the more I
think about it, the harder it is to envision that we’d ever want to call him as a witness, no matter
how this plays out. Anyway, if we’re lucky, none of this will ever have to be brought up.
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“Ok,” Broome announced in a “that’s a wrap” voice, “I guess we’ve done the best we can
with that whole topic. Sorry. Didn’t mean to tie us up so long in brainstorming for what I hope
will be a non-event. So, looking at the big picture, do you have all your ducks lined up for the
hearing?”
“Yep,” Whittaker lazily attested, again coating his pulse-pounding inner misery with a
lackadaisical veneer.
“What’s the game plan?”
“Well,” Whittaker explained with more manufactured apathy, “I like the record the way it
is. I think that our affidavits and deposition excerpts present our case in its best possible light, so
I’m just going to rest without offering any additional evidence and ask the Judge if he wants to
hear any legal argument. If he doesn’t, and if Klemp also just wants to leave the record the way
it is, hell, the hearing might only last five minutes.”
Broome wasn’t surprised. He’d run across high-end litigators like Whittaker before—
attorneys who were good book-and-briefing practitioners, great at working the file and
identifying a mind-bogglingly exhaustive list of issues for no-stone-unturned research and
analysis, most of which would never come into play; attorneys with such legal acuity that in their
squints they could discern miniscule, virtually invisible risks, which they then spent large
amounts of their clients’ money girding up for the unlikely prospect of having to confront,
usually charging gold-standard prices for cranking out what was, all-too-often, a silver-plated
product. More cape than crusader when trial time came around, they could deliver long-winded,
practiced speeches to captive judges, but impromptu courtroom showdowns with live and
unpredictable testimony, not being their forte, were shunned whenever possible. This was not to
say that their decisions to duck tribunal donnybrooks were always rationalized, second-best
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compromises; in many, perhaps most instances, their faintheartedness also served the client’s
interest by avoiding the unforeseeable and therefore potentially disastrous consequences of a
free-wheeling rough-and-tumble. Besides, one of the last things most judges want to do is
actually hear evidence, so serving that goal could help curry a court’s favor. And, although
Broome’s inkling was that, with the weight of precedent and prejudice against them, victory in
this case would require some extemporized trial pyrotechnics, he did have to grant that Brad and
his team had done an admirable job establishing their position in the filed papers.
“All right. What if Klemp starts calling his experts to attack ours, or calls our experts for
cross-examination?” Broome posed.
“Oh, we’re good to go if that happens,” Whittaker casually yawned despite the internal
spasm of sphincter-deep shivers triggered by that possibility’s mere suggestion. “We have
detailed cross-examination outlines for all their experts, and our own first-tier experts are fully
woodshedded and ready to respond to anything Klemp might try to throw at them,” an
outwardly-mellow Whittaker reassured, all the while desperate that none of those efforts would
prove necessary. “And both of us have instructed our clients not to attend, so Klemp won’t be
able to haul off and put them on the stand just to see what he might shake out of ’em, right? For
my client, that took more than a little elbow-twisting, I can tell you. You got your guy squared
away too?”
“Right. He won’t be there either. Ok then,” Broome concluded. “Sounds like you got it
together. Do you need anything from me?”
“Nope, nope, it’s all on cruise control,” Whittaker confidently professed over the
jackhammering in his chest.
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“Oh, and, ah, Brad, listen, just curious,” Broome said in a parting afterthought, “but when
I called just now, the receptionist told me that this was her favorite case. Any idea what that’s
about?”
“Umm, oh yeah, you must mean that red-headed girl who sits behind the lobby counter.
Yeah, she’s told me the same thing too,” Whittaker confirmed, his disquiet soaring still higher at
the reminder. As the lead lawyer for the defense, he already felt that he was carrying the weight
of the world, but the receptionist’s unfailing, well-intentioned and merry inquiries into the case’s
status when he arrived at work each morning seemed somehow to add even a bit more daily
ballast to his burden. “Well, you know, my client struck up a kind of a friendship with her, I
guess just from saying hello to her whenever he came by to meet with me. Pretty soon she
started going to his church, and now she’s totally into it. So, as she frequently tells me, she loves
our case because—and this is a quote,” he cautioned emphatically, determined this time to draw
the curtain of spiritual self-revelation unmistakably closed—“‘it was her road to salvation.’”
“Hmm. Good for her. Well, don’t tell the Pope. Looks like I missed one there for the
Gipper. Cross your fingers that Judge Putzier loves our case too. Ok, Brad, see you tomorrow.”
“Cool.”
A heartbeat after the hang-up, the implacable tension wriggling within Whittaker forced
him to his feet. Enwrapped in a smothering, merciless doom, he saw his utter inadequacy to
navigate the countless contingencies he faced: a thousand potential holes to patch, a thousand
potential fields to mine, a thousand potential arguments to answer. His head shrieked with
innumerable, screaming needs, each with its own shrill cry for attention; his stomach typhooned
with acid and angst. The darkening day outside his office window only intensified his torment,
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gigging him with a shuddering reminder that night would soon fall, that the clock was racing,
that next morning’s dread was nearly upon him, that his hour had almost come.
Heightened nervousness before a trial is commonplace for most lawyers. At moderate
elevations, it provides a helpful source of motivation and energy. Stratospheric nervousness
before a trial was commonplace for Whittaker—in fact, he had encountered it on each of the few
occasions he’d participated as a second or third chair—but, when compelled to proceed, he had
gutted it up and had generally managed to pull his limited load. His current degree of suffering,
however, rocketing many orders of magnitude above even the Whittaker scale, enormously
exceeded his ability to cope.
In trying to analyze rationally the cause of his unprecedented agony and, in so doing,
eliminate it, he had identified all the likely suspects: it was his first major case as attorney-incharge; he sensed the pressure, not only of the judgmental eyes of his firm’s senior partners, but
also of the periodically envious, quizzical, skeptical, challenging or directionless looks of the
junior lawyers whom he was supposed to guide and command; as timorous as he was of having
to examine witnesses and offer evidence in court, he was equally ashamed that he secretly
harbored such a weakness and was petrified of being exposed as a paper-tiger litigator; the
press’s interest promised to give the case an enhanced public profile, which significantly
upgraded the microscope he was already under and broadened the adverse repercussions of any
embarrassing errors he might make; between the media attention and the third-party zealots on
both sides of the aisle, the courtroom would be uncommonly packed with impassioned
spectators; if the results weren’t stellar, the school district, a governmental entity, might feel
political heat to second-guess and balk at paying the bill; he faced a seasoned, ruthless opponent;
he saw no possible route to the escape hatch of an out-of-court settlement, which, in other cases,
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had usually delivered him from his personal, eve-of-trial tribulations. But none of his insights
had even marginally allayed his torture. Perhaps it was simply his obsession with his own terror
that had swelled it so far beyond all previous bounds, but whatever the cause, at this point,
reduced to wreck and rubble, shattered to splinters, he found himself reading the obituaries with
genuine envy—“lucky stiffs,” he’d mutter—and embracing, like a comforting friend, the flitting,
everyday recognition that just the slightest deviation from his freeway lane during the morning
commute could end his relentless, racking anguish.
Yet despite this volcanic turmoil within, he still managed, more or less, to present a
composed front.
Precipitately seizing on one easily dispatchable demand as it bubbled up in the crowded
cauldron of his mind’s swirling concerns, he dragged himself down the hallway to the war room
where a small army of young lawyers and paralegals was putting the labor-intensive, finishing
touches on the groundwork for tomorrow’s hearing: numbering the various documents to be
offered into evidence; filling file folders with materials for use in presenting a squadron of
witnesses, most of whom—Whittaker prayed all of whom—would never be called; highlighting
designated sections of depositions to hand up to the judge; objecting to the ACLU’s last-minute
supplements to its exhibit list and replying to the ACLU’s objections to Whittaker’s reciprocal,
eleventh-hour additions; and photocopying several forests’ worth of almost certainly unnecessary
things.
Entering the room, he experienced a hybrid rush of panic and awe that all these busy,
bustling bodies were working for him. He was both proudly and painfully aware of the
momentary hush his arrival had cast on their background buzz as they paused to take in their
seldom-viewed doyen’s rare presence among them. All eyes on him, he ambled to the edge of a
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table opposite the seat occupied by one of his first lieutenants, grabbed an armless secretary’s
chair, twisted it around backwards and flamboyantly threw his leg up and over, as if he were
mounting a stallion. A second later, however, when the stool’s bottom dropped out, he found
himself in an inelegant squat at the Shetland pony level, his chin even with the desktop, which
instantaneously reanimated the vicariously embarrassed onlookers, who had the good manners to
return their now-downcast attention back to their preparatory, white-noise commotions.
“Hey Trev,” a rising Whittaker breezily managed, studiously ignoring his botched effort
at showmanship and working mightily to suppress any display of the irrational stab of abruptly
flooding fear that this pratfall was a harbinger of further humiliations to come tomorrow
morning. “How’s it going?” he greeted, trying to salvage a debonair pose by resting one haunch
and a bent knee atop the table and jauntily leaning sideways towards his subordinate.
“Good, good, pretty good,” an obviously harried younger lawyer asserted with more hope
than conviction as he glanced apprehensively around the room.
“Cool,” Whittaker breezed with forced equanimity. “Listen, sorry to hit you with this at
the last minute, but I’d like to get a subpoena served for tomorrow’s hearing.”
“Oh, ok, no problem,” Trevor assured, taking up a pen and pad, relieved that the chore
was a simple one he could delegate. “Who’s the witness?”
“Guy named Roger Limine. There’s a memo about him in the system with some contact
information.”
“All right. What time do you want the subpoena to tell him to show up?”
Already far past his own personal overload limit, Whittaker unconsciously warped his
features into an irritated scowl that telegraphed his desire to hand this job off and never to hear or
think of it again. Taking this clear-cut cue, Trevor hastily provided his own answer. “How
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about nine-thirty? We start at nine and it seems inevitable that the first half-hour will be pretty
well filled up with other things.”
“Whatever. Your call,” Whittaker indifferently deferred with a laid-back wave as he
stood and walked out.
Frazzled and frayed from the general strain of assembling the case, and chafing from
Whittaker’s don’t-bother-me-with-the-details demeanor, Trevor withheld the several excellent
questions circulating in his head, such as whether the witness should be alerted in advance that
someone would arrive at his home that night with a court subpoena, whether any explanation
should accompany the summons, and, most importantly, whether the witness needed to be
prepped to testify. All right, he thought angrily. Have it your way. I’ll just turn it over to the
process server, let nature take its course and the chips fall where they may. Soon enough,
though, he realized the scapegoat potential to which that approach would expose him if the
witness, requiring but not getting kid glove or other special treatment, gave evidence harmful to
the case.
“Jenny!” he barked at the nearest paralegal, “listen, I need you to take care of something
right away. Get a subpoena served on this witness,” he instructed, handing her the paper on
which he’d written the name. “Have it made out for him to come to court tomorrow at ninethirty. If you run a search for this guy in the system, you should find a memo with his address
and phone. Go ahead and use our regular process server but, do me this favor, will you, please
smooth things over with the witness yourself so he’s not pissed off or anything. Ok? Thanks,”
he breathlessly concluded and then hustled off to tackle some other, apparently paramount task.
In the meantime, Whittaker had detoured to the lunchroom. He poured himself a
styrofoam cup of corrosive fluid masquerading as coffee, which, as he returned to his office by a
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shortcut across the main lobby, he barely averted spilling in a near-collision with the departing
receptionist. “Oh, Mr. Whittaker,” she cooed excitedly, “I hoped I’d get the chance to wish you
good luck for tomorrow—not that you’re going to need it, of course!”
“Oh, ah, thanks,” murmured Whittaker as he sidled around her to continue on his way,
wincing that on this final day she’d managed to compound his anxieties both coming and going.
“I’m headed over to the church,” she beamed, oblivious to his attempts at extrication.
“Pastor Woodson has organized a prayer group for the case, and we’ve been meeting every night
this week.”
“Really?” Whittaker said, his sudden interest trumping his urge to escape. “You’re
praying that we win?”
“Well, we’re praying that the result will reflect the Lord’s will. As most of us imagine it,
that means a victory, but, as you know, God sometimes works in mysterious ways!”
“Yes, well, umm, but, ah, do you think it would be wrong to pray to win?” Whittaker
tentatively asked, peeking around to make sure that no one else was within earshot.
“No, no, not at all. It’s fine to pray for what you want, as long as you submit yourself to
God’s wisdom and request that His will be done, even if that turns out to be different from the
way you’d like things to be.”
“Oh, right, yeah,” Whittaker weakly agreed. “Ah, listen,” he hazarded, his chest
fluttering, his eyes cast low, “I, I hope this isn’t out of line, but, ah, do you think you could see if
they would say one for me? You know,” he quickly downplayed, “you know, for tomorrow and
the case and all.”
“What, a prayer?” she said with a startled smile. “Why, Mr. Whittaker, don’t you know
that there’s someone who’s been praying for you for a long time now?” She backed away
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towards the arriving elevator. “And lately, he’s had a lot of company,” she added as she
disappeared behind the closing doors, leaving him standing alone in the silent, blindingly shining
lobby.
*

*

*

As the evening drew to a close and, one-by-one, the law firm’s pre-hearing activities
wound down, Jenny the paralegal became increasingly distraught with her uncertainty over how
to handle the Limine subpoena, and her agitation was multiplied tenfold when she discovered the
memo and learned that Mr. Limine had very recently lost his wife. She had no idea, and had
been given no direction, how to accomplish her assignment to “smooth things over” with him.
Was she supposed to offer consolations? Were there other rough spots to address? Was he a
skittish witness who wanted encouragement? A hostile one who needed diffusing? What was
Trevor afraid that Mr. Limine might become “pissed off” about? Eventually, as her last working
act of the night, and still completely undecided about what to say, she dialed his number, her
hands trembling, praying that no one would answer. The longer the phone rang, the higher her
hopes rose until she was delivered by the welcome sound of the line rolling over to a woman’s
recorded greeting on the message machine. “Hello Mr. Limine,” she said, speaking as fast as she
could, worried that he might break in at any moment, “this is Jenny Davis with the law firm of
Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and Bill, L.L.P. I’m following up on the subpoena that was
delivered to you this evening. If you have any questions about it, please do not hesitate to
contact me at the number listed on the papers you received.” She hurriedly hung up, dashing to
grab her purse and exit the office, feeling, as she left, a wash of insulating relief from the
knowledge, not only that the ball was now in Mr. Limine’s court, but that, if he actually returned
it, she wouldn’t be there to field the call.
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Chapter 21
“Y’all please sit down,” Judge Putzier instructed the packed house as he climbed into the
chair behind his bench. It invariably pleased him to survey his courtroom just before the start of
a major hearing and note its transformation. What had been empty and austere yesterday
afternoon now had each nook and cranny so stuffed with people and things that the
accommodations radiated a curious sense of intimate, cozy warmth, as if everyone were
snuggled in for a sleepover. Wherever his eyes turned, he saw evidence of busy overnight hands,
from the bulwark of countless document boxes that had been stacked waist-high around the
contours of the bar and jury rail, to the newly-arrived, massive display screen connected to
multiple monitors and processors by a bounty of computer cables crisscrossing the floor like the
rigging of a clipper ship. The lawyers were equally legion, with some crowded edgewise more
like sardines than attorneys around scant sections of the counsel tables that, the day before, had
seemed inexhaustibly oversized, and others peeping out like soldiers in a foxhole from the odd
angles and crevices of the bar that the bunkers of boxes couldn’t fit flush up against. Even the
spectator benches were elbow-to-elbow, crammed with potential witnesses, interested parties,
journalists and other observers.
As always in these situations, Putzier thrilled that all this had been assembled for his
benefit but recoiled at the prospect of having to slog through the impenetrable morass such a
spectacle suggested he might be facing. He took comfort, though, from a plan he’d hatched
earlier that morning, after quickly skimming portions of some of the briefs. Well, he reflected,
with a little luck and some friendly persuasion, I can short circuit all this hoop-la and be back in
my chambers in half an hour.
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“Counsel, your appearances today in the case of Lamb versus Midvale Independent
School District will be entered in the record in accordance with the sign-in sheet, so we can
dispense with that formality and get down to business,” he proclaimed, glad that members of the
press were there to observe first-hand his unceremonious efficiency. “As you know, this
morning we take up the various Daubert motions that have been filed, in which each side seeks
to strike all or most of the testimony of the other side’s experts. Although their application is at
times complex, the Daubert rules themselves are relatively simple and straightforward: an
expert cannot be allowed to express opinions unless they arise from a reliable methodology and
are rationally derived from sufficient data. Of particular relevance here, I think, is that, although
Daubert’s scope has been expanded a bit since its inception, it was originally intended to prevent
a proffered expert from testifying to what amounted to junk science or from promulgating
opinions based more on credentialed say-so than intellectual rigor.
“This case presents the ironic and unusual circumstance that, in resolving the
admissibility of the defendants’ experts under the Daubert standard, the Court, of necessity, may
largely be foreshadowing the ultimate outcome of the lawsuit. I say that because, if the opinions
of the defendants’ experts are admissible under Daubert, then, by definition, they will have been
found to possess at least the threshold hallmarks of scientific reliability. In that event, and
although it’s not entirely free from doubt, it would appear that such views could arguably be
aired in a public high school biology class without running afoul of the First Amendment’s
establishment clause, which, while prohibiting the government from endorsing or advancing a
specific religious belief, does not, of course, restrict the teaching of bona fide scientific concepts.
And the converse is unquestionably dispositive in that, if the Court were to grant the plaintiffs’
motion to strike all of the defendants’ experts on the grounds that they are espousing unreliable
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positions or promoting religious doctrine disguised as junk science, then summary judgment for
the plaintiffs would seem inevitable.” More efficiency, Putzier congratulated himself, anxious
that the attendant media grasp that fact.
“Counsel for both sides have submitted very comprehensive papers whose sheer volume
seems to leave little, if any, unplowed ground, and any gore tract that might somehow have
escaped tilling by them has most likely been cultivated in one of the many amicus submissions I
received. As a single example, I note that even as recently as this morning, plaintiffs served
what my clerk describes as a rather spirited and lively response to a footnote reference
defendants had made in a pleading filed just yesterday. I mention this not to single out that issue
but simply to demonstrate that, given the thoroughness of the parties’ briefing, there are probably
few, if any, new arguments for the court to consider today.
“For that reason, in order to speed the efficient disposition of today’s motions, I am going
to forego the traditional opening statements by counsel. I’ll reserve judgment on whether closing
comments will be permitted, but I’m not currently disposed to entertain them either. I frankly
can’t conceive that there’s anything fresh to be said, and listening to lawyers verbally rehash
what they’ve already apprised me of in writing merely reduces the court’s efficiency, which will
not be tolerated. For now, let us determine whether the parties wish to add any further evidence,
even though,” he signaled, slowing his speech and looking sharply in succession at both Klemp
and Whittaker, “I have a very hard time believing that they left anything out. If they convey
their contentment with things as they are, then we may find ourselves finished before we’ve even
begun, in which case the court will take the matter under advisement and issue a ruling in due
course. So, although the court appreciates these elaborate preparations of yours,” he said,
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gesturing at the overhead screen, computer equipment and battalions of boxes, “they may all
have been for naught.”
Another chapter in the ongoing saga of the court’s efficiency, he celebrated, overlooking
that, as he’d currently mapped it out, a telephone call from him to the lawyers the day before
may have eliminated the need to assemble at all, and even prompter notice in the order setting
the hearing might have entirely avoided the “Plan B” depositions as well. But not until the
cursory survey of the file he performed for the first time that morning had he come to appreciate
the record’s already gargantuan size, which made further supplementation seem likely only to
increase the time and effort required of him to sort through the case. Besides, he had told
himself, it’s not as though this thing were in serious doubt. Although neither he nor his clerk
had begun to scratch the surface of the issues the lawsuit raised, he was familiar enough with
general legal trends to know that the school district always loses when it transgresses against any
aspect of evolutionary theory.
“We will first take up the plaintiffs’ Daubert attack on the defendants’ experts. Mr., uh,”
he fluffed, glancing downward at his docket sheet for the name, “Mr. Whittaker, I believe that
you bear the burden of proving the admissibility of your experts’ opinions. Although I can’t
imagine why you’d have any intention or desire to do so, let me nevertheless ask if you want to
offer any additional evidence on that score? Or, for that matter, in support of your own parallel
motions against the plaintiffs?”
For Whittaker, who, in the last twelve hours, had weathered his own tormenting version
of a very dark night of the soul, the Judge’s prayer-answering promise of a truncated hearing
brought blessed relief. He could literally feel his agony drain away, as if the plug had at last
been pulled on all the anguish in which he’d been steeping for so long. In place of the nightmare
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landscape of tempest and doom had sprung a bucolic pasture of peace and calm. And of all the
positive surges suddenly rippling within him, the strongest one was a humbling gratitude—
gratitude for being heard, for being upheld, for being saved.
Early that sleepless morning, as he found himself, broken and battered, at the absolute
nadir of a forsaken trudge through his personal valley of the shadow of death, he had tearfully
cried out for the Divine in a way he never had before. It was a cry based on utter need and abject
desolation; a cry of surrender stripped of conditions or specific petitions; a cry of unqualified
submission to the will of the One being entreated; a cry fused with a backbone of real faith, born
of necessity, that there existed an ear to hear and a loving heart that could heal. He prayed, not
for victory or rescue, but simply for help in walking the road on which it pleased God to set
him—the prayer of a servant acknowledging its master. During his forced return to his uncle’s
church, he had uncomprehendingly heard references to this kind of desperate supplication, to
which, at the time, he had given no conscious thought, but those recollections began to resonate
when he found himself teetering at the same brink. And after he’d taken the plunge, although he
found his familiar demons still plaguing him as intensely as before, he experienced a rush of
reassuring support, an undergirding source of strength, that somehow, perhaps not in the manner
he hoped or expected, he would be sustained. Strangely, now that, out of the blue, he’d been
miraculously pulled from harm’s way after he’d put aside any notion of being spared his ordeal
through the gauntlet, his respite was also tinged with unexpected twinges of failure and regret
that he had apparently been deemed too weak for the full run. But mostly he felt grateful and
unworthy that salvation had come to the likes of him.
He also knew that this time there would be no falling away, no turning back.
“Mr. Whittaker?” the Judge repeated with a rustle of impatience.
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“Yes, Your Honor,” Whittaker replied as he rose to his feet. “Our views parallel those of
the court in that we believe the briefing and related affidavits and deposition submissions fully
cover all the issues. Rather than consuming the court’s time with inefficient repetition, we will
rest on the present record. The only indulgence I would request, Your Honor, relates to the
plaintiffs’ filing of this morning, to which you alluded, regarding a footnote reference we had
previously made. We would seek leave to draft a short supplemental response to the new issues
the plaintiffs have raised on that point, which we will have on file within twenty-four hours,” he
entreated, respectfully reseating himself in the oaken counsel chair to await the Judge’s
guidance.
“Well, we’ll see, we’ll see,” Putzier non-committally noted, shifting his attention to the
plaintiffs’ table. “Mr. Klemp, do you plan to offer any additional evidence, either in support of
your motions or in defense of theirs?”
“No, Your Honor. The caselaw so unmistakably states that you can’t teach creationism
in a public school science class that nothing more remains to be said. As shown in the brief we
filed this morning, the caliber of defendants’ evidence is just plain laughable. Now they’re
relying on testimony from a discredited and disgraced former academic, fired from his last post
and currently unemployed, who contends that humans co-existed with dinosaurs and who
outright lied at his deposition about the so-called discovery on which he relies for that
preposterous claim. The defendants even submitted the trumped-up photo that he’s been
peddling at various UFO conventions and the like . . . ”
“Objection, Your Honor,” interrupted Whittaker with asperity as he sprang back up.
“Moments after the court clearly stated that it wouldn’t be hearing argument, Mr. Klemp
launches right into one, inefficiently disregarding the court’s instructions and disingenuously
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misstating the facts in the process. This is the issue, by the way, on which we informed the court
we would seek leave to submit a supplemental brief by tomorrow.”
“Yes, Mr. Klemp,” the Judge rebuked, “I was about to cut you off myself. All right
then,” he broadly observed to the collective audience, audibly clamping his hands together in a
gesture of finality, “well, I know, ladies and gentlemen, that a lot of work went into setting up
the courtroom as you have, with all these high tech toys and gadgets, but it appears that we won’t
be needing any of . . . ”
“Excuse me, Judge, but I have evidence to present.”
Every pair of surprised eyes in every turning, startled head, include Putzier’s, riveted onto
Broome, standing serenely, his arms clasped behind his back.
“Pardon me, Counsel, Mr., ahh, Broome, is it?” the Judge asked, staring in bewilderment
at the sunglassed attorney.
“I would like to call a witness, if it please the court.”
“Well, but now I’m confused,” Putzier complained, his face screwed into a puzzled frown
and his voice taking on the beginning of an ominous edge. “I understood that Mr. Whittaker was
lead counsel for the defendants, and he’s already announced that you’re resting on the current
record.”
“Judge, Mr. Whittaker is lead counsel for his clients, who comprise most but not all of
the defendants. My client is the defendant James Turner, whom Mr. Whittaker does not
represent. It is on Mr. Turner’s behalf that I appear and would like to call and question a
witness.”
Given his assumptions about the relative hierarchy within the defendants’ camp, Putzier
was as befuddled as a baseball umpire watching a bat boy take the pitcher’s mound. From his
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earlier interaction with Broome, the Judge, although finding him an apparently capable (albeit
uncannily disconcerting) attorney, understood that in this case he was filling clearly secondary,
“me too” shoes. In that role, he was expected to be a supportive follower, not a rogue rankbreaker.
“Mr. Broome, do you even have a dog in this fight?” he probed. “Do you have any
motion or matter pending before the court that is set for hearing today?”
“I do, Judge,” Broome averred. “I have filed separate pleadings expressly adopting the
motions and briefs of Mr. Whittaker’s clients, as well as their designation of principal experts, so
that the plaintiffs’ attack on Mr. Whittaker’s experts is an attack on mine as well, and vice
versa.”
“Mr. Whittaker, what do you say about this?” Putzier posed, unsure how to proceed.
“Your Honor,” Whittaker answered, rising to address the court but twisting sideways to
cast an incredulous, demanding look at Broome, whose response, in the form of a lightly tilted
head, raised brows and flattened lips, seemed only to communicate back an apologetic resolve,
“I, I assure the court that I, I had no knowledge or expectation that Mr. Broome would make this
request, but it is correct that Mr. Broome independently represents and is the sole counsel for the
defendant James Turner. And, and so,” he falteringly concluded, swiveling back towards the
Judge, “I, I suppose he’s within his rights.”
“Mr. Klemp, your views?” the Judge inquired.
“Your Honor, this is manifestly unjust. The defendants need to speak out of the same
side of one mouth. This artifice of fractioning their numbers is just a transparent effort to take
two bites at the apple.”
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“Judge,” Broome countered, “it was Mr. Klemp who chose to sue multiple defendants,
including my client, whom he now wants to deprive of his day in court. I did not realize that the
ACLU advocated running roughshod over an individual’s right to be heard. Unless Mr. Klemp
wants to dismiss his claims against my client, I am entitled to present a defense.”
“Well, but I’m not required to listen to a bunch of repetitious stuff,” Putzier peevishly
retorted. “Who is it that you want to call?”
“We call August Kingsley.”
“Remind me again exactly what his involvement is?” the Judge directed, taking his
typical liberty with the truth by his choice of words, in that, other than his superficial flip through
the file that morning, he had reviewed nothing related to the case and had never had even the
faintest glimmer of an inkling who Mr. Kingsley was or what part he played in the suit.
“He’s the plaintiffs’ main expert who asserts that the pre-biotic intelligent design theory
at the heart of this litigation has no valid scientific basis. It is his affidavit and deposition
testimony on which plaintiffs principally rely to support both their case-in-chief and their
Daubert attack on the defendants’ experts, including my client’s. We would like to call him for
cross examination,” Broome explained.
“Ah yes, Mr. Kingsley,” Putzier briskly attested, nodding authoritatively. “With the
volume of papers circulating through the court, on this and the thousands of other cases before
me, it’s sometimes difficult to keep all the individual witness’s names straight. All right, Mr.
Broome,” he continued with a resigned sigh, “you may proceed, but I caution you that the
moment the questioning becomes unduly repetitive, I will end it. Mr. Kingsley, please take the
stand.”
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An immaculately dressed middle-aged man with a wildly colorful tie and a thick
cockscomb of blond hair that crested and fell nattily forward strutted to the witness box. Once
he was seated, the court clerk turned toward him to administer the oath.
“Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that your testimony
today will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?”
“I so affirm,” he stated with cool, almost bored detachment, lazily flapping his arm like
the cavalier salute of a jaded German officer in a World War II movie.
“You may begin, Counsel,” the Judge instructed Broome, who had relocated to the
podium.
“Thank you, Judge. May it please the court,” Broome ritualistically recited before
focusing on the witness. “For the record, you are August Kingsley, is that right?” he asked.
“I am,” Kingsley confirmed with a hint of apathetic amusement as he gazed facetiously
downward at the polyester-clad, vinyl-shoe shod attorney. Based on what he’d experienced at
his deposition, Whittaker, the defendants’ lead lawyer, though competent, was hardly someone to
be feared, and from looks of it, this bargain-basement second stringer promised to be even less of
a threat.
“Professor Kingsley, we won’t inefficiently take the court’s time rehashing the details of
your resume, which has already been entered in evidence. Among other things, you have a Ph.D.
in biology, hold an endowed university chair and have a special interest in the theory of origins,
on which you’ve published several articles. Is that correct?”
The corners of Kingsley’s pursed lips curved downward. “That is an accurate but, I
would say, insufficient summary of the level of expertise I bring to the subject matter of this
case,” he dourly replied.
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“Fair enough, fair enough,” Broome affably granted. “For the rest of your qualifications,
we’ll refer the court to your affidavit, your deposition testimony and, of course, your resume
which I just mentioned. Does that pretty much cover all your relevant credentials?”
“Possibly not,” Kingsley waffled with spongy, listless indifference, sensing a potentially
time-consuming quibble ripe for exploitation.
“Name one such credential that you left out of the combined information in your
affidavit, your deposition testimony and your resume,” Broome instantly challenged in a
suddenly stark voice, moving immediately to set boundaries that would rein in the witness from
trying to sidetrack them into any dalliances over trifles.
“Well,” a slightly ruffled Kingsley puffed, his attention now fully engaged, “I didn’t
mean to suggest that there necessarily were any gaps but only that I couldn’t definitively state
there weren’t.”
“So is your answer that you cannot name anything relevant to your credentials that you
left out of the combined information in your affidavit, your deposition testimony and your
resume?” Broome persisted, wanting to send an early message that there would be no puttering
on his watch.
“Nothing comes to mind at the moment,” Kingsley somewhat stiffly conceded.
“And if it later does, I’m sure you’ll make a point of letting us know, won’t you?”
Broome solicited with just enough excessiveness to streak his courtesy with sarcasm and deliver
one more pop on the inviting testimonial chin with which Kingsley had unwisely chosen to lead.
“If you wish,” Kingsley consented, battling unsuccessfully to suppress all outward tells of
the chastening smart within.
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“Now I said earlier,” Broome proceeded, speaking with a liveliness that signaled his
transition to a new topic, “that you’ve done work on origins theory. As the name implies, does
that work relate to theories for the origin of such things as life on Earth?”
“That would be part of my body of work on origins theory.”
“Well then let me set the scene by stating the propositions in dispute. This lawsuit turns
on the scientific legitimacy of the concept of ‘pre-biotic intelligent design,’ as it was described in
a biology class handout prepared by my client that I’ll now read into the record. Please open the
exhibit notebook on the shelf in front of you to the first tabbed document and follow along with
me:
Pre-Biotic Intelligent Design
A number of scientists have rejected the view that blind, undirected natural forces
could, through random chance, have organized and assembled viable, replicating
life from the amino acids and other organic compounds that might have been
present in the so-called “primordial soup” of the early earth. Some scientists have
mathematically calculated the probability of just a single, small protein being
generated by such forces to be less than one in ten to the power of one-hundred
and fifty, that is, 1 in 10150. To put this figure in perspective, ten to the onehundred fiftieth power vastly exceeds the total number of all the sub-atomic
particles—protons, electrons, neutrons, etc.—in the entire observable universe.
And these are merely the odds with respect to the construction of a single, simple
protein, whereas even the most primitive form of viable, replicating life requires a
minimum of more than a hundred proteins and other bio-molecular components,
all exactingly configured and working in harmony together. Based on these kinds
of analyses, many scientists have concluded that the probability of unassisted,
random chance giving rise to the first form of life is so infinitesimally small that,
as a practical matter, it could not have yet occurred in the fourteen billion years of
the universe’s existence, to say nothing of the much shorter four billion years of
the earth’s. Some scientists have theorized instead that an intelligent agent must
have deliberately and intelligently designed and somehow directed the formation
of at least the earliest life.
“Now you’ve given an expert affidavit attacking various aspects of what I just read as
being unscientific, isn’t that so?” Broome asked.
“Most definitely,” Kingsley verified with a shudder of disdain.
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“Let’s talk about that in more detail. I assume that by branding the passage as
‘unscientific,’ you mean more than just that you disagree with it, is that right?”
Kingsley paused, his look perplexed, his mind trying to figure what the lawyer was up to.
“I’m not sure what you’re getting at.”
“Well surely, Professor Kingsley, you’re not so dogmatic to say that every proposition
you personally disagree with is de facto unscientific, are you? I mean, aren’t there currently
numerous disagreements within the scientific community about a multitude of discrete points on
which there are competing theories?”
“Well,” Kingsley said, knitting his brow, “at any given time the scientific community
might be entertaining alternative theories to explain a particular observed phenomenon, if that’s
what you mean.”
“I think it is,” Broome accepted. “And often in the course of science there are further
discoveries that demonstrate that one of the theories was correct and the rest were wrong, isn’t
that right?”
“Certainly that can happen.”
“But the mere fact that the alternative theories turned out to be wrong doesn’t mean that
they weren’t scientific, does it?”
“Well,” Kingsley slowly responded, baffled where the questioning was headed, “science
strives to be accurate and correct above all things, to describe the natural world as it actually is,
so . . .”
“Let me put it this way,” Broome intruded. “You’re familiar with the Michelson-Morley
physics experiment in the late 1800’s disproving the then-prevailing theory that the apparently
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empty space between the stars was filled with a medium called ‘ether’ that propagated light
waves?”
“To some extent,” Kingsley fenced, uncomfortably out of his element.
“Don’t worry,” Broome reassured him, not out of consideration for the witness but
because he wanted Kingsley to know that he’d read his unease. “I realize you’re not a physicist,
and I’m not going to grill you on the minutia of their experiment. My point is simply that,
although the ‘ether’ theory proved incorrect, it was nevertheless a theory of science, as opposed
to being, for example, a religious doctrine, correct?”
“Oh, yes,” Kingsley quickly endorsed, relieved that the end Broome was laboring to
reach was such a harmless one. “Yes, I understand your point, and I concur with it.”
“So, to return to the question I asked you earlier: by branding the handout as
‘unscientific,’ you mean more than just that you disagree with it, correct?”
“That is correct,” Kingsley robustly affirmed, trying to coax his confidence back to its
earlier snarky heights. He threw me a little at the beginning, Kingsley bolstered himself, but
now that we’re on track, I should be able to run rings around this dim-bulb duffer in his K-mart
clothes.
“Well then, let’s see if we can get to the bottom of what makes it unscientific in your
mind, considering that, as you’ve just said, a mere disagreement isn’t enough. A moment ago
you told us, ‘science strives to be accurate and correct above all things.’ Remember that?”
“Of course,” Kingsley certified with an only partially smothered huff.
“If you study the handout, you’ll note that, rather than expressing any original opinions of
the author, it merely reports on what ‘some scientists’ have concluded, correct?”
“Yes, I see that.”
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“And in that regard, the passage is entirely accurate, isn’t it?”
“Well,” Kingsley bickered, scrunching his eyes and tossing his head side-to-side in
protested accord, “technically, yes, the handout accurately recapitulates what these other, socalled scientists have said, but that doesn’t make what they’ve said right or scientific.”
“Ok, let’s explore that. One thing the handout accurately recaps is that certain scientists
have calculated that the odds of amino acids randomly organizing themselves into a single,
simple, functioning protein are less than one in ten to the one hundred fiftieth power, is that
right?”
“It is true that the handout says that,” Kingsley stingily allowed.
“All right,” Broome chuckled, “let’s take that as a starting point and then see about
getting the rest of the question answered. Surely you’re aware, aren’t you, that other scientists
have calculated the probability of even a single such protein coming together by random chance?
You know, if you take into account the requirement of a peptide bond, the homochirality factor
for the L-form isomers and the need for a proper sequencing of the various amino acids?
“Certainly, I’m aware of such claims.” Ok, big deal, Kingsley scornfully downplayed to
himself, wanting to quell the tremor of insecurity Broome’s technical barrage had triggered. So
he memorized a list of buzzwords, none of which, I’m sure, he remotely understands.
“And some of those calculations put the odds of such a thing happening by random
chance at even less than one in ten to the one hundred fiftieth power, don’t they?”
“I’ve seen that number asserted.”
“And do you claim that there is something unscientific about those calculations
themselves?” Broome asked, seemingly giving the witness, for the first time, a real chance to
control the direction of the examination.
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Kingsley hesitated, feeling he was at a crossroads. He was quite familiar with the
calculations at issue, and, although he could buy time by nit-picking some of the assumptions
they made, if pressed, he could not denigrate any of those assumptions as “unscientific.” And
even he himself had written, and it was the mainstream scientific view, that the odds of living
systems arising from purely random chance were unimaginably small.
Perceiving Kingsley’s indecision, Broome intervened. “Professor Kingsley, if it helps
refresh your recollection, I have a number of scientific articles on the topic that you could
review, including, I believe, at least one authored by someone named August Kingsley.”
“No, no, that’s not necessary,” Kingsley hurriedly blurted. “I’m well aware of the
relevant literature in the field, including my own contributions. In response to your question,
although I think some of the assumptions that go into those kinds of calculations are debatable, I
would not say that the calculations are unscientific.”
“And although you might debate some of the assumptions, you’d agree that both sides of
that debate would be making arguments rooted in science rather than religion?”
Kingsley wavered, wondering whether to hair-split that he couldn’t speculate about what
arguments the “other side” of that debate might advance, but, having been burned earlier by a
similar dilatory tactic when queried about his qualifications, he opted to answer
straightforwardly.
“True.”
“And in terms of this debate that you say you could undertake, don’t even your own
writings concede that the odds of simple proteins arising from random chance chemical
interactions are infinitesimally tiny?”
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“I would hardly call it a concession,” Kingsley harrumphed. “It’s simply an
observation.”
“And of course, those are just the odds of a single, small protein arising by chance, but,
as the handout goes on to state, even the simplest form of life would require over a hundred
different, more complex, even more improbable proteins and other organic molecules coming
together in just the right way, isn’t that correct?”
“I would not dispute that.”
“And so, regardless who wins the scientific debate over the assumptions behind the
probability calculations for a single, simple protein, you would agree, would you not, that the
odds of a functional, replicating life form arising from the purely random chance combinations
of organic molecules would be less than one in ten to the one hundred fiftieth power, correct?”
“Well, I’ve not personally done all those calculations and so therefore can’t comment on
that exact figure.”
“But in any event, you would not criticize as unscientific the proposition that the odds of
a functional, replicating life form arising from purely random chance would be less than one in
ten to the one hundred fiftieth power, correct?”
Kingsley again briefly considered injecting a series of qualifications that, while hardly
pulling the scientific rug from under the contention Broome was proffering, would at least
suggest that the situation might not be as clear-cut as Broome was presenting it. “Not in and of
itself, no,” he eventually acknowledged, deciding not to pad his testimony with inconsequential
distinctions and electing instead to save his energies for firing the silver bullet that he fully
expected would shatter whatever lame defense Broome might be trying to piece together.
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Umm, Klemp winced, imperceptibly gritting his teeth with disappointment at Kingsley’s
performance. Broome seems to have spooked him a little, which is making him sloppy. Why is
he forgetting what we covered in the prep session? He should have said that the process could
have occurred in stages, rather than all at once, and that there might have been less complex,
presently unknown cellular intermediates that gradually led up to what we call life but which, for
some reason, left no fossil record. Granted, none of that negates Broome’s point, but it sounds
better than just caving, Klemp mentally grumbled, making notes to try to elicit that information
when the witness was passed to him.
“And the proposition that the odds of a functional, replicating life form arising from
purely random chance would be less than one in ten to the one hundred fiftieth power wouldn’t
at all involve religion, would it?”
“So far,” Kingsley replied in an elongated tone that, along with a cautionary arch of his
eyebrows, drew an emphatic rhetorical line, “no,” he tersely concluded.
“One in ten to the one hundred fiftieth power. Ten to the one hundred fiftieth power.
That’s a pretty big number, isn’t it?”
“Its bigness is relative, but certainly it is a large number.”
“If you wanted to write that number out, you’d have to write a one followed by one
hundred and fifty zeros, right?”
“If, for some strange reason, someone wanted to write that number in conventional
notation, that is what it would look like, yes.”
“Now the handout also says that many scientists have concluded these kinds of odds are
so remote and improbable that our universe just hasn’t existed long enough for random chance
combinations to have succeeded in generating even a primitive living organism; in other words,
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that unassisted random chance cannot account for the origin of life. Would that statement be
consistent with a recognized school of generally accepted scientific thought?”
“Well,” Kingsley hemmed, reluctant to raise obstacles on this point in that, like the
majority of his colleagues, he himself was a member of that school, “I believe so, although you
can certainly find a contrary view within the scientific community.”
“And the conclusion that these long odds eliminate random chance as a credible
explanation for the origin of life is based purely on bona fide, well-respected scientific analysis
that has nothing to do with religion, correct?”
“Yes, that is the case,” said Kingsley, affecting a blend of boredom and impatience to
imply that Broome was belaboring the obvious.
“Ok, let’s see if we can boil this down. You agree that it’s scientifically justifiable to
state that the probability of even the simplest form of life arising from random chance is so small
that it could not, as a practical matter, have occurred. True?”
“Well, apparently, since we’re here debating it, it did occur, so the proof of the pudding
undermines the implication you’re trying to make,” Kingsley smugly quipped.
“Putting aside that your answer was non-responsive, doesn’t it also illogically pre-assume
that random chance is in fact the explanation?” Broome shot back in a calm, even voice that
cosmetically softened the question’s combativeness.
“Wha . . . ” a startled Kingsley began.
“Objection, Your Honor!” howled Klemp, jumping to his feet, concerned that the witness
had misstepped into a sinkhole of circular reasoning and hoping that a display of umbrage would
disrupt Broome’s rhythm. “To speed the proceedings, I have overlooked some of Counsel’s
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prior objectionable conduct, but now he’s simply engaging in argumentation laced with
pejorative sidebar.”
“Well,” Broome immediately returned, “I share Counsel’s desire to speed the
proceedings, which is why I didn’t bother to object that the witness’s prior answer was nonresponsive, but to placate my opponent, let me withdraw my question and approach it in another
way.”
Spared of having to rule, the Judge waived the back of his hand with permissive
indifference.
“Professor Kingsley,” Broome resumed, “considering that you’ve already agreed that—
and here Broome began a physical count by holding up his index finger—“it’s scientifically
justifiable to state that the odds of even simple life forms arising from random chance are less
than one in ten to the one-hundred fiftieth power, and”—adding a second finger—“that many
scientists have concluded that such odds are so small that, as a practical matter, it just couldn’t
have happened, all exactly as stated in the handout I read, than what is it about the handout that
you brand as unscientific?”
“The absurd conclusion that the improbabilities suggest the behind-the-scene handiwork
of a so-called ‘intelligent agent,’” Kingsley decried with an unrestrained scoff, as if, having
endured, arm-tied, a pummeling of frivolous inquiries, he was at last unleashed to counterpunch
with the ludicrously self-evident truth.
“And what is it about the invocation of the ‘intelligent agent’ that, in your opinion,
renders the passage unscientific?”
“Where to begin?” Kingsley exclaimed, casting his arms wide apart in the pose of one
suffering an embarrassment of intellectual riches. “Well, let’s start with this elementary reason,”
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he discoursed as if lecturing a class of mush-minded freshman. “Science is the study of nature.
Science seeks to explain natural events in terms of exclusively natural processes. Any recourse
to the supernatural is therefore, by definition, unscientific, just as it would be manifestly
unscientific for a medical doctor to attribute a patient’s physical illness to evil spirits. Surely
that’s easy enough for anyone to see,” he asserted with mock, brow-creased concern, tilting his
head downward and slightly askance to regard Broome with a small, demeaning smile.
“Where does the passage say that the ‘intelligent agent’ was either supernatural or used
supernatural means?”
“Pardon me?” Kingsley reacted, drawing back with a minor start.
“Where does the passage say that the ‘intelligent agent’ was either supernatural or used
supernatural means?” Broome methodically repeated, exactly duplicating his prior cadence and
pitch.
“Well, well, it’s implicit, isn’t it,” Kingsley blustered, buying time as the strategic wheels
in his head were again forced into whirling service to predict where this tack might lead.
“What part of the passage makes that implication?”
“Well, that’s really the whole point, isn’t it after all, that God made something out of
nothing, light out of dark, life out of chaos?” he contemned.
“Are you and I reading the same text?” Broome asked with feigned confusion. “Where
does your copy say anything remotely like any of that?”
“Well, it doesn’t expressly state that, of course, but, let’s be honest, that’s the whole
game, isn’t it, to write it between the lines so that the impressionable student is left with the
implicit message that life was created by God.”
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“Assuming that were the case, you’re saying that would automatically make the passage
unscientific?”
“Yes, of course,” Kingsley declared, his tone communicating amazement that someone
would question such a manifest fact.
“So let me get this straight. The passage’s reference to an ‘intelligent agent’ is
unscientific because, even though it does not say that the intelligent agent either was supernatural
or used supernatural means, someone reading the passage might find it consistent with the
traditional belief that God created life?”
“That’s part of the reason, yes. Don’t forget, this was just my first reason for calling the
passage unscientific,” Kingsley hedged.
Klemp’s features flashed the beginning of an involuntary frown, which he caught in time
to convert into a yawn.
“So,” Broome distilled, “according to you, an observation is automatically rendered
unscientific if, in a theological application, it could be invoked as tangential evidence of God’s
existence?”
“Well, I don’t know that I’d state it quite that severely, but, let’s put it this way, you’d
have to be enormously skeptical of the scientific legitimacy of any conclusion that could be coopted into such theological service,” Kingsley backtracked.
“Really? Do you consider Kepler’s three laws of planetary motion to be scientific
pronouncements?”
“Well, I’m not an astronomer, but yes.”
“How about Newton’s law of universal gravitation? Scientific enough for you?”
“Of course,” Kingsley shrugged with irritation.
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“Didn’t both Kepler and Newton personally find that their formulas evidenced the traces
of God’s designing hand?”
“Well, yes, but you must remember that they were the products of a society with vastly
different preconceptions from our own,” Kingsley squawked defensively.
“Should a proposition’s scientific legitimacy in the abstract sense vary with the
preconceptions of the society that generated it?”
“Well, uh, no.”
“So isn’t it true that a statement is not made any less scientific by the mere fact that it
might have an off-label theological application?”
“Well, as I said, it would significantly raise my skepticism, but I suppose I would not
advance it as a be-all-and-end-all acid test of scientific illegitimacy,” Kingsley was forced to
retrench.
“You’re not skeptical about the scientific bona fides of Newton’s law of gravity, are
you?”
“No.”
“And, similarly, your statement that the handout’s reference to an ‘intelligent agent’
might cause a reader to infer a consistency with the traditional notion of God—well, that doesn’t,
standing alone, in and of itself, mean that the statement is necessarily unscientific, does it?”
“Not in and of itself,” Kingsley confirmed with noticeable reluctance after a long delay
during which his mind unsuccessfully raced to find a way to answer differently.
C’mon, Karl mutely rebuked, his undisguised frown this time lingering a bit longer than
before, you can do better than that! We went over how to handle this stuff! And why do you
have to express yourself in a way that suggests you’ve just confessed to something important?
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“Ok then,” Broome continued, “to revisit the question I asked you a couple of minutes
ago, it’s true, isn’t it, that nowhere does the passage state that the ‘intelligent agent’ was either
supernatural or used supernatural means to bring about simple life? And I’m not asking you for
any implications that you might personally read into it. We’ve already covered that ground,”
Broome qualified when he saw Kingsley opening his mouth in a resolute manner that seemed to
signal his intention to return them to the same path they’d just trod.
His imminent response pretermitted on the tip of his tongue, Kingsley abruptly clapped
his jaws shut and regrouped. “It does not expressly, expressly mind you, state either of those
things,” he yielded, falling back on diction to promulgate his position.
“Ok, so let’s piece together what you’ve told us so far. Your first reason for branding the
reference to the ‘intelligent designer’ as unscientific was that science can’t concern itself with the
supernatural, but you agree that the passage doesn’t expressly invoke the supernatural and that,
even if it had a cross-over supernatural application, that wouldn’t automatically render it
unscientific. Is that a fair summary?”
“Objection!” cried Klemp, leaping up. “Your Honor, Counsel is grossly misstating the
record and trying to force false words down the witness’s throat.”
“Mr. Klemp, save the theatrics for your next jury trial,” the Judge snapped with
annoyance. “We’re all big boys here. He’s putting his own twist on things, no doubt, but last
time I checked, that’s what cross-examination was for. Plus, it seemed to me that what he said
was a pretty decent recap of the testimony. Having said that, Counsel,” he admonished, shifting
his impatient gaze to Broome, “you don’t need to recap the testimony, because I heard it the first
time. So move along and pick it up.”
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“Yes Judge, thank you,” Broome submitted. “Well then, Professor, in light of the
Judge’s instruction, let me jump right to the heart of the matter. You’ve agreed that the odds of
inert chemicals randomly organizing themselves into viable, replicating organisms are
infinitesimally small, yet you also condemn the pre-biotic intelligent design theory as
unscientific. So then how do you scientifically explain the origin of life?”
“Well, first let me say that, although this is an area in which I’ve specialized, in general,
modern science doesn’t agonize over those details. And what would be the point of doing so,
particularly in an introductory high school survey course? Life exists, and therefore it clearly
originated, regardless of the exact mechanism that generated it. Nevertheless, there are a number
of relevant theories. The first is the simplest, which, all other things being equal, usually carries
the day. The first theory is that, although the odds are quite small, they do not amount to an
absolute impossibility. It could have happened, and we know that life does exist, so therefore it
did happen.”
“Excuse me,” Broome interposed, “but doesn’t that argument arbitrarily presume that
random chance is the only conceivable explanation?”
“I suppose it does make that presumption,” Kingsley grudgingly acknowledged, “but I
would hardly call it arbitrary,” he added with austerity. “Besides, the other theories open the
door to alternative explanations. For example, some scientists postulate that matter itself
possesses an inherent organizing characteristic that effectively stacks the deck in favor of life.”
“Really? Well, if we go back to the simple protein referenced in the handout, isn’t it true
that the inherent bonding preferences various amino acids might have for each other don’t
correlate to the actual sequencing of amino acids in the proteins that are essential for life?”
“I, I believe I may have seen a study to that effect.”
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“In fact, can you identify a shred of hard evidence of the existence of such an organizing
characteristic in matter strong enough to explain the origin of life? Broome challenged.
“It’s a theory, and an intriguing one, for which supporting proof has yet to be gathered.”
“So why give it any credit at all if there’s no good reason to believe it’s true?” Broome
pressed.
“Well, it has tremendous explanatory power, which certainly makes it worthy of
consideration.”
“Hmm, ‘tremendous explanatory power, which makes it worthy of consideration.’
Interesting,” Broome muttered, as if speaking aloud to himself while he scribbled on his pad.
“Ok, well, even if we overlook that there’s no proof of this theory,” Broome pursued,
“there’s actually a lot of serious doubt within the scientific community—purely secular, nonreligious doubt—over whether this theory, that matter has some inherent, organizing tendency
favoring the formation of life, could ever be right, isn’t that so?”
“Some scientists have expressed qualms about it, that is correct.”
“Well, the truth is that this theory is currently rejected by the majority of scientists, isn’t
that so?”
“I have not taken or tallied a vote, but there is sentiment against it in some quarters.”
“Well, in fact, didn’t one of this theory’s most prominent original proponents later
repudiate it for its lack of evidence?”
“I believe one of the theory’s initial supporters has changed his view on it, yes.”
“One of the main problems with it is that there’s an inverse relationship between
chemical necessity as the architectural mechanism of bio-molecular formation on the one hand
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and, on the other, the ability to fashion a molecule with enough variability to store the
information required for even the simplest form of life, correct?”
Kingsley mentally gulped. This guy seems pretty conversant with these topics, he found
himself fretting despite his best suppressive efforts.
“Ob-jection Your Honor,” Klemp thundered to the rescue, his instincts telling him that
his witness had flinched. “Now Counsel is resorting to incomprehensible, dime-store technobabble.”
“I have no doubt that the Professor fully understands me even if Counsel does not, but, in
the interests of speeding things, I’ll move on,” Broome announced, satisfied that his shot had
found its psychological mark with Kingsley and realizing that the question would be too
cumbersome to unpack for general consumption. “Professor,” he rapidly resumed, not waiting
for the Judge to weigh in, “honestly, isn’t the only real reason for entertaining the notion that
matter possess an inherent organizing characteristic to get around the otherwise inexplicable fact
that life exists despite the overwhelming odds against its formation through purely undirected
forces?
"Certainly not, Counsel,” Kingsley snipped, contemptuously spitting out the title as if it
were a slur. “For your information, nature demonstrates numerous kinds of organizational
abilities. The uniform symmetry of crystals is but one such example.”
“But the simple, one-dimensional kind of organization reflected in crystalline uniformity
can’t begin to explain the complex, irregular arrangement of the huge number of different
elements necessary to sustain even the simplest form of life, can it, Professor Kingsley?”
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“I mention it merely as an example of an organizational property of nature,” Kingsley
crossly retorted, frazzled with this lawyer’s maddening knack for identifying the weakest points
of his arguments.
“I mean,” Broome persisted, “even the most primitive DNA contains several
symphonies’ worth of biological music. In contrast, the organizing principles of a crystal would
generate nothing but the same useless, single note mindlessly intoned forever, correct?”
“Objection Your Honor,” Klemp hooted with a belittling smirk. “This kind of romantic,
figurative language is inherently sloppy and unreasonably vague. Counsel’s recourse to it
illustrates the weakness of their case. They deal in metaphors. Science deals in facts.”
“Actually,” Broome rejoined, “my opponent would be surprised to learn how often
scientists use metaphors to communicate their views. I was simply trying to illustrate that the
mindless uniformity of the crystalline structures the witness brought up could never imply the
existence of an organizing principle in matter that would enable life to beat the one in ten to the
one-hundred fiftieth power odds against it—odds that the witness has already agreed are
scientifically justifiable.”
“Well,” the Judge groused, “then put the question to him in those more direct terms.”
“Isn’t it true,” Broome complied, facing the witness, “that the mindless uniformity of the
crystalline structures you brought up does not imply the existence of an organizing principle in
matter that would enable life to beat the one in ten to the one-hundred fiftieth power odds against
it—odds that you’ve already agreed are scientifically justifiable?
“I did not offer it as proof of the existence of such an organizing principle.”
“Because it’s not proof of the existence of such an organizing principle, correct?”
Broome pursued.
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“That is correct.”
“And other than the fact that this supposed organizing principle has, how did you put it,”
he injected, making a show of flipping back through his notes, “oh yes, ‘tremendous explanatory
power,’ you know of no actual evidence of its existence, correct?”
“Correct,” Kingsley tartly assented.
“Ok, what other theories can you identify that explain how life overcame the towering
odds against its formation?”
“Well,” Kingsley expounded, relieved to be taking up a new topic, “we don’t yet know
the future fate of the universe. For example, perhaps the universe will ultimately contract back
on itself, or come to another sort of end, after which they’ll be another big bang and the whole
process will start over. If that’s the case, who knows how many cycles preceded our own? For
all we know, prior to this incarnation, the universe has appeared and disappeared hundreds of
millions, maybe billions of times. If so, then at some point even an event with odds less than the
probability threshold of a single one of the universe’s iterations is likely to have occurred.”
“Ok, I’m betting your going to tell us that this theory has tremendous explanatory power,
right?”
“I believe it does, yes,” Kingsley huffed.
“But otherwise, you can identify absolutely no proof that it’s true, correct?”
“I’m not conversant with the sophisticated physics involved. There may be some proof at
that level.”
“But you don’t know that?”
“No.”
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“So, to answer my earlier question, you yourself can identify absolutely no proof that the
theory you just proposed is true, correct?”
“That is correct,” Kingsley conceded after unclenching his teeth.
“And, in fact, isn’t it the current majority view among physicists that the expansion of the
universe will never end, meaning that it will not collapse back on itself and restart the process?
You know, based on the estimates of the density parameter of the universe, as derived from
consideration of things like the deceleration of galaxies, the universe’s age, the level of
deuterium, things like that?”
“I don’t know,” Kingsley bruskly grunted, eager to move on and avoid further
interrogation on this issue.
“Ok, any other theories that explain how life overcame the unimaginably huge odds
against its existence?”
“Yes, in other contexts some physicists have proposed that there may be an infinite
number of simultaneously co-existing universes occupying different dimensions, and that every
act or event that could have happened in any of them has happened in at least one of them, in
which case there would be a one-hundred per cent certainty that in one or more of them, life
would exist despite the odds against it relative to the narrow perspective of that particular
universe.”
“An infinite number of universes, huh? Ok, ummm,” Broome momentarily hesitated as if
mulling over that concept while he searched for the next question, his index finger
contemplatively curled against his upper lip—a pose which he suddenly broke with a quick
tisking sound and a hand patronizingly raised in the witness’s direction. “Tremendous
explanatory power, right?”
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“Yes,” Kingsley grimaced, stinging at the mimicry and the titter or two it elicited from
the gallery.
“But again, you can give us no empirical evidence that it’s actually true?”
“As before, I’m not an expert in that highly technical area of physics. If such evidence
exists in that arena, I’m not aware of it.”
“So again, you can give us no empirical evidence that it’s actually true?”
“That is correct,” Kingsley starchily admitted, this time needing additional effort to
loosen his jaw.
“Any other theories that explain how life beat the odds?”
“I believe that covers the prevailing concepts,” Kingsley replied, feeling a crestfallen
apprehension that, once displayed in the showcase of ideas, his wares might be perceived as
pretty slim pickings.
“Ok, so to explain how life overcame the one in ten to the one-hundred fiftieth power
chance against it, science offers us four theories.” Broome inventoried, again ticking them off
with upraised fingers. “Number one, despite being preclusively improbable, it somehow, poof,
just happened. Number two, there is an inherent organizing principle in matter. Number three,
there was a succession of different universes in this dimension, and, number four, there are an
infinite number of universes in different dimensions. Which one of those do you think is true?”
“True?” Kingsley repeated, startled by the novelty of the question. “I don’t really have a
preference. Any of them will do until one is definitively proven or a better theory comes along.”
“Aren’t you troubled that you can identify no actual evidence to support any of them,
considering that you offer us no other explanation for how life could have beaten the odds
against its appearance?”
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“Not at all,” Kingsley asserted, his squirm for a more upright posture betraying a flicker
of the insecurity he felt. “As I said, life obviously exists, so the challenging improbabilities were
somehow overcome. The exact mechanism, which may or may not prove to be one of the
current theories I’ve identified, is not especially important. Certainly, it’s not critical to the
general development of our scientific knowledge.”
“Why would you not even consider adding a fifth theory to your list, something along the
lines of: life originated despite the one in ten to the one-hundred fiftieth power odds against it
because an intelligent agent intentionally jump-started the process, either directly or indirectly,
by consciously causing the necessary organic molecules to come together in the precise order
required?”
“Because by definition such a proposition would be patently unscientific,” Kingsley
passionately shot back, the faintest trace of panic seeping into his voice. “Patently unscientific,”
he emphatically reiterated.
“But wouldn’t it have tremendous explanatory power?” Broome asked with sarcastic
innocence.
“That’s, that’s a necessary but not sufficient condition for scientific legitimacy,” he
somewhat shrieked in protest.
“Really? I thought that was pretty much all you had for your theories two through four,
wasn’t it?”
“Well, but some of those theories are also at least tangentially consistent with certain
conjectures in modern physics.”
Shit, man, Klemp swore to himself, could you put a worse spin on it for us? This weak
sister is turning out to be the limpest expert I’ve ever had the bad luck to hire.
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“Well, your theory number four, maybe,” Broome granted, “but are you saying that my
proposed theory number five is inconsistent with modern physics?”
“It’s, it’s completely inconsistent with the direction of modern science over the last
hundred years, period!” Kingsley cried with desperation-laced zeal.
“But I thought science ‘strives to be accurate and correct above all things.’ Isn’t that
what you told us earlier?”
“Of course it does,” Kingsley agitatedly affirmed, his fluster mounting.
“Well, what if, way back when, some intelligent agent did intentionally jump start the
process, either directly or indirectly, by consciously causing the necessary organic molecules to
come together in the precise order required? What if that’s what actually happened? Are you
saying that science is inherently incapable of recognizing that fact, even if it were true?”
“I’m not even going to dignify that absurd question with a response!” Kingsley exploded.
“Science is not a game where you can legitimize fantasy by preceding it with ‘what if!’ You’re
asking me to make ridiculous, non-scientific assumptions!”
“More ridiculous than assuming, with absolutely no evidence, the existence of an infinite
number of universes hiding in a bunch of undiscovered dimensions?”
“Professor?” Broome prodded as soon as the elapsed time would allow it.
“It’s, it’s just not the same thing,” Kingsley insisted with muted fervor, subdued by a
despondent fear that, although he was faithfully recounting orthodox scientific doctrine, he was
nevertheless losing the battle in the lay audience’s uninitiated eye. “Mine is a scientific
assumption. Yours is not.”
“More ridiculous than assuming, with absolutely no evidence, the existence of a selforganizing principle in matter?”
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“Again, it’s just not the same thing,” Kingsley blankly echoed, his dejection more
evident. “Mine is a scientific assumption. Yours is not.”
“Why is my proposition automatically unscientific? Is the reason anything more than just
because you say so?” Broome challenged.
“It’s, it’s not just me who says so,” Kingsley sputtered indignantly. “The entire
established scientific community says so.”
“But either way your reason boils down to nothing more than ‘because we say so,’ isn’t
that right?”
“I, I don’t understand the question,” Kingsley demurred, banking that the succession of
shorthand, inquisitorial punches had grown sufficiently attenuated from their original antecedent
to permit him to take a pace-breaking clench by pleading confusion.
“I’ve proposed a fifth addition to the list of explanations for how life began despite the
huge odds against it. My proposal is that an intelligent designer intentionally jump-started the
process. Is it your testimony that such a proposal cannot even be given scientific consideration?
In other words, you reject it, not because, after testing, it struck out for scientific reasons but
because you just won’t ever let it come up to bat in the first place?”
“Your Honor,” Klemp railed, “here we are back to the overly vague, figurative language
Counsel is so fond of . . . ”
“Overruled,” the Judge summarily rebuffed, not even bothering to lift his gaze from the
note he was making. Struck out for scientific reasons . . . won’t let it come up to bat, he parroted
to himself. That’s not a bad turn. I can probably work it into any opinion I might have to write
on this case.
“Can you answer the question, Professor Kingsley?”
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“Well, as long as we’re fantasizing preposterous suggestions to pad the list with, how
about proposing that life arose because Tinkerbell sprinkled fairy dust over the earth? What
you’re asking me to assume is in the same league. It’s contrary to the whole framework of
modern science. It is simply not worthy of consideration, period,” Kingsley rallied with bitter
belligerence.
“Well, although I concede that your Tinkerbell theory would have tremendous
explanatory power, isn’t my idea, that an intelligent agent intentionally jump started the process,
the first one that common sense immediately suggests?”
“What?” Kingsley growled in gruff bewilderment.
“Don’t biological systems give the appearance of having been designed for a purpose?”
“Certainly not,” Kingsley reflexively sneered.
“Real-ly?” Broome quizzed with an exaggerated, ascending inflection to telegraph that
the witness had blundered. “Are you sure?”
Spurred to reassess by the lawyer’s tone, Kingsley was instantly pierced by a spike of
anxiety as he spotted his error.
“No, no, actually, I, I do agree that biological systems give the appearance of having been
designed for a purpose,” he recanted.
“And the reason you just now changed your sworn testimony was because you realized
that the very first line of a book written by a person you consider to be an expert in this field—
one who shares your ultimate views—specifically states that biological systems give the
appearance of having been designed for a purpose, isn’t that so?”
“I believe that is the sentiment expressed in the beginning of that book, yes, but of
course, the whole thrust of the book is that the appearance of design is an illusion.”
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“Well, but that wasn’t really my question, was it?” Broome pressured, wanting to exploit
the witness’s mistake for its full psychologically demoralizing value. “The sole reason you
changed your sworn testimony just now was to harmonize it with the position of a spokesperson
for your same cause, isn’t that what just happened here?” Broome demanded.
“No, no, I, I simply answered too hastily and misspoke,” Kingsley saplessly disclaimed,
visibly shaken. “I apologize for any confusion.”
“Well, all right, so let’s get this straight. You firmly and heartily endorse the proposition
that biological systems give the appearance of having been designed?”
“I do.”
“Well then why won’t you even put that on the list of potential theories for the hugely
improbable origin of life? I’m not suggesting you should embrace it as the absolute solution, but
why won’t you even place it on the list of possible explanations for scientific consideration?
Why deny it its day in scientific court?”
“I’m, I’m a scientist,” Kingsley incanted, his unsteadiness flecked with brittle emotion.
“I’m not an alchemist or an astrologer or a medium. We, science, has moved beyond all that.
We no longer invoke a higher power to explain the things we don’t currently know.”
“No, now we just invent infinite universes in other dimensions, right?” Broome chided
with a laugh.
“Objection!” shouted Klemp. “Your Honor, Counsel’s snide comment is blatantly
argumentative . . . ”
“I didn’t think it was, but again to make this process more efficient, let me just withdraw
it,” Broome countered, receiving, in return, the Judge’s curt nod and twitching hand as an
authorization to continue.
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“Professor Kingsley, you won’t put intelligent design on the list of possible scientific
explanations for the otherwise hugely improbable complexity of living organisms because, as
you just put it, ‘we no longer invoke a higher power to explain the things we don’t currently
know.’ And if the historical truth turns out to be that life was intelligently designed, just as you
and your expert colleagues have conceded it appears to have been, then that’s something that
science is forever blind to see, is that right?”
“Science is not in the business of drawing those kinds of judgments,” Kingsley woodenly
recited.
“Really?” Broome commented, this time in an innocuous fashion that didn’t necessarily
suggest an error. “Judge, may I approach the witness?”
Two swiftly beckoning fingers signaled Putzier’s consent.
Broome strode forward, conspicuously carrying a paper bag at arms’ length before him,
which he handed to Kingsley.
“Professor Kingsley, what’s in that bag I just gave you?” Broome asked as he ambled
back to the podium.
Klemp jumped back his feet. “I object, Your Honor, to the use of anything that wasn’t
previously identified as one of their exhibits, and I don’t believe their list included an entry for
‘paper bag with hidden contents.’”
“Judge, it’s being used for impeachment, and its need couldn’t be reasonably foreseen,”
Broome explained.
“Well, Counsel,” Putzier fussed, “if you couldn’t foresee its need, why did you bring it?”
“Why did we bring half this stuff?” Broome joked good-naturedly, gesturing at the
flotilla of boxes occupying the courtroom. “It’s just typical lawyer overkill. But in this instance,
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I’m surprised by the witness’s prior answer and would like to use this evidence for impeachment
purposes. I believe impeachment evidence is excluded from the requirement of prior
identification.”
“Oh, all right, I’ll permit it for now,” Putzier crossly allowed. “Proceed.”
“Professor,” Broome resumed, “what’s in the bag?”
Kingsley opened the sack and peered inside, his head swimming with uncertainty over
where this line of questioning would lead.
“Professor?”
Abruptly smushing the bag shut and looking up, Kingsley exhaled with noticeable
trepidation. “It looks like a rock.”
“Make a closer examination please, to see if you can be any more descriptive,” Broome
encouraged. “And feel free to take it out.”
Kingsley removed the object, which appeared to be a roughly circular stone about the
size of a tennis ball. After hefting it for weight and rotating it in his hand, he looked up with a
listless pout. “I’m not a geologist, so I’m not qualified to identify the kind of rock it is. From its
smoothness, I’d suspect that it spent time in moving water, maybe in a river, which rounded its
edges.”
“Do you see those shallow grooves on one end?”
“Yes,” Kingsley apprehensively confirmed after a brief inspection.
“Would it surprise you to learn that scientists, in this case anthropologists, have
determined that this rock bears evidence of tooling marks, from which they’ve concluded that it
was fashioned and improved by early man to act as a grinding implement used to mill grain?”
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“Fine,” Kingsley shrugged, placing the stone back in the bag and setting it at the farthest
end of the shelf before him.
“Earlier you said that science was not in the business of making judgments about whether
particular kinds of data evidenced intelligent design, but some scientists are obviously in exactly
that business, aren’t they?”
Kingsley reverted to his mantra of a few minutes before. “It’s just not the same thing,”
he repeated, shaking his downturned head in opposition, his voice heavy with breathy fatigue.
“No one’s saying those marks show that God carved the grooves. And we already know that
humans exist, so it’s not unreasonable to look for evidence of their intelligent handiwork.”
“Why do you always insist on dragging my secular references to an intelligent designer
into the theological realm?” Broome crisply demanded.
“What?” Kingsley asked with bleary disarray.
“It’s actually you who’re improperly mixing science and theology so that you can precondemn intelligent design as religious doctrine without having to deal with it intellectually, isn’t
that so?”
“I, I don’t understand the question,” Kingsley dodged.
“Very well,” Broome accepted, content that he’d made his point and deciding to permit
the witness his sidestep. “Let’s go back to your earlier testimony. I believe you said that,
because we know that humans exist, it’s reasonable to look for the evidence of their intelligent
handiwork. Are you saying that one must first know that an intelligent agent exists before one
could scientifically identify circumstantial evidence of that agent’s intelligent actions?”
“That sounds reasonable,” Kingsley approved, recognizing his recklessness in doing so
but feeling too worn to stonewall.
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Idiot! Klemp privately stormed. Why stipulate to a general rule? It’s a case-by-case
judgment.
“Are there other intelligent species in the universe?” Broom asked, somehow managing
to make the inquiry sound routine. “You know, extra-terrestrials?”
“I have absolutely no idea,” Kingsley quietly scoffed, derisively shaking his head in a
way that he hoped would denigrate the question.
“Yes, that’s right, we have absolutely no idea if other intelligent species exist in the
universe, and yet, at this very second, scientists are hard at work listening to the heavens for deep
space radio waves bearing evidence of intelligent manipulation, which, by inference, will prove
the existence of intelligent alien life, isn’t that true?”
“I believe it is,” Kingsley concurred, masking with impassivity his dawning realization
that more trouble lay ahead.
“It’s called the ‘Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence,’ or ‘SETI’ project, isn’t it?”
“Yes,” a dispirited Kingsley agreed.
“In fact, would it surprise you to learn that we’ve subpoenaed a scientist from the SETI
project to explain, if necessary, that their sole scientific mission is to seek evidence of
intelligence in the universe?”
“I don’t know who you’ve subpoened,” Kingsley said with a slightly reinvigorated
combativeness as he rested momentarily in the comfort of a truly safe answer.
“And of course, these scientists are looking for evidence of intelligent extra-terrestrial
activity even though there’s no prior proof of the existence of any intelligent extra-terrestrials,
correct?”
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“Yes,” Kingsley glumly acknowledged, foreseeing but powerless to prevent the
testimonial collision for which he saw himself headed.
“So a minute ago, when you said that one must first know that an intelligent agent exists
before one could scientifically identify circumstantial evidence of that agent’s intelligent actions,
when you said that, you were wrong, weren’t you?”
“No, no, I wouldn’t put it that way,” Kingsley denied, his tone of forced conviction too
thin to cover fully his underlying disconsolation as he flailed to find a graceful exit. “I, I may
have been guilty of a bit of an overgeneralization, that’s all. I mean, in the case of an extraterrestrial civilization, we’re still talking about a natural explanation. The SETI people aren’t
looking for radio broadcasts from God.”
“You realize, of course, that you’re doing it again, don’t you, I mean, you’re grabbing the
intelligent agent referenced in the passage and wrestling him into the theological tent just so you
can then criticize him for having a foot in religion?”
“Objection, argumentative,” Klemp rancorously charged. Damn! he cursed inwardly.
Kingsley just can’t deliver under fire. That’s the last time I use a virgin expert. He’s not used to
being challenged and flounders when he is. The depo questioning must not have been vigorous
enough to bring that out. Still, I think it’s all mostly cosmetic damage, he tried to reassure
himself, with lukewarm success. And none of this really proves their so-called “pre-biotic
intelligent design” theory, does it? Plus, Kingsley hasn’t really given away a lot that we
wouldn’t have conceded up front, right? But he does it in such a guilty way, and misses the
chances to put in our counter points, so it looks worse than it is.
“I’ll withdraw it,” Broome casually acquiesced. “Let’s talk about what the SETI
scientists are looking for. Let’s say you received a radio signal from space that, in a binary code,
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counted off the first thirty prime numbers. Are you as a scientist going to chalk it up to random,
undirected chance that the signal just happened to be grouped that way?”
“No,” Kingsley exclaimed, nettled and defensive.
“Well why not? With an infinite number of universes, there’s a one hundred percent
certainty of finding one in which random chance radio bursts count out the first million prime
numbers, isn’t there?”
“Well, theoretically, I suppose, yes.”
“But nevertheless, you as a scientist aren’t going to ascribe that grouping of prime
numbers to random chance, are you?”
“No.”
“You’re going to reach the obvious conclusion, namely, that the pattern seems to have
been intelligently designed for the simple reason that it was intelligently designed, right?”
“I’m not an expert in SETI,” Kingsley caviled, trying to slip the question’s substance.
“You have to be an expert in SETI to have an opinion whether a radio signal broadcasting
the first thirty prime numbers would indicate an intelligent sender?”
“No, no, I didn’t say that,” Kingsley backtracked. “Under those circumstances, a
reasonable scientific conclusion would be that the signal had an intelligent origin.”
“Even though there’s no prior, independent proof of the existence of the intelligent agent
who sent it?”
“Yes,” Kingsley sighed with an air of defeat.
Shit, man, Klemp’s brain screamed. Buck up, will you? Stop acting like they’ve just
played taps on our case!
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“By the way,” Broome inquired as an aside, “the probability of such a signal of prime
numbers being generated by random chance isn’t nearly as remote as one in ten to the onehundred fiftieth power, is it?”
“I, I have no idea.”
“If the odds were better than that, in other words, if the odds of such a signal being
generated by random chance were more favorable than one in ten to the one-hundred fiftieth
power, would that make you reassess whether to attribute the signal to random chance?”
“N-no.”
“Ok, so a signal listing the first thirty prime numbers would scientifically indicate an
intelligent agent, even though there’s no independent proof of the agent’s existence, but the
organization of organic chemicals into viable life, which you admit might be significantly more
improbable than the prime number sequence, can’t even be considered as having originated from
an intelligent source, is that right?”
“Again,” Kingsley struggled, licking his lips, “it’s just not the same thing. “We know
that there’s intelligent life on earth capable of manipulating radio signals, so it’s not
unreasonable to entertain the possibility that intelligent life with the same capabilities exists
elsewhere.”
“Well, don’t you think we humans may someday have the technological ability to create
or design simple forms of life from organic molecules?” Broome asked.
“That’s possible.”
“So it’s also possible that other intelligent agents in the universe might have that same
capability as well, right?”
“I, I couldn’t speculate about that.”
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“Why not?” Broome insisted. “You’re willing to assume they know how to work a radio.
Why draw the line there?”
“Are you trying to suggest that life on earth is the result of some science project
conducted by a race of extra-terrestrials?” Kingsley quavered, unnerved and confounded.
“Not necessarily,” Broome clarified with an easy laugh. “I’m trying to defend the
passage’s suggestion that intelligent design may be evident in the origin of life, but I’m not
suggesting anything about the nature of the intelligent agent the passage references, and, frankly,
neither does the passage. It’s you who appear to be preoccupied with that topic, and I’m trying
to see . . . ”
“Your Honor! Your Honor!” Klemp began in outrage, only to be over-shouted by the
Judge.
“Counsel!” Putzier roared, loudly smacking his desk with his open hand, “you will
resume the time-honored practice of the lawyer posing the questions, not making speeches. And
you, Professor,” he snarled, turning with equal severity to the witness, “in case you don’t know
it, your job is to answer, not editorialize. Got it? Good. Now move along!” he ordered
savagely.
“Yes Judge, thank you,” Broome deferred, bowing but unperturbed. Kingsley weathered
the firestorm less well; already frayed from the interrogation and unseasoned by prior exposure
to judicial bombardment, he reeled with the courtroom equivalent of battle fatigue.
“Professor Kingsley,” Broome forged on with a chipper delivery that he knew would
further dishearten the witness, “tell you what. Let’s go with your idea. Following along the lines
you suggested, I’ll modify my proposed reason number five for how life arose on earth despite
the huge odds against it. See if you think this is automatically unscientific: an intelligent alien
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race manipulated the organic chemicals to synthesize life. An entirely un-supernatural alien
race. Would that be automatically unscientific, or would it at least be eligible for scrutiny by
scientists to determine whether it was right or wrong?”
“Objection Your Honor!” Klemp clamored with exasperation. “For the sake of getting
through this efficiently, and mindful that this isn’t a jury trial, I’ve sat here and endured an
abundance of absurd and argumentative questions, but surely this one is too much! Now
Counsel is just promoting science fiction, not science fact! The witness has been exposed to
enough of this nonsense. We urge the court to terminate the examination.”
Putzier sniffed contemplatively. The tenor of the testimony was making him
progressively more discontent. He had approached this lawsuit with the firm expectation that, as
with all its relevant predecessors in the recorded caselaw, the school district would lose and that
some thick-browed, flat-Earth, Bible-toting mouth-breather would be exposed trying heavyhandedly to sneak religion into the classroom. But the more he listened to the plaintiffs’ expert,
the more he worried that, at least based on the fragment he’d heard so far, the automatic rejection
of so-called “pre-biotic intelligent design” as a potentially legitimate scientific theory for the
origin of life seemed to be based more on discretionary, perhaps even autocratic initial
assumptions rather than on stout intellectual or empirical reasons. He desperately did not want to
attract the ridicule of his judicial colleagues and the professional commentators by being the first
modern court to set sail and sink into even remotely non-Darwinian waters. But on the other
hand, given that the present record was shaping up to be more of a photo finish than the runaway
plaintiffs’ victory he had initially imagined, if he towed the current jurisprudential line and the
appellate court ended up using the suit to make a watershed inroad on evolution, then his legacy
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would be that of the judge who got it wrong in the landmark case, which rankled both his pride
and the bloated vision he held of his place in history.
As he now perceived it—viewing things from his customary perspective of slap-dash
judicial divination honed by years of indolent goldbricking rather than from a rigorous study of
the dispositive issues—the problem was that the ACLU’s lawyer hadn’t provided him the
ammunition he needed to shoot down the defendants. As usual, he silently grumbled with putupon sufferance, it’s up to me to make sense out of this mess. Well, if I end up deciding to go
with the plaintiffs, I can probably write an opinion that uses Broome’s reference to extraterrestrials in a way that suggests his position is far-fetched, which will help. Broome does tend
to be a bit flamboyant, so maybe I should let him have a little more rope. He might give me
something to hang him with.
“Overruled,” he decreed. “For now, you can continue, Counsel,” he parsimoniously
begrudged, “although at some not-too-distant point I’m going to put an end to this.”
“Thank you, Judge. Professor,” Broome resumed, “I’m going to clean up my last
question, which might have been a bit two-thousand-and-one-ish. Let’s put it this way. Let’s go
back to the end of the handout. What if we revised the last sentence to read as follows: ‘some
scientists have proposed that life could not have arisen by the random chance workings of
mechanical physical laws and have theorized instead that a non-supernatural intelligent agent
must have consciously and deliberately used natural processes to design and direct the formation
of at least the earliest life.’ Would it still be your view that the passage was inherently
unscientific?”
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Kingsley’s brain froze over in the mental equivalent of a deer-in-the-headlights glaze. “I,
I don’t know,” he faltered, exaggeratedly blinking, as if stretching his eyes wider would help him
discern the right response. “I’d have to think about that in more detail.”
“So as you sit here today, you couldn’t automatically condemn the passage as unscientific
as long as it expressly disclaimed any supernatural application, correct?”
“I haven’t done that analysis and so don’t know what my views would be,” he defaulted,
embracing the evasive haven Klemp had prepped him to seek whenever a question required him
to break new ground.
“And yet, in its original form, the passage makes no express reference to any supernatural
aspect, as you’ve already acknowledged, isn’t that right?”
“I, I believe so.”
“So you’re able to reach your current opinion condemning the passage as unscientific
only by personally reading into the passage a supernatural aspect that the passage itself doesn’t
contain, isn’t that true?”
“Well, no, I, uh, no,” Kingsley incongruously denied.
“Well, if your opinion in this case doesn’t depend on reading a supernatural implication
into the passage, then shouldn’t you be able to tell us your opinion of its scientific legitimacy if
we revise it to disclaim expressly any supernatural implication?”
“Well, no, no, as I said, I haven’t done that analysis, so I couldn’t give an opinion without
analyzing it, so I just couldn’t say, really, I just couldn’t say,” Kingsley emptily repeated, his
voice fading into a virtual murmur.
“So to decide if the passage with the anti-supernatural modification was unscientific,
you’d have to do a brand new analysis?”
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“Yes, exactly,” Kingsley croaked in a sullen, subdued tone, his mouth dangling slightly
open, his head hanging down.
“So your current analysis assumes a supernatural component, doesn’t it?” Broome
insisted.
“Objection Your Honor, objection!” Klemp bellowed furiously. “How many times does
Counsel get to browbeat the witness with this recycling loop of harassment? He may not like or
understand the answer, but that doesn’t entitle him to ask the same thing ad nauseam.”
Well, mused Putzier with regret, so much for the idea of getting some pro-plaintiff sound
bites by giving Broome a little more latitude.
“Sustained,” the Judge sternly pronounced. “Mr. Broome, the court’s indulged you
enough with this witness. I will grant the plaintiffs’ earlier request to terminate the examination.
Professor, return to your seat.”
Kingsley slowly rose, straightened his suit coat around him and laboriously descended
the three stairs from the witness box, methodically placing both feet on each step before
proceeding to the next lower one as he leaned heavily on the rail for support, and then shuffled
past the counsel tables to his place among the spectators, looking neither right not left, his eyes
unfocused.
“We’ve been going for a while,” the Judge announced, “so we’ll take a short recess.
Counsel, my chambers, five minutes,” he barked an instant before banging down his gavel with a
crack of finality.
*

*

*

Roger drew subtle comfort from the stiff-backed, wooden bench in the vestibule outside
the courtroom. Although its sculpted contours would not initially accommodate his (or, he
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suspected, any human) frame, he found it curiously pleasant that, with a single shift, he could so
easily conform himself to a perfect fit. And too, he found a strange friendliness in the hand-worn
edges and dark, lustrous sheen faithfully wrought by years of his predecessors’ fidgets and
squirms during their anxious wait to be summoned and called to account.
He was unsure why he had complied with the subpoena. It was not fear of the punitive
consequences of disregarding it that motivated him; his grief had taken him to such a deep abyss
that he was beyond any sanctions imposable by human hands. In the belly of hell where he
found himself, mortal men could neither harm nor help him. Nor had curiosity been an
enticement; mundane inquisitiveness had left him when Claire did. His benumbed mind neither
knew nor cared anything about the lawsuit or his relation to it, and the subpoena’s abbreviated
caption omitted the name of his former student, Jim Turner, which eliminated his only chance to
postulate an explanation, however false, for his requested presence even had he been deductively
inclined.
Perhaps he had acceded because he found something reassuring in the simple act of
obedience to a form of transcendent imperative—an affirmation of overriding rules and order
that indiscriminately sliced through all of life’s circumstances, good and bad; the submission to
an annoying duty that was somehow soothing in its universality. He had felt the same odd solace
when he noticed that the funeral home’s invoice included sales tax on the price of Claire’s coffin.
Following the subpoena’s instruction to appear at a stated place and time had provided a
welcome relief, however temporary, from the maelstrom of pictures, emotions, recollections and
reflections that otherwise besieged him in a successive flurry of ever-changing assaults: a
particular look Claire had given him one day years ago at the beach; regret for a time he’d
snapped at her impatiently; what he’d made her for breakfast the day before she died; and, on
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occasion, a recurring, teary wonder whether there could possibly be a reason she’d been taken
from him.
Still, some of the places in his head were so dark that, despite his broken state, he
marshaled all his remaining strength to divert his otherwise uncontrollable thoughts away from
them. The images from the actual event of Claire’s death were indelibly blistered onto his brain,
and the knowledge of their preservation was important to him, but he’d sealed them behind a
mental door that he had, so far, scrupulously avoided. Someday, he had told himself. Unless he
believed that he might eventually find the courage to open that door, keeping the memories it hid
would be too brutal to bear, like packing uniquely precious things in a time capsule, all the while
certain they’d never be unearthed.
Phobic about being late for anything, he had arrived at the courthouse absurdly early.
After following signs through a winding maze of corridors to the assigned room, he was quite
surprised to find, with the last turn, such a quiet, somber enclave. The high-arched plaster
ceiling supported understatedly elegant, old-world chandeliers that cast no more than a twilight
glow, and his echoing tread was the only sound that disturbed the almost spectral stillness.
Peering through the small window in the courtroom door, he had seen all manner of activity as if
watching a silent movie—lawyers organizing, clerks scurrying, spectators milling, papers
shuffling—but not a decibel of it penetrated the cloistered lobby.
It was therefore startling when this refuge of tranquility was invaded by the reverberant,
approaching sound of unsure, searching footsteps, followed closely by their maker’s arrival when
a twenty-something fellow wearing a sport coat and slacks rounded the corner. His eyes rested
on Roger only long enough to register that another man also occupied this space, after which he
self-consciously looked away out of venial masculine vanity, wanting to be exposed neither as
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lost nor in need of directions—a pose which he could not maintain for long and from which he
was fortuitously released when he saw above the door the number of the courtroom he was
seeking. Assuming the nonchalant, confident bearing of a man who has unerringly arrived at his
intended destination with bull’s eye accuracy, he seated himself on a bench diagonally across
from Roger.
Honoring the predominant male convention, neither of them directly looked at the other,
each instead using the corners of his eyes to steal surreptitious side glances. But Roger quickly
tired of this exercise and, resenting the intrusion into what had been his private sanctuary, settled
back to disregard the interloper out of existence. He soon sensed, however, that the newcomer
was continuing to observe him long beyond what the unspoken etiquette allowed, and seconds
later he perceived that the man was rising and purposefully approaching him.
“Excuse me,” the stranger said with subdued deference. “Professor Limine?”
At this, Roger gazed squarely up at him but saw no one familiar.
“Yes,” Roger guardedly confirmed.
“Professor Limine, my name’s Bert Messenger. My aunt, Bertha Nelson, was one of the
nurses who helped care for your wife. She often spoke of her, and always in such fond and
flattering terms. I, I just wanted to tell you how very sorry I was to hear about your loss.”
“Oh. Thank you,” Roger replied softly.
One would think that, by now, Roger would have evolved a better means of coping with
the distress he felt when fielding the countless condolences he’d received, but the only response
he’d managed to develop was to change the subject.
“How was it that you recognized me?” Roger asked, driven by this topic-turning reflex
rather than by any genuine spark that flared in the dead embers of his interest.
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“Oh, well, ah, as it happens, we’ve actually met,” Messenger haltingly relayed, staring at
the floor. “I mean, not that you should remember that,” he hurriedly assured, looking up in a
minor fit of social panic. “You see, I recently received my doctorate from Compass U.,” he
raced to explain, “and we met once in passing at a large inter-department grad student and staff
gathering at the College of Science.”
“Oh,” Roger commented blankly, realizing that, at this point, they were both trapped.
After the connections the man had identified, it would be too unseemly for Roger to banish him
back to his catty-corner bench and too demeaning for Messenger to creep there on his own.
“Won’t you sit down?” Roger invited, gesturing to his side with his left hand while his
mind searched for painless fillers to pad the talk he knew he’d be forced to make.
“What did you receive your doctorate in?” Roger hit upon as Messenger took a seat next
to him on the bench.
“Astronomy.”
“Ah, astronomy. And what are your plans now that you’ve got your Ph.D.?” Roger
bromidically followed up, knowing that his capacity to continue hiding his listlessness was quite
limited and hoping that Messenger would extemporize a bit in his next answer.
He got his wish. Something about the situation evoked from Messenger the graduate
student’s soul-baring deportment usually reserved for a faculty mentor.
“Well, actually, I’ve been going back and forth on which direction to take, but I think
I’ve made a final decision,” Messenger chattily confided, wiggling backwards against the bench
as if settling in for the long haul before beginning his self-disclosure. “The traditional route, of
course, is to seek an academic position, publish like a maniac, look for grants, grab my share of
telescope time and try like crazy to get tenured somewhere, and frankly that’s the way I always
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figured I would go. And I do have a couple of promising leads on assistant professorships at
some pretty ok schools.
“On the other hand,” he contrasted “for the last several years as a grad student I’ve been
working closely with the SETI project—you know, the Search for Extra Terrestrial
Intelligence—and they’ve offered me a senior operational position that would amount to a fulltime job in and of itself. So, that’s the choice I had to wrestle with.”
Mistakenly thinking that Messenger’s narrative had switched into automatic, Roger
inattentively allowed the ensuing silence to drag on just long enough to constitute a dereliction of
his duty to provide conversational prompts.
“Oh,” Roger blurted in belated appreciation of his cue, “so what did you decide?”
Messenger pressed on undismayed. “Well, the traditional academic path is probably the
surer track, at least to short term success. I mean, realistically, who knows what the chances are
that the SETI project will detect the presence of someone out there? Still, if that were to happen,
if we could find those traces, well, it would be one of the most momentous, important events any
man could ever experience. In the final analysis, I decided I just couldn’t pass up an opportunity
to be part of such a revelation. So for the present, at least, I’m going to stay with SETI and keep
on monitoring the airwaves, you know, looking for that life-changing transmission.”
Something clicked in Roger’s head.
“Wait,” he muttered, suddenly disoriented, his face creased with confusion as he twisted
sideways to look at Messenger. “You’re, you’re Mrs. Nelson’s nephew?” he tentatively
explored.
“Well, yes,” a somewhat baffled Messenger acknowledged, speculating that the blow of
Claire’s death had left Roger a bit unbalanced.
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“And this transmission of yours, that you’re looking for, is a transmission from space?”
“Yeeeeah,” Messenger verified, eyes quizzical, unconsciously drawing out the word in a
way that betrayed his perplexity over which of the two of them was missing something.
“So then there never was anything wrong with your car, was there?” Roger cryptically
inquired.
“Professor Limine, are you ok?” Messenger probed with penetrating concern as he leaned
slightly towards Roger.
Recognizing the seeming daftness of his comments, Roger slowly reclined back into the
bench, his expression broodingly pensive. “Sorry, sorry, ah,” and then, not having bothered to
remember Messenger’s name, he defaulted to his title, “Doctor, ah— “
“Bert, please,” Messenger diplomatically came to Roger’s rescue.
“Doctor Bert, sorry,” an oblivious, preoccupied Roger sluggishly mumbled. “I know my
actions must seem quite strange. I, I assure you that, despite what may be appearances to the
contrary, I haven’t completely lost my mind. It’s just that something you said, believe it or not,
actually came up once in a conversation I had with my wife and, in fact, puts that conversation in
a totally different perspective. It’s the most uncanny thing,” Roger commented, his voice
evaporating introspectively.
“No, no, don’t give it a second thought,” Messenger compassionately protested,
convinced that Roger’s grief had rendered him prone to bouts of at least temporary flightiness.
“I’m sure that after what you’ve been through, there are all kinds of triggers that haphazardly
bring up random memories,” he counseled with a tone of gentle understanding, wanting to allay
any lingering sting of embarrassment Roger might feel.
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“No, no this wasn’t random or haphazard. My wife and I once actually puzzled over the
very thing you just mentioned, although, as it turns out, it seems I misassembled the pieces. It
was . . . .” He paused, weighing whether to clear up the mystery by providing the missing
details. But because that would require him to talk about Claire, which he was profoundly
disinclined to do, he elected to keep Messenger unenlightened, leaving an informational gap that
caused Messenger to dismiss Roger’s entirely comprehensible conduct as nothing more than a
meaningless mental hiccup.
“Well, actually,” Roger downplayed, “I guess it’s not that important. So,” he resumed,
again eager to change the subject, “ah, what brings you here?”
“I’m an expert witness in the hearing that’s going on in there. How about you?”
“I don’t know. I just got a subpoena to appear and don’t have a clue why.”
“Really? When I saw you I assumed your role in the case had something to do with Jim
Turner,” Messenger volunteered.
Now it was Roger’s turn to be mystified.
“What? What does any of this have to do with Jim Turner?”
“Well, you know, he’s one of the people being sued, and the case raises issues about his
scientific credentials, so since I knew that you’d been one of his faculty advisors—Jim was a
casual running-buddy of mine in grad school—I assumed that’s why you were here. No? That’s
not right?”
Roger shook a foggy head. “All this is news to me. What’s Jim being sued for?”
“You really don’t know anything about this case or why you’re here?” Messenger asked
in disbelief.
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“No, nothing at all,” Roger averred. “I just know that I got a subpoena yesterday evening
followed by a recorded telephone message that contained no useful information. What does all
this have to do with Jim?”
“Well, the lawyers briefed me pretty extensively on what it was about. As I understand
it, Jim is being sued by the ACLU for exposing his high school biology class to an aspect of the
concept of intelligent design, what they’re calling ‘pre-biotic intelligent design,’ you know,” he
patly recited from his woodshedding session, “that the complex molecular combinations required
to give rise to life could not have occurred from the chance interaction of blind natural forces but
instead required some sort of intelligent agent to purposefully organize the necessary elements.
The charge against him is that statements like that amount to religious instruction that can’t be
taught in public schools. So, because the case involves a claim that Jim was promoting what the
ACLU claims is junk science, when I saw you, I assumed that you’d been brought here to
comment on his scientific abilities, or something like that.”
“I have no knowledge of any of this.”
“Wow. That’s really weird. With me, they spent a good couple of hours going over what
the case involved and the list of questions they’d be posing. Oh, and yeah, some time ago they
put me through a pretty grueling deposition. It sure seems strange that they’d just bring you
down here cold, without any prior prep or explanation.
“So, ah,” Messenger doggedly pursued after a short lull, “if they call you to testify, what
are you going to say?”
Roger shrugged and rolled his hands upward, his mouth dropping open. “I, I have no
idea what they might ask me.”
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“Hmm. Have you published anything on intelligent design? Or done any work on the
subject?”
“No, no, nothing, never. I know very little about it. To be frank, I’ve never given it any
real consideration from a scientific perspective, I guess because it seemed to me to be a
theological, not a scientific proposition, and, as far as the theology goes, I don’t share the same
view. I know that Jim’s research was drifting in that direction, but, before I got at all involved in
it, Jim, ah, left the doctoral program.”
“Well,” Messenger concluded expansively, “Eventually they’ve got to take a break, and
maybe then you can get some of these blanks filled in.”
“Yeah, yeah, I guess so,” Roger agreed.
Once the mute togetherness that followed this exchange, refreshing in its infancy, had
matured to an awkward age, and realizing that they’d exhausted the conversational potential of
the current subject but unable to think of a fresh one, Roger returned to the already-broached
topic of Messenger’s career path. “Ah, so, you’re going to take a shot at immortality with SETI
rather than grinding away after tenure, eh?”
“Yeah,” Messenger insecurely half-chuckled with a measure of apprehension, “that’s one
way to put it. I mean,” he advocated, speaking as much to reassure himself as to inform Roger,
“here’s how I look at it. I’m young enough, not married, no kids or any major financial
obligations, and I’ve gotten used to a pretty simple standard of living, so why not take the time,
at least for a while, to check it out? I mean, vocationally it would have been more upwardly
mobile for Neil Armstrong to have become a commercial airline pilot rather than sticking it out
in the space program, right? Yeah, I know the search might not pan out to be anything. Maybe
there’s nobody out there after all, but, heck, it sure seems like it’s worth a serious effort to listen
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hard for that signal, to sift through and consider all the data with an open mind and try to reach a
conclusion on such a hugely important question. Plus, when I’m older I’d hate to look back and
find myself regretting that I didn’t even take part in investigating the possibility. I know it might
sound a little corny,” he admitted with self-conscious sheepishness, “but when I look back, I
want to see that I had a, a fulfilled existence, you know, not just a, you know, a mediocre life.”
Judging from Roger’s suddenly performed sequel to his earlier discombobulated
display—although this time rendered with a quantum leap greater level of derangement—
Messenger assumed he was now observing an even more acute demonstration of the brainrattling effects of grief.
Instantly spinning sideways, Roger clamped a skinny hand around Messenger’s forearm,
squeezing it with the ferocity of a man desperate to wring out the truth.
“How did you know to say that?” Roger gutturally demanded, his eyes glittering with
frustrated wonder. “How did you know?” he repeated, tightening his grip and intensifying his
growl. “How?”
“Professor Limine,” Messenger grimaced as he writhed away, twisting his arm in a vain
effort to free it, “you’re hurting me. Please! Professor Limine!”
Regaining a modicum of self-composure, Roger relaxed his hold and wordlessly
collapsed back against the bench, drained and dazed, blinking bewilderedly.
Just then, the courtroom entrance burst open, and out rushed a cacophonous surge from
within, which, with the closing of the heavy door, receded to restore the dampened silence,
depositing in its departing wake only a mid-level associate of Winken, Bray, Pose, Spinner and
Bill, L.L.P., slinging a large file on his hip.
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“Hey guys,” he informally hailed them as he hustled to their bench. “I’m Tim Smith with
the Winken Bray law firm. Did you come for the hearing? Can I get your names?” The
palpable oddness of Roger’s demeanor had irresistibly drawn Tim’s attention so that, although he
intended to address them both, it seemed that his question was directed exclusively at Roger.
“Ah, yes, yes,” Roger responded torpidly. “I’m Roger Limine, and this is Doctor Bert.”
“Actually, my name is Bert Messenger,” came the tactfully spoken correction.
Roger again spun around to his seat-mate, his features an exasperated muddle of
skepticism and chagrin. “Messenger?” he winced. “Oh come on,” he whined in protest. “You
gotta be kidding me. Your name really is Messenger?”
After receiving a politely discreet, almost apologetic confirming nod, Roger again melted
back into the bench, distractedly shaking his head.
“O-kay,” Tim elaborately deadpanned in a manner that simultaneously acknowledged
and brushed aside Roger’s apparently bizarre behavior. “Um, listen,” he apprised, shifting into a
time-pressed, urgent matter-of-factness, “we’re just on a short break here. We’re not one
hundred percent sure yet, but it looks like neither of you will need to testify, but we have to get
you to bear with us and sit tight until we’re positive. All right? Sorry about the inconvenience.
I’ll let you know as soon as I know something. Ok? Great.”
“You know,” Messenger buttonholed the departing lawyer, “nobody’s ever talked to
Professor Limine about why he’s here or what you may be asking him. I assume you’re aware of
that, but I wanted to mention it just in case.”
Tim turned back, his brow crimped with sudden concern. “Is that right?”
Roger nodded dully.
Geez, how’d that fall through the cracks, Tim fretted to himself.
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As he mulled what to do, they were interrupted by a second wave of courtroom
emigrants, most in temporary exile in search of an hospitable restroom, but also including
Whittaker and Broome en route to the Judge’s chambers.
“Brad,” Tim called, walking toward Whittaker while motioning him over.
“Listen, Brad,” Tim whispered to Whittaker and Broome just out of Roger’s earshot.
“This,” tipping his head toward Roger, “is Professor Limine, a witness we subpoened. But he’s
never been prepped. No one’s ever talked to him, and he has no idea what he’d be testifying
about.”
“Umm. How’d that happen?” Whittaker pondered aloud with minor consternation until
Broome’s transient scowl made him remember, with a stab of guilt, how he had cavalierly offloaded that project at the last moment. “Well, ok, it doesn’t look like he’s going to be put on the
stand, but let’s spend a minute with him just in case. Professor Limine,” he greeted, striding
toward Roger and speaking with hushed rapidity as he extended his hand, “hi. I’m Brad
Whittaker with Winken Bray. You’ve met Tim, and this is Ezra Broome. We’re the perpetrators
who sent you that subpoena. Thank you very much for coming down on such short notice. I’m
sorry about what to you must seem to be the mystery surrounding your attendance here. Let me
try to shed some light. Would you mind walking this way?” he requested, stepping towards an
empty section of the hallway.
Roger rose unthinkingly, unsteady on his feet, and followed a half pace after Whittaker,
trailing Broome and Tim behind him.
When Whittaker had led them to a sufficiently isolated spot, he whirled around and
halted the small caravan. “Professor Limine,” he quickly expounded in a low, circumspect voice
as he glanced about to verify their privacy, “we only have a couple of minutes, so let me get right
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to the point. We subpoened you in case the legitimacy of some photographs taken by Ira Cripes
becomes an issue. Do you have those pictures?” he shot across to Tim, who started burrowing
through his overflowing folder. “In a nutshell, Professor Limine,” Whittaker outlined, “Dr.
Cripes testified that he discovered a very unusual fossil and that you were the only other person
to see it before it was destroyed. Before that, though, he did manage to take some pictures, and
one of the questions to you would be whether the photos fairly and accurately depict what the
fossil looked like. Does any of this ring a bell with you?”
Roger gave a bare nod. He was overcome with a bizarre, disembodied feeling that a
stand-in of himself was mechanically going through these motions while his real psyche was
transfixed in astonished contemplation, trying to make sense of the implausibly coincidental jolts
he’d just experienced.
“The pictures seem to show what looks like a skull of another creature inside the ribcage
of a T. rex, as if the dinosaur had died while eating whatever the thing was,” Whittaker
summarized. “Is that consistent with what you saw?”
“Well, yes, but,” Roger slowly began and then halted, wrinkling his face into a look of
dismissive incredulity, which he coupled with a deprecating toss of his shoulders.
“Ok, well, we’ll come back to any qualifications you might want to make in a minute, but
the basic question is whether these pictures,” Whittaker said, taking the envelope of prints that
Tim had extracted, “fairly and accurately depict what Professor Cripes showed you. What do
you think?” he asked, handing them to Roger.
Roger struggled to undo the envelope’s back flap, which, improbably enough, had
somehow become affixed to one of the pictures, but eventually he loosened it, retrieved the
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photos and flipped through the short stack. “These look like what I saw,” he reported in a
disengaged monotone.
“Great, great,” a relieved Whittaker replied. “Ok, Professor Limine, I get the impression
you have some doubts about what you saw?”
“Well,” Roger reluctantly commenced, sighing with fatigue as the exertion of having to
explain drew him back into the here-and-now, “only that, ah, you sometimes come across, you
know, curiosities in the field, but, ah, whatever this thing was, it obviously wasn’t what, ah,
wasn’t what Ira seemed to be trying to make it into. I mean, photos notwithstanding, it’s, it’s
obviously not the case that a T. rex ever ate a human. I mean, T. rex and Homo sapiens missed
each other by sixty-five million years. So, yes, these pictures look like what I saw, but I don’t
buy for a minute that what I saw was really a dinosaur eating a man.”
“Well, you have no reason to think that it was a fake or a hoax that Professor Cripes
somehow intentionally rigged up, do you?” Whittaker posed with exaggerated alarm, inviting
Roger to absolve Ira’s character from the specter of fraud Whittaker was conjuring.
“No, nothing like that,” Roger agreed. “I just think that Ira misinterpreted it, that’s all. I
actually recall something about a geological process that might account for anomalies like these,
but I’ve forgotten the details.”
“Ok, ok, great. Listen, Professor Limine,” Whittaker hastily wrapped up, “we’ve got to
go meet with the Judge. Thanks again for coming down. I’m virtually certain you won’t be
called as a witness, but we need you to hang around until we absolutely know for sure. Ok?
Thanks.”
“Wait, wait, one thing,” Roger petitioned as the three of them were turning away. “Just
for my own edification, surely Jim Turner wasn’t teaching his students that these photos of Ira’s
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suggested that humans co-existed with dinosaurs, was he? I mean, Jim had a first-class scientific
mind, and I just can’t fathom . . . ”
“Professor Limine, no,” Broome firmly negated. “Jim neither taught nor thinks any such
thing. But I’ll pass along your kind remark. I know it will be a source of encouragement to him.
It really will. Thank you.”
“Oh, you’re quite welcome,” Roger mumbled to the retreating forms hurrying toward the
door that led to Judge Putzier’s chambers. You know, he thought, if they’d told me in advance
why they wanted me here, I probably wouldn’t have bothered to come.
Roger wearily maneuvered back to his still-unoccupied former spot and reseated himself
next to Messenger. “Bert,” he exhaled in a tired wheeze, “listen, I’m sorry about getting your
name wrong. And the other things. Geez!” he shuddered, head down, his fingers rubbing his
brow, “you must think I’ve gone totally insane, what with the stunts I’ve pulled in the last few
minutes.”
“Na, na, not at all,” Messenger aggressively insisted, waving his hand in a generous,
slate-wiping gesture. “Look, you’ve got nothing to apologize for. Don’t be the least bit
concerned. Seriously. And, hey, as for the name thing,” he continued, an idea suddenly
occurring to him that was both magnanimous and self-gratifying, “I should have given you one
of these cards,” he lamented as he dug through his coat’s inner pocket. “Had a bunch of ’em
printed when I got my doctorate,” he grinned, “and I keep missing the opportunity to hand ’em
around. Here,” he offered, presenting Roger with what he’d retrieved, only to shake his head in
disbelief. “Well if that doesn’t beat everything,” he said with a small, ironic laugh. “Happened
again. I’ve got about fifty business cards in there along with one stub from the parking garage,
and which one do you think I pull out? Ever notice how it always happens that when you’re
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grabbing for something in a group, even when the odds of getting it are way in your favor, you
somehow manage to pick the wrong one? Here’s the real thing,” he said, making another cast
into his pocket and presenting Roger with his catch.
Roger gazed vacantly down at the card for an unusually long time. “So I guess your
given name is actually Albert, huh?” he ultimately noted with the flat, resigned affect of
someone whose capacity for shock and surprise has been exhausted.
“Yeah, maybe a little gimmicky, I know, but I thought that going with just the first initial
would make the whole thing stand out.”
“So,” Messenger amicably pressed after a pause, not ready to let the conversational ball
stop bouncing, “did they clear up the mystery of why you’re here?”
Roger looked pointedly at Messenger and then stared straight ahead. “Not really,” he
said quietly. “Actually, I’m beginning to think that there may be more to that story than they
know.”
*

*

*

“Who’s there?” Judge Putzier yelled grumpily from his desk at the sound of someone
entering the outer office, silently cursing his secretary’s unerring ability to pick the worst
possible time to take her break.
“It’s me, Your Honor, Karl Klemp,” drifted the response through the open door. “I
understood you wanted to talk to the lawyers in chambers.”
“Get in here, Counsel,” Putzier gruffly ordered. “Anyone else out there yet?” he asked as
Klemp entered and took a seat in one of the two chairs immediately in front of the Judge’s desk.
“No, Your Honor.”
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The more Putzier had brooded over the case since taking the recess, the more incensed he
had grown about the burden, labor and potential ridicule to which it exposed him, and, in
thrashing around for a whipping-boy, the more firmly his sights had set on Klemp—the most
obvious target if for no other reason than that, had he not filed the suit in the first place, none of
these unjust hardships would exist. This kind if litigation should be a slam-dunk for the
plaintiffs, he had fumed to himself, but that ACLU lame-brain has let the defendants turn this
into an actual contest. Moron! How hard could it be to prove that evolution is a fact? All the
bright people say so. Certainly all the real Ph.D. thinkers do, except for a degenerate breed of
rabid Godaholics whose third-rate diplomas might as well be printed on the fly-leaves of their
Bibles. But somehow that buffoon has found a way to stumble first thing out of the gate, fronting
an inept witness who’d probably get tripped up trying to testify what day it is. So evidently I’m
expected to swoop in and come to the plaintiffs’ rescue, even though they’ve given me dreck to
work with. Conversely, if I rule for the defendants, I’ll be painted as just as big an imbecile as
that lunatic evangelist who runs the school board, even though the real fault is with the
plaintiffs’ slacker lawyer for putting on a crappy case. Bumbling clod! He’s placed me in an
intolerable no-win situation! Completely intolerable! Even in a well-presented litigation of this
sort, the opinion I’d have to write would be painstakingly long and detailed—a huge chore to
prepare. But here, faced with this mess, if I decide to rehabilitate the plaintiffs’ position, it will
be an even more demanding project, and if I side with the defendants, I’ll have to write a virtual
tome to justify my departure not only from convention and precedent but from what my judicial
colleagues will view as my sanity. And along with my credibility as a jurist, I can also wave
goodbye to my well-recognized reputation for efficiency! How can I efficiently manage my
overall docket if I have to focus such disproportionate attention on this single suit? That
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bungling ACLU numbskull must be made to know that he presumes too much in putting the court
through this unacceptable ordeal! This simply cannot stand! This case must give way!
And now, in the midst of his foul stewing, he found before him the very person whose
perceived failings had served him up this unsavory fare. Presented with this opportunity,
Putzier’s tongue itched to lambaste Klemp into somehow making the suit disappear. But he
needed to find a way to communicate that message while at the same time detouring, at least
superficially, around the fundamental ethical rule that prohibited a federal judge from having a
one-sided, so-called “ex parte” contact with a litigant about a pending case in the absence of the
other party.
“You handle a lot of these establishment clause cases, if I’m not mistaken, do you?”
Putzier innocently chatted, covering his glowering dissatisfaction with a gloss of good humor as
he appeared to steer well clear of the forbidden ex parte track by cruising the road of safe small
talk.
“I do, Your Honor.”
“Believe me, I know what that’s like, to have a specialized docket like that,” Putzier
confided amiably, as if letting down his judicial hair to swap war stories like a regular guy. “For
me,” he volunteered, pausing to draw a big nostalgic breath as he compressed his lips and
squinted reflectively off into the distance, “it was representing insurance companies in coverage
disputes—you know,” he explained, flashing Klemp a fleeting, informative side glance,
“lawsuits between the insurer and its insureds, or even with another insurance company, over
whether a particular loss was covered by the policy.”
Klemp nodded interestedly, a seemingly rapt smile pasted on his face. Even when the
Judge was in regular guy mode, his retinue had to follow the rules.
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“Problem was,” Putzier resumed, again gazing thoughtfully into space, “those were
cookie-cutter cases, in the sense that all the policies had pretty much identical language, so I
lived in constant fear that I’d get one unfavorable published opinion that would set a bad
precedent and come back to haunt me in all my future suits involving the same issue. You
probably have the same concern with your kind of docket, I would think, no? I mean, one
adverse outcome in a litigation like this, and you wouldn’t just lose that single dispute, but you’d
have to field the potentially harmful consequences in all your subsequent cases, well, I guess,
golly, for the rest of your career, right?” the Judge asked, again temporarily taking his eyes off
the far wall to bestow on Klemp a look coated with solicitous concern but behind which lurked
something palpably menacing.
“Yes, Your Honor,” Klemp confirmed, suppressing the urge to gulp as he felt himself
transforming from bystander to victim.
“Yep,” Putzier recollected, rocking back in his chair, “I used to go to great lengths to
avoid that risk of getting a bad ruling. In fact, our hearing this morning reminded me of one
instance in particular, gee, must be about twenty years ago. Seemed at the outset that it would be
an easy, steamroller-to-victory kind of case, but the other side put up a better fight than I
expected, and then I sponsored an expert witness at a hearing, a new guy I hadn’t seen in action
before, and, man,” he recounted with a subdued grunt, flexing his neck demonstratively, “he just
got his ass kicked on cross. I mean just-got-his-ass-kicked,” the Judge accentuated with
successively greater emphasis, nodding more forcefully with each word. “But, heck,” he
recovered himself with a feigned start, as if awakening from a personal reminiscence, “look who
I’m talking to! Gosh, you of all people know what I mean, right?” he asked, swinging his head
down to shoot Karl a piercing, ostensibly sympathetic glance.
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“I, I think so, Your Honor,” a now wide-eyed Klemp agreed.
“Well, course you do,” Putzier consoled with what facially passed for caring
commiseration.
At that point, Putzier left everything hanging, adopting the preoccupied detachment of
someone mentally revisiting an old devastation rendered tolerably explorable by the passage of
considerable time.
Shit! Klemp’s churning mind swore. What the hell does all that mean? Is he trying to
tell me something, or is this just a bunch of senile doddering? I mean, yeah, Kingsley was a stiff,
but, come on, he didn’t give away the farm!
“What, ah, what ended up happening, if I may ask, Your Honor?” Klemp eventually
ventured between throat-clearings.
‘Oh, ah,” the Judge nebulously replied, again as if drawn from a daydream, “well, as I
figured it, I still had the stronger case. The weight of precedent was on my side, and, even
though my expert had gotten pretty badly beaten up, it was mostly just surface damage that
didn’t go the heart or merit of my position. Mostly all they’d done was to make my guy look
foolish, but they hadn’t really established their case. At least, that’s what I told myself. So, part
of me wanted to roll the dice. But then, my prudent half cautioned that I really didn’t know what
the judge’s take on it was or how he might resolve things—who knows what a judge might do?”
he injected in a seemingly facetious yet decidedly sinister sidebar comment to Klemp—“and the
long-term, downside repercussion of a bad ruling was huge, in terms of the negative shadow it
would cast on all my future insurance coverage suits. You know, once some court makes a
harmful inroad, it’s hard to shore it up, and the odds are that the next case may only just widen it
further. So, I chose the infinitely safer course and settled with the other side for whatever I
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could, just to pull the suit away from the court. One of the smartest things I ever did as a
practicing attorney. Shoot,” he exclaimed, “truth is, even if my opponent had refused any
settlement whatsoever, I’d have dismissed the litigation outright, just to stay the judge’s hand, to
avoid that potential big-picture catastrophe. You know,” he concluded philosophically,
“sometimes, when you’re fighting a war, it can be wiser to skip a battle or two, and the related
casualties, along the way.
“Well, well, if I’m not mistaken, here are your partners in crime,” Putzier chirped as the
sounds of new arrivals in the outer office floated through his open door.
“Counsel!” he affably yelped, feeling well pleased with himself. “In here!”
Whittaker took the remaining chair next to Klemp while Broome and Tim eased onto the
couch against the back wall as Putzier punched an intercom button.
“Yes sir?” the court reporter’s voice crackled through the speaker.
“Would you be so kind as to favor us with a visit?” the Judge joked in a lavish manner.
Moments later, the stenographer arrived, transcription equipment in hand, and, quickly
setting up, bowed his readiness.
“Gentlemen,” Putzier commenced cheerily, “now that everyone is here, let me ask you,
just out of curiosity, has any effort been made to settle or otherwise resolve this litigation by
agreement and, in the process, stay my hand? Plaintiffs’ Counsel?” he politely quizzed the now
internally staggering Klemp.
Son of a bitch, Klemp roiled. Is this detestable old windbag full of farts just trying to
bluff himself out of doing the work the case requires, or is he really trying to tip me that I’m
headed for a loss? Ok, Kingsley didn’t handle himself very well, but crap, I don’t think he sank
the ship, did he? Or did his royal numnuts figure that that’s what I’d think and tell me the story
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of his own experience as a warning not to take the chance? Dammit, is he really thinking of
holding for them, or is he just pushing me to see if I’ll blink and take this off his lazy-ass plate?
Or is this all just a sockfull of random, meaningless shit? Well, if a showy hatchet job on an
expert is what it takes to get his assholiness’s allegiance, at least the defendants gave me
something to work with when they cited Cripes’ testimony in yesterday’s brief. Maybe if I carve
Cripes up a little it’ll change the old gasbag’s tune. If not, I can always bail later if I decide he’s
really serious about ruling against me. Shit! SHIT!! Man, I hate this case!
“Brother Klemp?” the Judge prodded with saccharine gentility, bending slightly forward
toward Karl.
“Um, actually, Your Honor, no. It’s never come up. I didn’t occur to me that there could
be any middle ground, and the defendants have never broached the subject.”
Putzier turned a pleasantly inquisitive eye on Whittaker, but, before he could answer,
Broome intervened.
“He’s right, Judge. There is no middle ground,” Broome blurted, wanting to throw cold
water on any effort that Putzier might mount to broker a compromise. “I’m informed that the
handout at issue has become a regular part of my client’s lesson plan and, subject, of course, to
the outcome of this case, that it will be included in this semester’s biology materials.”
“So,” the Judge summed up, staring, in what struck Broome as a strange way, at Klemp,
“it’s all-or-nothing. Both sides content to live or die with my ruling, eh? Very well. Oh, and by
the way, Counsel,” Putzier added, looking over at Broome, “nice job on cross.”
“Thank you, Judge,” Broome returned, hiding his surprise.
Oh give me a fuckin’ break, Klemp silently exploded.
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“Reminded me of an experience I once had as a practicing attorney,” Putzier elaborated,
“although I was unfortunately on the receiving, not the giving end,” he congenially concluded
with uncharacteristic self-deprecation.
Aghhhhhhhhhh! Is this tub of turds just playing me to get out of having to work up this
case, or is he trying to tell me that he really is leaning in their direction? I mean, come on!
Broome’s cross wasn’t that great, was it?
“I cut you off only because I felt it was getting a bit repetitive,” Putzier explained. “And
I assumed that plaintiffs’ Counsel wouldn’t have any follow up, in that he had previously moved
to terminate the examination. You didn’t want to pose any questions of your own, did you?” the
Judge informed Klemp in a tone that unambiguously told rather than asked.
“No, Your Honor,” Klemp concurred, unconfused at least about this last message the
Judge had just sent and content to rely on Kingsley’s scripted affidavit to defend the record
rather than hazarding further damage by prolonging his testimony. “But I would like to develop
the issue raised in the brief we filed this morning. Their case is a Trojan horse. They insist that
it’s only about what they reassuringly describe as a couple of very limited statements in that
handout, but that’s just their covert way of innocuously introducing the first strains of intellectual
plague, and yesterday they showed their true colors about what other creationist contagion
they’re going to spread next. Their most recent filing denied the well accepted fact that humans
are descended from known predecessor primate species and cited to the work of one of their socalled experts who insists that modern man lived alongside dinosaurs. Alongside dinosaurs!
That’s the kind of embarrassing, laughing-stock curriculum they’re trying to bait-and-switch the
court into endorsing. And, as our reply papers this morning showed, in addition to being absurd,
that expert’s conclusions are based on a picture of single fossil that, conveniently enough, is said
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to have been destroyed, and, to make it worse, the subsequent deposition testimony we cited
proves that their expert lied about discovering the so-called fossil in the first place. I don’t know
if the court has had a chance to read our latest brief, but it exposes this new part of their story for
what it is: a cerebrally-affronting mixture of make-believe, outright lies, drug-fueled fantasies—
turns out that the person who supposedly really found this non-existent fossil was spaced out on
street dope at the time—and a corrupt, perjured expert who sold grades in exchange for student
favors and was canned from his university position as part of the same series of sordid events.
This is a perfect example of the creationist rubbish they’ll be sneaking into our classrooms on the
coattails of this handout if the court issues a ruling that lets them keep using it.”
“Well, I assume if that happened, you’d be back here that afternoon with another case,
but they haven’t done that yet, and that’s not what you’re suing them for today, is it?” the Judge
retorted, wanting to eliminate any potential source of optimism that might blight the seed of
doubt he knew he’d sown in Klemp’s mind.
“That’s exactly right, Your Honor,” Whittaker chimed. “The truth is, their position in the
real case is weak, and so they want to cloud things up by attacking straw man claims. I’ll be the
first to confess that our inclusion of the one-line evidentiary reference in the middle of that
string-cite footnote was a mistake, and I’ll officially withdraw it if that’ll gets us past this
pointless digression. But the fact is that the sidetrack they now want to switch to would
inefficiently consume the court’s resources. It has nothing to do with the proper outcome of this
case, which turns on a very slender question: is the handout’s objective, third party, nonendorsing description of the pre-biotic intelligent design theories currently being debated in
scientific circles an impermissible advocacy of religion? That’s the dispositive issue here. The
only other thing I’d add is that, although we think this latest preoccupation of theirs amounts to
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nothing more than an inconsequential molehill, because the plaintiffs have tried to make such a
mountain out of it, we’d like to file a very short rejoinder to this morning’s brief by the close of
business tomorrow.”
“There’s been enough briefing,” the Judge tersely decreed. If I end up really having to
wade through this quagmire of papers, the less the better, he thought.
“Yes, Your Honor,” Whittaker acknowledged. “As an alternative, then, Your Honor” he
automatically continued, heedlessly pursuing their scheme to divert the Judge’s attention from
Ira Cripes’s many warts by emphasizing the genuineness of the photograph, “just for the sake of
the record, could I make a quick proffer of proof, and that would be the end of it?”
Alarms rang in Broome’s head as he wondered what Brad was up to. Nothing more was
necessary; having gotten what they wanted, they should just quietly acquiesce in Putzier’s
apparent inclination to relegate the Ira Cripes subplot into irrelevant obscurity. He was tempted
to take action, but, seated where he was, it was logistically impossible for him to have a quick,
whispered aside with Whittaker, and his indecision paralyzed him just long enough for the
suddenly fast-moving events to unfold.
“Your Honor, I must object,” Klemp began, but Putzier’s upraised palm squelched his
further protest.
“How long is this going to take?” the Judge asked Whittaker.
“Literally thirty seconds, Your Honor.”
Thirty seconds today is better than thirty pages tomorrow, Putzier told himself as he
nodded his assent, impatiently flicking his hand at Whittaker, motioning him to hurry.
Gratified to have won the opportunity of sneaking in their pre-planned counter-tactic,
Whittaker took a quick breath, his engrained, by-the-numbers, compulsive mindset unthinkingly
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driving him, without consideration of the broader consequences, to dot every “i” even in places
where no one would otherwise read.
“Thank you, Your Honor. For the record, I’m Bradford Whittaker for the defendants. In
reply to the brief filed by the plaintiffs this morning, we hereby proffer that if Roger Limine were
called as a witness, he would testify that he is professor emeritus at Compass University, holding
a Ph.D. in biology; that he personally viewed in situ the artifact referenced by Dr. Ira Cripes in
his deposition testimony discussed at length in the plaintiffs’ brief, and that the previously
tendered photograph fairly and accurately depicts what he saw. That’s all, Your Honor.”
The molar tooth that Broome broke two weeks later owed its demise to the crack it
received at that moment from the involuntary, pulverizing clamp of his jaw.
“All right,” the Judge asserted with finality, thinking that he’d efficiently concluded this
mini-sojourn into what seemed to be immaterial territory, unaware that Whittaker’s shortsighted, book-lawyer obsession to gild the record had opened a fresh can of distractions.
“Your Honor, I object,” sputtered Klemp with indignant, aggrieved passion. “This is
pure, rank, unmitigated hearsay. This purported witness, Roger whatever-his-name-is, has never
been deposed or even identified. I demand the right to adjourn the proceedings and depose this
person. This is evidence by ambush. My client is absolutely entitled to cross-examine.”
Abruptly incandescent with white-hot, split-second fury that he’d permitted what he now
recognized was an ill-advised foray destined to compound rather than reduce his workload,
Putzier glared volcanically at Whittaker. “Counsel, I assumed that you would just recite some
previously-elicited deposition testimony. Is it true that this witness has never been deposed and
that there was neither prior disclosure of the statement you just proffered nor an opportunity
given for opposing counsel to cross with respect to it?”
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“Y-yes, Your Honor,” Whittaker confirmed, as the possibility that he’d rashly charged
onto legal quicksand started to sink in. “But,” he added defensively, “this was offered purely in
rebuttal to a point first raised by Mr. Klemp in papers filed just this morning, so I don’t think that
he can legitimately complain surprise or that we had a duty to list the witness.”
The Judge seethed. It was insufferable enough having to deal with the main case, but
becoming entangled in this ancillary legal thicket had a combustive effect on all his baser traits.
His initial impulse was to spit-roast all the attorneys for an extended period in his own
particularly twisted formulation of lawyers’ hell, but, as satisfying in the short term as that sport
might be, his overriding goal was to conclude this hearing as quickly as possible, with no further
delays or filings, and, in the process, to nurture the worry that he’d planted with Klemp in hopes
that the case might disappear before he had to work it in earnest.
“Earlier,” he recapped, toxic hostility leaching through the curtness of his speech,
“defendants’ Counsel stated that he would be willing to withdraw the original footnote reference
that triggered this exchange, which would obviate any further attention to this issue.
Technically, however, since the defendants’ pleading probably constitutes an admission, and
since the plaintiffs have responded to it, withdrawing it may require your agreement,” he
informed Klemp, his narrowed, smoldering eyes leaving no doubt about what he wanted to hear.
“Well, Your Honor,” Klemp replied after a pause, exhaling with apparent regret, “that
would be fine with me personally, but I don’t think I can go along with that without violating my
duty to seek my clients’ best interests,” he apologized, taking a major gamble that it would be
worth incurring the additional wrath his refusal would draw in order to keep a foot in the freak
show door that the defendants had cracked open.
He bet wrong.
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Logically, the Judge’s next most expedient solution would have been to strike
Whittaker’s proffer from the record, but the rejection of his telegraphed instruction to consent,
coupled with the lightening-rod of blame Putzier had earlier planted in the plaintiffs’ camp, first
for filing the case and then for purportedly mishandling it, had the effect of focusing the court’s
amorphous rage exclusively on Klemp for his serial crimes against the judiciary.
“As you wish, Counsel,” the Judge etched in a voice capable of dissolving most attorneys
outright as he imposed the most oppressively punitive sentence that his rancorous mind could
cudgel up on such short notice. “Defendants’ Counsel gave a thirty second proffer. You will
have twice that time—an entire minute—to cross. Not a tick longer. I assume the witness is
here?” he shot at Whittaker, who, merely from the peripheral heat radiating transversely off the
concentrated spotlight of malice converging on Klemp, imagined his hair was beginning to crisp.
“Yes, yes, Your Honor,” he managed to garble.
“We will promptly reconvene in the courtroom,” Putzier commanded as he rose, still
visually immolating Klemp. “After the one-minute indulgence of Counsel’s misguided insistence
on pursuing this ill-considered course, we will adjourn, and I will take the matter under
advisement. My ruling and the precedent it sets, which it belabors the obvious to say one of you
will profoundly dislike, will issue in the near future. Let’s move it, Counsel!” he barked at the
collective group, which was not gathering itself fast enough to suit him. “Quickly!” he prodded,
herding them to an interior passage. “Go through my side-door, not back out in the hall.”
Because he actually relished playing the monkey-wrench role, Klemp was much more
heat-resistant to judicial incineration than most attorneys. Even so, considering the super-nova
output of Putzier’s display, he still felt pretty singed. But he nevertheless managed, as he
marched into the courtroom, to collect his wits well enough to devise an on-the-spot strategy.
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He realized that his failed bid to preserve the Ira Cripes issue had ignited what was
already a smoking legal powder keg. The Judge had evidently wanted him to drop the litigation
even before this last blow-up, and, in its aftermath, the risk that Putzier might retaliate with a
truly eviscerating opinion was looking too big to run. After all, a victory in this lawsuit would
merely tread jurisprudential water rather than propel his overall agenda substantially forward, but
a defeat could significantly set back his cause: it would encourage the spiritual zealots to
provoke more test cases and push the envelope further; it would embolden latent theistic judges
to venture out of the closet; it would give credence to the presently outshouted, unfashionable
voice that some venerated Darwinian edifices had feet of clay, and it might help de-stigmatize
religion from the currently voguish perception of its incompatibility with reason, intellect and
enlightened thinking.
But the time-critical challenge was not the decision whether to dismiss the case. On that
he would make a final judgment tomorrow, after all the dust had settled. For now, he had mere
moments to plan how to interrogate a witness about whom he knew absolutely nothing and with
whom he would only be allowed sixty seconds. He was confident that Whittaker would not have
outright misrepresented the man’s proffered testimony, so tearing into him on whether the photo
accurately depicted what he saw was probably a dead end. No, he needed an instantaneous
litmus test to determine whether the witness, despite his credentials, was another devout literalist
who, like that second batch of experts, would reject both his training and the evidence of his
senses if either differed from the Bible’s express text. If so, then Klemp’s slim but only hope
was to pillory, humiliate and deride the witness so abjectly, so utterly, so soundly—by forcing
him to admit, for example, his conviction that all human females are descended from a rib taken
out of a man’s abdomen six-thousand years ago—that Putzier’s vanity wouldn’t dare let him side
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with the defendants for fear of suffering widespread mockery-by-association. But if not, if the
witness was a right-thinking, run-of-the-mill scientist who showed no sign of harboring
fantastical beliefs, then, having just a minute to work with, Klemp was better off playing it safe
by immediately terminating the examination rather than asking additional questions with no idea
as to the likely answers and possibly eliciting information that would reinforce the witness’s
credibility. Plus, Putzier might favorably view Klemp’s relinquishment of his minute as a
placating act of self-effacing, redemptive contrition—a trial-lawyer form of hari-kari that could
perhaps buy the Judge’s forgiveness.
But the sole quick litmus test that came to him was the one he’d used on the expert loony
brigade deployed in that second wave of cannon-fodder deponents: “do you believe in God?”
Unfortunately, while such an inquisition was fine for the back-office setting of a deposition, in
open court it risked making him look like Torquemada’s atheist twin or a hungry Roman lion.
He did not want to leave a public impression either that he was putting faith itself on trial or that
he was pitting science and religion as either/or propositions. Still, because he was desperate and
could think of no other alternative in the short space available to him, he reluctantly resolved to
adopt that approach.
He arrived at his seat just as the crowd rose for the Judge’s reentrance.
“Y’all please sit down,” Putzier advised, uncharacteristically delivering his customary
greeting more like a command than an invitation as he ascended his bench. “Counsel,” he
snipped, staring at Klemp, “I understand you have testimony you wish to present.”
“Yes, Your Honor. The plaintiffs call, ehhh,” and here, realizing that he didn’t remember
the witness’s name, he stopped and looked across the aisle to Whittaker, who provided a helpful
whisper. “Roger Limine,” Klemp announced.
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The bailiff pushed open the heavy rear door and broadcast a booming call down the
corridor. “Ro-ger Li-mi-ne.”
This dramatic summons jostled Roger from the mental wrestling into which his warring
thoughts had lately been so prone to fall, whose battle today was unprecedentedly fierce, as if
indicative of a decisive surge. Wondering why such formality was being used simply to dismiss
him home, he rose.
“Here.”
“Come forward,” the bailiff instructed.
Roger entered the packed courtroom, drawing the acute scrutiny of every eyeball in the
place. He blinked hard and looked about with confusion and trepidation. Although he was
accustomed to giving academic lectures before large groups, this was not his element, and it
intimidated him.
“Come forward, Mr. Limine,” the Judge impatiently directed. “Please take the witness
stand.”
Geez, Roger gulped as he walked numbly down the aisle, feeling powerless and exposed,
sensing every onlooker’s head swiveling to keep him in its sights. I didn’t expect this to happen.
It wasn’t supposed to. It’s hard for me to believe.
Coming to the gate in the bar that separated the spectators from the lawyers, he pushed
against it only to find that it swung towards him. Suddenly, the images of a thousand similar
scenes popped in his consciousness for the first time as a single, cohesive, manifestly improbable
recollection, and a revelation bloomed. Wow, he absently observed as his feet mechanically
plowed forward. I’m always trying to open things the wrong way. Always. Wait. What are the
odds of that? Shouldn’t that be impossible?
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“Do you solemnly swear or affirm that your testimony today will be the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth?” he heard the clerk ask as he realized, in a blur, that he had
climbed into the witness box.
“I, I do,” he wobbled in reply.
“Please state your full name for the record,” the clerk requested.
“Roger Paul Limine” he obediently disclosed, taking, amidst his reeling imbalance, a
stabilizing comfort in the recitation of the routine.
The Judge nodded severely at Klemp, who, knowing that he was playing a dangerous
game, took an apprehensive breath before executing his plan.
“Mr. Limine,” he asked sharply, “do you believe in God?”
For Roger, the experience was already so surreal that the startling incongruity of that
question being posed in this legal setting escaped him. And so, the inquiry seeming no stranger
than anything else that had happened in the last hour, he searched his heart and found an answer
for it there.
“No, no, not yet, not today,” he softly admitted. “But I’ve opened my mind, my mind is
diligently tuned-in, to the possibility. So, if you ask me again in forty days . . . .” His voice
trailed off, and he finished with an ambivalent shrug.
Klemp hesitated, wondering on which branch of his pre-ordained decision tree to place
this peculiar, hybrid response. Na, he thought. Better not take the chance.
“No further questions, Your Honor.”
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Chapter 22
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Mark Lamb, et al.,
Plaintiffs
vs.
Midvale Independent School District,
et al.,
Defendants

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Civil Action No. 17814500-HP

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO DISMISS

On this day the Court considered the motion to dismiss filed by the plaintiffs. Said
motion is granted. This case is hereby dismissed in its entirety, without prejudice to its refiling,
with each party to bear its own costs.
/s/ Herbert Putzier_______
Hon. Herbert Putzier
United States District Judge
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*

*

*

“The hand of the Lord was upon me, and he set me in the middle of a valley; it was full of bones,
bones that were very dry. Then the Lord said to me, ‘Prophesy to these bones and say to them,
“Dry bones, hear the word of the Lord! This is what the Sovereign Lord says to these bones: I
will make breath enter you, and you will come to life. I will attach tendons to you and make
flesh come upon you and cover you with skin; I will put breath in you, and you will come to life.
Then you will know that I am the Lord.” ’ So I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I was
prophesying, there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came together, bone to bone. I
looked, and tendons and flesh appeared on them, and skin covered them, and breath entered
them, and they came to life.”
Ezekiel 37:1-10
*

*

*

Toe bone connected to the foot bone
Foot bone connected to the ankle bone
Ankle bone connected to the leg bone
Don’t you hear the word of the Lord?
Leg bone connect to the knee bone
Knee bone connected to the thighbone
Thigh bone connected to the hip bone
Don’t you hear the word of the Lord?
Hip bone connected to the backbone
Backbone connected to the neck bone
Neck bone connected to the head bone
Don’t you hear the word of the Lord?
Dem bones, dem bones, dem dry bones
Dem bones, dem bones, dem dry bones
Dem bones, dem bones, dem dry bones
Don’t you hear the word of the Lord?
*

*

The End
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